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 Abstract 
Despite the initial development of buzz marketing in the motion picture industry over 
a century ago, scholarly literature on the buzz phenomenon in the marketing 
discipline is still limited and remains an emerging field of research (Mohr, 2007a; 
Allsop, Bassett & Hoskins, 2007). No universally agreed definition of buzz currently 
exists in scholarly literature. This has resulted in confusion and misuse of the term. 
This is primarily because word-of-mouth (WOM) is often the main basis for 
describing and researching buzz (Rosen, 2000; Khermouch, 2001; Walker, 2004; 
Rosen, 2005; Carl, 2006; Rosen, 2009). However, simply engaging consumers in a 
conversation about a brand does not fully explain the buzz phenomena surrounding 
films such as ‘Gone With The Wind’ and ‘Avatar’. This thesis used a qualitative 
exploratory research approach to develop a deeper understanding of buzz through the 
context of the motion picture industry. This understanding was informed by valuable 
insights from key experts who have launched some of the most successful movies in 
box office history, as well as a range of moviegoers. The first major contribution of 
this thesis is the formulation of a new definition of buzz that comprehensively 
explains the buzz phenomena and provides a clear and holistic narrative that explains 
the phenomena. A second major contribution of this thesis is the mapping of the 
process explaining how buzz is co-created simultaneously by consumers and 
marketers. Furthermore this thesis also concludes that buzz is not the same as WOM. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The widespread excitement and anticipation that surrounded the 1939 release of the 
motion picture ‘Gone With The Wind’ (GWTW) was unprecedented. This excitement 
and anticipation was amplified by the declaration of a statewide holiday by Georgia’s 
Governor Eurith D. Rivers and proclamation of a three-day long festival by Atlanta’s 
Mayor William B. Hartsfield (Time, 1939). The festivities around the premiere 
commenced with a parade through Atlanta city. An estimated 300,0001 people lined 
up for seven miles through Atlanta to watch the motorcade procession of ‘GWTW’ 
stars, particularly Vivien Leigh and Clark Gable (Time, 1939). A Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer (MGM) newsreel of the 1939 premiere event in Atlanta (Georgia, U.S.), 
featured on the 70th Anniversary Edition DVD, shows mass crowds lining the streets. 
The sheer size is comparable to a Thanksgiving Day parade or winning sports team, 
complete with cheering and whistling fans, barricades, waving flags and confetti. 
 
A costume ball and dinner celebration in honour of ‘GWTW’ was held the night prior 
to the premiere, which was “attended by 6,000 celebrants, movie stars and executives 
galore” as well as “Governors of five former Confederate States” (Time, 1939). The 
following night, on December 15th 1939 the film premiered to 2,031 guests at 
Atlanta’s Grand Theatre, which was transformed to replicate the homestead featured 
in the film, the O’Hara plantation2 (Time, 1939). Following this national event, the 
film was released and broke box office records across North America, grossing an 
estimated $5,567,000 from 156 theatres (in 150 cities) in only eight weeks (Time, 
1940). This was a box office record at the time because movie tickets cost audiences 
between 75¢ for matinee sessions to $2.20 at Manhattan’s Astor (Time, 1940). 
                                                
1 “While the Stars and Bars flapped from every building, some 300,000 Atlantans and visitors lined up for seven 
miles to watch the procession of limousines bring British Vivien Leigh (in tears as thousands welcomed her 
“back home”), Clark Gable, his wife Carole Lombard, Producer David O. Selznick, Laurence Olivier and others 
from the airport. Crowds larger than the combined armies that fought at Atlanta in July 1864 waved Confederate 
flags, tossed confetti till it seemed to be snowing, gave three different versions of the Rebel yell, whistled, 
cheered, goggled.” (Time, 1939) 
2 “Next night through the false front of tall white columns erected to make Atlanta’s Grand Theatre look like Tara 
(the O’Hara plantation in Gone With The Wind) streamed a privileged 2,031 who were going to see the picture 
whose title Hollywood had been abbreviating for three years as G With the W. They were conscious of 
participating in a national event, of seeing a picture it had taken three years to make from a novel it had taken 
seven years to write. They knew it had taken two years and something akin to genius to find a girl to play Scarlett 
O’Hara. They knew it had cost more ($3,850,000) to produce the picture than any other in cinema history except 
Ben Hur ($4,500,00) and Hell’s Angels ($4,000,000). They knew it was one of the longest pictures ever filmed 
(three hours and three quarters of Technicolored action).” (Time, 1939) 
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While Hollywood previously encountered box office success with ‘Birth of a Nation’ 
($15,000,000), ‘Big Parade’ ($10,000,000), ‘Ben Hur’ ($10,000,000) and ‘Snow 
White’ ($8,000,000), no film had grossed so much in such a short period of time3 
(Time, 1940). Hollywood studio MGM, distributor and part owner of ‘GWTW’, had 
expected the film to gross $20,000,000 globally in one and a half years (Time, 1940), 
yet the tremendous popularity of the film increased the theatrical run to several years. 
The themes of survival, the scars of war and love portrayed in ‘GWTW’ resonated 
with audiences, particularly in London where the film opened in 1940 and continued 
playing non-stop for four years and two months (Lejeune, 1944). It also tapped into 
the historical significance of the American Civil War to the Southern States4. The 
phenomenon surrounding the launch of ‘GWTW’ is commonly referred to within the 
motion picture industry as ‘buzz’. 
 
In the motion picture industry, the extraordinarily successful theatrical performance 
of certain films is largely attributed to the buzz that exists across the movie-going 
population prior to release. Buzz is synonymous with very particular films that are 
deemed by Hollywood studio executives and industry experts as not only box office 
juggernauts but also mass cultural phenomena. In particular, the success of ‘Titanic’, 
‘The Blair Witch Project’ (BWP), ‘The Dark Knight’ (TDK) and ‘Avatar’ is 
attributed to the tremendous amount of buzz that surrounded each film prior to 
release (Boorstin, 2009; Cavell, 1999; McClintock, 2008; McClintock, 2009; Silver, 
1999; Sperling, 2009a; Smith, 1999; Whipp, 2009). This thesis uses the motion 
picture industry as a context through which the buzz phenomena will be investigated. 
                                                
3 “As risk-laden as coins in a slot machine are Hollywood’s top-budget pictures. Occasionally one hits the 
jackpot. Birth of a Nation hit it for the industry’s all-time box-office gross: over $15,000,000 (in 25 years). Big 
Parade, Ben Hur hit it for over $10,000,000 each. Snow White hit it for better than $8,000,000 to date, is still 
going strong. But no picture ever grossed so much in so short a time as Gone With the Wind. At the close of its 
eight week last week GWTW, playing 156 theatres in 150 U.S. cities, had brought $5,567,000 to the box office. 
One of Producer Selznick’s worries at the time of the premiere was how long it would take GWTW to make the 
$5,000,000 that it had to make before it began to earn any profits at all. Priced from 75¢ (matinee) to $2.20 
(Manhattan’s Astor), it had toppled house records almost everywhere. Produced for $3,850,000, it was expected 
to gross up to $20,000,000 in a year and a half (with foreign distribution). That would make a handsome profit for 
Distributor (and part owner) Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Producer David Selznick (Selznick International), who 
split a reputed 70% of the box-office gross. And since the book on which it was based was the fastest selling U.S. 
novel, it would also copper-rivet GWTW as the all-time hard-cash classic” (Time, 1940). 
4 “Crowds larger than the combined armies that fought at Atlanta in July 1864 waved Confederate flags, tossed 
confetti till it seemed to be snowing, gave three different versions of the Rebel yell, whistled, cheered, goggled… 
Though delighted Georgians clapped, cheered, whistled and wept at the historical sequences, Northerners might 
not. There had been protests from daughters of G. A. R. veterans. But David Selznick was not worried. The 
advantage of filming two great legends in one picture was that he had two great pictures – a sure fire Rebel-
rouser for the South, a sure fire love story for the rest of the country.” (Time, 1939)  
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1.1 The buzz phenomenon and the rapid diffusion of new products 
Certain phenomena are reproduced and diffused more than others (Berger, 2008; 
Fog, 1999), and buzz is argued to be a key driver of this phenomenon. It is “thought 
to give ‘life’ to a new product and energize its acceptance by a system of consumers” 
(Houston, Hennig-Thurau, Spann & Skiera, 2008. p.52). Dye (2000) argues buzz can 
rapidly accelerate consumer demand for new products. Khermouch & Green (2001) 
state in the instances of cultural phenomena ‘BWP’ and ‘Harry Potter’ book series, 
“buzz that seemed to come out of nowhere transformed what otherwise would have 
been a niche product into a mass phenomenon”. In the motion picture industry, the 
buzz generated for a movie prior to and during theatrical exhibition is believed to 
drive the success of its theatrical performance, which in turn is a critical driver of 
success in subsequent release windows (Eliashberg, Elberse & Leenders, 2006). 
 
Despite longstanding commentary about the role of buzz in successful movie 
marketing and the belief it accelerates the diffusion of new products, the evidence to 
date of these effects are primarily anecdotal, with a paucity of academic investigation 
into the phenomenon. For instance, Houston et al., (2008) argues that existing social 
scientific research on “buzz is rare and does not reveal much regarding the effects of 
buzz on the market success” of a new product (p.52). This is believed to be primarily 
due to the lack of conceptual distinction of buzz from the arguably related concept of 
word-of-mouth (WOM) (Houston et al., 2008). 
 
A comprehensive review of literature on the conceptualisation of buzz, detailed in 
Chapter 2: Literature review below, determined that current academic research fails 
to not only clearly differentiate buzz from WOM but comprehensively explain what 
buzz is. Whilst no universally accepted definition currently exists in literature, 
academic research primarily conceptualises buzz as a type of WOM (Carl, 2006; 
Chung, 2011; Reijden & Koppius, 2010), and to a lesser extent as WOM (Liu, 2006; 
Rosen, 2009), which suggests buzz and WOM are largely overlapping constructs. 
Yet the review identified that emotion and contagion are also theorised, to a lesser 
extent, as other components that form buzz (Houston et al., 2008; Mourdoukoutas & 
Siomkos, 2009), which suggests that it is theoretically distinct from WOM. 
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In particular, Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) argue that buzz is about aggregating 
WOM5 by adding contagion6 and emotion7, whereby “contagion stirs up emotions, 
stimulating and magnifying hype, seducing the mass consumer mind” and “fuelling a 
herd-like behaviour” (p.82), in which consumers imitate the behaviour of others. 
Similarly, Karniouchina (2011) conceives buzz as the “consumer excitement, interest 
and communication around” a new product that is capable of increasing consumer 
awareness (p.63). Conversely, Houston et al., (2008) theorises that buzz is distinct 
from WOM as it “focuses on consumers’ anticipation of products which are not yet 
available” (p.52-53), whereas WOM focuses on the personal experiences consumers 
have with a product that is consequently shared with others. Houston et al., (2008) 
thereby argues that buzz is the sum of all consumer anticipation8 that exists across a 
network of consumers about a new product, which is transmitted through contagion 
and information cascades within those networks. However, a review of literature on 
interpersonal communication and WOM, detailed in Chapter 2: Literature review 
below, identified that individuals will also engage in WOM prior to consumption of a 
new product, such as films (Liu, 2006). Moreover, limited empirical evidence exists 
to support these assertions about buzz. 
 
Anecdotal evidence of buzz from the motion picture industry, which is summarised 
in Chapter 2: Literature review and detailed in Chapter 5: Conclusion, suggests that 
when buzz was created around films such as ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ a mass audience 
exhibited heightened levels of excitement, interest and anticipation as well as 
heightened levels of WOM prior to release that in-turn collectively stimulated large-
scale demand to see the films from opening day. Furthermore, the buzz that existed 
around ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ did not dissipate immediately after release, it intensified 
and continued to disseminate across the movie-going population. 
                                                
5 Marketing literature broadly defines WOM as the interpersonal communication between two or more consumers 
in which products or services are informally discussed and evaluated (Anderson, 1998; Mazzarol, Sweeney & 
Soutar, 2007). Sweeney, Soutar & Mazzarol (2008) state that, “WOM is a process of personal influence, in which 
interpersonal communication between a sender and receiver can change the receivers behaviour or attitudes” 
(p.344-345). It is therefore perceived to be highly credible and trustworthy, as none of the individuals in the 
communication typically represent an organisation, which could benefit from this interpersonal exchange (Mohr, 
2007; Mazzarol et al., 2007). 
6 Contagion refers to the behaviour of passing something from one person to another (Pelling, 2001), and it is a 
key characteristic of the epidemic spread of viruses and diseases (Hethcote, 1989) 
7 Weiten (2004) states, “Emotion is a highly personal, subjective experience” and that emotions “are potentially 
intense internal feelings that sometimes seem to have a life of their own” (p.406). 
8 Houston et al., (2008) defines consumer anticipation as an “individual’s state of felt expectation, visualising the 
future possession, and/or consumption of a product or service” (p.52). 
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After reviewing the literature on the conceptualisation of buzz it became evident that 
whilst buzz is an emergent phenomenon that appears to form out of other constructs, 
specifically WOM, emotion and contagion, limited scholarly research examines how 
these constructs actually form to create buzz. This is the first gap in the literature. 
Thus the first aim of this thesis is to investigate if buzz is more than WOM, through 
exploring how the theorised components of WOM, emotion and contagion form buzz 
around the launch of new products. As such, the first research question is: 
 
Research Question 1: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion 
interrelate to form buzz? 
 
Khermouch & Green (2001) state that buzz can transform the launch of a new 
product such as a film into a mass phenomenon. Berger (2008, p.181) contends that 
“certain products catch on and spread like wildfire” amongst consumers. While 
different products contain elements that influence the adoption rate or popularity of 
the product (i.e. success or failure), similar underlying social processes drive the 
fluctuations in the spread of phenomena (Berger, 2008). A review of the diffusion 
literature on the drivers of new product diffusion, detailed in Chapter 2: Literature 
review below, was undertaken to ascertain how new products can gain immense 
popularity amongst consumers and rapidly transform into a mass phenomenon. The 
review identified that interpersonal influence plays a key underlying role in the new 
product diffusion process (Broekhuizen, Sebastiano & Torres, 2011; Rogers, 2003). 
The process of interpersonal influence is synonymous with buzz and WOM (Carl, 
2006). However, Van den Bulte & Lilien (2001) argue that marketing efforts can in 
some instances be the more dominant factor in driving the adoption of new products. 
 
A comprehensive review of buzz literature identified eleven explanations for how 
marketers can create buzz and yet it is argued none of these can comprehensively 
account for how Hollywood studios successfully created buzz around the launch of 
films such as ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. A critical analysis of these explanations 
suggests this is due to each explanation focusing on the role of WOM in marketing 
efforts to create buzz. Scholarly literature predominantly argues that through using 
opinion leaders to spread WOM about a product to others, marketers can create buzz 
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(Ahuja, Michels, Walker & Weissbuch, 2007; Carl, 2006; Niederhoffer, Mooth, 
Wiesenfeld & Gordon, 2007). For instance, Rosen (2009) argues that buzz marketing 
is about engaging consumers in conversation. Yet simply engaging consumers in a 
conversation fails to account for how Hollywood studios such as Warner Bros. are 
able to stimulate widespread anticipation, interest and excitement amongst 
moviegoers and thereby create buzz prior to the release of films such as ‘TDK’. 
 
After reviewing the literature on how marketing can create buzz, it is evident that 
little to no scholarly research examines why some new products develop buzz and 
others don’t, despite using similar marketing tactics. This is the second gap in the 
literature. Thus the second aim of this thesis is to investigate how marketing is 
involved, if at all, in creating buzz. As such, the second research question is: 
 
Research Question 2: Why do some new products develop buzz and others 
don’t? 
 
To effectively address such open-ended research questions posed in this thesis, an 
exploratory qualitative research method was adopted in order to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the underlying explanations of the buzz phenomenon from the 
perspectives of moviegoers who experience buzz [Study 1] and senior motion picture 
industry executives who actively create buzz on numerous campaigns on a yearly 
basis [Study 2]. 
 
The research design for Study 1 and 2 is detailed in Chapter 3: Research method. To 
address the first gap in the literature, the first aim of Study 1 was to develop an 
understanding of what buzz is from the perspective of moviegoers. The second aim 
of Study 2, which also addressed the first gap, was to develop an understanding of 
what buzz is from the perspective of movie marketers. To address the second gap in 
the literature, the first aim of Study 2 was to develop an understanding of how movie 
marketers successfully create buzz. The second aim of Study 1, which also addressed 
the second gap, was to develop an understanding of how marketing tactics influence 
the creation of buzz.  
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Buzz is synonymous with interpersonal influence (Carl, 2006), and influence plays a 
key role in the diffusion of new products (Broekhuizen et al., 2011; Rogers, 2003). 
Broekhuizen et al., (2011) states, industries “that are characterised by strong social 
influences often display great market inequalities with a few winners that dominate 
the market” (p.204). The motion picture industry frequently displays considerable 
market inequality, whereby only a few movies appear to dominate the market during 
theatrical release and attain a significant portion of the box office. It is often depicted 
as “a ‘winner-take-all’ market because market shares of movies are very unequally 
distributed” (Broekhuizen et al., 2011, p.204; De Vany, 2004; De Vany & Walls, 
1996). The box office dominance of these films is largely attributed to the buzz that 
distributors generate across the movie-going population prior to release. The majors, 
including Warner Bros., Universal, Walt Disney, Paramount, Sony and 20th Century 
Fox (Fox), frequently attempt to create buzz around the launch of hundreds of films 
(i.e. new products) in the North American and international theatrical (i.e. cinema) 
markets annually [Refer Section 1.2 below for a discussion on the importance of 
buzz in the motion picture]. Therefore, the motion picture industry served as an ideal 
context for exploring buzz and the rapid diffusion of new products. 
 
This exploratory approach enabled the researcher to formulate a new definition of 
buzz that explains the buzz phenomena and provides a holistic narrative that explains 
the phenomena clearly, for the first time in the literature. This is an original 
contribution of this thesis. This thesis concludes that buzz is not the same as WOM. 
Based on the fieldwork undertaken with senior film distribution executives and 
marketers representing the major Hollywood studios, it is argued that buzz is a form 
of social contagion, emotionally-driven by an enormous sense of anticipation that 
builds from a groundswell of interest that spreads like a virus across the movie-going 
population. The approach adopted, allowed the researcher to derive an understanding 
of how buzz is created and then map the complex processes involved in how buzz is 
co-created simultaneously by consumers and marketers. Finally, this thesis concludes 
that buzz has a considerable effect in driving the market success of a new product 
(i.e. performance). These form the four major contributions of this thesis. 
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1.2 Buzz and the motion picture industry 
In the motion picture industry, Hollywood studio executives and marketers widely 
believe that all “movies propelled by consumer buzz do well at the box office (e.g. 
the new Star Wars movies generated buzz months before they opened to long lines at 
premieres)” (Karniouchina, 2011, p.62). In addition to driving the success of a film’s 
theatrical performance (i.e. box office performance during release in cinemas), the 
“buzz that studios generate for movies prior to and during their theatrical release–a 
combination of advertising, media attention, and word-of-mouth communication–is 
widely believed” to be the critical driver of success in ancillary markets (i.e. 
subsequent release windows such as home video, television, video-on-demand and 
digital) (Eliashberg et al., 2006, pg.652). Generating “great buzz” for a new product 
such as a new film has long been “the holy grail in marketing circles since P.T. 
Barnum learned to work a crowd” (Khermouch & Green, 2001). 
 
Buzz, whilst not named ‘buzz’ existed in the 1880’s when P.T. Barnum “couldn’t 
wait around for people to decide to come” to the circus and had “to generate a lot of 
interest immediately” amongst potential audiences (Zotti, 1983, M-11)9. Building on 
P.T. Barnum’s marketing practices, the major studios in the motion picture industry 
pioneered buzz marketing to generate widespread interest and excitement around a 
new film primarily through “giving opinion leaders free access to the product (i.e., 
inviting them to a free preview” thus generating positive word-of-mouth (Eliashberg 
et al., 2006, pg. 648) and driving strong demand amongst audiences. 
 
The majors, including Warner Bros., Universal, Walt Disney, Paramount, Sony and 
Fox, still seek to create buzz in current movie marketing campaigns when launching 
new films. According to Hollywood studio executives and industry observers, films 
such as ‘GWTW’, ‘Jaws’, ‘Star Wars’, ‘Titanic’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ have 
successfully created buzz, evident in both audience reactions and box office 
performance (Time, 1939; Time, 1940; Cavell, 1999; Silver, 1999; Smith, 1999; 
McClintock, 2008; Sperling, 2009a; McClintock, 2009; Whipp, 2009). 
 
                                                
9 “The circus came to the average town for only one day,” says Bob Parkinson, director of Circus World’s 
research centre. “They couldn’t wait around for people to decide to come. They had to generate a lot of interest 
immediately.” (Zotti, 1983, M-11), Advertising Age 
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Buzz is important to achieving box office success (Karniouchina, 2011; Liu, 2006), 
particularly when only a few films appear to dominate the market during theatrical 
release and attain a significant portion of the box office (Broekhuizen et al., 2011; De 
Vany, 2004; De Vany & Walls, 1996). For example, largely due to the immense buzz 
that surrounded its release10, ‘Marvel’s The Avengers’ earned $207.4 million during 
its opening weekend (May 4-6th 2012), which accounted for 80.31% of the total 
North American box office that weekend (with 133 other films in release). The box 
office dominance of films that successfully attain buzz is further illustrated in the 
opening weekend results and market share of the box office achieved by several 
films such as ‘Avatar’, ‘Skyfall’ and ‘Jurassic Park’ as outlined in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1 North America opening weekend results for several blockbuster films 
Film (distributor) 
Weekend date 
(total films in 
release) 
Opening weekend box 
office ($) / Share of 
total box office (%) 
Total 
weekend box 
office 
‘Marvel’s The Avengers’ (Buena 
Vista) 
May 4-6, 2012 
(134 films) 
$207,438,708 / 80.31% $258,295,713 
‘The Dark Knight’ (Warner 
Bros.) 
July 18-20, 2008 
(122 films) 
$158,411,483 / 60.80% $260,528,431 
‘Spider-Man 3’ (Sony) May 4-6, 2007 
(129 films) 
$151,116,516 / 79.59% $189,847,413 
‘Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead 
Man’s Chest’ (Buena Vista) 
July 7-9, 2006 
(119 films) 
$135,634,554 / 62.17% $218,165,028 
‘Star Wars: Episode 3 – Revenge 
of the Sith’ (Fox) 
May 20-22, 2005 
(131 films) 
$108,435,841 / 66.49% $163,064,132 
‘Iron Man’ (Paramount) May 2-4, 2008 
(135 films) 
$98,618,668 / 62.02% $159,000,645 
‘Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s 
Stone’ (Warner Bros.) 
Nov. 16-18, 2001 
(62 films) 
$90,294,621 / 56.19% $160,690,436 
‘Skyfall’ (Sony) Nov. 9-11, 2012 
(120 films) 
$88,364,714 / 50.92% $173,513,744 
‘Avatar’ (Fox) Dec. 18-20, 2009 
(96 films) 
$77,025,481 / 55.83% $137,963,395 
‘The Lord of the Rings: The 
Return of the King’ (New Line) 
Dec. 19-21, 2003 
(121 films) 
$72,629,713 / 51.21% $141,823,285 
‘Independence Day’ (Fox) July 5-7, 1996 
(13 films) 
$50,228,264 / 41.44% $121,205,319 
‘Jurassic Park’ (Universal) June 11-13, 1993 
(19 films) 
$47,026,828 / 57.88% $81,236,676 
‘Terminator 2: Judgment Day’ 
(TriStar) 
July 5-7, 1991 
(15 films) 
$31,765,506 / 36.40% $87,250,563 
‘Titanic’ (Paramount) Dec. 19-21, 1997 
(20 films) 
$28,638,131 / 30.37% $94,270,479 
[Source: Box office data is compiled from Box Office Mojo estimations] 
 
                                                
10 Jeff Brock from Exhibitor Relations stated that ‘Marvel’s The Avengers’ was “a super-sequel arriving with the 
most built-in buzz in the history of modern-day cinema.” And Phil Contrino from BoxOffice.com “credits the 
buzz to Disney’s incredible campaign to market the film.” (Prinzivalli, 2012) – MTV 
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James Cameron’s 1991 highly successful blockbuster film ‘Terminator 2: Judgement 
Day’ is another prime example of buzz11 accelerating diffusion and driving box 
office dominance. A managing director of a U.S. theatre chain in 1991 anonymously 
remarked: “But nothing since ‘Batman’ has created the frenzy for tickets we saw this 
weekend with ‘Terminator’. At virtually all our locations, we were selling out well in 
advance of showings, and the word-of-mouth buzz out there is just phenomenal” 
(Rohter, 1991). In the first five days of release ‘Terminator 2’ took in $54 million, 
which accounted for over half of all movie tickets sold during the 1991 Fourth-of-
July holiday weekend in North American cinemas12 (Rohter, 1991). 
 
Buzz is so critical to achieving box office dominance that the majors endeavour to 
create buzz amongst audiences through targeted marketing strategy years in advance 
of release. For example, New Line Cinema (a subsidiary of Warner Bros.) began its 
marketing strategy for ‘The Lord of the Rings’ trilogy several years in advance of 
theatrical release to effectively build buzz13 (Donahue, 2000, pg.14). Moreover, it is 
evident that buzz provides a major strategic marketing advantage for launching films, 
an essential factor for distributors in an increasingly competitive market (Galloway, 
2007), where hundreds of films are theatrically released (MPAA, 2012). The number 
of films released annually in North American cinemas is detailed in Table 2 below. 
 
Table 2 Films released in the North American theatrical market (2003-2012) 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
Hollywood Studios 180 179 194 204 189 168 158 141 141 128 
Independent Studios 275 310 313 390 422 470 399 422 468 549 
Total Films Released 
in North America 
455 489 507 594 611 638 557 563 609 677 
[Source: Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) – Theatrical Market Statistics 2012] 
 
                                                
11 “After several listless months at the box office, the movie industry has been anticipating a contest for 
supremacy this summer between Mr. Schwarzenegger’s nameless visitor from the year 2029 and ‘Robin Hood: 
Prince of Thieves,’ starring Kevin Costner in a Warner Brothers remake of the enduring legend. But a battery of 
dazzling special effects and the presence of a tough female sidekick intended to appeal to women appear to have 
given the superhero from the future a decided advantage over the hero from the past: ‘The Word-of-Mouth 
Buzz’.” (Rohter, 1991), The New York Times 
12 “Audiences spent a record $100 million at the box office during the five-day weekend, with ‘Terminator 2’ 
accounting for more than half of all the tickets sold across the country.” (Rohter, 1991), The New York Times 
13 “Netizens are the dream moviegoer – endlessly loyal, with enough expendable income to cough up the coin to 
see a movie several times. Appropriately then, the Internet allows studios to take advantage of this, getting the 
buzz out on films months – even years – in advance. That’s the marketing strategy behind two films that are 
taking polar-opposite approaches en route to the movie theatre. New Line Cinema’s ‘Lord of the Rings’ trilogy of 
films has extensive studio support – and money – for Internet initiatives, including deals with E! Online and 
Web-browser designer NeoPlanet.” (Donahue, 2000, pg.14), Variety 
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In the motion picture industry, buzz is a major strategic advantage when considering 
the highly competitive environment that distributors currently operate. Mohr (2007a) 
argues that as media continues to fragment and movie-going audiences continue to 
migrate away from the conventional cinema experience towards home entertainment 
“it is becoming increasingly difficult for marketers to promote movies using the 
traditional model” (p.395). These issues are compounded by the rising marketing 
costs for launching new films (Lippman, 2002), as illustrated by the increase in the 
average prints and advertising expenditure (i.e. marketing budget) for a feature film 
from $25.32 million (1998) to $35.87 million (2007) (Galloway, 2002; Galloway, 
2007; MPAA, 2007a; MPAA, 2008; Marich, 2009) [Refer Appendix 1]. Therefore, 
Mohr (2007a) believes that “marketers must search for innovative ways to reach and 
attract movie audiences” (p.395), and buzz is one such innovative way of capturing 
audience attention, generating interest and stimulating demand. Khermouch & Green 
(2001) state that the independent film phenomenon ‘BWP’ generated immense buzz 
from a non-traditional, quirky and low-cost marketing campaign. However, despite 
anecdotal evidence and the strong belief within the motion picture industry that buzz 
rapidly accelerates the diffusion of films, the scholarly understanding of buzz as a 
key driver of box office performance is limited (Karniouchina, 2011). 
 
Based on the fieldwork undertaken in this thesis, senior film distribution executives 
and marketers representing the major Hollywood studios generally agree that buzz 
has an enormous value in driving the theatrical performance of a film (i.e. high ticket 
sales at the box office). They believe that buzz creates urgency and drives the want-
to-see factor amongst audiences (i.e. a very strong desire to see a film). An urgency 
meaning a person is willing to queue for hours because they MUST see the film as 
soon as possible (i.e. during opening weekend). This urgency and want-to-see factor 
that buzz generates amongst audiences indicates that buzz has a strong effect in 
driving an extremely high level of demand for a film prior to its theatrical release. 
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1.3 Buzz beyond motion pictures 
Whilst this thesis empirically examined the buzz phenomenon and rapid diffusion of 
new products within the context of the motion picture industry, buzz is not limited to 
just motion pictures. Reijden & Koppius (2010, p.2) contend that for most industries 
“the speed at which new products are introduced have increased dramatically” 
(Chandrasekaran & Tellis, 2007), particularly consumer electronics, entertainment, 
fast-moving consumable goods and automotives. Berger (2008) states that although 
different products contain specific characteristics that influence the rate of adoption, 
it is the same underlying social process (i.e. interpersonal influence, buzz and WOM) 
that truly drives the variance in new product diffusion. The rapid diffusion of a new 
product driven by consumer buzz is evident in a range of industries such as consumer 
electronics, food and beverages, motion pictures, broadcasting, publishing, sports, 
fashion, toys, amusement and recreation services, automotives and pharmaceuticals 
(Ahuja et al., 2007; Chung, 2011; Dye, 2000). Current scholarly research into buzz 
has largely focused on empirically examining consumer electronics (mobile phones) 
(Chung, 2011; Reijden & Koppius, 2010), film (Houston et al., 2008; Karniouchina, 
2011), music (Ahuja et al., 2007) and consumer durables (Niederhoffer et al., 2007). 
 
The fieldwork undertaken in this thesis identified that the buzz in other industries 
shares the same characteristics as buzz in the motion picture industry. Specifically, a 
senior studio executive noted that buzz wasn’t confined to movies and was evident 
around the launch of the Apple iPad (i.e. consumer electronics), whereby consumers 
exhibited the exact same behaviour as they do for the buzz around the launch of new 
movies [Refer to Section 4.2 in Chapter 4: Analysis and discussion]. Thus, the buzz 
that existed around the Apple iPad was the same as the buzz for a film, i.e. a mass of 
consumers exhibit heightened levels of excitement, interest and anticipation as well 
as heightened levels of WOM prior to release that in-turn collectively stimulates 
large-scale demand for a new product from the first day of release.  
 
Two prime examples of the buzz phenomenon beyond motion pictures, which appear 
to be analogous to the buzz that surrounded the launches of ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ 
and ‘Avatar’ as well as Apple’s iPad, was J.K. Rowling’s ‘Harry Potter’ novels and 
the final season of the television series ‘Breaking Bad’. 
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J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter book series (1997-2007) 
The midnight releases of J.K Rowling’s final four Harry Potter novels, including 
‘Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire’ (2000), ‘Harry Potter and the Order of the 
Phoenix’ (2003), ‘Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince’ (2005) and ‘Harry Potter 
and the Deathly Hallows’ (2007), are prime examples of how heightened levels of 
excitement and WOM can stimulate an on mass rush by consumers to get a product 
as soon as possible (i.e. buzz). The midnight releases stimulated so much excitement 
that hundreds of thousands of Harry Potter costume-wearing fans eagerly lined up for 
hours outside bookstores to purchases copies, celebrate the release with other fans 
and engage in all-night reading sessions (Fierman, 2000; Ma, 2007). 
 
It began with the release of ‘Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire’, which Fierman 
(2000) states is the moment when Harry Potter transformed into a mass phenomenon, 
when some lines in New York City at Barnes & Noble stores were reported to have 
been several city blocks long. Several bookstores celebrated the release by throwing 
fan parties that featured actors dressed as Harry Potter characters, sorting hats, magic 
tricks, face painting (i.e. lighting-bolt scars) and merchandise (i.e. wands) (Fierman, 
2000). This massive frenzy resulted in bookstores across North America selling out 
after only three days of release and sales achieving three times the initial projections 
of publisher Scholastic (Fierman, 2000). 
 
The immense buzz climaxed with unprecedented demand for the final novel ‘Harry 
Potter and the Deathly Hallows’, which attained record-breaking sales of 8.3 million 
copies sold within 24 hours of release (Blais & Minzesheimer, 2007; Ma, 2007). It 
was an event that some bookstores were expecting the largest crowds in their stores 
history to attend (Ma, 2007). A novelist who attended one launch party commented, 
“I can’t imagine the last time that so much [hype] was generated by a book and not 
a TV series or movie” (Ma, 2007). The highly excited crowds were reported to have 
counted down the final seconds to midnight and then erupted into loud cheering and 
applause as the boxes containing the final book were opened (Ma, 2007). Moreover, 
Nielsen (2007) stated that the buzz generated on Internet blogs for the final book was 
so immense that it overshadowed the buzz that had been building online around the 
‘Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix’ film release. 
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‘Breaking Bad’ final season (2012-2013) 
The final episodes of the television series ‘Breaking Bad’ are prime examples of how 
heightened levels of excitement, anticipation and WOM can stimulate an on mass 
rush by consumers to get a product as soon as possible (i.e. buzz). Kroll (2013) states 
that the U.S. network cable channel AMC unveiled a “poster to help build buzz” in 
the weeks leading up the series finale. The simple design featured a message for fans 
(“It was all in the chemistry. Thanks to everyone who made bad so good.”), and “a 
shot of the RV where the deep, dark descent of” the two main characters Walter and 
Jesse had started (Kroll, 2013). As the buzz was building many anxious fans were 
reportedly “speculating for weeks about how the show would end – specifically, who 
would die and who would make it out alive” – on social media sites (Nordyke, 2013). 
Moreover, many fans held final episode viewing parties that featured “hazmat suits, 
Los Pollos Hermanos fried chicken and rocky blue treats galore” (Tepper, 2013). 
 
In the final hours leading to the finale, “the buzz” reached “a thundering crescendo” 
with “boisterous conversations both on-and offline” about what was potentially the 
“most anticipated scripted TV event of the social media era – en masse” (Tepper, 
2013). As the AMC series was ending, over 1.2 million tweets and 5.5 million status 
updates and comments were shared online, making ‘Breaking Bad’ the most talked 
about TV series that week (Chmielewski, 2013). After the finale, a “thunderstorm of 
conversation on Twitter and Facebook” was created (Chmielewski, 2013), whereby 
fans “expressed a range of emotions – excitement, dread, confusion, loss – but one 
thing was clear: They all loved the journey they shared together” (Breanne, 2013). 
 
While most “successful veteran series peak in their third or fourth season”, 
‘Breaking Bad’s fifth “is a clear exception” (Kissell, 2013). The numbers exploded 
in 2013 “with an average audience of 5.4 million per episode heading into” the 
finale (Kissell, 2013), which almost doubled the record 2.93 million who viewed the 
first part of the fifth and final season only a year prior in 2012 (O’Connell, 2013). 
The immense buzz for the finale drove an unprecedented 10.3 million viewers to see 
the episode as soon as it aired, a rapid increase of nearly 4 million from the previous 
episode’s 6.6 million (Kissell, 2013), and an extraordinary surge of over 7 million 
more viewers than the beginning of the fifth season (O’Connell, 2013). 
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In conclusion, the anecdotal evidence demonstrates the buzz that surrounded the final 
four Harry Potter novels and the final season of ‘Breaking Bad’ was analogous to the 
buzz for Apple’s iPad and films ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. So, the buzz 
was the same for each phenomenon i.e. a mass of consumers exhibited heightened 
levels of excitement, interest and anticipation as well as heightened levels of WOM 
prior to the release of a new product that in-turn collectively stimulated large-scale 
demand from the first day of release. Therefore, it is argued that the findings of this 
thesis, which are based on an empirical investigation of buzz through the context of 
the motion picture industry, are also applicable to other industries that experience the 
rapid diffusion of new products driven by buzz. Specifically, on the basis of current 
scholarly research into buzz (Ahuja et al., 2007; Chung, 2011; Dye, 2000; Reijden & 
Koppius, 2010; Niederhoffer et al., 2007) and the anecdotal evidence of buzz beyond 
movies, it is argued the findings of this thesis are applicable to consumer electronics, 
fast-moving consumable goods and other forms of entertainment. 
 
1.4 Chapter summary 
Chapter 1: Introduction identified a key research problem in the body of knowledge 
on buzz, specifically a lack of empirical evidence to support the notion that buzz can 
rapidly accelerate the diffusion of new products such as motion pictures. The chapter 
further identified that this is primarily due to a lack of conceptual distinction between 
buzz and the arguably related concept of WOM. A comprehensive review of this 
literature on buzz is detailed in the proceeding, Chapter 2: Literature review. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
Chapter 1: Introduction discussed the notion that buzz can rapidly accelerate the 
diffusion of new products. However, the discussion identified that there is a lack of 
scientific research to support this notion and as such reveals a key research problem. 
Therefore an exploratory investigation into buzz and its actual effect on new product 
diffusion is needed. To effectively facilitate this exploration, the purpose of Chapter 
2: Literature review is to first, review diffusion literature to determine the underlying 
drivers of new product diffusion and second, to review buzz literature to identify 
scholarly explanations for how it is conceptualised and how marketers can create it. 
 
Chandrasekaran & Tellis (2007) state, “Researchers have identified various drivers 
for the diffusion of innovations. However, no researcher has developed an integrated 
theory that either incorporates or differentiates among all these drivers” (p.46). This 
is a major issue because “theory constitutes the key explanation for a phenomenon” 
(Chandrasekaran & Tellis, 2007, p.46). Chandrasekaran & Tellis (2007, p.39) further 
state that diffusion is commonly defined in marketing as “the communication of an 
innovation through the population” and thus “the phenomenon (spread of a product) 
is synonymous with its underlying driver (communication).” As the core focus of 
diffusion theory is on communication, Section 2.1 mainly focuses on interpersonal 
communication and influence. As WOM communication persists as the central focus 
of new product diffusion research, a review of WOM theory is also undertaken. 
 
Section 2.2 provides an extensive review of the literature on buzz, in particular how 
it is conceptualised and scholarly explanations for how marketers create it. First, the 
review identifies three distinct concepts that are theorised in varying combinations to 
form buzz, specifically WOM, contagion and emotion. A review of contagion theory 
and emotion theory is also undertaken in this section. This section concluded that 
limited scientific research examines how all of these concepts actually form buzz and 
thus a gap in scholarly knowledge exists. Furthermore, the review identified eleven 
varying explanations for how marketers can create buzz and yet none could fully 
account for how the ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ marketing campaigns successfully 
created buzz and thus a gap in scholarly knowledge exists. 
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2.1 Literature review: New product diffusion 
The diffusion of innovations is a significant field of academic research, particularly 
in the disciplines of marketing, economics, communication, medicine, sociology and 
agriculture (Chandrasekaran & Tellis, 2007; Mahajan, Muller & Bass, 1990; Rogers, 
2003; Van den Bulte & Lilien, 2001). Rogers (2003) broadly defines diffusion as 
“the process in which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over 
time among the members of a social system. It is a special type of communication, in 
that the messages are concerned with new ideas” (p.5). Rogers (2003) further asserts 
that this communication14 produces uncertainty15 for the individuals involved, which 
can be reduced through information16. Therefore, as a theory of communications, the 
core focus of diffusion theory is on the process through which information 
concerning an innovation is conveyed to or within a social system, i.e. interpersonal 
and mass communication (Chandrasekaran & Tellis, 2007; Mahajan et al., 1990; 
Rogers, 2003). In particular, scholars argue that interpersonal communication is 
central to the diffusion process (Arndt, 1967; Bass, 1969; Rogers, 1962). 
 
2.1.1 Interpersonal communications theory 
Interpersonal communication is argued to intersect “all the behavioural, social, and 
cultural sciences” (Bochner, 1985, p.27), despite significant inconsistency in how it 
is conceptually defined and thus “attempts at specifying exactly what interpersonal 
communication is and is not are often frustrating and fall short of consensus” 
(Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.10-11). For instance, disagreement still exists on “whether 
it is important to examine nonverbal as well as verbal behaviour or whether both 
parties to the interaction have to speak” (Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.11). Furthermore, 
major disparity exists in the “units used as a basis for describing and explaining 
interpersonal” exchange (Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.11). Specifically, this exchange 
can be empirically measured through either: single-unit or sequences of messages; 
single data snapshots or data collected over a long period; and actual or anticipated 
interactions (Knapp & Daly, 2011; Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
                                                
14 Communication is a process of convergence in which “two or more individuals exchange information in order 
to move toward each other (or apart) in the meanings that they give to certain events” (Rogers, 2003, p.6).  
15 Uncertainty is “the degree to which a number of alternatives are perceived with respect to the occurrence of an 
event and the relative probability of these alternatives. Uncertainty implies a lack of predictability, of structure, of 
information.” (Rogers, 2003, p.6) 
16 Information is “a difference in matter-energy that affects uncertainty in a situation where a choice exists among 
a set of alternatives...” (Rogers, 2003, p.6) 
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Scholars distinguish it from other forms of communication (i.e. organisational, mass, 
group) by designating the quantity of people involved as two (i.e. a dyad) and thus 
the influence that occurs in this interpersonal exchange, which can transpire through 
face-to-face and/or technology (i.e. computer, telephone) mediated interactions, is 
primarily due to the behaviour of those two individuals (Knapp & Daly, 2011). Yet, 
this distinction is contested in literature because the exchange may be an extension of 
larger groups or networks the individuals are part of and thus the conversation “may 
be subject to the structures and norms of that group” (Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.11). 
Alternatively, some scholars contend that it is an actually exchange of meaning 
through mutual influence and is thereby distinctive because it involves more than just 
an exchange of messages (Beebe, Beebe & Redmond, 2005; Hartley, 1993). 
 
Literature is concentrated on investigating the precursors to and consequences of this 
communicative effort by a person to exert influence on their personal relationships 
with others (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). Academic researchers currently assume 
one of three conceptions (i.e. psychological/relational, symbolic interactionist and 
interactional), in which each “emphasises a different central focus for the defining 
characteristic of interpersonal communication” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.53). 
 
Interpersonal communication: Psychological and relational perspective 
The psychological and relational perspective is founded on the characterisation of 
interpersonal communication by Miller & Steinberg (1975), who assert that people 
will “communicate to control their environment so as to receive certain physical, 
economic, or social rewards from it” and in doing so will endeavour to “make 
predictions about how the receivers of their messages will react” (Roloff & 
Anastasiou, 2011, p.53). Consequently, if people make communicative predictions 
about receivers based on psychological information they are engaged in interpersonal 
communication, and alternatively if predictions are based on sociological or cultural 
information then they are engaged in noninterpersonal communication (Knapp & 
Daly, 2011; Miller & Steinberg, 1975; Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). As such, if the 
communication is primarily interpersonal in nature, it is assumed the individuals 
involved have an interpersonal relationship (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
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This characterisation posits that the central purpose of all communication for the 
individual is to exert influence over their environment and thereby obtain necessary 
resources (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). In interpersonal communication this central 
purpose is provided first through an individual “gathering information about other 
individuals so as to predict their responses to communication more accurately” 
(Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.53). As such, it is presumed an individual will engage 
in certain actions to reduce uncertainty about others and thus increase accuracy in 
predicting responses (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). Furthermore, the purpose is 
provided through an individual “constructing and enacting communication strategies 
that will maximise positive responses” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.53-54). Thus, 
it is presumed an individual will indicate their needs to others and in some instances 
attempt to persuade those reluctant to fulfil their needs (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
Finally, the purpose is also provided through an individual “tailoring responses so as 
to address the communicator’s needs” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.54). 
 
Miller & Steinberg’s (1975) observations suggest that interpersonal communication 
is distinct from other forms of communication due to the psychological processes of 
the individuals involved. Roloff & Anastasiou (2011, p.53) believe that this is critical 
because it concentrates research largely “toward ascertaining and understanding an 
individual’s perception of a target and only secondarily toward the behaviour that 
the individual enacts as a result of those perceptions.” As such, this perspective 
“privileges person perception as a key feature of interpersonal communication and 
relationships” and thus it is “unclear what, if any, role other factors such as 
emotion” may have within interpersonal exchanges (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, 
p.53). Furthermore, the perspective infers that an intrinsic link exists between the 
communication exchange and relationship of the individuals involved, thereby 
making personal relationships the central context for investigating interpersonal 
communication (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.53). 
 
While the psychological and relational perspective is acknowledged as the central 
paradigm, some scholars criticise its dominance and widespread acceptance, arguing 
the need for alternative perspectives in researching interpersonal communication 
(Baxter, 1998; Cronen, 1998; Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
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Interpersonal communication: Symbolic interactionist perspective 
The symbolic interactionist perspective depicts interpersonal communication “as a 
symbolic process involving the presentation and validation of the self” (Roloff & 
Anastasiou, 2011, p.57). Cushman & Craig (1976), who introduced this perspective 
into literature, assert, “the fundamental action of all forms of communication is to 
regulate consensus, in effect to coordinate the actions of diverse individuals” (Roloff 
& Anastasiou, 2011, p.57). Therefore, the function of interpersonal communication 
systems is to “regulate consensus with respect to individual’s self-conception” 
(Cushman & Craig, 1976, p.44 as cited in Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.57). 
 
This function is thought to be the key difference between interpersonal and other 
communication systems (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). For example, organisational 
systems regulate consensus in relation to an organisation’s production needs, and 
cultural or cross-cultural systems regulate consensus in relation to a culture’s 
institutions, identity and interest (Cushman & Cahn, 1985; Cushman & Craig, 1976). 
While these functions are mutually exclusive, each system is also interdependent 
(Cushman & Craig, 1976). Thus “the ability of two individuals to present and 
validate each other’s self-concept can be influenced” by the consensus occurring in 
other systems and vice-versa (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.58). 
 
Cushman & Craig (1976) assert that interpersonal communication is different also in 
terms of the processes, networks and codes involved (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). In 
particular, the processes in interpersonal systems typically involve “the development, 
presentation, and validation of self-conceptions”. Furthermore, in an interpersonal 
system the network is typically “the dyad (two people) within a friendship or family 
network” and it “tends to evolve a private code based on personal styles and 
experience of the individuals” (Cushman & Craig, 1976, p.44 as cited in Roloff & 
Anastasiou, 2011, p.57).  
 
Although the symbolic interactionist perspective is considered as generally well 
received in interpersonal communication research, some scholars criticise its primary 
focus on the positive self-conceptions of individuals and thus insufficient attention to 
contexts with negative self-conceptions (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
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Interpersonal communication: Interactional perspective 
In an interactional perspective, “interpersonal communication should be conceived 
of as human interaction” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.60). The perspective is 
based on Pearce’s (1976) assertion that it involves “the sequencing of messages in 
conversations and the sequencing of conversations into relationships” (p.17 as cited 
in Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.60). Capella (1987, p.228) adds, the essential feature 
of this is an individuals’ “influence on another’s behaviour over and above that 
attributed to normal baselines of action” (as cited in Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.11). 
Thus the sequencing process reflects an interaction (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
 
Capella’s (1987) definition offers a broader conception as it does not adopt a position 
as to “whether interpersonal communication (a) is intentional; (b) is influenced by 
psychological, affective, or social factors; or (c) occurs only within certain 
relational contexts” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011 p.60). Specifically, Capella (1987) 
contends that interpersonal communication is investigated through four key groups 
of questions, which include zero-order, first-order, second-order and third-order. The 
zero-order questions concentrate on “identifying the behaviours to be observed 
during an interaction and the time unit during which they are to be observed” 
(Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.60). First-order questions concentrate on “situational, 
cognitive, or psychological factors related to the encoding or decoding of interaction 
behaviour.” (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011, p.61) Second-order questions concentrate 
“directly on the patterns of behaviour of which the interaction is composed.” (Roloff 
& Anastasiou, 2011, p.62) Third-order questions focus on examining the connection 
between patterns of interaction and the relational states (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). 
 
Roloff & Anastasiou (2011) state, whilst the interactional perspective “clearly makes 
communication the central focus and does not privilege any psychological or social 
process” (p.63), it is criticised for not only serving as just an organisational pattern 
but also “it is unclear how the various questions that flow from this perspective fit 
with one another” (p.64). As a result, despite using different viewpoints to address 
each varying question, none actually addresses all viewpoints concurrently. 
Therefore, according to Roloff & Anastasiou (2011), the approach “uncovers a 
degree of incoherence and disjointedness to interpersonal communication research 
that may indeed be an accurate characterisation” (p.64), of the theory. 
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Summary: Interpersonal communication theory 
Despite significant variance in how it is conceptually and operationally defined in 
literature, it is evident that the defining characteristic of interpersonal communication 
is influence (Knapp & Daly, 2011; Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). Specifically, it is the 
communicative efforts of an individual to exert influence within their personal 
relationships with others (Roloff & Anastasiou, 2011). This is reflected in Capella’s 
(1987, p.228) assertion that, “If interpersonal communication has any essential 
feature, it is that persons influence on another’s behaviour over and above that 
attributed to normal baselines of action” (as cited in Knapp & Daly, 2011, p.11). 
Thus, interpersonal communication is central to the diffusion process because it is a 
key driver in influencing opinions and thereby adoption behaviour concerning new 
products (Bass, 1969; Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Mahajan et al., 1990). 
 
2.1.2 Interpersonal influence 
Influence plays a key role in the diffusion of new products (Broekhuizen, Sebastiano 
& Torres, 2011; Rogers, 2003). In particular, the diffusion of a new product is argued 
to be a “function of spontaneous innovation of consumers (due to external influences 
such as mass media coverage) and cumulative adoptions (due to internal influences 
such as word of mouth)” (Bass, 1969; Broekhuizen et al., 2011, p.204; Hauser, Tellis 
& Griffin, 2006). Carl (2006) states that academic investigation into interpersonal 
influence and the notion that certain individuals, generally referred to in literature as 
‘opinion leaders’ (Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955), ‘influentials’ (Weimann, 1994), 
‘innovators’ or ‘early adopters’ (Rogers, 1965; 2003), are particularly influential 
over others in a social system is well established. The process of personal influence 
is connected to or is synonymous with various phenomena, including the diffusion of 
innovations, WOM, buzz and tipping points (Carl, 2006). 
 
Broekhuizen et al., (2011) state, industries “that are characterised by strong social 
influences often display great market inequalities with a few winners that dominate 
the market” (p.204). In particular, the motion picture industry often displays 
significant market inequality, whereby only a few movies appear to dominate the 
market during theatrical release and attain a significant portion of the box office. 
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Broekhuizen et al., (2011, p.204) states, it “has frequently been called a ‘winner-
take-all’ market because market shares of movies are very unequally distributed” 
(De Vany, 2004; De Vany & Walls, 1996). Broekhuizen et al., (2011) theorise that 
the likelihood a moviegoer will become aware of a movie, “depends on the buzz” the 
movie creates (p.206). When the movie is released the buzz “is determined by the 
pre-release advertising budget of the movie” (Broekhuizen et al., 2011, p.206). 
Broekhuizen et al., (2011, p.206) contends that, “This assumption can be considered 
realistic, given that 90% of advertising expenditures are spent prior to movie 
release” (Elberse & Anand, 2007). 
 
Broekhuizen et al., (2011) argues that social influence can result from other’s past 
behaviours “such as receiving word-of-mouth and buzz” i.e. the “word-of-mouth 
interactions with others who went to the movie” (pp.204-205). As such, a “higher 
number of people that have visited a given movie, the more likely consumers receive 
recommendations from others to visit that movie” (Broekhuizen et al., 2011, p.206). 
Furthermore, influence can occur through other’s intentions to see the movie, which 
is believed to have a stronger effect on market inequalities (Broekhuizen et al., 2011, 
pp.204-205). As such, the higher the intention to visit a movie amongst others, the 
more likely a consumer will actually visit the movie (Broekhuizen et al., 2011, 
p.206). This study assumes that buzz and WOM are the same concept. 
 
Sweeney et al., (2008) states that, “at its core, WOM is a process of personal 
influence, in which interpersonal communication between a sender and receiver can 
change the receivers behaviour or attitudes” (Sweeney et al., 2008, p.344-345). 
However, Carl (2006) states, “although the power of stimulating word-of-mouth and 
relational networks has been known for some time” (Arndt, 1967; Whyte, 1954), “a 
more recent phenomenon is when certain firms seek to consciously engineer buzz in 
relational networks” (p.602-603). Alternatively, Houston et al., (2008) attempts to 
distinguish buzz from WOM by arguing that the buzz occurs amongst consumers 
prior to the release of a new product and that WOM occurs amongst consumers after 
release and for products already in the marketplace. 
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2.1.3 Word-of-mouth communication theory 
WOM is broadly defined in the marketing discipline as the informal communication 
between two or more consumers in which brands, products, services or experiences 
are discussed and evaluated (Anderson, 1998; Mazzarol et al., 2007; Sweeney et al., 
2008). Sweeney et al., (2008) states that, “at its core, WOM is a process of personal 
influence, in which interpersonal communication between a sender and receiver can 
change the receivers behaviour or attitudes” (p.344-345). It is therefore perceived to 
be highly credible and trustworthy, as none of the individuals in the communication 
typically represent an organisation or a brand, which could benefit from this 
interpersonal exchange (Mohr, 2007; Mazzarol et al., 2007). 
 
Marketing literature on WOM primarily developed following the acknowledgement 
that WOM had a higher impact on consumers than other traditional marketing 
communications (i.e. mass communication) such as advertising and personal selling 
(Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955; Harrison-Walker, 2001), which are deliberately designed 
by marketers to promote a product or service to consumers. Despite this recognition, 
academic research on WOM is still considered an emerging field in the marketing 
discipline, and important advancements in conceptualising and structuring WOM and 
its interactions are still occurring (Allsop, Bassett & Hoskins, 2007).  
 
Harrison-Walker (2001) and Mazzarol et al., (2007) contend that limited academic 
research exists in the conceptual development of WOM. Specifically, Mazzarol et 
al., (2007, p.1476) believes the key issue is the major focus of research on the extent 
and frequency of WOM behaviours as well as the likelihood of consumers engaging 
in WOM. Recently, literature has shifted focus to examining the difference between 
positive and negative WOM, influence of positive WOM, WOM effectiveness and 
WOM in relation to customer lifetime value (Lee, Lee & Feick, 2006; Mazzarol et 
al., 2007; Sweeney et al., 2008; Trusov, Bucklin, & Pauwels, 2009). 
 
Harrison-Walker (2001) conceptualized, from a sender’s perspective two distinct 
WOM constructs: WOM Activity, and WOM Praise (favourability/valence), by 
empirically testing theorised aspects of WOM communication, including: (1) 
favourableness, which refers to communication being either positive or negative 
(valence); (2) enthusiasm, which encompasses the frequency a person communicates 
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and to the number of people; and, (3) detail, which refers to how much is said [Refer 
Table 3 below]. As such, WOM is predominantly categorised in academic research 
as either positive (favourable) or negative (unfavourable) when two or more 
individuals engage in an interpersonal exchange about a product or service 
(Mazzarol et al., 2007). By quantitatively testing these aspects of WOM 
communication, Harrison-Walker (2001) found that favourableness is different from 
enthusiasm and detail. As such, Harrison-Walker (2001) proposed two independent 
constructs of WOM instead of one single and more generalised construct. WOM 
Activity, encompasses enthusiasm and detail in communication whereas, WOM 
Praise is the favourableness of the communication (Harrison-Walker, 2001). 
Mazzarol et al., (2007) building on Harrison-Walker’s WOM constructs sought a 
consumer perspective, deriving the richness of the message content and strength of 
the advocacy important to WOM Activity. Richness of the message content includes 
the language (words/phrases) used and the depth (degree of storytelling) of the 
message (Mazzarol et al., 2007, p.1487). The strength of the advocacy, being either 
implicit or explicit refers to how the message was conveyed to the receiver through 
the manner of communication and body language (Mazzarol et al., 2007, p.1487).  
 
Table 3 Constructs of WOM 
Constructs 
comprising the 
concept 
Components or aspects 
of each construct 
Explanation 
Frequency of WOM The frequency a person communicates  
Number of People The number of people communicated with 
Richness of the Content The language used and the depth of the message 
WOM Activity  
Strength of Advocacy How the message is conveyed to the receiver 
through a manner of communication 
Positive A positive valence to the communication  WOM Valence 
Negative A negative valence to the communication 
 
 
Sweeney et al., (2008) propose key influential factors on a receiver’s predisposition 
to act on WOM are a combination of personal and interpersonal characteristics 
including those associated with the message and situation surrounding the message. 
Currently little research exists on the dispersion (spread or diffusion) of WOM, with 
studies primarily focused on the relationship between volume of WOM and 
performance (Godes & Mayzlin, 2004; Duan et al., 2008). Dispersion is an important 
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aspect of WOM and refers to the extent of conversations happening across a broad 
range of communities (Godes & Mayzlin, 2004). 
 
Word-of-mouth in new product diffusion – discussion 
Chandrasekaran & Tellis (2007, p.39) state that diffusion in the marketing discipline 
is commonly defined as “the communication of an innovation through the 
population” and thus “the phenomenon (spread of a product) is synonymous with its 
underlying driver (communication).” Furthermore, Mahajan et al., (1990) asserts that 
WOM is an important influence in “determining the shape and speed of the diffusion 
process in a social system” (p.54). The link between WOM volume and sales 
performance of new products is established (Liu, 2006). 
 
Liu (2006) investigated how the dynamic patterns in WOM information can explain 
box office revenues. Liu (2006) examined WOM data from the Yahoo Movies 
message board, in particular weekly measures of WOM volume (total interactions) 
and WOM valence (nature) across 12,136 messages relating to 40 movies, over a 
four-month period (May-September 2002). However, the method is limited in 
sampling WOM messages from only one Internet-based source, thereby failing to 
account for offline WOM amongst movie audiences. He used three judges to 
independently code the messages into either: positive or negative (clear assessment 
or recommendation); mixed (no clear assessment); neutral (no positive or negative 
assessment); or irrelevant (unrelated to the movie). He noted that limited 
disagreement between the three judges existed for coding all messages (only 4.1%).  
 
Liu (2006) determined that positive “WOM is the most active during the pre-release 
period and the opening week, and then gradually decreases” (p.81). Furthermore, 
Liu (2006) also noted regarding WOM valence that the percentage of negative WOM 
prior to a film’s release is lower than positive WOM, but increases after release. Yet 
this would obviously depend on the film itself and the audience reaction to that film 
before and after release. He also determined that the variation between the positive or 
negative valence of WOM was random in terms of direction and magnitude (Liu, 
2006). Through analysing WOM measures against weekly box office revenues, Liu 
(2006) found that while the volume of WOM has highly significant explanatory 
power (high significance), valence offers no explanatory power (low significance). 
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Word-of-mouth marketing tactics – discussion 
Word-of-mouth marketing (WOMM) refers to the direct influence on consumer-to-
consumer communications about brands, products, services and experiences by 
marketers (Marsden, 2006; Hughes, 2008). WOMM aims to promote products 
through guerrilla marketing tactics, seeding programs and viral marketing thereby 
encouraging positive WOM amongst target consumers (Marsden, 2006). Guerrilla 
marketing includes street art, urban, and creative public stunts to grab instant 
consumer attention and/or disrupt competitor-marketing efforts. Seeding programs or 
trials involve distributing samples to targeted opinion leaders, with the aim of 
creating WOM advocates that take ownership of marketing themselves to large 
networks (Marsden, 2006). Viral marketing is an Internet-driven marketing tactic 
that utilizes consumer-to- consumer communications and networks to disseminate 
information rapidly to create a high multiplication and pass-along rate to others 
(Marsden, 2006; Mohr, 2007; Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). Bruyn & Lilien (2008) state, 
“with the growth and evolution of the Internet, electronic peer-to-peer referrals have 
become an important phenomenon, and marketers have tried to exploit their 
potential through viral marketing campaigns” (p.151).  
 
Bruyn & Lilien (2008) state, that viral marketing is driven by the effectiveness of 
“unsolicited, electronic referrals to create awareness, trigger interest, and generate 
sales or product adoption” (p.151). The advantages of using viral include spreading 
word about new products with speed, generating and leveraging “brand evangelists 
to encourage trail and activation” (Ferguson, 2008, p.181). However, relatively little 
is known about either viral marketing or word-of- mouth processes influence on 
“consumers’ actual behaviours, particularly in a cluttered online environment” 
(Bruyn & Lilien, 2008, p.151). Furthermore global interconnectivity facilitating 
dissemination of both positive and negative WOM “cannot be easily controlled by 
marketers or brand managers” (Bruyn & Lilien, 2008, p.151). Ferguson (2008) 
argues whilst viral marketing creates awareness, no research to date has addressed its 
effect on market share building, the bottom line, existing loyalty efforts, or on 
creation of brand advocates (p.179-180). Furthermore, Kirby (2006) notes that it has 
yet to be empirically conceived and measured within marketing literature.  
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2.2 Literature review: Buzz 
 
2.2.1 Critical review of buzz theory 
Buzz is not only inconsistently defined in marketing literature (Freeman & Chapman, 
2008), it is deemed as “difficult to define and measure” (Ahuja et al., 2007, p.152). 
Buzz is often used as a proxy to describe a build up of a critical mass of WOM 
recommendation amongst potential consumers about a new product (Thomas Jr., 
2004; Freeman & Chapman, 2008). As such, WOM is often referred to or is the basis 
for many conceptualisations of buzz in the marketing discipline (Liu, 2006; Carl, 
2006; Rosen, 2009). Some scholars refer to buzz as WOM directly influenced by 
brands (Carl, 2006), all person-to-person communication (Rosen, 2005; Rosen, 
2009), or as an outcome of WOM (Duan et al., 2008; Ouwersloot & Duncan, 2008). 
[Refer Appendices 2 - 4 for a critical evaluation of scholarly explanations of buzz]. 
 
Conceptualising buzz through word-of-mouth 
Rosen (2009) defines buzz as “all the person-to-person communication-everything 
that is communicated verbally and visually-among current, previous, or potential 
customers” (p.2), i.e. WOM. Rosen (2009) further notes that, “some people use the 
word ‘buzz’ to describe a spike in word of mouth – when something is talked about 
for a short period of time” (p.2). He believes that the “basic building block of buzz is 
a comment”, which can spread through various methods of communication including 
face-to-face, phone, email, instant messaging, blogs or other methods (2009, pg.2). 
Buzz spreads through social networks either by mass media disseminating WOM to 
opinion leaders to a network of people and then to the wider population, or by people 
disseminating WOM to other people (Rosen, 2009). Rosen (2009) argues that the 
credibility of people involved and the quality of a product is important in influencing 
the spread of buzz, whilst also noting that product quality couldn’t explain all buzz 
(p.134-135). He further argues that conversation triggers such as the user-experience 
and the product itself, in particular product attributes are important (Rosen, 2009). 
 
Rosen maintains buzz cannot happen by itself and is the outcome of a series of 
marketing decisions and product design (2009). In contradiction to this Rosen also 
states, “the best buzz comes not from clever PR or advertising but rather from 
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attributes inherent in the product or service itself” (2009, p.150), and some products 
are more contagious than others, thereby creating long-term buzz (Rosen, 2009), 
which leads to an increase in demand and sales (Dye, 2000).  
 
Carl (2006) defines buzz as institutional WOM i.e. “WOM communication where the 
institutional identity or corporate affiliation of at least one participant may be salient 
and/or where the object being discussed (i.e., and organisation, brand, product or 
service) is part of an organized WOM campaign” (p.605). In particular, this 
perspective presumes that buzz is WOM communication influenced by an 
organisation, and WOM is the everyday informal communication between people 
(Carl, 2006). Based on this perspective of buzz, Carl (2006) investigated how buzz 
marketing agencies use volunteers or paid people to try new brands and spread 
WOM through engaging in conversations with other people. This empirical study 
proceeded to survey buzz agents to determine the effectiveness of buzz agents in 
spreading and engaging in WOM. Carl (2006) effectively compared buzz against 
everyday WOM, between everyday people and buzz marketing agents. 
 
Predominately, Carl (2006) investigated the frequency of interactions with others, the 
valence of conversations (positive, negative or neutral), whether referrals or 
recommendations occurred, and whether or not the conversation “was part of an 
active buzz marketing campaign” (p.610-611). He determined; (1) buzz agents 
engage more frequently in WOM conversations, compared to people not affiliated 
with a buzz marketing campaign; (2) the majority of WOM engagements were more 
natural (WOM) and not influenced by brands (buzz); and, (3) agents influenced by 
brands are more likely to engage in positive WOM, and less in negative WOM. 
Moreover the frequency of interactions and conversations “varied by the relationship 
shared between the conversational partners”, and also related to the day of the week 
in which the conversation occurred (Carl, 2006, p.627). Limitations exist in the 
potential sample bias as only highly motivated and proactive agents were recruited. 
The study was also limited to using reports about conversations and not the actual 
conversations. Carl (2006) concluded that buzz is based on everyday conversations. 
 
So if literature conceptualises buzz as WOM, how is buzz different from WOM? 
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Criticism of conceptualising buzz as WOM 
Houston et al., (2008) argues that buzz and WOM are conceptually distinct concepts. 
In particular, Houston, et al. (2008) contends that academic research predominantly 
views “WOM as a post-introduction construct in which the giver of WOM has 
personally experienced the product and shares his/her consumption experiences” 
with others (p.52-53). However, WOM does not require consumption experience as 
consumers also engage in communication prior to the consumption of a product (Liu, 
2006). Within this perspective, Houston et al., (2008) further argues that WOM is a 
one-dimensional concept that focuses on interpersonal communication and is thereby 
primarily operationalised at the individual level, focusing on the sender and receiver. 
Houston et al., (2008) argues, “In contrast, buzz takes a pre-introduction perspective 
and focuses on consumers’ anticipation of products which are not yet available.” 
(pp.52-53). Therefore buzz is a multi-dimensional concept that encompasses more 
than interpersonal communications and includes emotion, in particular anticipation. 
As such, Houston et al., (2008) further contends that buzz requires an aggregate level 
(i.e. mass or collective) perspective “to capture the overall anticipation for a forth-
coming product” (pp.52-53). 
 
Conceptualising buzz through emotion 
Karniouchina (2011) argues that buzz is basically the “consumer excitement, interest 
and communication around” a new product that is capable of increasing awareness 
amongst target consumers (p.63). Similarly, Ouwersloot & Duncan (2008, p.331) 
argues that buzz is “excited talk about a brand”. In differentiating buzz from WOM, 
Houston et al., (2008) theorises that buzz is the sum of all consumer anticipation that 
exists across a network of consumers about a new product, which is transmitted 
through contagion and information cascades within those consumer networks. In 
particular, Houston et al., (2008) defines consumer anticipation as an “individual’s 
state of felt expectation, visualising the future possession, and/or consumption of a 
product or service” (p.52). 
 
Conceptualising buzz through contagion 
Walker (2004) defines buzz as the, “Contagious word of mouth commentary about 
products, services, brands and ideas” (in Carl, 2006, p.602). Similarly, Chung 
(2011) argues that ‘online buzz’ or ‘WOM’ refer to the instantaneous and continuous 
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generation and exchange of a significant volume of online messages about products. 
As such, Chung (2011) and Walker (2004) explain buzz as a form of contagious 
WOM about new products. Comparatively, Matorin (2007) argues that, “True buzz is 
like a virus that changes to meet the challenge of a new environment”, in which the 
product is introduced, infects a few innovators and then begins to spread amongst the 
mainstream (p.18). Thus, Matorin (2007) explains buzz as a form of contagious 
behaviour in which a product rapidly disseminates across the consumer population. 
Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) add that, “buzz is about aggregating and 
spinning WOM by adding to it hype and contagious behaviour so as to fuel a herd-
like mentality among a critical mass of consumers” (p.82). 
 
Conceptualising buzz through word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion  
Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) theorise that consumers who are emotionally 
stimulated will talk about their experiences with others passionately and drive buzz 
amongst other consumers. As such, Mourdoukoutas and Siomkos (2009) argue that, 
“contagion stirs up emotions, stimulating and magnifying hype, seducing the mass 
consumer mind” and “fuelling a herd-like behaviour” (p.82), in which consumers 
will imitate the behaviour of others. Whilst, Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) 
theorise that ‘buzz’ is about aggregating ‘WOM’ through adding ‘contagion’ and 
‘emotion’ and Houston et al., (2008) deems that anticipation (i.e. emotion) is crucial 
to understanding the buzz phenomenon, limited empirical evidence exits to support 
any of these conceptualisations of buzz. Although buzz appears to be an emergent 
phenomenon that seemingly forms out of these other constructs, little to no scientific 
research examines how and why these theorised constructs actually form to create 
buzz. This is the first gap in the literature. To effectively address this gap in scholarly 
knowledge on buzz, a research question has been formulated. 
 
Research Question 1: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion 
interrelate to form buzz? 
 
To effectively facilitate an exploratory investigation of how WOM, contagion and 
emotion interrelate to form buzz, a review of contagion theory and emotion theory is 
conducted below in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 respectively. 
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2.2.2 Contagion – definition and conceptualisation 
Contagion refers to the behaviour of passing something from one person to another 
and is a key characteristic of the epidemic spread of viruses and diseases (Hethcote, 
1989). Disease is either directly (person-to-person) or indirectly (common vehicle) 
transmitted (Gordis, 2004). The field of epidemiology in the medical discipline 
focuses on determining how diseases spread in populations and influencing factors 
that determine the spread (Anderson & May, 1993; Beaglehole, Bonita & Kjellstrom, 
2000; Gordis, 2004). The underlying premise of epidemiology is “that disease, 
illness, and ill health are not randomly distributed in a population” rather every 
person has certain characteristics that predispose or protect against a variety of 
diseases (Gordis, 2004, p.3). The characteristics are either “primarily genetic in 
origin or may be the result of exposure to certain environmental hazards”, however 
the majority are often an interaction of both genetic and environmental factors in the 
development of disease (Gordis, 2004, p.3). Therefore, epidemiology ascertains that 
viruses are not randomly distributed amongst a population, rather certain 
characteristics, which often occur from the interaction of genetic and environmental 
factors predispose or protect against the spread of diseases (Gordis, 2004).  
 
Epidemiology utilises a multistep process to identify the cause of a disease (Gordis, 
2004) [Refer Table 4 below]. The first step “is to determine whether an association 
exists between exposure to a factor (environmental agent) or a characteristic of a 
person, and the development of the disease” through studying the characteristics of 
individuals and groups (Gordis, 2004, p.7). If a relationship exists, is there a 
difference in the environment (high-risk vs. low-risk areas) or the people within the 
environment (Gordis, 2004). Disease occurs from the interaction between the person 
(host), the agent (infectious virus/disease), and the environment (Gordis, 2004).  
 
Table 4 Constructs of Contagion 
Constructs comprising 
the concept 
Components or 
aspects of each 
construct 
Explanation 
Susceptibility An individuals susceptibility to a disease 
Infectiousness The infectiousness of a susceptible individual 
The Host (person) 
Recovery An individuals recovery from infection 
The Virus (agent) - The actual virus or disease itself 
The Environment - The environment the virus is spread within 
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The interaction between the host, the infectious agent and the environment is shown 
in Diagram 1 below, the Epidemiologic Triad of Disease, which is a traditional 
model of infectious disease causation, which includes three components: (1) an 
external agent; (2) a susceptible host; and, (3) an environment that brings the host 
and agent together, so that disease occurs (Gordis, 2004). 
 
Diagram 1 The Epidemiologic Triad of Disease 
 
[Source: Gordis, 2004] 
 
 
Susceptibility to contagion 
However for the interaction to occur the host must be susceptible, which is 
determined by several factors including biological, physical and chemical 
(Beaglehole et al., 2000; Gordis, 2004). Within a population three types of people 
exist: susceptibles (S); infectious (I); and, recovered (R) (Shulgin, Stone & Agur, 
1998). The potential for a virus to spread and produce an outbreak depends on rate of 
growth and the transmission route (Gordis, 2004). The exponential growth rates 
reflected in the spread of diseases can occur as an epidemic or pandemic. An 
epidemic is the occurrence of a virus within a particular community or region 
(Gordis, 2004). A pandemic, on the other hand is a worldwide epidemic (Gordis, 
2004). Epidemics are characterized by an outbreak, “which is a sudden and rapid 
increase in the number of cases of a disease in a population” (Gordis, 2004, p.18). 
An outbreak can be single (one exposure), multiple (more than once exposure), or 
Host 
Environment Agent 
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continuous (constant exposure) (Gordis, 2004). Diagram 2 below, which shows a 
rapid increase in the percentage of patient visits in the U.S. for influenza-like illness 
during the 2009 epidemic outbreak of swine flu, illustrates a typical epidemic curve.  
 
Diagram 2 Patient Visits for Influenza-like Illness in the U.S. from 2008 to 2011 
 
[Source: Centres for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S. Government, 2011] 
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2.2.3 Emotion – definition and conceptualisation 
While everybody personally experiences emotion, it is a hard to define concept 
(LeDoux, 1995; Weiten, 2004). It involves cognitive, physiological and behavioural 
components (Weiten, 2004). Weiten (2004) defines emotion as involving “(1) a 
subjective conscious experience (the cognitive component) accompanied by (2) 
bodily arousal (the physiological component) and by (3) characteristic overt 
expressions (the behavioural component)” (p.405). Weiten (2004) states, “Emotional 
processes are closely tied to physiological processes, but the interconnections are 
enormously complex. The biological bases of emotions are diffuse, involving many 
areas in the brain and many neurotransmitter systems, as well as the automatic 
nervous system and the endocrine system” (p.406). The majority of “discernible 
physiological arousal associated with emotion occurs through actions of the 
automatic nervous system, which regulates the activity of glands, smooth muscles, 
and blood vessels” (Weiten, 2004, p.406). The nervous system depends on 
neurotransmitters to transmit information between neurons, which are considered by 
psychologists as fundamental to regulating a person’s emotional behaviour (Weiten, 
2004, p.81). Some common neurotransmitters include dopamine, which contributes 
to the control of a person’s pleasurable emotions and serotonin, considered by some 
as linked to a person’s impulsive behaviour (Weiten, 2004, p.81-82).  
 
Weiten (2004) states, “Emotion is a highly personal, subjective experience”, and in 
“studying the cognitive component of emotions, psychologists generally rely on 
subjects’ verbal reports of what they’re experiencing. Their reports indicate that 
emotions are potentially intense internal feelings that sometimes seem to have a life 
of their own” (p.406). Furthermore a person’s cognitive assessment “of events in 
their lives are key determinants of the emotions they experience” (Lazarus, 1991; 
1995; Parkinson, 1997; Weiten, 2004, p.406). For example the emotions arousing for 
one person in anticipation of seeing a particular movie may not be as strong for 
another person. The “conscious experience of emotion” also includes “an evaluative 
aspect”, where people “characterize their emotions as pleasant or unpleasant” (Lang, 
1995; Schlosberg, 1954; Weiten, 2004, p.406), or experience a mixture of pleasant 
and unpleasant emotions (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1999; Weiten, 2004).  
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While people often encounter difficulty in “describing their emotions to others” 
(Zajonc, 1980; Weiten, 2004, p.406), at a behavioural level people can express their 
emotion through nonverbal behaviour (i.e. body language), such as facial 
expressions, which can “reveal a variety of basic emotions” (Weiten, 2004, p.409). 
Turner & Stets (2005) state, “Although there are cultural differences in how 
emotions are expressed and interpreted, it is now clear that some emotions are 
universal. These emotions are often termed primary, although alternative terms such 
as basic or fundamental have been used, reflecting the idea that these emotions form 
the core of foundation from which all other emotions are derived” (p.11). Weiten 
(2004) adds that some of the primary emotions include fear, anger, surprise, interest, 
joy and disgust (p.414). Primary or basic emotions natural to each person are also 
known in the marketing discipline as discrete emotions (Westbrook & Oliver, 1991).  
 
Consumer behaviour research in the marketing discipline has evolved in 
investigating consumer emotions evoked by marketing stimuli (Laros & Steenkamp, 
2005, p.1437), since Holbrook & Hirschman (1982) initially noted the discipline was 
ignoring the emotional responses of consumers. Consumption emotions, according to 
Westbrook & Oliver (1991) refer “to the set of emotional responses elicited 
specifically during product usage or consumption experiences” (p.85). This is 
described through distinctive categories of emotional experience and expression, 
such as joy, anger, fear or delight, as well as structural dimensions underlying each 
category, such as relaxation/action, pleasantness/unpleasantness or 
calmness/excitement (Westbrook & Oliver, 1991).  
 
Laros & Steenkamp (2005) state, “Emotions are often conceptualized as general 
dimensions, like positive and negative affect, but there also has been an interest in 
more specific emotions” (p.1437). Laros & Steenkamp (2005) conclude, “That 
despite the different ways to measure emotions, positive and negative affect are 
frequently employed as general emotion dimensions” in marketing (p.1444). 
However, important nuances “are lost if emotions of the same valence are collapsed 
together” (Laros & Steenkamp, 2005, p.1444). Therefore to provide a better 
understanding of consumer feelings, investigating specific emotions is important.   
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Richins (1997) argued that prior measures in marketing were unsuited to effectively 
evaluate the range of emotions in consumption-based situations. Richins (1997, 
p.142) subsequently developed “a set of descriptors that represents the range of 
emotions consumers most frequently experience in consumption situations”, named 
the Consumption Emotions Set (CES). The CES provides a “starting point in 
determining the proper assessment of consumption-related emotions. It aims for a 
relatively broad, but not exhaustive, coverage of consumption emotion states” 
(Richins, 1997, p.142). Therefore when “a broad assessment of the emotions a 
consumer might be experiencing” is needed or limited information exists “about the 
kinds of emotional states that may be relevant to the behaviour under investigation” 
(Richins, 1997, p.142), the CES provides a basis of research [Refer Table 5 below].  
 
Table 5 Richins (1997) Consumption Emotions Set 
Range of Emotions Set of Descriptions 
Anger Frustrated, Angry, Irritated 
Discontent Unfulfilled, Discontented 
Worry Nervous, Worried, Tense 
Sadness Depressed, Sad, Miserable 
Fear Scared, Afraid, Panicky 
Shame Embarrassed, Ashamed, Humiliated  
Envy Envious, Jealous 
Loneliness Lonely, Homesick 
Romantic Love Sexy, Romantic, Passionate 
Love Loving, Sentimental, Warm-hearted 
Peacefulness Calm, Peaceful  
Contentment  Contented, Fulfilled 
Optimism Optimistic, Encouraged, Hopeful 
Joy Happy, Pleased, Joyful 
Excitement Excited, Thrilled, Enthusiastic  
Surprise Surprised, Amazed, Astonished 
Other Guilty, Proud, Eager, Relieved 
 
 
The Hierarchical Model of Consumer Emotions developed by Laros & Steenkamp 
(2005) structures consumer emotions into three levels of generality, specifically: (1) 
superordinate level (positive and negative affect); (2) basic emotion level; and, (3) 
subordinate (individual emotions). Through analysing seminal research in the 
psychology paradigm on emotions and specific emotion words, Laros & Steenkamp 
(2005) successfully classified all these words into either a positive or negative 
valence. Considering “different emotions can have different behavioural 
consequences”, the disadvantage in dividing emotions into positive and negative 
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affect may impact on the ability of researchers to clearly see distinctions between 
different emotions, thereby reducing the lack of “precise information about the 
feelings of the consumer” (Lerner & Keltner, 2000; 2001; Laros & Steenkamp, 2005, 
p.1440). Laros & Steenkamp (2005) specify several positive (love, pride, 
contentment, and happiness) and negative (fear, sadness, anger and shame) basic 
emotions, proceeding to group the individual emotions into specific categories, 
which are named after the most representative emotion of that category (p.1440). The 
individual emotions are primarily based on the CES developed by Richins (1997). 
This forms the basis for how emotion is conceptualised in this thesis, as detailed 
below in Table 6. 
 
Table 6 Constructs of emotion 
Constructs 
comprising the 
concept 
Components or 
aspects of each 
construct 
Explanation  
Contentment Contented, Fulfilled, Peaceful 
Happiness Optimistic, Encouraged, Hopeful, Happy, Pleased, Joyful, 
Relieved, Thrilled, Enthusiastic  
Love Sexy, Romantic, Passionate, Loving, Sentimental, Warm-
hearted 
Positive emotion 
Pride Pride 
Anger Angry, Frustrated, Irritated, Unfulfilled, Discontented, 
Envious, Jealous 
Fear Scared, Afraid, Panicky, Nervous, Worried, Tense 
Sadness Depressed, Sad, Miserable, Helpless, Nostalgia, Guilty 
Negative 
emotion 
Shame Embarrassed, Ashamed, Humiliated  
[Based on research from: Gordis, 2004; Harrison-Walker, 2001; Laros & Steenkamp, 2005; Mazzarol, 
Sweeney & Soutar, 2007; Richins, 1997; Shulgin, Stone & Agur, 1998; Westbrook & Oliver, 1991]  
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2.2.4 Critical review of buzz marketing theory 
Buzz marketing is touted as one of the newest and hottest marketing trends to emerge 
in recent years (Dye, 2000; Khermouch & Green, 2001; Thomas, 2004; Walker, 
2004). Whilst several academics and practitioners have examined buzz, empirical 
research is primarily limited to investigations on the ‘buzz marketing’ tactics used to 
create buzz, specifically: how buzz marketing agencies use ‘buzz agents’ to spread 
positive WOM about new products (Carl 2006); the role consumer generated media 
(buzz) plays in launching new consumer products (Niederhoffer et al., 2007); and, 
the perception of disclosure in buzz marketing amongst teenagers (Ahuja, et al., 
2007). The range of specific buzz marketing tactics argued to create buzz for new 
products is described through various literature-based articles (Thomas Jr., 2004; 
Mohr, 2007a; Mohr, 2007b), academic books (Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos, 2009), 
practitioner books (Rosen, 2009; Hughes, 2008), practitioner literature (Dye, 2000), 
and media articles (Khermouch & Green, 2001; Walker, 2004; Matorin, 2007). 
 
Some scholars argue that the product is an important factor in creating buzz 
(Niederhoffer et al., 2007; Hughes, 2008; Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos, 2009; Rosen, 
2009). However, Hughes (2008) notes the importance of the product after initial 
promotional efforts have begun, not as a central driving force as Mourdoukoutas & 
Siomkos (2009) theorize it to be, by stating buzz should begin with fulfilling a 
genuine consumer need. Conversely, Dye states buzz cannot just happen because it 
“is increasingly the result of shrewd marketing tactics”. Therefore how can buzz 
begin with the product? However, Dye (2000) also states, that “even the most 
unlikely products, like prescription drugs, can generate tremendous buzz” (p.142). 
Whilst some practitioners seemingly argue the importance of the product to buzz, the 
focus of academic research is the promotional tactics used to create buzz. 
 
Buzz Marketing Tactics 
Dye (2000) states, buzz “is hardly a random force of nature” and organisations can 
“predict the spread of buzz by analysing how different groups of customers interact 
and influence one another” (p.140). Through examining the five misconceptions of 
buzz, she describes an understanding of the principles of how buzz works. Some 
consider that to create buzz an outrageous or edgy product is needed, however Dye 
(2000) theorises, “even the most unlikely products, like prescription drugs, can 
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generate tremendous buzz” (p.142). Dye states buzz cannot just happen because it “is 
increasingly the result of shrewd marketing tactics in which companies seek a 
vanguard group” of networked consumers, “ration supplies” of the product, “use 
celebrities to generate buzz, leverage the power of lists, and initiate grassroots 
marketing” (2000, p.142). She believes in order to spark buzz brands should target a 
counterculture instead of opinion leaders within the community, and that advertising 
and media can diminish buzz if used too early or too much (Dye, 2000, p.144-146).   
 
Thomas Jr. (2004) argues that brands can create buzz through a wide range of 
promotional tools, including observable usage, trial versions, guarantees, customer 
product ratings, gift certificates, testimonials or endorsements, referral programs, 
customer loyalty programs, cross-selling and cross-promotions. He asserts that buzz 
marketing is the amplification of marketing efforts by consumers and providing 
exceptional value is the ultimate buzz. Thomas Jr. (2004) argues that there are two 
types of buzz, specifically un-codified buzz or WOM already in market and codified 
buzz i.e. WOM spread by the brand through integrated marketing communications. 
 
Hughes (2008) adds buzz is about gaining the attention of consumers and media to 
the point it becomes entertaining or fascinating to talk about a particular brand (p.2). 
Simply, Hughes (2008) believes buzz is about starting conversations. He theorizes 
six buzz points can spark a conversation, specifically the: (1) taboo; (2) unusual; (3) 
outrageous; (4) hilarious; (5) remarkable; and, (6) secrets (Hughes, 2008, p.29). 
Hughes (2008) believes to sustain buzz, a great product must be delivered after an 
organisation creates attention, because failure to deliver creates bad buzz (p.68-69). 
Media converge is an important part of buzz, as it creates attention and is a credible 
source for consumers (Hughes, 2008). He also believes creativity in buzz marketing 
should be based on honesty and believability. Similarly, Matorin (2007) believes 
employing creative promotions and authentic touch points (expressing genuine 
interest in consumer loyalty) is important to creating buzz marketing (p.18 & 20).    
 
Khermouch & Green (2001) states that when an organisation implements buzz 
marketing, it tends to “seek out the trendsetters in each community and subtly push 
them into talking up their brand to their friends and admirers”. Thereby through 
“orchestrating a tsunami of chatter”, brands can transform a product into a mass 
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phenomenon (Khermouch & Green, 2001). Thus, releasing selective information to a 
select few in each community, who tell a few more people, and so on, brands can use 
consumers to spread WOM (Khermouch & Green, 2001). Similarly, Mourdoukoutas 
& Siomkos (2009) theorize that buzz and WOM marketing is about targeting the 
right consumers with the right message at the right time. Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos 
(2009) theorize to launch an effective buzz and WOM campaign brands should begin 
with the consumer and ensure the product is fulfilling a real need. Through launching 
a WOM campaign using influential people who spread product messages, reinforced 
by a viral campaign, brands can begin to turn WOM into buzz (Mourdoukoutas & 
Siomkos, 2009). Mohr (2007a) argues that buzz marketing encompasses WOMM 
and viral. Yet, he also notes while each term is used interchangeably there is a 
difference between the three concepts (Mohr, 2007a, p.397).  
 
Buzz Agents Spread WOM 
In 2004 Rob Walker covered the rise of buzz marketing agencies in a New York 
Times article. Subsequently, Carl (2006) empirically investigated the effectiveness of 
buzz agents, which were either volunteers or paid people employed by buzz agencies 
to spread and engage in WOM conversations with other people. Carl (2006) 
determined; (1) buzz agents engage more frequently in WOM conversations, 
compared to people not affiliated with a buzz marketing campaign; (2) the majority 
of WOM engagements were more natural (everyday WOM) and not influenced by 
brands (institutional WOM); and, (3) agents influenced by brands are more likely to 
engage in positive WOM, and less in negative WOM. Furthermore he determined 
frequency of interactions and WOM conversations “varied by the relationship shared 
between the conversational partners”, and also related to the day of the week in 
which the conversation occurred (Carl, 2006, p.627).  
 
Leveraging Consumer Generated Media to Create Buzz 
Niederhoffer et al., (2007) investigated the effect of ‘consumer-generated media’ or 
‘buzz’ on consumer packaged goods sector through analysing Nielsen Buzz Metrics, 
which tracks levels of posts on the Internet across the majority of blogs and 
consumer forums against media spending, retail sales and consumer scores from 
Nielsen across 70 available products (secondary data sources). The study measured 
buzz by the level of online conversations as recorded by Nielsen Buzz Metrics. 
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However this represents the percentage of online WOM at any point in time. 
Theoretically, it is apparent the study primarily investigated the level of WOM 
online in consumer-generated media, alternatively known as viral marketing. 
Niederhoffer et al., (2007) devised several key considerations for proactively 
managing consumer generated media, including: start with good products and value 
propositions; leverage the exciting, fun or provocative aspects of the product or value 
proposition; combine traditional media and seeding or viral programs to gain early 
momentum; and ensure creativity in media approach (p.425-426). Furthermore, 
Niederhoffer et al., (2007) verified the level of online WOM does increase with 
traditional media spending, and empirically established buzz is not limited to 
entertainment through researching various consumer products.  
 
The Disclosure of Buzz Agents  
Ahuja et al., (2007) investigated the perceptions of teenagers about buzz marketing 
and opinions about the importance of disclosure. Through structured focus groups of 
teenagers most likely to be buzz agents (people representing the brand and exposing 
people to the product), Ahuja et al., (2007) determined teenagers don’t care about 
disclosure in buzz marketing and most are okay about being influenced by buzz 
agents. The study conceptualized the flow of the theorised teen buzz marketing 
process firstly depicting a brand engaging a buzz marketing agency to recruit teenage 
buzz agents to target other teens, who buzz with other teens and so on (Ahuja et al., 
2007). This process shows how WOM is spread through using teenagers (buzz 
agents) as brand ambassadors. Ahuja et al., (2007) states buzz marketing involves 
“sending persuasive messages out via buzz agents (senders) to buzz targets 
(receivers) in the form of WOM (offline and online) conversations (p.151). The 
underlying assumption is that buzz works only through buzz agencies, which 
specialize in recruiting buzz agents and implementing buzz campaigns. 
 
Critique of literature on buzz marketing  
The preceding review of buzz marketing theory identified eleven key explanations 
for how marketers create buzz and a critical analysis of each explanation is detailed 
below in Table 7. The critical analysis details a theoretical application of each 
explanation to the marketing campaigns used to launch ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, 
motion pictures that senior film distribution executives and industry experts agree 
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had significant buzz (Boorstin, 2009; Cavell, 1999; McClintock, 2008; McClintock, 
2009; Silver, 1999; Sperling, 2009a; Smith, 1999; Whipp, 2009). 
 
Table 7 A theoretical application of explanations to motion pictures with buzz 
Explanation of how 
buzz is created 
‘The Blair Witch Project’ ‘The Dark Knight’ ‘Avatar’ 
Explanation 1: Buzz is 
created through 
seeking out 
trendsetters, influences 
and opinion leaders 
(Khermouch & Green, 
2001). 
The campaign actively 
sought out opinion leaders 
through targeting 
influential and popular 
media personalities to 
distribute its messages to 
the target audience, 
instead of using traditional 
media (Silver, 1999). 
The campaign actively 
sought out opinion leaders 
through targeting Batman 
fans, engaging them in a 
viral and guerrilla 
marketing campaign 
featuring exclusive 
content they could share 
with others (Thilk, 2008; 
Graser & Cohen, 2008). 
The campaign actively 
sought out opinion leaders 
through targeting James 
Cameron fans, sci-fi fans, 
and frequent moviegoers 
before targeting wider 
audiences (Sperling, 
2009b; McClintock, 
2009).  
Explanation 2: Buzz is 
created through 
influencing the spread 
of WOM (Khermouch 
& Green, 2001; 
Mourdoukoutas & 
Siomkos (2009). 
The campaign actively 
influenced the creation of 
WOM through advanced 
screenings of the film at 
40 U.S. college campuses 
in key movie-going 
markets (Silver, 1999). 
The campaign actively 
influenced the creation of 
WOM through screenings 
of the first five minutes of 
the film (Thilk, 2008).  
The campaign actively 
influenced the creation of 
WOM through showing 
25 minutes of footage at 
the 2009 Comic-Con 
(Sperling, 2009b) and 16 
minutes to moviegoers in 
339 cinemas globally 
(McClintock, 2009; 
Sperling, 2009a).  
Explanation 3: Buzz is 
created through 
implementing a viral 
marketing campaign 
(Mohr, 2007a; 
Mourdoukoutas & 
Siomkos, 2009; Thomas 
Jr., 2004). 
Through creating an 
online experience 
allowing people to explore 
in detail the mythology of 
the film through 
continually updated 
information, the viral 
campaign engaged and 
successfully created a fan-
base. 
The viral campaign 
created an entire 
mythology around the 
characters of Batman 
through launching over 
thirty-three different 
websites, beginning 
fifteen months prior to 
release.  
The viral campaign 
engaged audiences 
through multiple websites 
and social media. The 
official Avatarmovie.com 
and Coke Zero site 
AVTR.com contained 
extensive information 
about the film’s 
mythology, immersive 
games and videos. 
Explanation 4: Media 
coverage and using 
creative promotions 
creates buzz (Hughes, 
2008; Matorin, 2007). 
The mainstream campaign 
used a $10 million 
publicity blitz on 
mainstream newspapers, 
radio and TV (Cavell, 
1999).  
The mainstream campaign 
used TV, billboard and 
bus-stop ads (Graser & 
Cohen, 2008). The 
campaign doubled the 
media used in the previous 
‘Batman Begins’ 
campaign (NielsenWire, 
2008). 
The mainstream campaign 
used a global media ad 
blitz in the weeks leading 
up to release (Gray, 2009; 
Sperling, 2009b; Vary, 
2009).  
Explanation 5: 
Consumer generated 
media in which 
consumers share their 
experiences and 
information about 
brands creates buzz 
(Niederhoffer et al., 
2007; Thomas Jr., 
2004). 
People who were very 
interested in the 
mythology of the film 
created numerous fan 
websites prior the film 
opening. However the 
authenticity of the fan 
websites have been 
questioned as to whether 
they were created by 
studio marketers or fans 
(Dilucchio, 1999). 
The social media pages for 
the film created by studio 
marketers, in particular 
MySpace and Facebook 
(over 1.6 million fans) 
further exposed audiences 
to trailers, website links, 
messages, images and 
promotional materials. 
Fan forums were created 
for online communities to 
share their thoughts about 
the film. A fan forum 
website called “Avatar 
Forums” has a thread 
entitled “Ways to cope 
with the depression of the 
dream of Pandora being 
intangible”, attracting 
thousands of posts  
(Piazza, 2010). 
Explanation 6: Buzz is 
created through ‘buzz 
agencies’ that use ‘buzz 
agents’ to communicate 
information about a 
No buzz agencies or buzz 
agents were used in the 
marketing campaign. 
No buzz agencies or buzz 
agents were used in the 
marketing campaign. 
No buzz agencies or buzz 
agents were used in the 
marketing campaign. 
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Explanation of how 
buzz is created 
‘The Blair Witch Project’ ‘The Dark Knight’ ‘Avatar’ 
new product with other 
consumers (Ahuja et 
al., 2007; Carl, 2006; 
Walker, 2004). 
Explanation 7: Buzz is 
created through 
targeting a counter-
culture of consumers 
instead of through 
using opinion leaders 
(Dye, 2000). 
The campaign did not seek 
to target a counter-culture 
audience because it 
focused on those 
audiences the film 
appealed to.    
The campaign did not seek 
to target a counter-culture 
audience because it 
focused on those 
audiences the film 
appealed to, primarily 
Batman fans and 
Christopher Nolan fans.    
The campaign did not seek 
to target a counter-culture 
audience because it 
focused on those 
audiences the film 
appealed to, primarily 
including James Cameron 
and sci-fi fans.    
Explanation 8: Buzz is 
created through 
starting conversations 
that are taboo, unusual, 
outrageous, hilarious, 
remarkable or secret 
(Hughes, 2008). 
The campaign did not 
spark WOM through the 
taboo, outrageous, 
hilarious or secret. The 
campaign concentrated on 
how unusual and 
extraordinary the film 
was. 
The campaign did not 
spark WOM through the 
taboo, unusual, 
outrageous, hilarious or 
secret. The campaign 
concentrated on 
highlighting how 
extraordinary the film 
was.  
The campaign did not 
spark WOM through the 
taboo, unusual, 
outrageous, hilarious or 
secret. The campaign 
concentrated on 
highlighting how 
extraordinary the film was 
and how it was something 
they had never seen 
before.  
Explanation 9: 
Observable product 
usage, trial versions, 
guarantees, customer 
product ratings and gift 
certificates create buzz 
(Thomas Jr., 2004). 
Observable usages of the 
product, trial versions, 
product guarantees, 
customer product ratings 
and gift certificates were 
not used in the campaign.  
Observable usages of the 
product, trial versions, 
product guarantees, 
customer product ratings 
and gift certificates were 
not used in the campaign. 
Observable usages of the 
product, trial versions, 
product guarantees, 
customer product ratings 
and gift certificates were 
not used in the campaign. 
Explanation 10: 
Testimonials or 
endorsements, referrals 
programs, customer 
loyalty programs and 
cross-selling tactics 
create buzz (Dye, 2000; 
Thomas Jr., 2004). 
Referral programs, 
customer loyalty programs 
or cross-selling tactics 
were not used in the 
campaign. The advertising 
campaign (including the 
trailers) used some movie 
critic testimonials. 
Referral programs, 
customer loyalty programs 
or cross-selling tactics 
were not used in the 
campaign. The advertising 
campaign heavily focused 
on the characters and to 
some extent used movie 
critic testimonials in some 
advertising.  
Referral programs, 
customer loyalty programs 
or cross-selling tactics 
were not used in the 
campaign. The advertising 
campaign heavily focused 
on positioning the film as 
the next blockbuster from 
James Cameron and as a 
must-see film.  
Explanation 11: Cross-
promotions with other 
brands creates buzz 
(Thomas Jr., 2004). 
The Sci-Fi Channel ran a 
TV special ‘Curse of the 
Blair Witch’. The trailer 
was screened on MTV and 
the ‘Ain’t It Cool News’ 
(AICN) website (Silver, 
1999).  
Promotional partners 
included Hershey, Nokia, 
Verizon Wireless, 
Comcast, Domino’s Pizza, 
Kmart, General Mills, 
JVC, Toyota and Xbox 
Live (The Dark Knight, 
2009). 
Promotional partners 
included Coca Cola, 
McDonald’s (website 
games and Happy Meal 
toys), Mattel, YouTube, 
LG Electronics and 
Panasonic (Boorstin, 
2009).  
 
 
 
A key focus of scholarly literature is the role of buzz agencies and buzz agents in 
creating buzz amongst consumers (Walker, 2004; Carl, 2006; Ahuja et al., 2007). 
However, Table 7 (above) clearly demonstrates that the marketing campaigns for the 
films ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ didn’t use buzz agencies or buzz agents to spread 
positive WOM or buzz. The campaigns instead actively influenced positive WOM 
and buzz through specifically targeting opinion leaders and trendsetters with 
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advanced screenings of the entire film or select footage, as well as through 
leveraging consumer generated media. Furthermore only some of the promotional 
tools described by Dye (2000), Thomas Jr. (2004) and Hughes (2008) were evident 
in the launch for each film. It is evident that literature fails to comprehensively 
explain how the marketing campaigns used to launch ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ 
created buzz around those films. Whilst the review identified eleven different 
scholarly explanations for how marketers can create buzz, none of these explanations 
could fully account for how the marketing campaigns for ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’ successfully created buzz around those films. This is the second gap in the 
literature. To effectively address this gap in scholarly knowledge on buzz marketing, 
a second research question has been formulated: 
 
Research Question 2: Why do some new products develop buzz and others 
don’t? 
 
 
2.3 Chapter summary 
Chapter 2: Literature review detailed a review of diffusion literature to determine the 
underlying drivers of new product diffusion and a review of buzz literature to 
determine scholarly explanations for how it is conceptualised and how marketers can 
create it. The review identified three distinct concepts that are theorised in varying 
combinations to form buzz, specifically WOM, contagion and emotion. However, the 
review concluded that limited scientific research examines how all of these concepts 
actually form buzz and thus a gap exists in scholarly knowledge of buzz. The review 
also identified eleven varying explanations for how marketers can create buzz and 
yet none could comprehensively account for how the ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ 
marketing campaigns created buzz and thus a gap in scholarly knowledge exists. As 
such, the following Chapter 3: Research method outlines two qualitative studies that 
explore the buzz phenomenon and effectively address the identified gaps and related 
research questions. 
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Chapter 3: Research method 
Chapter 2: Literature review detailed a review of buzz literature, identified two key 
gaps in the body of knowledge and formulated two open-ended research questions. 
Specifically, the first gap exists in scholarly understanding of how WOM, emotion 
and contagion actually form to create buzz. The second gap exists in scholarly 
understanding of why some new products develop buzz and others don’t. It is evident 
a deeper understanding is needed. To effectively address these gaps and open-ended 
research questions posed in this thesis, an exploratory qualitative research method 
was adopted in order to gain an in-depth understanding of the core explanations of 
the buzz phenomenon within the context of the motion picture industry. 
 
The purpose of Chapter 3: Research method is to justify the adoption of an 
exploratory research17 approach and outline the design of two qualitative studies that 
explored buzz from the perspectives of moviegoers who experience buzz [Study 1] 
and senior film executives who actively create buzz on numerous campaigns on a 
yearly basis [Study 2]. Exploration18 is needed when a researcher determines that 
limited or no scholarly knowledge about a phenomenon exist and present plausible 
grounds that it has fundamentals worth discovering (Stebbins, 2001, p.3). 
 
Section 3.1 details justification for adopting a qualitative research approach and in-
depth interviewing. Miller & Crabtree (2004) state, “Designing a depth interview 
study begins with developing a sampling strategy. Once the sampling frame is known 
and combined with the mapping information” (key concepts derived from a review 
of literature), “it is then possible to create an interview guide” (p.191). The research 
design for collecting data in Section 3.2 outlines the sampling frame, recruitment 
procedures and interview guides. Section 3.3 details the thematic analysis used to 
encode the qualitative information collected in Study 1 and 2. The chapter concludes 
with the final step recommended by Miller & Crabtree (2004), a review of core 
ethical considerations including confidentiality and informed consent of participants. 
 
                                                
17 Exploratory research “searches for a deeper understanding of the participants’ lived experiences of the 
phenomenon under study” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011, p.92). 
18 Stebbins (2001) believes that exploration in social science or ‘social science exploration’ is “a broad-ranging, 
purposive, systematic, prearranged undertaking designed to maximize the discovery of generalizations leading to 
description and understanding of an area of social or psychological life” (p.2-3).  
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3.1 Qualitative research approach  
Stebbins (2001) believes that to effectively explore a certain phenomenon, a 
researcher’s method should contain “two special orientations: flexibility in looking 
for data and open-mindedness about where to find them” (p.3). Malhotra (2004) 
substantiates this view, adding the research process used in an exploratory approach 
is flexible and unstructured. He states “it may consist of personal interviews with 
industry experts” and the “sample, selected to generate maximum insights, is small 
and nonrepresentative” (Malhotra, 2004, p.75). Qualitative research is an effective 
method for exploring little-known phenomena and seeks to gain an understanding of 
the underlying explanations of a phenomenon (Malhotra, 2004; Marshall & 
Rossman, 2006). Therefore a qualitative research method was adopted in this thesis 
to effectively explore what is buzz and derive an understanding of how it is created.   
 
Strauss & Corbin (1998) refer to qualitative research as, “research about persons’ 
lives, lived experiences, behaviours, emotions and feelings as well as about 
organizational functioning, social movements, cultural phenomena, and interactions 
between nations” (p.10-11). As such, qualitative research produces findings not 
based on statistical procedures (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Marshall & Rossman 
(2011) add qualitative researchers are interested in the complexity of social 
interactions and the meaning people attach to such interactions. Therefore qualitative 
research is focused on understanding a persons lived experiences (Strauss & Corbin, 
1998; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The nature of the research problem in this thesis, 
to understand buzz, requires a methodology, which can reveal the complexity 
surrounding what buzz is and how it is created. Therefore a qualitative approach is 
appropriate, as this exploratory method “can be used to obtain the intricate details 
about phenomena such as feelings, thought processes, and emotions that are difficult 
to extract or learn about through more conventional research methods” (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998, p.11), such as quantitative research.  
 
3.1.1 Justification for qualitative research 
Strauss & Corbin (1998) assert that philosophical orientation of the research and 
nature of the research problem are valid explanations for adopting qualitative 
research. Morgan & Smircich (1980) add the selection and appropriateness of a 
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research method encompasses specific assumptions concerning the nature of 
knowledge and how it is obtained, as well as the nature of the phenomena under 
investigation19. When conducting research in the social sciences, which the 
marketing discipline is situated in, several approaches to conducting research, exist 
including positivism, realism (post-positivism), constructivism (interpretivist), and 
critical theory (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Healy & Perry, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 
1985). The nature of reality (i.e. ontology), relationship between the knower (the 
investigator) and the known (the investigated) (i.e. epistemology), and the method 
used for investigating (i.e. methodology) varies significantly depending on the 
research paradigm (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
 
Interpretivist (Constructivism) Paradigm 
This thesis adopts a constructivist approach because in interpretive research the aim 
is to develop an understanding of the “multiple social constructions of meaning and 
knowledge” (Robson, 2002, p.27). Therefore methods such as interviews are used to 
obtain multiple perspectives of a phenomenon. In this thesis the perspectives of both 
moviegoers and senior industry executives is obtained through in-depth interviews. 
When considering the nature of knowledge under the perspective of the interpretivist 
paradigm, participants (individuals) are used to help the research construct the 
‘reality’ (Robson, 2002; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011). Therefore under an interpretivist 
approach to research, this thesis constructs the reality of buzz through the meanings 
and understandings from multiple perspectives of individuals involved in the 
phenomenon (i.e. moviegoers and marketers). In interpretive research, either a 
phenomenology, historical research, grounded theory or ethnography qualitative 
methodology is used to generate understanding and meaning (Strauss & Corbin, 
1998; Patton, 2002; Taylor, Kermode & Roberts, 2006). 
 
Phenomenology 
The qualitative research approach of phenomenology is appropriate for this thesis as 
it seeks “to explore, describe, and analyse the meaning of individual lived 
                                                
19 Robson (2002) states, that the “the nature of the subject matter of the social sciences” is people “who have 
ideas about their world and attach meaning to what is going on around them. In particular, their behaviour 
depends crucially on these ideas and meanings. This central characteristic of humans has implications for doing 
research involving them. Their behaviour, what they actually do, has to be interpreted in the light of these 
underlying ideas, meanings and motivations” (p.24). 
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experience” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011, p.19). Specifically, how people perceive, 
describe, feel, remember, judge, make sense of and discuss it with others (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998; Patton, 2002). Phenomenology characteristically involves “in-depth 
interviews with individuals who have experienced the phenomenon of interest”, 
based on the assumption “there is an essence to an experience that is shared with 
others who have also had the experience” (Marshall & Rossman, 2011, p.19-20). 
Therefore through searching for and analysing commonalities across individuals, 
phenomenology research derives a core understanding of the phenomenon (Patton, 
2002). Strauss & Corbin (1998) state the collection of data and interpretation of that 
data are key components of qualitative research. Through adopting a phenomenology 
approach, this thesis utilises in-depth interviewing to effectively derive an 
understanding of buzz [Refer Section 3.1.2]. Furthermore to derive commonalities 
across each individual experience, the data is interpreted through an inductive 
thematic analysis, allowing emerging themes to be discovered by considering 
potential meanings across all interviews [Refer Section 3.3].  
 
Evaluating the Quality of Qualitative Research 
Malhotra et al., (2004) and Hair et al., (2003) discuss several key strengths of 
qualitative research, specifically: the ability to collect opinions, beliefs and feelings; 
provide insight about a problem; allow researchers to go into subconscious thoughts; 
enable researchers to collect additional information if necessary or for clarification; 
the ability to probe deeply into research issues; and, other issues can be revealed 
instantly compared against other less dynamic forms of research, such as a 
quantitative survey questionnaire. Conversely, qualitative research contains several 
weaknesses (Hair et al., 2003; Miles, 1979; McQuarrie & McIntyre, 1998), 
specifically: the inability to deliver generalisable data; use of non-representative and 
smaller samples; no specific direction is planned considering the freedom of 
responses; it is a highly interpretive and subjective form of research; non-
standardized procedures; and, high influence by the researcher. It is apparent that the 
primary criticism of qualitative research concerns the notion of ‘rigor’. However, 
Lincoln & Guba (1985) remark qualitative research can establish validity and 
reliability in it’s own right, thus achieving rigorous research. 
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Seale (2000) notes deliberations in social research regarding rigor, initiated from the 
critique that qualitative researchers focus on the relevance and use of the terms 
validity and reliability. Lincoln & Guba (1985) emphasized the intrinsic differences 
in rigor between conventional inquiry (quantitative) and naturalistic inquiry 
(qualitative) through creating four criteria for evaluating quality of qualitative 
research. Rather than focusing on validity, reliability and generalisability as utilized 
in a quantitative approach, this study will utilize the qualitative criteria of credibility, 
transferability, dependability and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Seale, 
2000). Table 8 outlines how this thesis addresses each of the qualitative criteria.  
 
Table 8 Application of the quality criteria to this thesis 
 Explanation Application to this thesis 
Credibility Credibility should first replace the ‘truth 
value’ (Seale, 2000). Lincoln & Guba 
(1985) and Seale (2000, p.44-45) note, 
credibility is built through: (1) 
prolonged engagement in the field; (2) 
persistent observation and triangulation 
exercises; (3) exposure of the research 
report to criticism by disinterested peer 
reviewers; and (4) searching for 
negative instances that challenge 
emerging hypotheses and demand 
reformulation.  
This thesis used triangulation through 
collecting data from multiple data 
sources (i.e. multiple sources of 
evidence). The first data source focused 
on average moviegoers (Study 1), 
whereas the second data source focused 
on senior movie industry executives and 
movie marketers (Study 2). Therefore 
this thesis built credibility through using 
multiple sources of evidence to derive a 
deeper understanding of the buzz 
phenomenon.  
Transferability Lincoln & Guba (1985) believe 
transferability, which replaces external 
validity is achieved through 
probabilistic reasoning “by providing a 
detailed, rich description of the setting 
studies, so that readers are given 
sufficient information to be able to 
judge the applicability of findings to 
other settings” (Seale, 2000, p.45).  
To address this issue and achieve 
‘transferability’ of findings an in-depth 
description of buzz in motion picture 
industry was provided in Chapters 1 and 
2 to give sufficient information to 
readers that judge the applicability of 
findings to other contexts. Furthermore 
this issue was addressed through the 
description of buzz around the launches 
of the Harry Potter novels in Chapter 1.  
Dependability The notion of consistency or reliability 
is replaced by Lincoln & Guba (1985) 
with dependability, which is achieved 
through a full account of a “researcher’s 
documentation of data, methods and 
decisions made during a project as well 
as its end product”, also referred to as 
auditing (Seale, 2000, p.45).  
To address this a detailed account of the 
decisions made in data collection of 
Study 1 and 2 is outlined in Chapter 3. 
This is sufficient to achieve 
dependability as this thesis adopted an 
exploratory research approach.  
Confirmability Confirmability refers to the processes by 
which concepts in the research were 
defined, measured and theoretically 
related together in a suitable and rational 
approach (Healy & Perry, 2000). Similar 
to dependability confirmability is 
achieved through auditing the method 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Confirmability is achieved through 
using a theoretical foundation for 
interview questions, data reduction and 
analysis as well as the examination and 
re-examination of data to evaluate the 
appropriateness of the interpretation of 
Study 1 and 2 data (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985; Healy & Perry, 2000).  
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3.1.2 Justification for in-depth interviewing   
In qualitative research, investigations rely heavily on in-depth interviewing to collect 
data (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). An interview is a qualitative research-gathering 
approach, which “seeks to create a listening space where meaning is constructed 
through an inter-exchange/co-creation of verbal viewpoints in the interest of 
scientific knowing” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, p.185). Taylor and Bogdan (1984) 
state, in-depth interviews are repeated face-to-face “encounters between the 
researcher and informants directed toward understanding informants’ perspectives 
on their lives, experience or situations as expressed in their own words” (1984, p.77 
in Klenke, 2008, p.127). The in-depth interview, a particular data-gathering process 
is designed to generate narratives, which focus on specific research questions (Miller 
& Crabtree, 2004, p.188). 
 
The inherent limitation of in-depth interviews lies in the technique’s concentration 
on deriving the informant’s experience and understanding of the topic of interest, 
thereby potentially limiting an investigators awareness of the context underpinning 
the informant’s understanding (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). However the investigators 
awareness of the context underpinning the informant’s understanding is not limited 
in the thesis because the respondents interviewed in Study 2 were senior industry 
executives and movie marketers for major Hollywood studios. These key informants 
are experts in creating buzz on numerous marketing campaigns for films every year. 
Therefore this thesis has gained a valuable insight into the Hollywood corporate 
cultural context.  
 
Semi-Structured In-Depth Interviews 
Several approaches exist in structuring an in-depth interview, comprising structured, 
semi-structured and unstructured (Berg, 2009). Structured interviewing captures 
precise and code-able data to explain behaviour through existing categories by 
asking respondent’s pre-established questions with limited responses and little 
flexibility (Fontana & Frey, 2008; Berg, 2009). The structured approach contains a 
“high risk of phrasing the researcher’s own concerns into the mouths of the 
respondents and never giving voice to the interviewee’s own perceptions and 
meaning” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, p.186). Therefore the informant’s understanding 
of the phenomenon under investigation is not obtained. Conversely, unstructured 
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interviewing asks respondents open-ended questions with no set responses or 
ordering to understand complex behaviours without limiting the field of inquiry 
(Fontana & Frey, 2008; Berg, 2009). The unstructured approach is limited in 
comparability of responses as each interviewee is asked different questions which 
produces different information, thereby complicating data analysis (Patton, 2002; 
Klenke, 2008).  
 
Comparatively, semi-structured interviewing uses a combination of standardized 
questioning and open-ended probing to explain behaviour within predetermined 
categories as well as to explore in-depth to enhance understanding about the 
phenomena under investigation (Fontana & Frey, 2008; Berg, 2009). Klenke (2008) 
adds, “Semi-structured interviews are modelled more closely on the unstructured 
than the structured interview”, therefore the researcher can “rephrase the questions 
and add further inquiries such as ‘Who?’ ‘Where?’ ‘When?’ ‘Why?’ and ‘How?’ 
based on the interviewee’s answers and conversation flow” (p.127). Therefore, 
flexibility of the semi-structured interview enables the researcher to make 
clarifications, adjust the wording of questions and to ask probing questions beyond 
respondent answers, (Berg, 2009). Klenke (2008) states, “Collectively, unstructured 
and semi-structured represent the essence of in-depth qualitative interviewing”, 
because “in-depth interviewing implies an egalitarian relationship between the 
interviewer and interviewee which contrasts the imbalance of power in structured 
interviewing. Rather than focusing on the researcher’s perspective as the valid view, 
it is the informant’s account”, “which is being sought and highly valued” (p.127).  
 
Through utilising a semi-structured in-depth interviewing approach this thesis 
attained a strong basis to effectively derive and construct an understanding of the 
buzz phenomenon, from the perspective of moviegoers in Study 1 and senior motion 
picture industry executives in Study 2.  
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3.2 Data collection 
Whilst buzz is an emergent phenomenon that appears to form out of other constructs, 
specifically WOM, emotion and contagion, limited scholarly research examines how 
these constructs actually form to create buzz. To address this gap the first aim of 
Study 1 was to determine what buzz is through examining the complex relationship 
between WOM, contagion and emotion when buzz is created amongst moviegoers. 
This gap is further addressed through the second aim of Study 2, which was to 
develop an understanding of what movie marketers, who actively create buzz on 
numerous campaigns on a yearly basis, believe buzz is. Furthermore, limited 
scholarly research examines why some new products develop buzz and others don’t, 
despite using similar marketing tactics. To address this gap the first aim of Study 2 
was to explore and understand how senior film executives facilitate the creation of 
buzz. Moreover, as marketing tactics are designed to elicit responses from consumers 
(Kotler et al., 2007), it is pertinent to understand from a moviegoer perspective how 
marketing tactics and other factors have influenced the creation of buzz. This was the 
second aim of Study 1. The research aims are summarised in Table 9 below. 
 
Table 9 Summary of the research design for Study 1 and Study 2 
 Study 1 Research Design Study 2 Research Design 
Research Gaps 
Addressed 
Research Gap 1: Limited scholarly research examines how the constructs of 
WOM, contagion and emotion actually form to create buzz 
Research Gap 2: Limited scholarly research examines why some new products 
develop buzz and others don’t, despite using similar marketing tactics  
Research Questions 
Addressed 
Research Question 1: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion interrelate to 
form buzz?  
Research Question 2: Why do some new products develop buzz and others 
don’t?  
Method In-depth semi-structured qualitative 
interviews with moviegoers 
In-depth semi-structured qualitative 
interviews with industry executives 
Aim 1): To explore the complex 
relationship between WOM, 
contagion and emotion when buzz is 
created.  
2): To understand how marketing 
tactics and other factors influence 
moviegoers when buzz is created. 
1): To explore and understand how 
movie marketers facilitate the 
successful creation of buzz. 
2): To develop an understanding of 
what industry executives believe buzz 
is. 
Sample Frequent moviegoers across a range of 
ages, including 18-24, 25-39, 40-59 
and 60+ years old (based off MPAA 
Movie Attendance Analysis*)  
Senior industry executives and movie 
marketers (key informants) for four of 
the six major Hollywood studios. 
Sample Size 45 Interviews (Theoretical Saturation) 4 Interviews (Theoretical Saturation)  
Analysis Thematic Analysis Thematic Analysis 
(*Frequent moviegoers are people who see at least one movie every month within a twelve-month 
period) (Source: Motion Picture Association of America, 2007b) 
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3.2.1 Interview sampling 
Qualitative research can achieve greater rigor through selecting appropriate sampling 
techniques that are relevant to the research design (Coyne 1997). According to 
Coyne (1997), despite continual evolution of sampling design, no ideal technique or 
approach to sampling exists in qualitative research. However, Miller & Crabtree 
(2004) note that for in-depth interviews the sampling strategy should be purposeful 
to ensure rich information is obtained pertinent to the research question20. 
Furthermore, depending on the information needed and circumstances, researchers 
should employ the most suitable sampling methods available (Coyne 1997). The 
samples for both Study 1 and Study 2 were chosen from ideal characteristics sought 
to create appropriate representation in the data (Schatzman & Strauss, 1973; Coyne, 
1997), as well as to maximize the richness of information obtained pertinent to 
address the research questions (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). Therefore purposive 
sampling was chosen for Study 1 and Study 2.  
 
Purposive Sampling Technique  
Purposive sampling was used to select the samples for Study 1 and Study 2. This 
non-probability sampling technique allowed the researcher to use expert judgment in 
sample selection, based on respondent appropriateness and belief the sample is 
representative of the population (Bahl & Milne, 2006; Malhotra et al., 2004; 
Zikmund, 2003). Purposive sampling is used for gaining direct access to relevant 
people who provide information-rich data, with the aim to purposefully discover 
fundamental issues important to the research (Lee & Lings 2008; Patton 1990; Coyne 
1997). To effectively address the purpose of this thesis, it was essential the sample 
was highly relevant (Zikmund, 2003), to exploring the buzz phenomenon. The 
technique enabled Study 1 to gain direct access to a wide range of moviegoers in the 
market, who potentially engage, either consciously or subconsciously in creating 
buzz. It also enabled Study 2 to gain direct access to the ‘key informants’ or 
‘organisational elites’ of all six major Hollywood distributors who strategize and 
implement marketing campaigns aiming to create buzz on a regular basis.  
                                                
20 Miller & Crabtree (2004) state: “For depth interviews, respondents should be selected so as to maximize the 
richness of information obtained pertinent to the research question. As such, the sampling strategy should be 
purposeful and not random.” “Homogeneous sampling is particularly important in depth interviews because it is 
often important to account for cultural and contextual influences prior to the actual interview. Recall that depth 
interviews are usually not a good means for learning about cultural context; they focus on the relations of 
individuals to that context” (p.191). 
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Sampling Frame & Size 
The Study 1 sample consisted of frequent moviegoers who saw at least one movie 
every month within a twelve-month period across four distinct age ranges. The 
Motion Picture Association of America annually publishes reports on movie-going 
audiences and profiles them across four primary age ranges, specifically 12-24 years, 
25-39 years, 40-59 years and 60+ years (Motion Picture Association of America, 
2007a). This approach to an audience analysis was adopted in the sampling frame. 
However, no consumers under the age of 18 will be sampled, given time restrictions 
and ethical considerations of this research [Refer Section 3.4]. Through sampling a 
wide age range within the movie market, the research explored if differences exist 
between younger and older consumers in how they perceive and engage in buzz. To 
ensure variation within the sample and to increase the transferability of the research, 
the sample included varying occupations, both males and females, low to high users 
of the Internet, as well as university and non-university educated [Refer Appendix 5]. 
The in-depth interviews in Study 1 were conducted until theoretical saturation was 
reached at 45 interviews, and no additional data was required (Sobal, 2001)21. 
 
The Study 2 sample consisted of ‘key informants’ or ‘organisational elites’, 
specifically comprising the managing director and/or the national marketing manager 
of four of the six major Hollywood studios. Due to ethical considerations of this 
research the studios that participated will not be named. Through sampling major 
distributors in the motion picture industry, the research explored commonalities and 
differences between organisational approaches in creating buzz. While Malhotra 
(2004) states a sample should be typically small and nonrepresentative, through 
sampling the majority of the major distributors representation is achieved, as the 
major distributors account for approximately 85% of box office revenues in the 
majority of international markets, including Australia (Screen Australia, 2012).   
 
                                                
21 Qualitative sample sizes are typically small. Theoretical saturation is appropriate for this research when 
considering that limited qualitative research exists in buzz literature to use as guidance, and the ongoing debate in 
marketing research regarding the appropriate amount of in-depth interviews (ranging from 20 to 60) (Sobal, 
2001). Miller & Crabtree (2004) add, when interpretation of the interviews reveals “no new significant insights 
(data saturation), interviewing” should be stopped (p.191). Further considerations in determining the sample size 
included; exploratory research is typically associated with smaller samples; sample sizes in similar studies, which 
used 24 participants across several focus groups (Ahuja et al., 2007); and, resource constraints (in marketing 
research, time and money is limited with every project) (Malhotra et al., 2004, p.228).  
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Recruitment Procedure  
Participants for Study 1 were primarily recruited through a database of moviegoers 
from a local cinema operator, which enabled selection of a wide variety of people in 
the sampling frame. This large database enabled the researcher to use the technique 
of snowballing, which relies on referrals from participants to engage other 
appropriate respondents (Zikmund, 2003), and gain several key recommendations by 
participants for friends and associates matching the sampling frame. The researcher 
also recruited participants through personal networks (email, mobile phones and 
social media) and direct access to university students (high movie attendance 
amongst 18-24 year olds). Following the decision of potential respondents to 
participate, interviews were subsequently arranged at an appropriate time and date. A 
debrief was conducted prior to beginning the interview by the investigator regarding 
the research purpose, ethical considerations and highlighting the importance of 
participating in the study. Participants were then asked to describe their behaviour 
associated with particular motion pictures and the associated marketing campaigns 
they have either previously experienced or were currently experiencing. The 
interviews were electronically recorded, with permission of respondents and on 
average lasted approximately an hour (60 minutes) in length.   
 
Participants for Study 2 were primarily recruited through direct contact at an annual 
industry event where all the managing directors and national marketing managers for 
Village Roadshow (Warner Bros), Walt Disney, Universal, Sony Pictures, 20th 
Century Fox and Paramount Pictures were present, or by cold calling prior to or after 
the event. Potential participants were approached directly to participate in the 
research, either through face-to-face contact at the annual industry event or follow-up 
phone calls after the event. Following the decision of potential respondents to 
participate an interview was arranged at an appropriate time and date. A debrief was 
conducted prior to beginning of each interview by the investigator regarding the 
research purpose, confidentiality (ethical considerations) and the importance of 
participating in the study. Participants were asked a range of open ended and probing 
questions to determine how studios create buzz amongst audiences. The interviews 
were electronically recorded, with permission of respondents and on average lasted 
between 30 to 50 minutes, due to strict time considerations for each manager.  
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3.2.2 Constructing interview guides  
Miller & Crabtree (2004) state an interview guide is developed on the basis of key 
conceptual domains identified in the literature review. The constructs of WOM, 
contagion and emotion, as detailed in Chapter 2: Literature Review above, provided 
a theoretical foundation for developing questions in the interview guides for Study 1 
[Refer Appendix 6] and Study 2 [Refer Appendix 7]. The interview guides used a 
range of main questions, floating prompts and probing questions to elicit narratives 
from each interview participant. 
 
Main Questions  
In-depth interviews use a range of direct, verbal and open questions to elicit stories 
and narrative from the informant (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). The main questions “are 
open, easily understood, descriptive questions that seek to elicit understandings, 
feelings, key terms, and major features or attributes about people, acts, time, goals, 
expectations, motivations, and experiences” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, p.192). In 
Study 1 the main questions focused on what respondents think and feel about their 
behaviours around particular films. Furthermore, a pilot study was used to refine 
main questions (particularly sequencing and wording22) and research instruments as 
well as suggest additional floating prompts or probes (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). 
This ensured that the main questions effectively gained an in-depth insight into the 
lived experience of each respondent (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The pilot study 
consisted of four in-depth interviews, which tested preliminary questions, as well as 
the main research instrument, a list of emotions. A list of emotions a person could 
experience (based on Richins, 1997; Laros & Steenkamp, 2005) was used as a tool to 
prompt interviewee responses about the emotions they experienced [Refer Appendix 
8]. Following each of these pilot in-depth interviews the investigator refined and 
altered the main questions and list of emotions. This process continued throughout 
the main study, resulting in seven iterations to the interview guide throughout data 
collection.    
 
 
                                                
22 The main questions were broad, clear, understandable, provided the required time and space perspectives, 
supplied required facts, stimulated memory recall, avoided jargon, avoided emotionally loaded words or terms, 
avoided suggesting answers and aroused the respondent’s interest in the research topic (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). 
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Key informant interviews focus on deriving “specialized knowledge that the 
interviewee possesses”, and tend “to be more open ended” so the “interviewee can 
stress his or her definition of, structure and relevant data related” to the 
phenomenon (Kezar, 2003, p.397). Therefore the main questions in Study 2 sought to 
elicit understanding about the key experiences each studio executive had with 
creating buzz. The main questions focused on engaging interviewees in explaining 
their understanding of buzz and how they have created it through marketing strategy 
across different types of films, including blockbuster, medium and independent 
films. Furthermore, to ensure each interview explored the lived experience of each 
interviewee in-depth, main questions stimulated memory recall of particular 
incidents over their careers (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). 
 
Floating Prompts  
Through the use of floating prompts, the researcher was able to ensure the narrative 
was maintained following a main question (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). The seven 
floating prompts23 proposed by Miller & Crabtree (2004) were used, including: (1) 
silence or pausing; (2) the attentive lean; (3) the eyebrow flash; (4) an affirmative 
noise; (5) an echo prompt; (6) reflective summary; and (7) recapitulation.   
 
Probing Questions 
The depth of interviews is predominantly achieved through probing questions, which 
seek clarification and elaboration24 (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). Specifically, the 
researcher used the probing questions of ‘why,’ ‘how,’ ‘where,’ ‘when,’ ‘what else,’ 
and ‘why is this important’. Additionally contrasting probes were used to clarify 
similarities and differences between some concepts (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). The 
researcher also used special incident probes to gain a deeper understanding of 
particular events experienced by the participants (Miller & Crabtree, 2004). 
 
                                                
23 Miller & Crabtree’s (2004) seven floating prompts include: (1) silence, “or the permissive pause that gives 
control to the respondent, enhances spontaneity, and creates a thoughtful mood”; (2) the attentive lean, “where 
the interviewer leans toward the respondent with an affirmative head nod”; (3) the eyebrow flash; (4) an 
affirmative noise; (5) an echo prompt, “or repeating the last word spoken by the respondent in an interrogative 
style”; (6) reflective summary, “where the interviewer summarises the respondent’s last statement”; and (7) 
recapitulation of “something mentioned earlier in the interview” (p.192-193). 
24 Probing questions “are category questions, which simply seek elaboration and/or clarification of all the parts, 
settings, relationships, activities, and relative worth or value of the domain being discussed” (Miller & Crabtree, 
2004, p.193) 
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3.3 Data analysis 
Strauss & Corbin state, in qualitative research “the bulk of the analysis is 
interpretative” (1998, p.11). The process of interpretation involves the discovery of 
“concepts and relationships in raw data and then organizing these into a theoretical 
explanatory scheme” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p.11). Miller & Crabtree (2004) note, 
in qualitative research the interpretation and analysis of data are continually 
occurring while data is collected, even during the interview itself, thereby leading to 
changes in the interview guide and post-interview data analysis. Through continually 
interpreting interviews during collection, when no new significant insights were 
revealed by the respondents, it was determined theoretical saturation was reached 
(Miller & Crabtree, 2004). The collected data was first analysed through reduction 
analysis, whereby all the rich data was focused down into core ideas and issues 
identified (Lee & Lings 2008). The transcripts, digital recordings and note taking 
results were analysed using a manual thematic breakdown (Gwinner et al. 1998).  
 
Thematic Analysis  
Boyatzis (1998, p.vi) states, “Thematic analysis is a process for encoding qualitative 
information. The encoding requires an explicit ‘code’.” Saldana defines a code in 
qualitative inquiry as “a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a 
summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of 
language-based or visual data.” (2009, p.3) Subsequently codes are categorised into 
patterns and clusters of data for further refinement and analytical work (Saldana, 
2009). The researcher utilised several first cycle and second cycle coding methods as 
outlined by Boyatzis (1998), Miles & Huberman (1994), Saldana (2009) and Strauss 
& Corbin (2008). Several cycles of refining the coded data was undertaken in 
analysing Study 1 and 2 to ensure the researcher could transcend the reality of the 
data and progress towards a higher-level conceptual and theoretical phase (Saldana, 
2009). Therefore a deeper understanding of what buzz is and how it is created was 
attained. Section 3.3.1 outlines the phases of coding and theme development used to 
analyse and develop meaning from the data collected in Study 1 (moviegoers). 
Section 3.3.2 outlines the phases of coding and theme development used to analyse 
and develop meaning from the data collected in Study 2 (senior industry executives).  
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3.3.1 Thematic analysis: Study 1 
 
Phase 1: Provisional Coding 
The exploratory coding method ‘Provisional Coding’ was applied during the first 
level of coding data. The provisional coding method establishes a range of 
predetermined codes prior to engaging in fieldwork, from either a review of 
literature, conceptual frameworks, research questions, hypotheses, pilot work, or 
previous knowledge or experience of the researcher (Miles & Huberman, 1994; 
Saldana, 2009). An initial examination of interview data was conducted by the 
researcher through thirteen tentative codes, predominantly constructed from the 
WOM, contagion and emotion constructs outlined in Chapter 2 above and to some 
extent observations during data collection. Specifically, a tentative code for 
‘Contagious Emotions’ was added from observations of its importance to participants 
when discussing their emotional reactions. Following the completion of the data 
collection, the researcher refined the initial set and formulated a set of final codes for 
further analysis. Specifically, this process incorporated the refinement of the ‘WOM 
Valence’, ‘Primary Emotions’ and ‘Specific Emotions’ codes into separate codes that 
reflected either a positive or negative valence (i.e. ‘Positive WOM’ and ‘Negative 
WOM’). Table 10 below specifies both sets of provisional codes and provides a 
detailed explanation for each of the sixteen final codes. 
 
Table 10 Provisional codes for Study 1 
Tentative Code Final Code Code Explanation 
Frequency Frequency The participant shares the frequency of their discussions with 
other people about a particular movie 
People People The participant shares the range and/or number of people they 
would discuss a particular movie with 
Content Content The participant shares the particular content they discuss in 
conversations with other people about a particular movie 
Communication 
Method 
Manner of 
Communication 
The participant shares the communication methods used to 
engage other people in conversations about a particular 
movie, such as face-to-face, online 
Positive WOM The participant perceives that conversations about a particular 
movie are positive in nature 
Valence 
Negative WOM The participant perceives that conversations about a particular 
movie are negative in nature 
Consumer 
Susceptibility 
Susceptibility The participant identifies and discusses the messages they 
either send to and/or receive from other people about a 
particular movie 
Consumer 
Infectiousness 
Infectiousness The participant identifies and discusses the range and/or 
number of people they spread (i.e. initially sent or forwarded 
on) the message about a particular movie to 
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Tentative Code Final Code Code Explanation 
Consumer 
Recovery 
Recovery The participant identifies and discusses matters relating to 
stopping the spread of messages about a particular movie 
Message Message The participant shares the particular content in the messages 
they send or receive about a particular movie 
Environment Environment The participant shares the particular environment, such as 
email, mobile, in which they experience the messages about a 
particular movie 
Primary Positive 
Emotion 
The participant identifies and discusses a range of primary 
positive emotions they experience around a particular movie 
Primary 
Emotions 
Primary Negative 
Emotion  
 
The participant identifies and discusses a range of primary 
negative emotions they experience around a particular movie 
Specific Positive 
Emotion 
The participant identifies and discusses a range of specific 
positive emotions they experience around a particular movie 
Specific 
Emotions 
Specific Negative 
Emotion 
The participant identifies and discusses a range of specific 
negative emotions they experience around a particular movie 
Contagious 
Emotions 
Contagious 
Emotion 
The participant shares the relative influence of other people’s 
emotional reactions around a particular movie 
 
 
Phase 2: Pattern Coding – Construct Categories 
The ‘Pattern Coding’ method was applied during a second level of coding data. 
Miles & Huberman (1994, p.69) state, “Pattern coding is a way of grouping” the 
summarised data from the first level of coding into a “smaller number of sets, 
themes, or constructs.” This enables a researcher to develop more explanatory and 
meaningful units of analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The researcher applied 
pattern coding for the purpose of developing categories to organise the provisional 
codes that form a distinct pattern (i.e. similar, dissimilar). Eight distinct patterns 
emerged across the provisional codes, the majority of which reflected the constructs 
of WOM, contagion and emotion as detailed in Chapter 2 above. Specifically, the 
‘Frequency’, ‘People’, ‘Content’ and ‘Manner of Communication’ codes, which 
capture the specific details of a conversation (Pattern 1), relate to the construct 
‘WOM Activity’. The ‘Positive WOM’ and ‘Negative WOM’ codes, which capture the 
favourableness of a conversation (Pattern 2), relate to the construct ‘WOM Valence’. 
The constructs underpinning Patterns 1 and 2 comprise the theory of WOM.  
 
The ‘Susceptibility’, ‘Infectiousness’ and ‘Recovery’ codes, which capture the 
susceptibility of a person to spreading an infectious disease (Pattern 3), relate to a 
key construct in contagion theory, ‘The Host’. The ‘Virus’ (Pattern 4 – the viral 
message which is spread) and ‘Environment’ (Pattern 5 – the environment the host 
experiences the viral message) codes formulate the other two constructs in contagion 
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theory. Furthermore, the ‘Primary Positive Emotion’ and ‘Specific Positive Emotion’ 
codes, which capture the primary and specific emotions with a positive affect a 
person experiences (Pattern 6), relate to the construct ‘Positive Emotions’. The 
‘Primary Negative Emotion’ and ‘Specific Negative Emotion’ codes, which capture 
the primary and specific emotions with a negative affect a person experiences 
(Pattern 7), relate to the construct ‘Negative Emotions’. The constructs underpinning 
Patterns 6 and 7 comprise the theory of emotion. The final pattern captured the 
relative influence of other people’s emotional reactions (positive and negative) 
(Pattern 8), i.e. ‘Contagious Emotions’.  
 
Table 11 below outlines a hierarchal coding scheme that details how each pattern 
forms a particular sub-category relating to either a general category of WOM, 
contagion or emotion. The hierarchal coding scheme reflects the theoretical 
constructs of WOM, contagion and emotion detailed in Chapter 2.  
 
Table 11 A hierarchal coding scheme for Study 1 
Category Sub-category Code 
Frequency 
People 
Content Sub-category 1: WOM Activity 
Manner of Communication 
Positive WOM 
Category: WOM 
Sub-category 2: WOM Valence Negative WOM 
Susceptibility 
Infectiousness Sub-category 1: The Host 
Recovery 
Sub-category 2: The Virus Message 
Category: Contagion 
Sub-category 3: The Environment Environment 
Primary Positive Emotion Sub-category 1: Positive Emotions Specific Positive Emotion 
Primary Negative Emotion Sub-category 2: Negative Emotions Specific Negative Emotion 
Category: Emotion 
Sub-category 3: Contagious Emotions Contagious Emotion 
 
 
Phase 3: Pattern Coding – Respondent Categories 
During data collection the researcher observed several distinct similarities and 
differences in the level of involvement a respondent experienced with a particular 
film. Involvement, defined as “a person’s perceived relevance of the object based on 
inherent needs, values, and interests” (Zaichkowsky, 1985, p.342), was identified in 
Chapter Three as a critical factor in creating buzz. Thus, the ‘Pattern Coding’ 
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method was applied during a third level of coding data. The researcher applied 
pattern coding for the purpose of developing categories to organise the different 
levels of involvement that form distinct patterns. Three distinct patterns emerged 
across all respondents. Specifically, a person either experienced a high level of 
involvement (Pattern 1), a moderate (i.e. medium) level of involvement (Pattern 2), 
or a low level of involvement with a particular film (Pattern 3). These different levels 
of involvement essentially capture the difference in the emotional contagion and 
social contagion that occurs around a particular film. Consequently, the researcher 
gained a deeper understanding of buzz through identifying differing levels of 
behaviour that occur in buzz.  
 
Table 12 below outlines a detailed description of each respondent category and the 
specific respondents that align with each different category. Furthermore, across a 
total of forty-five interview respondents, sixteen associated with high levels of 
involvement, thirteen associated with moderate levels of involvement, and sixteen 
associated with low levels of involvement.  
 
Table 12 Respondent Categories: High, Medium and Low Involvement 
 Category Description Respondents  
High 
Involvement 
Moviegoers 
High involvement moviegoers are highly contagious individuals who 
have a strong want to share their excitement and experience with other 
people they know. When films are released they are highly anticipating 
they have a need to share their excitement with everyone they know 
through whatever communications method is available. They actively 
seek to influence other people to get them as excited and as interested 
as they are about seeing the film. They typically experience intense 
levels of emotion before and after seeing the film. 
R4, R8, 
R11, R16, 
R17, R19, 
R21, R28, 
R30, R32, 
R34, R36, 
R37, R41, 
R4, R45 
Medium 
Involvement 
Moviegoers 
Medium involvement moviegoers become contagious when their own 
anticipation and interest in seeing a film intensifies and through 
exposure to the emotional reactions of other people. Unlike high 
involvement respondents they mainly share their excitement and 
engage in conversations about the film with specific people. The 
excitement of other people reinforces their anticipation and interest in 
seeing the film. They typically feel less intense emotions after seeing 
the film. 
R2, R3, R5, 
R6, R7, 
R13, R14, 
R25, R27, 
R29, R35, 
R39, R44 
Low 
Involvement 
Moviegoers 
Low involvement moviegoers become contagious and engage in more 
frequent conversations either when everyone else is talking about the 
film or when the film itself is discussion provoking and they want to 
spark further conversation about it. Similar to medium involvement 
respondents they seek to share their experiences and engage in 
conversations about the film with specific people. The excitement of 
other people and hype surrounding a film can reinforce their 
anticipation and interest in seeing it. 
R1, R9, 
R10, R12, 
R15, R18, 
R20, R22, 
R23, R24, 
R26, R31, 
R33, R38, 
R40, R43 
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Phase 4: Generating Themes  
Saldana (2009) notes that the outcome of coding, categorising and analytical 
reflection is a theme, which is defined as “a phrase or sentence that identifies what a 
unit of data is about and/or what it means” (p.139). Essentially a theme interprets 
aspects of a phenomenon and categorises sets of data into more implicit meanings 
(Boyatzis, 1998; Saldana, 2009). Saldana (2009) argues that clustering similar 
themes together results in the development of higher-level theoretical constructs. The 
researcher generated nine themes across the coded data, and subsequently clustered 
similar themes together for further analysis. The thematic clusters lead to the 
development of higher-level constructs to effectively capture the buzz phenomenon 
and derive a deeper meaning of what it is. Therefore the researcher gained an 
insightful understanding that emotional contagion and social contagion are the two 
key components of buzz. Table 13 below details this thematic process. 
 
Table 13 Study 1 Themes 
Theme Description Thematic Cluster Higher-Level 
Theoretical 
Constructs 
Emergent 
theme 1:  
 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films 
such as ‘The Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and 
‘Harry Potter’, excitement and enjoyment have 
an intense contagious effect amongst 
moviegoers 
Emergent 
theme 2:  
 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films 
such as ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Inception’, the 
intensity of involvement amongst moviegoers 
influences the proliferation of and susceptibility 
to contagious emotions 
The relationship 
between emotion 
and contagion in 
buzz 
Emotional 
Contagion 
Emergent 
theme 3:  
 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films 
such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, excitement 
and enjoyment stimulates word-of-mouth 
amongst moviegoers 
The relationship 
between emotion 
and word-of-
mouth in buzz 
Emergent 
theme 4:  
 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films 
such as ‘The Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and 
‘Avatar’, word-of-mouth has an intense 
contagious effect amongst moviegoers 
Emergent 
theme 5:  
 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films 
such as ‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’, the intensity 
of involvement amongst moviegoers influences 
the proliferation of and susceptibility to 
contagious word-of-mouth 
The relationship 
between word-of-
mouth and 
contagion in buzz 
Social Contagion 
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3.3.2 Thematic analysis: Study 2 
 
Phase 1: Initial Coding 
The ‘Initial Coding’ method was applied during the first level of coding data. The 
initial coding method breaks down “qualitative data into discrete parts, closely 
examining them, and comparing them for similarities and differences” (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998, p.102). Saldana (2009) argues that through initial coding, the 
researcher gains an opportunity to “reflect deeply on the contents and nuances of” 
the data (p.81). The researcher applied initial coding for the reason that during data 
collection a stark contrast was observed in the experiences recollected by senior 
industry executives and existing literature. Therefore a provisional coding method 
based on the existing theory was unsuitable for analysing the data. An initial 
examination of interview data derived a set of first impression phrases used by senior 
industry executives when discussing how they create buzz. Following the completion 
of the data collection, the researcher refined the first impression phrases into a set of 
initial codes for further analysis, detailed below in Table 14. 
 
Table 14 First Impression Phrases and Initial Codes for Study 2 
First Impression Phrases Initial Codes Code Explanation 
Truly resonate, epic themes, 
emotion 
Emotional 
Connection 
The ability of the film to connect emotionally 
with the movie-going population 
A strong sense of 
anticipation, building 
anticipation  
Anticipation A strong sense of anticipation across the movie-
going population at a substantial level (i.e. a 
strong desire to see the film) 
A genuine interest, intrigue, 
mythology 
Genuine Interest Genuine interest in the film at a substantial 
level spread across the movie-going population 
Keeping it hidden, creating 
a sense of mystery, 
mystique 
Mystique Strategically keeping a film hidden from 
audiences to spark mystery and intrigue around 
a film 
Talent who are able to 
support a film, filmmakers, 
talent 
Leveraging Talent The ability to leverage the talent in the film to 
support its promotion  
Slow leak, leaking 
information, you tempt them 
Slowly Leaking 
Information 
Strategically leaking information to particular 
opinion leaders in the population slowly  
WOM screenings, press 
screenings, the premiere  
Early Screenings Developing an early screening campaign for 
audiences and media  
Film festivals, Cannes, 
Toronto and Venice 
festivals 
Film Festival 
Exposure 
Strategically gaining and leveraging exposure 
to critical acclaim at film festivals 
Academy award 
nominations, Oscars, 
Golden Globes 
Awards Season 
Exposure 
Strategically gaining and leveraging exposure 
to critical acclaim during awards season 
Trailer, trailers The Trailer/s The trailer is a key tactic that elicits emotion 
and develops interest amongst audiences 
Promotional partners, TV Targeted Strategically leveraging promotional partners 
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First Impression Phrases Initial Codes Code Explanation 
ads, outdoor, poster 
displays, media support 
marketing 
communications 
and developing a well targeted advertising 
campaign to support the film 
Release date, timing, release 
pattern,  
Distribution  Strategically selecting an appropriate release 
date and pattern to maximise buzz 
Niche audience, discerning 
film crowd, the audience, 
the right message 
Targeting Strategically targeting appropriate audiences 
with the right message to maximise buzz 
Buzz-worthy, film, product The Product A strong buzz-worthy product is a critical 
component and the foundation of creating buzz 
 
 
Phase 2: Axial Coding – Generating Categories 
The ‘Axial Coding’ method was applied during a second level of coding data. 
Saldana (2009) states that axial coding is an extension of the initial coding analysis 
and serves to purposefully reconstruct data that was separated during the initial 
coding process. Strauss & Corbin (1998) define axial coding as “the act of relating 
concepts/categories to each other” (p.198). The researcher applied axial coding for 
the purpose of developing categories that organise and link the initial codes. Through 
organising and linking the initial codes to each other the researcher could effectively 
elaborate on the concepts that form the processes involved in successfully creating 
buzz. Specifically, the ‘Product’, ‘Genuine Interest’, ‘Emotional Connection’ and 
‘Anticipation’ codes form a category that captures the key aspects of a buzz-worthy 
product. The ‘Mystique’, ‘Film Festival Exposure’ and ‘Award Season Exposure’ 
codes formed a category that captures a range of positioning strategies movie 
marketers utilise to drive buzz. The ‘Trailer’, ‘Targeted Marketing 
Communications’, ‘Slowly Leaking Information’, ‘Early Screenings’ and 
‘Leveraging Talent’ codes formed a category that captures the range of promotional 
tactics movie marketers utilise to drive buzz. The final codes, ‘Targeting’ and 
‘Distribution’, comprised other important strategic marketing tools utilised by movie 
marketers. Table 15, below, details each coding category.  
 
Table 15 Coding Categories for Study 2 
Category Code 
The Product (general) 
Genuine Interest 
Emotional Connection Category 1: Product Factors 
Anticipation 
Mystique 
Film Festival Exposure Category 2: Positioning Strategy 
Award Season Exposure 
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Category 3: Targeting Targeting 
The Trailer/s 
Targeted Marketing Communications 
Slowly Leaking Information 
Early Screenings 
Category 4: Promotional Tactics 
Leveraging Talent 
Category 5: Distribution Strategy Distribution 
 
 
Phase 3: Generating Themes 
As previously discussed in the thematic analysis of Study 1, a theme is an outcome 
of coding which interprets aspects of a phenomenon and categorises sets of data into 
more implicit meanings (Boyatzis, 1998; Saldana, 2009). Saldana (2009) argues that 
clustering similar themes together results in the development of higher-level 
theoretical constructs. The researcher generated three general themes across the 
coded data, and subsequently clustered similar themes together for further analysis. 
The thematic clusters lead to the development of higher-level constructs to 
effectively capture the processes involved in creating buzz and thus derive a deeper 
understanding of how buzz is created. Therefore the researcher gained an insightful 
understanding that buzz can only be created on particular products and that marketers 
can successfully facilitate the creation of buzz through adopting a strategic marketing 
management approach. Table 16 below details this thematic process. 
 
Table 16 Study 2 Themes 
Theme Description Thematic Cluster Higher-Level 
Theoretical 
Constructs 
Emergent 
theme 1:  
 
Buzz, which is an enormous sense of 
anticipation that builds from a groundswell of 
interest and spreads like a virus, creates 
urgency and drives a very strong desire to see 
a film amongst audiences 
Emergent 
theme 2:  
 
Buzz can only be created for certain films that 
are truly buzz-worthy, i.e. a film that is able 
to stimulate genuine interest, provoke strong 
anticipation and emotionally resonate with 
moviegoers 
The Product 
Emergent 
theme 3:  
 
Film marketers can facilitate the creation of 
buzz on buzz-worthy films through designing 
marketing strategies and tactics that increase 
‘the heat’ on the film and drive buzz 
Positioning Strategy, 
Targeting, Promotional 
Tactics, Distribution 
Strategy 
Strategic 
Marketing 
Management 
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3.4 Ethical considerations   
Miller & Crabtree (2004) conceive three significant ethical considerations for in-
depth interviews. Firstly informed consent is important as in-depth interviews 
typically involve “personal, intimate material and stories”, therefore it is “essential 
that potential interviewees clearly understand what type of relationship they are 
being asked to participate in and what the topics will be and how they can disengage 
from the relationship without risk” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, p.194). Secondly, if the 
interview is being recorded, “the respondent needs to be so informed and be able to 
turn them off if desired” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, p.194). Finally, the “right to 
privacy, protection of identity, is assured and that all precautions are taken to 
protect the respondent from immediate or future harm” (Miller & Crabtree, 2004, 
p.194). All three ethical concerns of in-depth interviews as outlined by Miller & 
Crabtree (2004) have been considered in this research.   
 
The proposed research utilises several ethical considerations to ensure that ethical 
dilemmas encountered during the research process are appropriately managed and 
resulting impacts are minimized for participants (Hair et al., 2003). The major ethical 
issues affecting this research have been identified as informed consent, deception, 
privacy and harm (Miller & Crabtree, 2004; Malhotra et al., 2004). The methods 
employed in this research will cause no physical and/or emotional harm, as 
respondents will have the ability to wilfully participate or withdraw at any stage 
(Bryman, 2004). Debriefing prior to participating in the research is used to address 
the concerns of, lack of informed consent, anonymity (confidentiality) and wilful 
participation in the research (Malhotra et al., 2004; Bryman, 2004). Deception is not 
employed within this research as participants were fully informed of the research 
purpose and importance of their involvement thereby avoiding deceptive research 
methods (Bryman, 2004). The foremost concern ethically in this research concerns 
the invasion of privacy of the participants involved (Bryman, 2004). Participant 
anonymity was crucial to this research considering the privacy of movie-going 
individuals as well as senior industry executives involved in the interviews. As such, 
this research adhered to the ethical guidelines for research outlined by the 
Queensland University of Technology (QUT). 
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3.5 Chapter summary  
Chapter 3: Research method outlined the chosen methodology of this thesis. It 
detailed rigorous justification for utilising an exploratory research approach, 
qualitative research and in-depth interviewing. The chapter further outlined the 
research design, data collection procedures and data analysis of Study 1 and 2. 
Ethical considerations of the research were also addressed. This thesis adopts a 
phenomenology approach to provide depth information about the buzz phenomenon 
and to ensure the researcher could derive a core understanding of what buzz is and 
how it is created. Qualitative in-depth interviews were discussed as the key data 
collection tool to seek an understanding of a person’s lived experiences (Klenke, 
2008; Miller & Crabtree, 2004; Taylor & Bogdan, 1984). Therefore the research 
gains a deep understanding of how buzz is created from the view of people 
experiencing it and attempting to create it. The analysis and discussion of emergent 
themes and key findings from the empirical data collected in Study 1 (moviegoers) 
and Study 2 (senior motion picture industry executives and marketers) is detailed in 
the following chapter, Chapter 4: Analysis and discussion.  
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Chapter 4: Analysis and discussion 
Chapter 3: Research method detailed a qualitative research design for an exploratory 
investigation into buzz within the context of the motion picture industry to address 
the research questions outlined in Chapter 2: Literature review. Chapter 4: Analysis 
and discussion outlines a detailed analysis and discussion of the empirical data 
collected under this exploratory approach that is pertinent to both research questions. 
The analysis is presented by the themes and related key findings that emerged from 
this data. A summary of each theme is provided at the beginning of each section. 
 
Section 4.1 details an analysis and discussion of the empirical data collected from in-
depth interviews with moviegoers to address the first research question: 
 
Research Question 1: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion 
interrelate to form buzz? 
 
Section 4.1 explores the interrelationship between WOM, contagion and emotion that 
occurs around certain films, which moviegoers felt more emotionally engaged with 
and discussed considerably more than normal. These in-depth interviews focused 
specifically on experiences moviegoers had with particular films that motion picture 
industry executives and experts agree did have buzz, such as ‘Avatar’, ‘Inception’, 
and ‘Harry Potter’. The first part of this analysis, Section 4.1.1, focuses on exploring 
how emotion and contagion interrelate when buzz is formed around certain films. 
 
Interrelationship #1: Emotion and contagion 
 Construct Component Explanation  
Contentment Contented, Fulfilled, Peaceful 
Happiness Optimistic, Encouraged, Hopeful, Happy, Pleased, 
Joyful, Relieved, Thrilled, Enthusiastic  
Love Sexy, Romantic, Passionate, Loving, Sentimental, 
Warm-hearted 
Positive emotion 
Pride Pride 
Anger Angry, Frustrated, Irritated, Unfulfilled, Discontented, 
Envious, Jealous 
Fear Scared, Afraid, Panicky, Nervous, Worried, Tense 
Sadness Depressed, Sad, Miserable, Helpless, Nostalgia, Guilty 
EMOTION 
Negative emotion 
Shame Embarrassed, Ashamed, Humiliated  
Susceptibility An individuals susceptibility to a disease 
Infectiousness The infectiousness of a susceptible individual The host (person) 
Recovery An individuals recovery from infection 
The virus (agent) - The actual virus or disease itself 
CONTAGION 
The environment - The environment the virus is spread within 
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The second part of this analysis, Section 4.1.2, focuses on exploring how emotion 
and WOM interrelate when buzz is formed around certain films. 
 
Interrelationship #2: Emotion and word-of-mouth 
 Construct Component Explanation  
Contentment Contented, Fulfilled, Peaceful 
Happiness Optimistic, Encouraged, Hopeful, Happy, Pleased, 
Joyful, Relieved, Thrilled, Enthusiastic  
Love Sexy, Romantic, Passionate, Loving, Sentimental, 
Warm-hearted 
Positive 
emotion 
Pride Pride 
Anger Angry, Frustrated, Irritated, Unfulfilled, Discontented, 
Envious, Jealous 
Fear Scared, Afraid, Panicky, Nervous, Worried, Tense 
Sadness Depressed, Sad, Miserable, Helpless, Nostalgia, Guilty 
EMOTION 
Negative 
emotion 
Shame Embarrassed, Ashamed, Humiliated  
Frequency of WOM The frequency a person communicates  
Number of People The number of people communicated with 
Richness of the Content The language used and the depth of the message WOM Activity 
Strength of Advocacy How the message is conveyed to the receiver through a 
manner of communication 
Positive A positive valence to the communication  
WOM 
WOM 
Valence Negative A negative valence to the communication 
 
The third part of this analysis, Section 4.1.3, focuses on exploring how WOM and 
contagion interrelate when buzz is formed around certain films. 
 
Interrelationship #3: Word-of-mouth and contagion 
 Construct Component Explanation  
Frequency of WOM The frequency a person communicates  
Number of People The number of people communicated with 
Richness of the 
Content 
The language used and the depth of the message 
WOM Activity  
Strength of 
Advocacy 
How the message is conveyed to the receiver 
through a manner of communication 
Positive A positive valence to the communication  
WOM 
WOM Valence 
Negative A negative valence to the communication 
Susceptibility An individuals susceptibility to a disease 
Infectiousness The infectiousness of a susceptible individual 
The host (person) 
Recovery An individuals recovery from infection 
The virus (agent) - The actual virus or disease itself 
CONTAGION 
The environment - The environment the virus is spread within 
 
The final part of this analysis, Section 4.1.4, summarises key findings from Sections 
4.1.1 – 4.1.3 and as a result develops an understanding of how WOM, contagion and 
emotion interrelate to form buzz. A discussion of the theoretical implications of these 
key findings is outlined in Section 4.1.5. 
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Section 4.2 details an analysis and discussion of the empirical data collected from in-
depth interviews with senior film distribution executives and marketers representing 
the Hollywood studios to address the second research question: 
 
Research Question 2: Why do some new products develop buzz and others 
don’t? 
 
Section 4.2 explores how senior film distribution executives and marketers, who 
market and distribute hundreds of new films every year, can influence the creation of 
buzz for films. These in-depth interviews focused on a range of specific films that 
these senior executives and marketers believe had buzz. The names of these specific 
films have been removed to ensure confidentially is maintained. 
 
The first part of this analysis, Section 4.2.1, focuses on exploring and understanding 
how senior film distribution executives and marketers explain what buzz means and 
why it is important in the motion picture industry. The second part of this analysis, 
Section 4.2.2, focuses on exploring and understanding whether it is possible to create 
buzz on any film or if it is only achievable for certain types of films and if so, why 
only certain films. The third part of this analysis, Section 4.2.3, focuses on exploring 
and understanding the types of marketing strategies and tactics that senior film 
distribution executives and movie marketers believe have the greatest influence in 
creating buzz. This part also focuses on why these specific marketing strategies and 
tactics have the greatest influence in creating buzz around films. 
 
The final part of this analysis, Section 4.2.4, summarises key findings from Sections 
4.2.1 – 4.2.3 and as a result develops an understanding of how marketers influence 
the creation of buzz. A discussion of theoretical implications of these key findings is 
outlined in Section 4.2.5. 
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4.1 Analysis: Moviegoer perspective of buzz 
 
4.1.1 Emotion and contagion 
 
Emergent theme 1: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and ‘Harry Potter’, excitement and enjoyment have 
an intense contagious effect amongst moviegoers 
 
Overall summary 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, positive 
emotions such as happiness and enthusiasm are more intensely experienced because 
of an underlying and escalating intensity of excitement in wanting to see the film. 
For certain films, this intensity can result in a moviegoer feeling tense, worried and 
nervous that the film may not actually meet their high expectations. This excitement 
is intensely felt for only certain films because of a moviegoers reactions to the trailer, 
emotional connection to the film based on prior experience, comments from other 
moviegoers about the film, and the excitement from other moviegoers. Excitement is 
infectious and can seemingly proliferate amongst moviegoers like a virus and as such 
it has a strong contagious effect, but only for certain films such as ‘Inception’. 
 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, positive emotions such as 
pleasure, relief, thrill and contentment are more intensely experienced because it 
exceeded expectations and what other people had previously said about the film. 
Enjoyment is essentially the outcome of excitement transforming from anticipatory 
into a realised experience. Thereby the initial intense excitement and anticipation that 
exists around certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’ then transforms into a 
passionate enjoyment of the film. However, if the certain film is not enjoyed then the 
initial excitement can dissipate and recede quickly. This strong sense of enjoyment is 
infectious and can seemingly proliferate amongst moviegoers like a virus. 
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Anticipation of certain films: The influence of excitement on positive emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 1 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an intense feeling 
of excitement amongst moviegoers drives and intensifies the experience of other positive 
emotions, particularly enthusiasm, optimism, happiness, hope and thrill 
 
When discussing the emotions that are experienced in anticipation of seeing a film, 
the majority of moviegoers believed that they felt several overwhelmingly positive 
emotions, particularly optimism and enthusiasm. Table 17 below details the positive 
emotions commonly experienced by moviegoers in anticipation of seeing four films 
most discussed in interviews. It became evident whilst interviewing moviegoers that 
positive emotions are more intensely experienced in anticipation of certain films 
such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’. For instance, moviegoers experienced enthusiasm, 
optimism, happiness, hope and thrill very intensely for ‘Inception’, whilst for ‘Knight 
and Day’ moviegoers felt similar emotions but at a considerably reduced intensity. 
 
Table 17 Positive emotions experienced in anticipation of seeing four films 
 
‘Avatar’ ‘Inception’ 
‘Harry Potter and 
the Deathly 
Hallows: Part 1’ 
‘Toy Story 3’ 
Optimistic R16, R23, R30, 
R39 
R11, R19, R25, 
R29, R34, R35, 
R38, R39, R40, 
R41 
R13, R16, R18, 
R21, R24, R32, 
R34, R37, R41, 
R42 
R14, R25 
Encouraged - R19, R25, R35 R13, R41 - 
Hopeful R13, R30 R8, R19, R20, 
R25, R32, R33, 
R40 
R13, R21, R34, 
R37, R41 
R20, R25 
Happy R1, R16, R23 R29, R34, R41 R13, R24, R34, 
R37, R41 
R14, R41 
Pleased - R8, R41 R13, R41 R26 
Joyful - R41 R13, R41 - 
Thrilled - R11, R25, R29, 
R34, R41, R42 
R13, R16, R18, 
R21, R24, R37, 
R41 
- 
Enthusiastic R12, R16, R22, 
R23, R39, R40 
R11, R14, R19, 
R20, R25, R29, 
R32, R33, R34, 
R36, R38, R39, 
R40, R41, R42 
R13, R18, R21, 
R24, R31, R32, 
R41 
R14, R26, R41 
Nostalgic - - R13, R16, R24, 
R42 
R20, R25, R26 
Excited - R20, R29 - R26 
Passionate - R11, R41 R21, R41 - 
Warm-hearted - - R13, R42 R41 
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Optimism and hope 
In discussing their anticipation for certain films, the majority of moviegoers believed 
they felt very optimistic and hopeful that the film was going to be good (i.e. high 
quality) and thus live up to their high expectations. For instance, several moviegoers 
indicated they were exceptionally optimistic and hopeful that ‘Inception’ was going 
to meet their extremely high expectations. It became evident during interviews that 
an underlying and escalating intensity of excitement in wanting to see the film 
seemed to consistently drive this heightened or amplified optimism and hope 
amongst moviegoers. This is illustrated by the experiences of two moviegoers: 
 
“There was a lot of hype in the lead up... I mean that sort of hype doesn’t 
happen very often for a lot of movies… So you get a bit optimistic about what 
the movie is actually going to end up being like.” (R16) – ‘Avatar’ 
 
“Definitely optimistic going ‘Okay the whole cinema is packed. I must 
obviously not be the only one that shares my optimism for this movie… 
Everyone wants to see it. It looks good.’” (R40) – ‘Inception’ 
 
Happiness, enthusiasm and thrill 
In discussing their anticipation for certain films, the majority of moviegoers believed 
they also felt very enthusiastic, happy and thrilled. For instance, several moviegoers 
indicated that they were extremely thrilled and enthusiastic about seeing ‘Inception’. 
It became evident during interviews that an underlying and escalating intensity of 
excitement in wanting to see the film seemed to consistently drive this enthusiasm, 
happiness and thrill amongst moviegoers. This is illustrated by the experiences of 
two moviegoers: 
 
“Well I guess I was excited to go and see it. So when you get to do something 
that you’re excited about I guess it makes you happy.” (R1) – ‘Avatar’ 
 
“Well it was exciting. I was excited… It was kind of thrilling because it was 
something different and I wanted to know more about it. I was enthusiastic 
about watching it…” (R42) – ‘Inception’ 
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Why are positive emotions so intensely felt in anticipation of only certain films? 
Whilst interviewing moviegoers it became evident that positive emotions are so 
strongly felt in anticipation of seeing certain films, such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
because of an underlying and escalating intensity of excitement. This intense 
excitement seemingly dominates and drives other anticipatory emotions a moviegoer 
felt, particularly optimism, hope, happiness, enthusiasm and thrill. The excitement 
was so intense for some moviegoers that it was experienced at an almost obsessive or 
fanatical level, which seemed to begin months or years in advance of a film’s release. 
For instance, moviegoers who identified themselves as being ‘Harry Potter’ fans 
experienced a very deep passion and excitement in anticipation of seeing the final 
instalments in the franchise. This is illustrated by the intensity of two moviegoers 
who were eagerly anticipating ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1’: 
 
“I want it to be good [because]… there are very few movies in this world that 
I get really excited about… and ‘Harry Potter’ is one of them.” (R16) 
 
“I really really want to see it… cause it’s… something that I really like. It’s 
not like any other movie where I’m just like ‘Oh yeah I’ll see it’, like 
nonchalant, don’t really care. [With this] I’m… ‘Yey it’s finally here!’ It’s on 
a different level to what I usually would think about most [movies].” (R21) 
 
Furthermore, as moviegoers described their anticipation for a range of different 
films, it became evident that this intense feeling of excitement occurred not just 
around franchise films such as ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘The Dark Knight’, which have 
well-established fan bases, but also for non-franchise (i.e. original) films such as 
‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’. The intense experience of this excitement was very similar 
for moviegoers across all four films. The intense enthusiasm one moviegoer felt in 
wanting to see ‘Inception’ illustrates this: 
 
“I’m really excited… I’m getting more teasers and I’m going ‘Oh this is 
getting even more complex than I thought it was to start with’. So I’m really 
excited about that. I’m curious cause I want to know more. I’m excited cause 
it looks like a great movie. I’m energized about the movie.” (R11)    
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How is this excitement for certain films so different from any other film? 
Whilst moviegoers described their experiences in anticipation of seeing a film, it was 
evident that an intense feeling of excitement did not occur with every film and was 
experienced with only certain films. The majority of moviegoers primarily felt this 
intense excitement in wanting to see ‘Inception’, ‘Avatar’, ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘The 
Dark Knight’. As moviegoers described the excitement they felt for these specific 
films, it was apparent that regardless of any considerable differences between these 
films (i.e. director, actors, themes, genre, franchise or non-franchise, music, 2D or 
3D and other technical aspects), the intensity or heightened sense of this excitement 
was the same. Furthermore, moviegoers felt that this excitement was an a-typical 
experience that did not normally occur with most films. This sentiment is illustrated 
by one moviegoer’s experience with seeing the first teaser trailer for ‘Harry Potter 
and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1’ only a couple of days prior to the interview: 
 
“I’ve been looking forward to this one coming and I’ve probably already 
watched the trailer four times or five times since it came out… and that’s got 
me going ‘I want this movie to come out now’. But apart from that there’s no 
other movies were I’ve… felt a real… emotional response. I either walk away 
going ‘Yeah I want to see that movie,’ or ‘No I don’t,’ or ‘It looks good’. But 
not one where it’s generated that level of excitement.” (R3) 
 
As moviegoers described their anticipation in wanting to see other films such as 
‘Alice in Wonderland’, ‘The Proposal’, ‘The Karate Kid’, ‘The Blind Side’, ‘Knight 
and Day’, ‘Get Him to the Greek’ and ‘Shutter Island’, it was evident that this 
intense excitement didn’t exist for these films. While moviegoers were interested in 
or looking forward to seeing these films, they mostly felt only somewhat happy, 
hopeful, optimistic and enthusiastic (i.e. moderate emotional experience). The 
comparison one moviegoer made between the happiness and peace they felt for ‘The 
Proposal’ and the intense excitement they felt for ‘Harry Potter’ illustrates this: 
 
“Peaceful because I guess I knew it was going to be a movie that I could just 
go in and relax… It wasn’t like ‘Harry Potter’ where I’m all like ‘Oh I can’t 
breath! I’ve got to get ‘Harry Potter’ tickets!” (R18) 
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After seeing certain films: The influence of enjoyment on positive emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 2 
Enjoyment is intensely experienced and appears to be a key driver of all other emotions 
felt after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’ 
 
When discussing the emotions that are experienced after seeing a film, the majority 
of moviegoers believed that they felt several overwhelmingly positive emotions, 
particularly happiness, pleasure, relief, thrill and contentment because a film had met 
or exceeded their expectations. It became evident whilst interviewing moviegoers 
that positive emotions are more intensely experienced after seeing only certain films 
such as ‘The Dark Knight’, as illustrated by the intense enjoyment of one moviegoer: 
 
“I felt really excited, like I wanted to go and punch someone… ‘Oh my god I 
want to be active right now’… I really enjoyed it. I was like ‘wow’… That 
first time was ‘wow’… everyone was really enjoying the moment.” (R41) 
 
Table 18 below details the positive emotions commonly experienced by moviegoers 
after seeing four films most discussed in interviews. 
 
Table 18 Positive emotions experienced after seeing four films 
 ‘Avatar’ ‘Inception’ ‘Toy Story 3’ ‘Sex and the City’ 
Optimistic R13, R32 R41 R14, R41 - 
Encouraged R13 R34 - R28 
Happy R13, R16, R30 R33, R34, R35, 
R40, R41, R42 
R14, R25, R41 R10, R30, R36, 
R43 
Pleased R13, R16, R22, 
R30, R39, R40 
R39, R40, R41, 
R42 
R14, R25, R41 R30, R36, R43 
Joyful R13 R34, R41 R41 R28 
Relieved R16, R32, R39, 
R40 
R32, R39, R40, 
R42 
R14, R25, R41 R28 
Thrilled R13, R39 R33, R39, R40, 
R41 
R41 R43 
Enthusiastic R13, R30, R40 R34, R41 R41 R30, R36 
Contented R1, R16, R30 R32, R33, R40, 
R42 
R25 R28 
Fulfilled R30 R33, R40, R42 R25 R28, R43 
Peaceful - R42 R25 - 
Pride - R34, R42 R41 R28 
Sexy - - - R28 
Loving, romantic - - R41 - 
Passionate R13 R33, R34 - - 
Sentimental R16 - R25 R28, R43 
Warm-hearted R32 - R41 R28, R36, R43 
Nostalgic - - R25, R41 R28, R36, R43 
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Happiness, pleasure and thrill 
In discussing their enjoyment after seeing certain films, the majority of moviegoers 
believed they felt happy, pleased and thrilled because the film was good and thus met 
their high expectations. For instance, several moviegoers had indicated they were 
exceptionally thrilled and happy that ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’ had exceeded their 
high expectations. This is illustrated by the experiences of two moviegoers:  
 
“Thrilled… because it exceeded my expectations so much. I didn’t think that 
it would. I mean normally you have low expectations and it exceeds it but 
only by a certain level, whereas it exceeded it by a couple of levels… it made 
me want to go back and see it in 3D again.” (R13) – ‘Avatar’ 
 
“I think it was the passion that I felt for what I had watched. It was definitely 
that aesthetic feeling. It took over. You walked out and wanted to tell people 
about it. I… had… to tell people… this was the best movie I’ve seen all year 
and that they have to go see it. Happy...” (R34) – ‘Inception’ 
 
Contentment and relief 
In discussing their enjoyment after seeing certain films, the majority of moviegoers 
believed they felt an overwhelming sense of contentment and relief that the film was 
good, met expectations and that what other people were saying about the film was 
true. For instance, several moviegoers had indicated they were relieved that ‘Avatar’ 
and ‘The Lord of the Rings’ had exceeded expectations and aligned with what other 
people said. This is illustrated by the experiences of two moviegoers in particular: 
 
“[Content] it was a good movie. That my thirteen dollars wasn’t wasted. And 
probably that all my friends opinions actually were right… I have seen 
movies that everyone has panned and I loved it. So it’s good… when 
everyone’s in sync… all the stars align.” (R30) – ‘Avatar’ 
 
“There was a sense of relief that [Peter Jackson] had done such a good job 
with the film… The relief was that your expectations had been met.” (R9) – 
‘The Lord of the Rings’ 
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Anticipation of certain films: The influence of excitement on negative emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 3 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘Inception’, an intense 
feeling of excitement amongst moviegoers stimulates and drives the experience of negative 
emotions not typically felt with other films, particularly tension, nervousness and worry 
 
When looking forward to seeing a film, moviegoers believed negative emotions were 
not normally felt, as anticipation is a positive experience. Despite this common 
belief, several moviegoers explicitly stated that they felt tense, nervous and worried, 
but only in anticipation of films such as ‘Harry Potter’. This did not occur with other 
films moviegoers anticipated seeing such as ‘Knight and Day’, ‘Killers’ and ‘Alice in 
Wonderland’. Table 19 below details the negative emotions commonly experienced 
by moviegoers in anticipation of seeing four films most discussed in interviews. 
 
Table 19 Negative emotions experienced in anticipation of seeing four films 
 
‘Avatar’ ‘Inception’ 
‘Harry Potter and 
the Deathly 
Hallows: Part 1’ 
‘Toy Story 3’ 
Tense, 
suspenseful 
R12 R8, R14, R32, 
R36 
- - 
Nervous, scared, 
panicky 
R13, R23, R32 R8, R22, R32, 
R36 
R16, R18, R21, 
R32, R37, R41 
- 
Worried R13 - - R41 
 
 
This occurs because as excitement in wanting to see a film begins to intensify, a 
moviegoer’s expectations will also increase. As a result they will start to feel tense, 
worried and nervous that the film may not actually meet their high expectations. For 
instance, ‘Harry Potter’ fans felt very nervous about seeing the final instalments, 
which for some was akin to feeling “butterflies” in the stomach. This is illustrated by 
the anxiety two moviegoers felt for ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1’: 
 
“I’ve been building myself up for so long that it’s going to be exciting... It’s 
going to end this big long series that’s been going for the last ten years… So 
I’m a little bit nervous as to what’s going to happen.” (R18) 
 
“Panicky cause there’s [a] lot of anticipation… my heart does race before it 
comes on. I’m like ‘Oh my god it’s starting’. I feel panicky inside.” (R37)  
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After seeing certain films: The influence of enjoyment on negative emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 4 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers can feel 
discontent, unfulfilled, irritated and frustrated if the film failed to live up to their high 
expectations (i.e. they failed to enjoy the movie as much as they had anticipated) 
 
When discussing the emotions that are experienced after seeing certain films such as 
‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, some moviegoers who didn’t enjoy seeing the film believed 
they felt discontented, unfulfilled, irritated and frustrated because it failed to live up 
to their high expectations and anticipation. While moviegoers felt similar negative 
emotions after seeing other films such as ‘Robin Hood’ and ‘Alice in Wonderland’, 
the intensity was substantially less. Moviegoers who did not enjoy certain films such 
as ‘Avatar’ felt discontent, unfulfilled, irritated and frustrated more intensely because 
their high level of anticipation was not met (i.e. they felt very disappointed). Table 
20 below details the negative emotions experienced by some moviegoers after seeing 
four films most discussed in interviews. 
 
Table 20 Negative emotions experienced after seeing four films 
 ‘Avatar’ ‘Inception’ ‘Toy Story 3’ ‘Sex and the City’ 
Depressed - R32, R35 - - 
Sad - - R25, R41 - 
Helpless - R35 - - 
Frustrated R19 R41 - - 
Irritated - R35, R41 - - 
Unfulfilled R12, R24 - - - 
Discontented R19 - - - 
Envious R32 R32 - R36 
Jealous - - - R28, R36, R43 
 
 
In particular, one moviegoer who had heard from numerous moviegoers that ‘Avatar’ 
was a great movie and that they must see it felt a higher level of expectations. Yet, 
the moviegoer felt that ‘Avatar’ didn’t live up to these high expectations: 
 
“Just didn’t met any, well not that I had any expectations but it definitely 
didn’t… [live up to the hype]… for me anyway. A lot of people talked about it 
afterwards and like ‘yeah it was so fantastic’ but I was just like… it was just 
colourful that was all that it really meant to me.” (R24) 
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Anticipation of certain films: The underlying drivers of excitement 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 5 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an intense feeling 
of excitement is driven primarily by the trailer/s, emotional connection, comments from 
others and the excitement of others 
 
The excitement moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing certain films, such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’ and ‘Avatar’, was described as very intense and even overwhelming to 
the point that some moviegoers would feel nervous and tense. But why was this 
excitement so intensely felt for only specific films and not for others? As moviegoers 
discussed the particular reasons for why they experienced this excitement for only 
certain films such as ‘Inception’ and ‘Harry Potter’, it became apparent there are 
four underlying drivers that essentially stimulate or generate this intense excitement. 
Specifically, excitement is driven by: (#1) the trailer/s for the film; (#2) emotional 
connection to the film based on prior experiences; (#3) comments from other 
moviegoers about the film; and, (#4) excitement from other moviegoers. 
 
#1. The trailer/s for the film can stimulate and drive excitement 
In discussing their anticipation for certain films such as ‘Inception’, the majority of 
moviegoers felt that the trailer/s (i.e. a promotional sample of the film) generated not 
only initial interest in the film but also excitement. As moviegoers began to watch 
the trailer multiple times and/or became exposed to new trailers over time, their 
excitement intensified and subsequently their desire to see the film also increased. 
The excitement a trailer can generate is illustrated by one moviegoer’s experience in 
seeing the teaser for ‘District 9’ for the first time. The moviegoer related the progress 
of their excitement to following an exponential curve, whereby it started to steadily 
rise and then instantly took-off at a certain point: 
 
“If you had to draw it as a graph my interest… was like an exponential curve. 
Where it was like ‘They’re not wanted.’ ‘Refugees.’ ‘African imagery.’ ‘That 
wailing soundtrack.’ Then right at the end… ‘They’re not human’… BOOM! 
It just kind of rocketed and I was like ‘Oh my god! Africa meets aliens 
themes! It’s an invasion but it’s not cause they’re integrated into society’. 
‘What is this going to be about?’” (R45) – ‘District 9’      
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Example: ‘Inception’ 
The intense excitement that moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing ‘Inception’ was 
stimulated and driven by the trailer/s for the film. The majority of moviegoers who 
were excited about seeing ‘Inception’ believed that the trailer/s not only peaked their 
interest but also made them immediately feel a very strong desire to see the film (i.e. 
created a high want-to-see or must-see factor). This is illustrated by the intense 
experiences two moviegoers had whilst seeing the trailer/s: 
 
“Oh I felt great. Felt great… I guess there was a tension… It didn’t reveal 
too much. So it peaks your interest… you had the bombastic music in the 
background and [it cuts] from one scene to the next and you’re like, ‘what’s 
happening in between? Tell me!’ And… the city rolls, then it curves and 
you’re like ‘Whoa!’ I think it’s just a really well done trailer.” (R8) 
 
“Pretty excited. The teaser trailer I was like ‘Fuck yeah! That looks 
awesome!’ Trailers are a big sell for me. Had a pretty big impact...” (R14) 
 
Furthermore, a combination of unusual visuals, “bombastic” music and limited 
explanation of the story created a real sense of mystery around ‘Inception’. However, 
moviegoers felt that whilst a lack of information in the trailer/s puzzled them at first 
it also prompted considerable interest in the film. As a result the trailer/s appeared to 
not only create excitement but prompt a strong need for moviegoers to find out more. 
This is illustrated by the experiences two moviegoers had whilst seeing the trailer/s: 
 
“I felt really excited... [I just] sat there and went ‘Wow that looks really 
cool!’ It doesn’t tell you anything about the movie really but it looks 
fantastic, even the visuals… they’re teasing it out and doing a really good job 
of making you want to find out more. I… did get sucked into [it]… which I 
find really really rare but it’s exciting.” (R19)   
 
“Puzzled. But interested… The lack of information the trailer had in it and 
compared with the music and the weird special effects you just had no idea 
what it was about, which was puzzling but you wanted to know more.” (R39)  
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#2. Emotional connection to the film from prior experiences can drive excitement 
While moviegoers discussed their anticipation for certain films such as ‘Inception’, it 
was evident that excitement is also driven by an emotional connection to the film, 
which is based on prior experiences. For instance, in describing the excitement felt 
prior to seeing the first ‘Iron Man’ movie, one moviegoer stated that ‘Iron Man’ was 
one of his/her favourite comic book characters of all time. It was so exciting that for 
a year and a half this moviegoer counted down the days until the film was released. 
The excitement he/she felt then intensified when the first trailer was released because 
it was thrilling to finally see a real life visualisation of the character. It was evident 
this moviegoer’s excitement was based on his/her strong emotional connection to the 
film because of prior experiences. In general, the emotional connection moviegoers 
had to certain films was based on prior experiences with the director, actor/s, earlier 
films in the series and/or material the film is based on (i.e. books, television shows). 
 
Example: ‘Inception’ 
The intense excitement that moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing ‘Inception’ was 
stimulated and driven by an emotional connection they had to the film based on prior 
experiences. The majority of moviegoers who were excited about seeing ‘Inception’ 
felt excited primarily because Christopher Nolan, the director of ‘The Dark Knight’, 
had written and directed it. This is illustrated by the excitement of three moviegoers: 
 
“I was excited about ‘Inception’… I wanted to see it just because Christopher 
Nolan did it. Loved ‘The Dark Knight’…” (R39) 
 
“I love Christopher Nolan, I like his dark style… [I’m think] it will be very 
mind blowing. That it’s going to be a different sort of thriller [with]… good 
acting and… good cinematography because ‘The Dark Knight’ was obviously 
great and I’m expecting that Christopher Nolan… will come up [with a]… 
story [that] will have meat to it and it won’t be just a straight arrow.” (R8)  
 
 “It’s a Christopher Nolan film and Leonardo DiCaprio is in it too. I mean I 
love the last Batman movie ‘The Dark Knight’ with Heath Ledger. So if it’s 
as half as good as that it will be worth seeing.” (R38) 
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#3. Comments from other moviegoers about the film can drive excitement 
While moviegoers discussed their anticipation for certain films such as ‘Inception’, it 
was evident that excitement is also driven by comments from other moviegoers about 
the film. Furthermore, some moviegoers indicated that their excitement became more 
intense as they started to discuss the film with more and more people. 
 
Example 1: ‘Inception’ 
The intense excitement that moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing ‘Inception’ was 
stimulated and driven by what other moviegoers were actually saying about the film. 
The majority of moviegoers who were excited about seeing ‘Inception’ felt excited 
because so many people were talking so frequently and so positively about the film. 
This is illustrated by the experiences of two moviegoers in particular: 
 
“[I’ve] been talking about this… for about three weeks, since the last trailer 
went up... And everyone is talking about it. It’s like the conversation hasn’t 
stopped on this one…” (R11) 
 
“I was excited to see whether it was going to be what everyone said about 
it… I [thought] ‘Okay a few people have told me about it now, I really need 
to go and see it’.” (R34) 
 
Example 2: ‘Avatar’ 
The intense excitement that moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing ‘Avatar’ was 
stimulated and driven by what other moviegoers were actually saying about the film. 
The majority of moviegoers who were excited about seeing ‘Avatar’ felt excited 
because so many people were talking so frequently and so positively about the film. 
This is illustrated by the experience of one moviegoer in particular: 
 
“The excitement came more from what other people were saying about the 
movie... Because I don’t remember too many movies in my lifetime where 
people, so many people talked so positively about a movie… [So] I was really 
looking forward to seeing… if it lived up to all the hype... I just wanted to see 
if it was really that good.” (R1) 
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#4. Excitement from other moviegoers about the film can drive excitement 
While moviegoers discussed their anticipation for certain films such as ‘Inception’, it 
became evident that excitement is also driven by the excitement that other 
moviegoers have for the film. Whilst interviewing moviegoers it was evident that 
this excitement had a strong contagious effect on the emotions of experienced by the 
majority of moviegoers prior to seeing only certain films such as ‘Inception’. 
 
 Example: ‘Inception’ 
The intense excitement that moviegoers felt in anticipation of seeing ‘Inception’ was 
stimulated and driven by the excitement and enthusiasm of other moviegoers who 
were also anticipating seeing the film. In particular, one moviegoer recalled going to 
see the film at the cinema and the “palpable presence” of excitement that existed 
amongst others in the fully packed cinema. The moviegoer likened this excitement of 
others to that of other movies such as ‘Star Wars’ and ‘Stark Trek’. 
 
“The whole room was pretty much packed, completely booked out and there 
was that palpable presence in the air that everyone is just really hyped to see 
this movie cause it’s freaking packed and there is no seats available. 
Obviously everyone really wants to see this movie and you’re just getting into 
the hype for it. It’s not like ‘Star Wars’ and ‘Star Trek’ where people are full 
on dressing up and going to see it, but it looked like a good movie that 
everyone is going ‘Hey this looks different. It’s got a good director, good 
actors, looks like good special effects, good storyline. I want to see this 
movie.’” (R40)  
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After seeing certain films: The underlying drivers of enjoyment 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 6 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an intense feeling of 
enjoyment is driven primarily by the exceeding of expectations and initial anticipation  
 
The enjoyment moviegoers felt after seeing certain films, such as ‘The Dark Knight’ 
and ‘Avatar’, was described as very intense and even overwhelming to the point that 
some moviegoers would feel the need to share this enjoyment with others. But why 
was this enjoyment so intensely felt for only specific films and not for others? As 
moviegoers discussed the particular reasons for why they experienced this enjoyment 
for only certain films such as ‘Inception’ and ‘Harry Potter’, it became apparent that 
enjoyment is essentially the outcome as excitement transforms from anticipation into 
a realised experience. Thereby, if the film meets or exceeds high expectations that 
were initially driven by intense excitement and anticipation then it transforms into an 
intense enjoyment of that film. As such, it is a validation of anticipatory emotions. 
Furthermore, if a certain film is not enjoyed then this transformation of excitement 
can dissipate and recede quickly. 
 
For instance, one moviegoer who was very excited and passionate about going to see 
‘Iron Man’ felt an overwhelming sense of enjoyment after seeing the film as it 
exceeded his exceptionally high level of expectations. 
 
“I thought it was perfect. So I was very very satisfied. I was very very content 
they didn’t leave anything out. I wasn’t disappointed. I mean like there was a 
little bit of fear I guess that going in you’re worried about being 
disappointed, you know you wait so long. But in the end I was very very 
content. It was perfect.” (R17) 
 
Comparatively, another moviegoer who was looking forward to seeing ‘Toy Story 3’ 
felt that they enjoyed the film as it not only met expectations but exceed them. 
 
“Just because it met my expectations and it actually exceeded my 
expectations. I wasn’t expecting to enjoy it… I ended up really enjoying it. It 
was the movie that I actually enjoyed.” (R25) 
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The contagious effect of excitement and enjoyment 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 7 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Inception’ and ‘The Dark 
Knight’, excitement and enjoyment have a strong contagious effect amongst moviegoers  
 
Whilst moviegoers discussed the emotions that they experienced in anticipation of 
and after seeing certain films such as ‘Inception’ and ‘The Dark Knight’, it was 
evident that certain emotions have a strong contagious effect amongst moviegoers. In 
particular, as excitement and enthusiasm towards a certain film intensifies 
moviegoers who are highly involved will attempt to actively influence other people 
to get them as excited about and interested in seeing the film. As this ‘contagious’ 
behaviour diffuses, the anticipation and excitement amongst moviegoers who are 
only moderately or less involved begins to intensify and reinforces their interest in 
seeing that particular film. The excitement and enthusiasm a moviegoer feels for a 
certain film is infectious and impacts other moviegoer’s emotions. 
 
In particular, one moviegoer described the experience of seeing ‘The Dark Knight’ 
whereby the excitement and passion of other moviegoers was so overwhelming even 
in physically going to the cinema that this moviegoer also became exhilarated. 
 
“I hadn’t even seen ‘Batman Begins’ and I went and saw ‘The Dark Knight’. 
I was probably a lot more hyped towards it because of the people I was with. 
The [guys] I [saw the movie] with were obsessed with it, loved it, just so 
excited to be there. Screaming. They were that hyped. Even walking to the 
cinema and they were just ‘Yeah oh my god I’m so excited… YEAH!’” (R41) 
 
After seeing ‘The Dark Knight’, the moviegoer also recalled being overwhelmed by 
a strong sense of enjoyment that seemed to permeate the atmosphere of the cinema. 
 
“I really enjoyed it… The atmosphere probably helped… everyone was really 
enjoying the moment. Excitement was there in the atmosphere.” (R41) 
 
Moviegoers believed that another moviegoer’s excitement about a certain film would 
actually reinforce their decision to go and see the film, as well as increase their need 
to discuss the film with other people who are also interested in the film. In particular, 
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moviegoers felt that even the reactions to the trailer for upcoming films had a 
contagious impact on their excitement and interest in those films. 
 
“If there is a lot of people in the cinema and they’re all going ‘Oh wow’ 
you’re more inclined to have a positive experience with it... If they’re not 
going to like the [trailer], it’s not going to be something that you talk about 
or think about seeing. But if [people] go ‘wow Inception, that looks great’, 
you might… watch it… talk about it and pass it on to other people.” (R42) 
 
Furthermore, one moviegoer described how the obsession and passion ‘Harry Potter’ 
fans have for ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1’ transfers and 
stimulates their own passion and excitement for the film. 
 
“I think ‘Harry Potter’ brings out passionate even though I’m not an 
obsessed fan, like I have friends who dress up for the movies… They love it. 
It’s crazy how obsessed people are with these films. But I’d say there is 
passion there from my friends. Therefore I have a bit of passion as well, like 
I’m not as obsessed but there is still a bit of passion because there is such a 
wow factor about it.” (R41) 
 
This excitement and enjoyment is transferred particularly within certain groups and 
networks of moviegoers. In particular, one moviegoer described the excitement that 
proliferated amongst a specific network of friends prior to the release of ‘The Lord of 
the Rings: Fellowship of the Ring’. The proliferation of this excitement within this 
specific network of friends served to amplify the excitement of each moviegoer. 
 
“[I was] able to go and see it with all [my friends]… [We] all shared that… 
excitement together… [So] having people that you knew were as interested in 
it as you… wanting to discuss it… looking forward to it too, did… amplify the 
excitement… if you’re just sharing it by yourself when your excitement dies 
down it dies down, but if you’re in a group and your excitement dies down a 
bit and someone else gets excited by it, it kind of picks up the whole group 
again. Yeah the more people there, it just keeps going.” (R9) 
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Emergent theme 2: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’ and ‘Inception’, the intensity of involvement amongst moviegoers 
influences the proliferation of and susceptibility to contagious emotions 
 
Overall summary 
When excitement begins to intensify, moviegoers who are seemingly highly involved 
with a particular film will feel the need to share that film with everyone they know, 
frequently spreading messages across all their social networks. As they become more 
engaged with a particular film they begin to exhibit ‘contagiousness’, which is driven 
by their excitement and passion. Therefore they become more active in promoting 
the film through communicating their feelings to as many people as they can who 
will listen to them and actively engage in discussions. As excitement diffuses across 
the movie-going population people who are moderately involved that are interested 
in the film engage in spreading messages to specific networks of people, who will 
listen to them and actively engage in discussions. Finally as anticipation and interest 
diffuse widely people who are minimally involved are exposed to messages about the 
film from other people. 
 
A person will typically use comments (text), videos, pictures and links (news articles 
or websites) in messages they send to other people about a film. However, when 
anticipation and interest intensifies a person who is highly involved will use trailers 
and comments in messages that they send to spread their excitement about a film to 
other people. As anticipation spreads to medium and low involvement respondents 
they begin to use trailers and comments in messages they spread to other people to 
seek their opinions and to spark further discussions about the film. High involvement 
respondents send trailers because of their excitement and interest in the film, whereas 
medium and low involvement felt sending a trailer was the best way to communicate 
and express their interest or excitement. A combination of intensifying emotion plus 
the desire to discuss certain films intensifies the need for a person to use trailers and 
comments in the messages they spread to other people. When excitement and interest 
in a film has run its course, as attention shifts to another upcoming film, this 
contagion subsides. 
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Highly involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 8 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Inception’, 
moviegoers who are highly involved or engaged with the film are highly contagious and 
have a strong need share their excitement and anticipation with everyone they know 
 
When interest, excitement and passion begin to intensify, moviegoers who are highly 
involved feel the need to share the film with everyone they know, frequently 
spreading messages across all their networks. As they become more engaged with a 
particular film they begin to exhibit ‘contagious’ behaviour, which is driven by their 
excitement and passion. Therefore they become more active in promoting the film 
through communicating their feelings to as many other moviegoers as they can who 
will listen to them and actively engage in discussions. One moviegoer described how 
a particular friend has a very strong need to share trailers for certain films such as 
‘Avatar’ and ‘Harry Potter’ with everyone through social media platforms. As a 
result, the excitement of this particular friend that manifests through sharing trailers 
has a strong impact on this moviegoer’s initial exposure and interest in certain films. 
 
“I have a couple of friends… I interact with on Facebook that… post a lot… 
on their wall like… trailers [and] news stories… [One in particular had] a 
very unwholesome obsession with ‘Avatar’ but… that one particular friend… 
posted the ‘Harry Potter’ trailer and that was actually my first exposure to 
the ‘Harry Potter’ trailer. I hadn’t actually come across it yet… So I do have 
other friends who post things on Facebook that I rely on for some 
information like… the ‘Harry Potter’ trailer…” (R17) 
 
Whilst moviegoers discussed their excitement for films such as ‘Avatar’, ‘Harry 
Potter’ and ‘Inception’, it became evident that moviegoers who are highly involved 
or engaged with certain films have a high tendency to proliferate trailers across their 
entire social network because of their uncontainable excitement and interest. For 
instance, one highly involved moviegoer described how sending trailers, pictures and 
news stories to other moviegoers expressed interest and excitement for certain films. 
 
“[The] trailer gives you value… it’s actually something that you can watch. 
A trailer well it’s designed to get you excited and to entice you to want to see 
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the movie. So it’s easy. I’m not going to forward someone a review of a movie 
unless it’s particularly funny. But production stills if it’s like a comic book 
costume that you’re seeing for the first time then that’s a big piece of news 
that you need to see, like the ‘Thor’ costume made of rubber… because… 
they are entertaining in themselves. So I could send my wife a news story… 
[about] ‘Harry Potter’… or I could send her the trailer so she can actually 
see it happening… If it’s a really big breaking news story, like when they 
finally decide on who the villain will be for the new ‘Batman’ movie then I 
imagine I’ll post that link to people. But it’s usually images, trailers and 
particularly large news stories that I will spread.” (R17) 
 
A combination of intensifying excitement and plus the desire to discuss certain films 
intensifies the desire for highly involved moviegoers share that excitement with 
others, as illustrated by the belief of one moviegoer in particular: 
 
“Well… if it’s something that I think I would enjoy, I want to share that with 
people who I know would also enjoy it… the reason I do it is cause I want to 
share with people. I mean if it’s something I’m excited about surely there’s 
other people out there that are excited about it as well… And it’s like a 
conversation starter as well… I guess it helps [to] find other people that are 
similarly interested in movies… create a friendship around that, something 
that we share in common. But… the main reason that I put it out there is 
cause I’m excited about it and want to share what I’m excited about.” (R4) 
 
Highly involved moviegoers cease sharing excitement when their attention shifts to 
the next movie. As there is a wide selection of films to see in a cinema their attention 
shifts more rapidly, unless it is a film that has had some personal impact. 
 
“When you see the next film I think. [When my attention shifts]… To another 
one yeah… I mean [there are] so many [movies] to see… you can’t see 
everything. So I think from the time that you see a film till the time you see the 
next film is probably the time that you’ll… is probably the time that it’s sort 
of on your mind. Some films do stick around…” (R8) 
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Moderately involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 9 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘Avatar’, moviegoers 
who are moderately involved or engaged with the film want to share their excitement with 
specific people and are somewhat susceptible to the excitement of others as well 
 
When excitement begins to diffuse across the movie-going population around certain 
films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Harry Potter’, moviegoers who are moderately involved 
that are interested in the film will engage in spreading their anticipation to specific 
networks of people, who will listen to them and actively engage in discussions about 
that particular film. For instance, one moderately involved moviegoer engaged in 
spreading their anticipation and excitement depending on the level of interest in that 
particular film, such as ‘Toy Story 3’. 
 
“When the film is relevant to me… ‘Toy Story 3’… I’ve been sending stuff, 
talking to people about that. It’s the level of interest that I have in that film 
that will dictate how much I on send those messages onto other people.” (R2) 
 
Moderately involved moviegoers will send trailers and comments about certain films 
to only specific people to express their interest and excitement, as illustrated by the 
belief of one moviegoer about sending trailers: 
 
“It generally [has to be] something remarkable… It could only be a thirty-
second clip but it has a really cool… I guess it depends on if you feel they’re 
actually going to value what you say… or if they’re going to act on that. So 
picking the people that you do send it to.” (R14) 
 
Furthermore, moderately involved moviegoers tend to express their excitement about 
certain films to only specific moviegoers who will also be excited or interested.  
 
“Basically it depends on the response from the other person. I mean when 
you know the people and you know what kind of films [they] like or don’t 
like… So it all has to be in context, cause it’s not like ‘right send this message 
to everybody’ but kind of more… to specific people.” (R7) 
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Minimally involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of emotions 
EMOTION AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 10 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers who 
are minimally involved or engaged with the film are highly susceptible to the excitement 
and anticipation of other moviegoers 
 
When anticipation and interest diffuse widely, moviegoers who are less involved or 
engaged with certain films become exposed to the excitement of other moviegoers. 
This excitement and interest from other moviegoers, particularly from those who are 
highly engaged, tends to also spark an interest and some excitement amongst those 
moviegoers who are less involved. For instance, one moviegoer described how all of 
the excitement about ‘Avatar’ that was expressed on social media platforms began to 
spark an interest in wanting to go and see the film. 
 
“There was a lot of talk about ‘Avatar’ when it came out all through my news 
feed, everywhere. So I guess they didn’t have to direct it at me for me to see 
it, cause it was just out there… [everywhere]… I went and saw it because 
everyone was like ‘oh yeah lets go see it’.” (R24) 
 
The comments and trailers that minimally involved moviegoers are exposed to from 
other moviegoers can have a greater impact on their own interest and excitement for 
certain films if it is also a film that they would also be interested in. For instance, one 
moviegoer described how social media messages with links to trailers have impacted 
on interest and excitement in certain films, such as ‘Avatar’. 
 
“Well I have had messages both with links to the trailers, and… messages 
which are just text as well. But I really like… the messages I get with a link to 
a trailer… I quite like to look at the trailers… if it was a sequel to something 
that I’d seen before or a movie that I’d heard about or… by a really good 
director, I would definitely have a look at it. Or if it had an actor in it that I 
really liked… So if it was of interest to me and if it was a movie from a genre 
I really liked, I would probably look at it…” (R1) 
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Summary and discussion: Emotion and contagion  
 
Emergent theme 1: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and ‘Harry Potter’, excitement and enjoyment have 
an intense contagious effect amongst moviegoers 
Emotion is felt so intensely felt prior to seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and 
‘Inception’ that it becomes contagious and begins to spread and infect others with a 
similar excitement and anticipation. This build up of emotion is more intensely felt 
prior to seeing certain films because of their extreme desire to see the film. Once this 
excitement and anticipation is fulfilled through watching the film this emotional 
response begins to subside and reduce in intensity. Subsequently, this contagious 
excitement transforms into enjoyment. This excitement and enjoyment can manifest 
itself in several viewings of the film – i.e. multiple consumptions. Whilst moviegoers 
can feel very content if the film has fulfilled their excitement, the anticipation of 
consuming the film is more intense than the enjoyment of watching the film itself. 
Table 21 below outlines a key summary of these findings. 
 
Table 21 Summary of key findings: The contagious effect of excitement and 
enjoyment 
Key finding 1: The 
influence of 
excitement on positive 
emotions 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an 
intense feeling of excitement amongst moviegoers drives and intensifies the 
experience of other positive emotions, particularly enthusiasm, optimism, 
happiness, hope and thrill 
Key finding 2: The 
influence of enjoyment 
on positive emotions 
Enjoyment is intensely experienced and appears to be a key driver of all 
other emotions felt after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and 
‘Inception’ 
Key finding 3: The 
influence of 
excitement on negative 
emotions 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Harry Potter’ and 
‘Inception’, an intense feeling of excitement amongst moviegoers stimulates 
and drives the experience of negative emotions not typically felt with other 
films, particularly tension, nervousness and worry 
Key finding 4: The 
influence of enjoyment 
on negative emotions 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers can 
feel discontent, unfulfilled, irritated and frustrated if the film failed to live 
up to their high expectations (i.e. they failed to enjoy the movie as much as 
they had anticipated) 
Key finding 5: The 
underlying drivers of 
excitement  
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an 
intense feeling of excitement is driven primarily by the trailer/s, emotional 
connection, comments from others and the excitement of others 
Key finding 6: The 
underlying drivers of 
enjoyment 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, an intense 
feeling of enjoyment is driven primarily by the exceeding of expectations 
and initial anticipation 
Key finding 7: The 
contagious effect of 
excitement and 
enjoyment 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Inception’ and ‘The 
Dark Knight’, excitement and enjoyment have a strong contagious effect 
amongst moviegoers 
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Emergent theme 2: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’ and ‘Inception’, the intensity of involvement amongst moviegoers 
influences the proliferation of and susceptibility to contagious emotions 
The emotion that exists for certain films such, as ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Avatar’, is 
highly contagious whereby moviegoers engage in varying intensities of proliferation 
and susceptibility to these emotions. The intensity of involvement and engagement of 
moviegoers essentially influences the proliferation of and susceptibility to contagious 
emotions. Specifically, moviegoers who are highly involved with a certain film feel 
the need to share their excitement and anticipation with everyone they know. As this 
excitement diffuses across the movie-going population people who are moderately 
involved that are interested in the film engage in spreading their own excitement and 
interest to specific networks of people, who will listen to them and actively engage in 
discussions. Finally as excitement and anticipation diffuse widely, moviegoers who 
are minimally involved that are highly susceptible to the contagious spread of 
emotion, become excited and interested in seeing the film. When excitement has run 
its course and attention begins to shift to another upcoming film, this emotional 
contagion subsides. Table 22 below outlines a key summary of these findings. 
 
Table 22 Summary of key findings: The proliferation of and susceptibility to 
contagious emotions 
Key finding 8: Highly 
involved moviegoers 
and the contagious 
spread of emotions 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘The Dark Knight’ and 
‘Inception’, moviegoers who are highly involved or engaged with the film 
are highly contagious and have a strong need share their excitement and 
anticipation with everyone they know 
Key finding 9: 
Moderately involved 
moviegoers and the 
contagious spread of 
emotions 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘Avatar’, 
moviegoers who are moderately involved or engaged with the film want to 
share their excitement with specific people and are somewhat susceptible to 
the excitement of others as well 
Key finding 10: 
Minimally involved 
moviegoers and the 
contagious spread of 
emotions 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
moviegoers who are minimally involved or engaged with the film are highly 
susceptible to the excitement and anticipation of other moviegoers 
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4.1.3 Emotion and word-of-mouth 
 
Emergent theme 3: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as 
‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, excitement and enjoyment stimulates word-of-mouth 
amongst moviegoers 
 
Overall summary 
The excitement and anticipation moviegoers experience prior to and the enjoyment 
they feel after seeing a film drives conversations about certain films. In particular, 
the content of the conversations with others is dictated by the emotional reactions of 
moviegoers prior to and after watching certain films. Whilst some variance exists in 
the underlying reasons behind why either highly, moderately or minimally involved 
moviegoers discuss particular aspects, it is evident that their desire to share their 
excitement and want to share their enjoyment of the film drove discussions. For 
instance, prior to the release of certain films such as ‘Avatar’, ‘Harry Potter’ and 
‘Inception’ moviegoers discussed their expectations, i.e. overall quality of the film 
and quality of production, their anticipation/excitement in wanting to see the film, 
and whether the film is actually worthwhile seeing. As such, after the certain film is 
released, moviegoers discuss their overall enjoyment and whether the film met or 
exceeded their expectations, i.e. the actual quality of production. 
 
The excitement and anticipation moviegoers experience prior to and the enjoyment 
they feel after seeing a film drives the favourableness of conversations, i.e. whether 
the conversations are positive or negative. As such, the intense interest, excitement 
and anticipation moviegoers experience prior to certain films such as ‘Inception’ and 
‘The Dark Knight’ predominantly stimulates positive conversations. After seeing the 
film, moviegoers who enjoy the experience also stimulate positive conversations. 
Moviegoers believed that their expectations and what other moviegoers were saying 
influenced negative conversations both before and/or after seeing a film. 
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Anticipation of certain films: The influence of excitement on the content of 
word-of-mouth 
EMOTION AND WORD-OF-MOUTH – KEY FINDING 1 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, the intense 
excitement, interest and anticipation moviegoers feel will stimulate and drive the content 
of conversations with other moviegoers 
 
Prior to the release of certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers felt 
that they predominantly discussed their anticipation and excitement in wanting to see 
the film. Some also felt that they would engage in conversations about whether the 
film was actually worthwhile seeing. However, the majority of moviegoers believed 
that their discussed focused on expectations, specifically, the overall quality of the 
film and quality of production they were expecting. For instance, one moviegoer in 
particular described how conversations about ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows: Part 1’ are focused on expectations for specific production elements of the 
film, such as the story, special effects, director and actors, because it is those 
particular elements that are going to lead to the overall quality of the film. 
 
“I think it’s those elements that from my perspective are going to lead to the 
overall quality of the film and my experience with that film… it’s the things 
that I personally think will determine my enjoyment of the movie and… that 
the interpretation of what they do and what I would like is the same. That is 
what I would want in order for it to be good and that is what my expectation 
is set at.” (R16) 
 
Furthermore, it is those elements that moviegoers, particularly those who are highly 
involved, which have an emotional connection or importance. However, this only 
occurs for certain films such as ‘Star Wars’. For instance, one moviegoer, who is a 
self-described ‘Star Wars’ fan and is very emotionally invested in the franchise, felt 
that discussions around ‘Star Wars Episode 3: Revenge of the Sith’ was highly 
focused on the storyline and whether it would live up to expectations. 
 
“Especially with ‘Star Wars’, George Lucas has a story but then the fans will 
give their opinions about how they think it should end and whether or not 
they did it right… what is going to happen? I’d imagined originally he was 
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going to fall into a pit of lava inside a factory, but it was outside in a field of 
molten… The rise of Vader… [Because] I’ve had a fairly high emotional 
involvement [with ‘Star Wars’] cause I grew up with the original [film] and I 
wanted to see the story out in the best way possible, cause it means a lot to 
me and to a lot of people.” (R35) 
 
Whilst moviegoers described the positive conversations that occurred around certain 
films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, it was evident that the positive conversations 
also serve to stimulate interest and excitement of moviegoers who are less involved, 
even to the point that they want to also share those positive conversations. For 
instance, one moviegoer in particular described how the very positive conversations 
about ‘Inception’ stimulated a deep excitement and desire to see the film and thus a 
want to share that excitement with others. 
 
“I’d probably say all the ads and the mystery of it and everyone talking about 
it. You get the ‘Oh this is exciting. It’s going to be awesome’. You’re waiting 
for it. That’s probably what made me want to feel like sharing it.” (R41)  
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After seeing certain films: The influence of enjoyment on the content of word-
of-mouth 
EMOTION AND WORD-OF-MOUTH – KEY FINDING 2 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, the intense enjoyment 
moviegoers feel will stimulate and drive the content of conversations with other 
moviegoers 
 
After the release of certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers felt 
that they predominantly discussed the actual quality of the film and actual quality of 
the specific production elements, in particular the story/plot, special effects, director, 
actors, cinematography and music. As a result, if moviegoers enjoyed these elements 
and thus believed it was a good film then expectations were either met or exceeded. 
If moviegoers enjoyed the movie and expectations were exceeded, they engage in 
positive discussions to share that enjoyment. For instance, one moviegoer described 
how the enjoyment in seeing ‘Avatar’ prompted positive discussions about the film. 
 
“Because after I saw it, I really enjoyed the experience and so I wanted… the 
people I know to experience that as well… like to feel the same joy I suppose, 
and… yeah just get the same feeling that I had… I value their opinions as 
well so… getting some approval I suppose… as well to make sure I’m not 
way off tangent…” (R37) 
 
Furthermore, for moviegoers who are moderately or minimally involved, the positive 
conversations that can occur prior to seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ can not 
only focus on specific production elements such as special effects (i.e. 3D), but also 
the positive reactions and intense enjoyment other moviegoers had after seeing it. 
For instance, one moviegoer described the overwhelmingly positive feedback that 
existed around ‘Avatar’, which was driven specifically by enjoyment. 
 
“‘It was awesome’. ‘It was just like you were really there’. ‘There were parts 
where it was like you were flying’. ‘It was so believable, even though it was a 
fantasy… it was so believable that you were actually part of the story, 
because of the 3D’. Yeah I guess that’s probably the main thing… that people 
were talking about and how good that was.” (R1) 
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Anticipation of certain films: The influence of excitement on positive and 
negative word-of-mouth 
EMOTION AND WORD-OF-MOUTH – KEY FINDING 3 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, the intense 
excitement moviegoers feel will drive either positive or negative conversations with other 
moviegoers 
 
Prior to the release of certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers felt 
that they predominantly engaged in positive conversations because they were very 
excited about seeing the film, had a high level of anticipation (i.e. desire/want to see 
the film) and thought the trailer was great and very interesting. For instance, one 
moviegoer, who identified as being a ‘Harry Potter’ fan and was very emotionally 
invested in the franchise, felt the excitement and anticipation that is building for the 
final instalments is more intense when engaging in conversations with other fans. 
 
“I was so excited. I guess the anticipation of… it’s finally here… I was… 
looking forward to [the film]… ‘I can’t wait to see it’… ‘I’m just excited to 
see it’… Excited. [The build up]… the excitement and the anticipation, 
especially when [you’re discussing it] with someone who mutually likes it as 
much as you do. It’s exciting.” (R21) 
 
Furthermore, if a certain film such as ‘Avatar’ or ‘Inception’ is “over hyped” or is 
discussed too positively by the majority of moviegoers prior to release, some engage 
in negative conversations because they feel it will not be enjoyable or live up to what 
everyone is saying about it. For instance, one moviegoer engaged in negative 
conversations prior to seeing ‘Avatar’ because they felt it was not going to meet what 
others were saying. Despite this negativity, this moviegoer eventually saw ‘Avatar’ 
in cinema and actually enjoyed the film. 
 
“I talked quite a lot about ‘Avatar’ because I thought it was going to be 
absolutely atrocious, because of the amount of CGI which was involved and 
how it seemed to be over fluffed… over promoted… I was very negative 
before it because I didn’t necessarily buy into all the hype… I thought it was 
all hype and no substance…” (R11) 
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After seeing certain films: The influence of enjoyment on positive and negative 
word-of-mouth 
EMOTION AND WORD-OF-MOUTH – KEY FINDING 4 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, the intense 
enjoyment moviegoers feel will drive either positive or negative conversations with other 
moviegoers 
 
After the release of certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, moviegoers felt 
that they predominantly engaged in positive conversations about the film because 
they enjoyed the film overall as well as specific aspects including actors, characters, 
director, storyline, music, twists in the movie, the ending and special effects. For 
instance, the majority of moviegoers positively discussed how much they enjoyed the 
3D experience of ‘Avatar’. Another moviegoer described how the intense enjoyment 
in seeing ‘Toy Story 3’ stimulated a need to share that enjoyment with others and 
engage in very positive conversations about how good the film was.   
 
“‘Toy Story 3’ was so good… I was like ‘go see Toy Story 3, it’s awesome, 
you have to see it, you have to see it’. I got it all hyped up and I was really 
afraid that [I’d] get them hyped up… [But] they were just like ‘it was 
everything and more’. It was so good. So I talked about that heaps. I saw it 
with a couple of friends, so then we all talked about it...” (R39) 
 
Furthermore, moviegoers would negatively discuss certain films after release as the 
film failed to meet or exceed expectations thus they didn’t enjoy the film as much as 
they had anticipated. For instance, this occurred for one moviegoer who engaged in 
very negative discussions after seeing ‘Sex and the City 2’. 
 
“It was… so disappointing cause I was so excited to see it and you know 
made a big fuss out of it and… I’m pretending the film never happened. As 
my friend said when we went to see it ‘I’ll buy it because I need to have a full 
DVD collection, but I’ll never watch it’. I went ‘yes, I agree with you’… It 
was really terrible and I had low expectations because people had said to me 
‘oh it’s really not that good’. So I was sort of going in thinking it’s not going 
to be that good and it surpassed my poor expectations.” (R29) 
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Summary and discussion: Emotion and word-of-mouth   
 
Emergent theme 3: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as 
‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, excitement and enjoyment stimulates word-of-mouth 
amongst moviegoers 
The nature of what people who are highly or moderately involved discuss about a 
certain films, such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, is driven by their higher level of 
excitement and emotional involvement, which culminates in a want to share the 
excitement and experience with other people. While this excitement and enjoyment 
similarly drives what a person who is less involved discusses, they also just simply 
enjoy discussing particular aspects, such as the actors, the story, special effects and 
the ending of the film. Table 23 below outlines a key summary of these findings. 
 
Table 23 Summary of key findings: The strong influence of excitement and 
enjoyment on the content of word-of-mouth communications 
Key finding 1: The 
influence of excitement on 
the content of conversations 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
the intense excitement, interest and anticipation moviegoers feel will 
stimulate and drive the content of conversations with other moviegoers 
Key finding 2: The 
influence of enjoyment on 
the content of conversations 
After seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, the intense 
enjoyment moviegoers feel will stimulate and drive the content of 
conversations with other moviegoers 
 
The excitement and anticipation moviegoers experience prior to and the enjoyment 
they feel after seeing a film drives whether the conversations are positive or negative. 
As such, the intense excitement and enjoyment for certain films such as ‘Inception’ 
and ‘The Dark Knight’ predominantly stimulates positive conversations. Moviegoers 
will only engage in negative conversations with others about certain films if it fails to 
meet expectations. Table 24 below outlines a key summary of these findings. 
 
Table 24 Summary of key findings: The strong influence of excitement and 
enjoyment on positive and negative word-of-mouth communications 
Key finding 3: The 
influence of excitement on 
positive and negative WOM 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
the intense excitement moviegoers feel will drive either positive or 
negative conversations with other moviegoers 
Key finding 4: The 
influence of enjoyment on 
positive and negative WOM 
In anticipation of seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
the intense enjoyment moviegoers feel will drive either positive or 
negative conversations with other moviegoers 
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4.1.3 Word-of-mouth and contagion 
 
Emergent theme 4: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’, word-of-mouth has an intense 
contagious effect amongst moviegoers 
 
Overall summary 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘The Dark 
Knight’ moviegoers will engage in frequent discussions. As excitement increases 
amongst moviegoers who are highly involved with a certain film, the frequency of 
their discussions with others who are also interested increases significantly. The 
excitement moviegoers who are highly involved feels about a particular film drives a 
genuine need of wanting to tell everyone they know about the film. As such, people 
who are highly involved will go beyond their normal cliques and discuss a film with 
everyone because they’re very excited, really enjoyed seeing the film, or they just 
simply cannot help themselves. 
 
So, as excitement grows and other moviegoers start talking about the film, a trickle 
down effect occurs and moviegoers who are moderately involved also increase their 
rate of discussions. Finally as discussions about a film begin to intensify and diffuse 
amongst moviegoers who are less involved begin to engage in conversations. 
Moviegoers who are moderately or less involved feel the need to discuss the film 
only with specific people who are interested as well and have a similar emotional 
connection to the franchise. Therefore, they discuss the film with people the genre of 
the film and type of film is appropriate to.  
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The high frequency of word-of-mouth amongst moviegoers 
WORD-OF-MOUTH AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 1 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘The Dark Knight’, 
a high frequency of conversations exist amongst moviegoers 
 
A combination of intensifying emotion and the quantum of moviegoers becoming 
excited and talking about a certain film, such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘The Dark Knight’, can 
become contagious and send the conversations viral. Thus, as excitement intensifies 
the frequency of discussions increases both before and after a film is released. While 
moviegoers typically engaged in occasional to frequent discussions about films, they 
would engage in higher than normal discussions for specific films such as ‘Avatar’ 
and ‘The Dark Knight’. The frequency of conversations increased prior to a films 
release because of the level of anticipation and excitement a person experiences. For 
instance, one moviegoer in particular engaged in numerous conversations about ‘The 
Dark Knight’ prior to release:  
 
“I was chatting a lot about that one because it just looked so damn 
awesome… then Heath Ledger had died… so that then ramped up the hype… 
Everyone was talking about Heath Ledger’s death, which seemed to land 
itself to people being more receptive to talk about the movie.” (R11) 
 
As excitement increased amongst moviegoers who are highly involved with a certain 
film, the frequency of their discussions with other moviegoers who are also 
interested in the film increased significantly. Consequently as excitement grew and 
other moviegoers started talking about the film, a trickle down effect occurs as 
moviegoers who are moderately involved also increase their rate of discussions on 
the film. Finally as discussion about a film intensifies and diffuses amongst a wider 
population, moviegoers who are less involved also increase their discussions about 
the film because everyone else is talking about it. 
 
“‘Toy Story 3’… I know it’s come out. I’ve talked to numerous people about 
it… I’ve talked about that a lot and I haven’t even seen the movie yet.” (R2) 
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The wide range of moviegoers involved in spreading word-of-mouth 
WORD-OF-MOUTH AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 2 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘The Dark Knight’, 
a wide range of moviegoers are involved in conversations 
 
The emotion felt prior to (excitement) and after (enjoyment) a film is released, 
influences the range of moviegoers, from only specific people to everyone involved 
in discussions about a film. The actual movie was found to typically dictate the range 
of people a moviegoers would discuss a film with, whether just specific people (i.e. 
friends, family, colleagues and partners) or everybody they know. Therefore, 
particular films such as ‘TDK’, ‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’ that attract higher levels of 
excitement and enjoyment typically increase the range of people involved in 
conversations. For example, the excitement and enjoyment a person who is highly 
involved feels about a particular film drives a genuine need of wanting to tell 
everyone they know about the film. As such, people who are highly involved will go 
beyond their normal cliques and discuss a film with everyone because they’re very 
excited, really enjoyed seeing the film, or they just simply cannot help themselves. 
 
For instance, numerous moviegoers described the wide range of people that were 
discussing ‘Inception’ prior to and after seeing the film. 
 
“‘Inception’… A number of my friends had already mentioned to me how 
good it was and how excited they were for it. So obviously they [are] an 
influence on me… they make me want to actively go and find out more 
information about the film… previews, read news articles about it, see who’s 
in it, see what music is in the film… I would say that would be one I talked 
about more than normal, just because of the anticipation of that film coming 
out.” (R44) 
 
“‘Inception’ just come out recently and everyone is seeing it and… going ‘oh 
my mind has been played with’. Typically if it’s [a] really good movie that’s 
out currently, then there is usually a lot more hype and talk about it. So you 
usually know about it a lot more and hear about it a lot more than if there’s a 
really bad movie out at the time.” (R40) 
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Conversely in a similar situation moviegoers who are moderately or less involved 
feel the need to discuss the film only with specific people who are interested as well 
and have a similar emotional connection to the franchise. Therefore, they discuss the 
film with people the genre of the film and type of film is appropriate to. For example 
franchise films such as ‘Harry Potter’, ‘Twilight’ and ‘Sex and the City’ are 
primarily discussed with other fans of the franchise because they share a similar 
emotional connection to that film and will be interested in discussing the film. 
Consequently, people who are moderately or less involved engage in discussions 
about films, such as ‘Harry Potter’ only with specific cliques of people. This is 
illustrated by the experience of one moviegoer with ‘Mamma Mia’: 
 
“It was friend’s predominately and it was a topic of conversation with people 
who also enjoyed the music and do enjoy films as well and particularly with 
my friend who is a film and television teacher so she… loves going to the 
movies. So that’s why we were talking about it and the excitement of going to 
see it. Yes! Yes! Far more excited about that movie than most others. ABBA 
tragic. That’s me!” (R31) 
 
Moviegoers want to discuss certain films such as ‘Avatar’ with a close network of 
people because they either want those people to enjoy the same experience. For 
instance, one moviegoer described why they discussed ‘Avatar’ with specific people: 
 
“I really enjoyed the experience… so I wanted… people I know to experience 
that as well… like to feel the same joy I suppose, and… yeah just get the same 
feeling that I had… I value their opinions as well so… getting some approval 
I suppose… as well to make sure I’m not way off tangent…” (R37) 
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Emergent theme 5: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as 
‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’, the intensity of involvement amongst moviegoers 
influences the proliferation of and susceptibility to contagious word-of-mouth 
 
Overall summary 
When anticipation and interest in a particular film intensifies the range of 
communication methods a person will use to discuss a film changes depending on 
the quantum of people they want to engage and how broad or in-depth they want 
discussions to be about the film. For example, a person who is highly involved will 
utilise whatever communication method they could to reach everyone they know. As 
anticipation and interest continues to intensify and spread people who are either 
moderately or less involved begin to use different communication methods to engage 
in more frequent discussions with specific people. 
 
As interest and anticipation intensifies a person’s want to discuss a film with other 
people increases and in doing so they will use a combination of social media, mobile 
technology and email to spread messages and engage other people across their 
networks or to specific people in discussions about certain films. For example, when 
anticipation and interest intensifies, people who are highly involved seek a 
combination of social media and mobile technology to easily spread messages to 
everyone they know. Through diffusing the message across different networks a high 
involvement person seeks to engage in discussions with other people who are also 
interested in the film. As the interest and anticipation of people who are either 
moderately or less involved intensifies and exposure to messages from other people 
about a film increases, they use social media and email to spread messages to 
specific people (certain networks) about the film. 
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Highly involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of word-of-mouth 
WORD-OF-MOUTH AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 3 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
moviegoers who are highly involved will use whatever communication method they can to 
reach everyone they know 
 
The communication method highly involved moviegoers will use to engage in 
discussions about a certain film is dependent on the range of people involved and the 
depth of conversation a person wants to achieve. One moviegoer who used a range of 
communication methods to spread excitement about a particular film, illustrates this: 
 
“‘Hot Tub Time Machine’… I was very excited… I remember I posted it on 
my Facebook and on my blog and was sharing it with friends a lot in the lead 
up to it and I managed to refer to it at any given opportunity… I posted the 
trailer on my Facebook page… commenting how amazing it looks. Even just 
when I would just catch up with friends and we’d talk about movies I’d say 
‘this is the movie that I’m most excited about right now’… anytime I saw a 
poster or a link to the trailer or any kind of mention in the newspaper I’d be 
like ‘this movie’ to whoever was around me…” (R4) 
 
The channel a viral message is communicated through is dependent on the intended 
reach and the type of personal interaction a person wants to achieve. Specifically, 
highly involved moviegoers mainly use face-to-face communication to gain depth in 
conversations and a range of social media platforms to share the conversation with 
more people, as illustrated by the discussions one moviegoer had about ‘District 9’: 
 
“I think it was definitely predominately face-to-face. I’m very… I’m quite 
animated and I talk a lot… when I first saw the trailer and I was on Facebook 
or MSN… going ‘dude check out the District 9 trailer’. But even with that 
kind of experience I’ll often want to wait till I’m with a mate and then share 
in that experience… I personally have a tendency [to]… over hype anything 
I’m excited about. And even if no one else will like it… I’ll be like ‘dude it’s 
the best thing’… But definitely with film I communicate better [face-to-
face]… It’s just how I communicate.” (R45)   
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Moderately involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of word-of-mouth 
WORD-OF-MOUTH AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 4 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
moviegoers who are moderately involved will use different communication methods to 
engage in more frequent conversations only with specific people 
 
The communication method a moderately involved moviegoer will use to engage in 
discussions about a film is dependent on the range of people involved and the depth 
of conversation a person wants to achieve. This is illustrated by the experiences of 
one moviegoer in particular: 
 
“[A] mixture of both. I tend to put comments on Facebook if I’m particularly 
interested in it, like if I’ve see a trailer which is fucking shit hot I’ll put that 
on my wall… I might Tweet about something that I’ve seen or something that 
looks cool or something that I just noticed in a trailer… ‘That looks cool’. 
More in-depth conversations are always face-to-face. So talking about what 
the film might actually be like. How it’s shot. How it will be like. Who’s in it? 
That’s always face-to-face or over the phone.” (R14) 
 
The channel a viral message is communicated through is dependent on the intended 
reach and the type of personal interaction a person wants to achieve. Specifically, 
moderately involved moviegoers mainly use face-to-face communication to discuss 
films because it is more personal, as illustrated by the belief of one moviegoer: 
 
“It’s more like personal communication as opposed to the social networking 
communication that I would rely on more.” (R3) 
 
However, moderately involved moviegoers also engage in social media but primarily 
to organise going to see the film, as illustrated by the experience of one moviegoer: 
 
“I did an event on Facebook because one of my mates went to see it and he 
did… then just invited all my mates, said ‘Get Him to the Greek you’ve heard 
about it, here’s a clip for it, who’s keen?’ I think about thirty of us went. So it 
was pretty good, because… my mates are into the same things…” (R27) 
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Minimally involved moviegoers and the contagious spread of word-of-mouth 
WORD-OF-MOUTH AND CONTAGION – KEY FINDING 5 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’, 
moviegoers who are minimally involved will use different communication methods to 
engage in more frequent conversations only with specific people 
 
The communication method minimally involved moviegoers will use to engage in 
discussions about a film is dependent on the range of people involved and the depth 
of conversation a person wants to achieve. Minimally involved moviegoers, mainly 
use face-to-face communication because it offers greater depth of conversation, is 
more enjoyable and is more personal. This is illustrated by the experiences of one 
moviegoer in particular: 
 
“Personally… all verbal… I’m not into blogging or… Facebook or Twitter. 
So mine’s not electronic it’s all face-to-face discussion… I’ve never kind of 
called someone to say ‘hey have you seen this?’… [Movies] just comes up in 
general conversations all face-to-face, person-to-person, and again it’s with 
those people who have some common interest in it… I would say the way I go 
about it would be consistent whether I’m talking to my wife about it or my 
friends about it or my work colleagues about it.” (R9) 
 
The channel a viral message is communicated through is dependent on the intended 
reach and the type of personal interaction a person wants to achieve. Specifically, 
minimally involved moviegoers will engage in more than just face-to-face 
communication if they have enjoyed the film and feel the need to share that with 
others. One moviegoer’s experience with discussing films with others illustrated this: 
 
“If something had a really profound effect on me I might [message other 
people]… it might be something as simple as putting something on Facebook 
‘go watch this movie’. I guess it depends on the relationship [I have] with 
someone, if something is related to that movie then I might say ‘hey go watch 
this movie because it has similar concepts and themes in there that relate to 
what you’re talking about, see what you think, get back to me’.” (R33) 
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Summary and discussion: Word-of-mouth and contagion 
 
Emergent theme 4: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘The 
Dark Knight’, ‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’, word-of-mouth has an intense 
contagious effect amongst moviegoers 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and ‘The Dark 
Knight’ moviegoers will engage in frequent discussions. Highly involved moviegoers 
engage in frequent discussions because they have a genuine need to tell everyone 
they know about the film. They just simply cannot help but tell others about the film. 
As this positive discussion diffuses to other moviegoers, those who are moderately or 
minimally involved become involved and increase their rate of discussions. 
However, they primarily engage only with specific people who are interested as well 
and have a similar emotional connection. Thus, they discuss the film with people the 
genre of the film and type of film is appropriate to. Table 25 below outlines a key 
summary of these findings. 
 
Table 25 Summary of key findings: The strong contagious effect of WOM 
Key finding 1: The high frequency 
of word-of-mouth amongst 
moviegoers 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ 
and ‘The Dark Knight’, a high frequency of conversations exist 
amongst moviegoers 
Key finding 2: The wide range of 
moviegoers involved in spreading 
word-of-mouth 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ 
and ‘The Dark Knight’, a wide range of moviegoers are 
involved in conversations 
 
 
Emergent theme 5: In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as 
‘Inception’ and ‘Avatar’, the intensity of involvement amongst moviegoers 
influences the proliferation of and susceptibility to contagious word-of-mouth 
The manner of communications used when discussing films is primarily dependent 
on the depth of conversation a person wants to achieve with other people. For 
example, people who are either highly, moderately or less involved typically engage 
in either face-to-face communications or a mixture of communications (face-to-face 
and online) when discussing films. A few highly and moderately involved people 
believe they primarily use online communications when discussing films with other 
people. Interestingly respondents noted that while online conversations occur more 
frequently, those conversations are nowhere as in-depth in comparison to face-to-
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face conversations, or to a lesser extent over the phone. While some variance exists 
in the underlying reasons, respondents deemed online communications were used to 
achieve a broad or general level of conversation about a film, whereas face-to-face 
communications were used to achieve a deep level of conversation about a film. 
 
When discussing the communication mediums respondent’s use when spreading 
messages about a film to other people, social media (i.e. online networking websites 
such as Facebook and Twitter), email and mobile were identified as the leading 
mediums. Some high involvement respondents also engaged in communicating on 
forums. Respondents believed these mediums enabled them to effectively share new 
information about a film, share the film’s trailers and/or arrange to go and see the 
movie with other people. While most respondents seemed to utilise the same 
mediums when discussing films, some engaged in using different mediums 
depending on the person and level of personal interaction they wanted to achieve. 
Conversely other respondents felt different mediums were used as the conversation 
evolved from discovering a film to organising to go and see the film. Table 26 below 
outlines a key summary of these findings. 
 
Table 26 Summary of key findings: The proliferation of and susceptibility to 
contagious WOM 
Key finding 3: Highly 
involved moviegoers and 
the contagious spread of 
word-of-mouth 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and 
‘Inception’, moviegoers who are highly involved will use whatever 
communication method they can to reach everyone they know 
Key finding 4: Moderately 
involved moviegoers and 
the contagious spread of 
word-of-mouth 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and 
‘Inception’, moviegoers who are moderately involved will use 
different communication methods to engage in more frequent 
conversations only with specific people 
Key finding 5: Minimally 
involved moviegoers and 
the contagious spread of 
word-of-mouth 
In anticipation of and after seeing certain films such as ‘Avatar’ and 
‘Inception’, moviegoers who are minimally involved will use different 
communication methods to engage in more frequent conversations 
only with specific people 
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4.1.4 Summary and discussion: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion 
interrelate to form buzz? 
 
Summary 1: As buzz is formed, emotion and WOM become contagious 
As audiences learn more about a certain film and discuss it within their social circles, 
their level of interest increases and they begin to become excited. Thus their desire to 
see it increases and as they become increasingly engaged with it, their emotional 
reaction intensifies ultimately to such a high level of anticipation and excitement that 
the resulting buzz that they create within their social networks begins to explode 
beyond their personal networks into the wider community at large. In other words, 
buzz becomes contagious because the pent up anticipation and excitement becomes 
infectious like a virus and as such emotional contagion forms. As these emotions 
infect others moviegoers also begin spreading positive WOM amongst others as well. 
It is this contagious effect of buzz that takes the positive WOM out of individual 
networks and into the collective population (i.e. mass), and contagious emotion is the 
underlying catalyst that drives WOM to a contagious level. So the end result is a 
social contagion whereby the buzz that has been created intensifies to an enormous 
level where everyone in a population wants to see the movie. 
 
Houston et al., (2008) theorises that buzz is the sum of all consumer anticipation that 
exists across a network of consumers about a new product, which is transmitted 
through contagion and information cascades within those consumer networks. This is 
somewhat supported by the empirical evidence, which demonstrates that buzz forms 
when emotion becomes contagious and drives WOM to a contagious level whereby a 
considerably high level of demand for a new product exists prior to release. The 
empirical evidence indicated that excitement is a contagious emotion that is arguably 
critical to the buzz phenomenon. Excitement “refers to the bodily condition of being 
roused” and it “manifests itself in heightened overt or covert activity. This 
manifestation is thought to characterize all vital emotions, and its experience is 
considered part of all strong feelings. Excitement, then, is deemed an essential 
component of” pleasure and happiness, “along with all other intensely experienced 
behaviours” (Zillmann, 2000, p.283). 
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Comparatively, Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) theorize that, “contagion adds 
‘infectious’ behaviour to WOM, whereby consumers copy and imitate the behaviour 
of each other” and that “contagion stirs up emotions” (p.82). However, the 
empirical evidence demonstrates that contagion doesn’t stir up emotion because it is 
emotion that becomes contagious and then stimulates and drives WOM to a 
contagious level. Furthermore, Rosen (2009) argues that buzz is essentially WOM 
and that buzz can “describe a spike in word of mouth – when something is talked 
about for a short period of time” (p.2). However, the empirical evidence 
demonstrates that buzz encompasses more than just WOM or even a spike in WOM 
because emotion, specifically contagious emotions such as anticipation, excitement 
and enjoyment, is the central driver in the formation of buzz. 
 
Summary 2: As buzz is formed, WOM is driven by emotion 
Carl (2006) determined that; (1) buzz agents engage more frequently in WOM 
conversations compared to people not affiliated with a buzz marketing campaign; (2) 
the majority of WOM engagements amongst buzz agents were more natural 
(everyday WOM) and not influenced by brands (institutional WOM); and, (3) agents 
influenced by brands are more likely to engage in positive WOM, and less in 
negative WOM. Carl determined frequency of interactions and WOM conversations 
“varied by the relationship shared between the conversational partners”, and also 
related to the day of the week in which the conversation occurred (2006, p.627). 
However, the empirical evidence demonstrates that as excitement increases amongst 
people who are highly engaged or involved with a particular film, the frequency of 
their discussions with other people who are also interested in the film increased. 
Consequently, as excitement grew and other people started talking about the film, a 
trickle down effect occurs as people who are moderately involved also increased 
their rate of discussions on the film. Finally as discussion about a film intensifies and 
diffuses among a wider population, people who are less involved also increased their 
discussions about the film as everyone else is talking about it. Therefore WOM is 
driven by the spread of contagious emotions such as excitement and enjoyment, not 
by an individual’s affiliation with a WOM driven marketing campaign. 
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4.1.5 Discussion: Evidence of social and emotional contagion in forming buzz 
Based on the interviews undertaken with moviegoers, buzz is arguably a form of 
social contagion, emotionally-driven by an enormous sense of anticipation and 
excitement that reaches a tipping point at which on some of the biggest blockbuster 
movies transform into cultural phenomena where the buzz appears to rapidly 
disseminate like a virus across the movie-going population. Social contagion is 
defined as the “spread of affect or behaviour from one crowd participant to 
another”, whereby “one person serves as the stimulus for the imitative actions of 
another” (Lindzey & Aronsson, 1985, in Marsden, 1998). Chandrashekaran et al., 
(2010, p.1) considers that social contagion, at a fundamental level, “plays a central 
role in fostering the diffusion process”25. The central rationale underpinning social 
contagion theory is the notion that “phenomena can spread through, and leap 
between, populations more like outbreaks of measles or chicken pox than through a 
process of rationale choice” (Marsden, 1998). 
 
Research on social contagion proposes that, “just as we do not choose to be infected 
with, and pass on, biological contagions, we often behave as if we have little control 
over the culture we become infected with and consequently spread.” (Marsden, 
1998) This fundamental understanding of social contagion challenges the traditional 
understanding of a person’s actions being defined by individual intent and rational 
evaluation (Marsden, 1998)26. Marsden (1998) contends that meme theory accounts 
“for what happens when the needs of an individual cannot explain behaviour”, and 
“provides an evolutionary rationale for explaining why the social contagion 
phenomenon occurs.” A meme is defined by Gunders & Brown (2010) as a cultural 
expression or unit of culture (i.e. an idea, behaviour) that is passed from person-to-
person or group-to-group. The basic idea of a meme is that a unit of cultural 
information is transmitted by imitation (Gunders & Brown, 2010). 
                                                
25 “Central to the flow of customer in and out of trail and repeat behaviour in this burgeoning and dynamic 
environment, characterized by diversity among both producers and consumers of value offerings, is the process of 
social contagion–active word of mouth that flows among customers or passive observation of others.” 
(Chandrashekaran et al., 2010, p.1)  
26 “The results of contagion research suggest that just as we do not choose to be infected with, and pass on, 
biological contagions, we often behave as if we have little control over the culture we become infected with and 
consequently spread. Such an observation undermines the traditional understanding of the human subject as an 
autonomous agent whose action is defined by individual intentionality and rational evaluation. Whilst we may 
like to believe that we consciously and rationally decide on how to respond to situations, social contagion 
evidence suggests that some of the time this is simply not the case. Rather than generating and ‘having’ beliefs, 
emotions and behaviours, social contagion research suggests that, in some very real sense, those beliefs, emotions 
and behaviours ‘have’ us.” (Marsden, 1998)  
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Certain phenomena are reproduced and diffused more than others (Berger, 2008; 
Fog, 1999), such as the cultural phenomena ‘Star Wars’27 and ‘Avatar’28. Fog (1999) 
states, “It may be instructive to imagine a cultural phenomenon as an independent 
living being, which like a parasite or virus can spread from human to human.” This 
assertion reinforces Gladwell’s (2002) theory that the contagious spread of an idea, 
product, message or behaviour is similar to the spread of a virus and that at a certain 
threshold (i.e. critical mass or tipping point) the spread can increase dramatically (i.e. 
takeoff). Although, “Certain products catch on and spread like wildfire” (i.e. gain 
widespread popularity or rapidly diffuse amongst consumers), “sharp declines in 
interest often soon follow” (Berger, 2008, p.181). While different products contain 
elements that influence the adoption rate or popularity of the product (i.e. its success 
or failure), similar underlying social processes and dynamics that drive many of the 
observed fluctuations in the popularity and spread of a product are considered to be 
the same, specifically social contagion (Berger, 2008). 
 
Marsden (1998) further notes that social contagion comprises emotional contagion. 
Emotional contagion is defined as the spread of mood and affect whereby one person 
stimulates the imitative actions of another person (Marsden, 1998), and as such 
describes how emotions can be elicited from the emotional reactions of other people. 
Doherty (1997) notes that emotions can be contagious. Hatfield, Cacioppo & Rapson 
(1994) define the concept of emotional contagion as “the tendency to automatically 
mimic and synchronize expressions, vocalizations, postures, and movements with 
those of another person’s and, consequently, to converge emotionally” (p.153-154). 
As such, Marsden (1998) argues that the proposed mechanism for this contagious 
spread of emotions is “an automatic and continuous human tendency to synchronise 
facial expressions, voices, and postures with others” within the direct environment. 
Thereby, these cues “then appear to trigger the appropriate emotions in a system of 
feedback” (Marsden, 1998). 
                                                
27 “In 1977, Lucas made history when releasing Star Wars, which became a worldwide cultural phenomenon and 
launched the era of the fanboy tentpole.” (McClintock, 2011) 
28 “Sometimes a movie is more than just a movie. Sometimes a movie is so large in scale… that it becomes a 
cultural phenomenon. So it is with ‘Avatar,’ James Cameron’s latest big-budget blockbuster… It not only has 
grossed over $1.5 billion, but caused a cultural ripple effect around the globe… At its most basic, ‘Avatar,’ like 
any hit movie, captures the audience’s attention… In fact, some ‘Avatar’ fans, better known as ‘Avatards,’ have 
become so immersed in the movie that they suffer from withdrawal when it ends.” (Osterhout, 2010) 
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Hatfield et al., (1994) argues that there is a distinct difference “between the fact of 
two people experiencing the same emotions and the assumption that they are 
somehow sharing one another’s feelings.” (p.9) For instance, in the case of motion 
pictures, two individuals may both feel excited in anticipation of seeing a new film 
but this doesn’t necessarily mean they are actually sharing one another’s emotions. 
So whilst a person can feel an emotion towards a certain stimuli (i.e. a new product) 
that another person may also feel, this can be experienced independently of any 
another person’s emotion towards the same stimuli. Thus the experience of an 
emotion can be independent of another’s emotional reactions. Yet in other instances 
emotion can originate from another person and thereby they share in the experience 
of that emotion. This shared experienced of contagious emotions such as excitement 
and enjoyment is evident in the empirical evidence. 
 
The empirical evidence demonstrates that emotional contagion exists in buzz. As 
anticipation and interest intensify, the excitement and enthusiasm a person feels for a 
particular film becomes infectious and impacts on the emotions felt by other people. 
This is emotional contagion. As excitement, anticipation and interest intensify i.e. 
become contagious, people begin to engage in more frequent discussions about a 
particular film with other people across different networks or cliques of people they 
know, i.e. WOM becomes contagious. Contagious emotion is the underlying catalyst 
that takes WOM to a contagious level. Therefore, it can be theorised that emotional 
contagion is a key component of buzz. 
 
Buzz appears to be formed on a strong and substantial emotional connection people 
have with a product. Whilst it can be argued that this is due in part to that person’s 
very strong belief that the product is going to be good (i.e. a high or an intense level 
of anticipation and expectation), this fails to fully explain why this occurs. The 
intensity of excitement and anticipation that moviegoers experienced for certain 
films such as ‘TDK’, ‘Harry Potter’, ‘Avatar’ and ‘Inception’ demonstrates that 
emotion in buzz can be experienced at such an intense level that it infects others and 
thereby stimulates other peoples excitement and anticipation as well, which in turn 
can infect others and so on. This mimicry of emotion can be experienced differently 
depending on the relative involvement and susceptibility of people. 
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Involvement is defined as “a person’s perceived relevance of the object based on 
inherent needs, values, and interests” (Zaichkowsky, 1985, p.342). Involvement is 
founded on personal relevance of an individual (Zaichkowsky, 1985). Thereby an 
involving communication is based on personal relevancy and importance to the 
individual’s needs, values and interests. Consequently higher involvement 
communications constitute higher levels of personal relevance (Greenwald & 
Leavitt, 1984; Zaichkowsky, 1985). Self-identity theory is also related to an 
individual’s personal relevancy, needs, values and interests (Sherif & Cantril, 1947; 
Zaichkowsky, 1985; Silver, 1999). Sherif & Cantril (1947) states, “we see ourselves 
in movies. The enormous appeal of motion pictures is due in no small part to the 
vicarious satisfactions they provide. By projecting ourselves into the characters and 
situations, we can momentarily escape” and audiences are attracted to “people with 
whom they can most easily identify” (Sherif & Cantril, 1947; Silver, 1999). The 
empirical evidence demonstrates that varying levels of audience involvement exist 
when buzz is created across the movie-going population.  
 
Specifically, moviegoers were highly, moderately or less involved with certain films 
such as ‘Avatar’, ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘Inception’. This differing involvement captures 
the difference in susceptibility of moviegoers to engaging in emotional contagion 
and contagious WOM that occurs in buzz. Susceptibility dictates the degree to which 
people could be affected by the emotions of others (Hatfield, Cacioppo & Rapson, 
1994). Doherty (1997) developed a measure of individual differences in the 
susceptibility to catching the emotions of others, the Emotional Contagion Scale, 
which assesses tendency to imitate the basic emotions of anger, sadness, happiness, 
fear and love. Doherty (1997) considers susceptibility as the propensity to 
automatically imitate and match the expressions of other people, through sensory 
feedback (facial/skeletal muscular activity), “to experience or ‘catch’ the other’s 
emotions” (p.149). For instance, highly involved moviegoers actively seek to 
influence other people to get them as excited and as interested as they are about 
seeing the film. Moderately and less involved moviegoers are highly susceptible and 
the excitement of others can reinforce their anticipation and interest in the film. 
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4.2 Analysis: Studio executive and movie marketer perspective of buzz 
 
4.2.1 Defining buzz in the motion picture industry 
 
Emergent theme 1: Buzz, which is an enormous sense of anticipation that builds 
from a groundswell of interest and spreads like a virus, creates urgency and 
drives a very strong desire to see a film amongst audiences 
 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
generally agree that buzz is an enormous sense of anticipation that builds from a 
groundswell of interest and spreads like a virus across the movie-going population. 
They see buzz as a very fluid phenomenon because it acts like a virus and at a certain 
tipping point, like a virus it can become highly contagious and explode (i.e. rapidly 
disseminate) within the movie-going population. This perspective is illustrated by a 
senior film distribution executive’s explanation of what buzz is: 
 
“To me buzz is… a sense of anticipation. Buzz is something that is actually 
phenomenally difficulty to define… true buzz is difficult to define from where 
it springs. It can be manufactured although it can only be manufactured on 
certain products with respect to film… it is possible to create it although the 
buzz you can create is in most cases relatively shallow. True buzz is… an 
enormous sense of anticipation that builds, it doesn’t… buzz doesn’t stay still. 
Buzz is… very fluid... It moves. It can start off small and can grow… True 
buzz is something that comes from an enormous groundswell of interest that 
spreads… and the reason I talked before about it being very fluid, very liquid, 
[is because] like a virus it moves around.” (R4) 
 
These executives who actively create buzz on numerous campaigns on a yearly basis 
believe WOM is a factor in buzz, mostly driven by audiences and that buzz is not the 
same thing as WOM. They believe buzz creates urgency and drives the want-to-
see factor amongst audiences (i.e. a very strong desire to see a film). An urgency 
meaning a person is willing to queue for hours because they MUST see the film 
as soon as possible (i.e. opening weekend). This is not WOM. Buzz is not simply 
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about stimulating WOM because every film can generate WOM, but not every 
film can generate a buzz. This perspective is illustrated by an explanation from one 
senior film distribution executive about the divergence in the marketing strategy 
objectives for a buzz-worthy film (i.e. to generate a buzz across the movie-going 
population to ensure that there is a strong desire to see the film) and for a non buzz-
worthy film (i.e. to generate WOM amongst specific target audiences to ensure that 
there is a hopeful intent to see the film): 
 
“I think there are certain films that are more buzz worthy… Prime example 
[was a film we released this year], which came with just huge anticipation… 
[Compared to another film we opened recently], which is a very specialised 
film, [and] it’s intended for a niche target audience. [So] our objective in 
that case would not to be create buzz across the entire market, but to create a 
level of awareness and hopeful intent to see amongst the target audience, 
which is a much more discerning audience… and most of that is through a 
more slow laboured process of word-of-mouth…” (R3) 
 
This urgency and want-to-see factor that buzz generates amongst audiences indicates 
that buzz has a strong effect in driving an extremely high level of demand for a film 
prior to its theatrical release. The senior film distribution executives and marketers 
representing the Hollywood majors generally agree that the buzz has an enormous 
value in driving the theatrical performance of a film (i.e. high ticket sales at the box 
office). A senior film distribution executive’s explanation of this strong relationship 
between buzz and the urgency for tickets illustrates this perspective: 
 
“The reason buzz has value is if you look at the fabric of the way the film 
industry works in 2011, there is a real need for performance at the box office 
to drive value throughout the various ancillaries and… more importantly, if 
we just look at the theatrical market, to create a sense of urgency and there is 
a relationship between buzz and urgency and urgency is what creates the act 
of going to the cinema and buying a ticket. We all know there are going to be 
those people who will be like, ‘Yeah it’s Saturday night [and] I’m going to go 
to the movies’… it’s all very casual and relaxed… But what creates a genuine 
hit movie is urgency. People going, ‘I have to get that now’. I mean buzz isn’t 
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confined to movies. Look at the iPad 2. People went and lined up to buy a 
product that was available from then on. Now interesting isn’t it? [That] they 
were willing to do that. Why were they willing to cue up? Because of buzz. 
Because of the urgent factor. They had to have it then. And it’s the same with 
movies. They have to have it now. They have to consume it day one opening 
sessions. ‘When is it opening?’ ‘What is the first session I can get to?’ ‘I’m 
going to be there!’ Urgency. And there is an enormous value to that.” (R4)   
 
Furthermore, senior film distribution executives and marketers argued that building 
this buzz is a crucial component in ensuring that maximum opening weekend box 
office results are achieved for a buzz-worthy film. It is important for studios to drive 
this excitement and demand in the opening weekend to first, ensure that the buzz-
worthy film maintains theatrical longevity (i.e. plays longer in cinemas) and second, 
to gain more public awareness and attention than competing films (i.e. approximately 
five to six new films can be released every week at the cinema). As a result, the 
buzz-worthy film has the potential to gain maximum box office returns. This strong 
belief about the effects of buzz amongst executives is encapsulated by the remarks of 
one senior film distribution executive about why buzz is important: 
 
“Well you know thirty years ago when you released a film it use to be that 
[the]… local cinema would be a two-thousand seat picture palace and [a 
film] would run for six months or a year at that cinema with one evening 
show and it would take time for word-of-mouth to build and literally the 
entire city would go and see that movie in one location. The rise of the 
multiplex cinema in the nineteen eighties really drove more film production, 
more availability of screens, more choice for consumers and fast forward to 
2010 we live in an era where consumers have multiple choices of where they 
want to spend their leisure time and leisure dollars. So for us it becomes 
absolutely crucial that we steer excitement and in particular ticket sales 
towards the weekend when the film opens because the more successful the 
opening, the longer it’s likely to stay in theatres. Every week there’s five or 
six new films opening… all vying for public awareness and attention, so buzz 
is a crucial component in driving demand and want-to-see factor.” (R3) 
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4.2.2 A buzz-worthy product 
 
Emergent theme 2: Buzz can only be created for certain films that are truly 
buzz-worthy, i.e. a film that is able to stimulate genuine interest, provoke strong 
anticipation and emotionally resonate with moviegoers 
 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
were unanimous that buzz can only be created for certain films which are truly buzz-
worthy and that not all films are capable of generating buzz. One senior film 
distribution executive agreed that whilst it is theoretically possible to create buzz on 
any film, there are only very few films that are actually capable of generating buzz. 
This executive also believed that a buzz-worthy film is not limited to blockbusters, 
such as ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, but can also be an independent, such as ‘BWP’. 
 
“I think in most cases it’s certain types of films. As I said there are over three 
hundred and twenty-three/thirty films released a year, so just in terms of… is 
it possible [to create buzz on any film]… theoretically you’d say it is, but I 
don’t think it is [actually possible]… It’s not just [about] people liking the 
film. If the challenge really is [that]… you’ve got an Australian film or… an 
art film or a film for a specialist audience, that is more difficult, Again that 
normally comes down to the film itself, [particularly] if the film is offering 
something that people are not anticipating or wouldn’t normally go to… [So] 
if it doesn’t have those key characteristics of massive budget, star, based on a 
well-known property, all of that, then the film itself is it’s best [basis for 
creating the buzz]… So yeah all of those elements go into… that positive buzz 
getting out there…” (R1) 
 
These executives who actively create buzz on numerous campaigns on a yearly basis 
believe that if marketers attempt to create a false buzz on non buzz-worthy films, it 
will not only weaken interest but also diminish anticipation amongst moviegoers in 
wanting to see the film (i.e. intent and desire). In particular, one senior marketing 
manager believed buzz is now able to spread within a very short period of time that 
is almost uncontrollable for marketers. This can occur even before any damage 
control can be implemented to adjust or fix the marketing campaign for a film. As a 
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result, interest and anticipation is can be weakened very quickly. Furthermore, this 
senior marketing manager believed that for marketers it should be a matter of 
whether buzz is appropriate not only for the film but also for the target audience: 
 
“I think the silly thing for any marketer [to do] is to try and create a false 
buzz and [then] burn the audience. I think it’s only worth doing when you feel 
it’s got an appropriate point of discussion to make that buzz flow further. 
Otherwise it could backfire. It’s like anything – don’t cry wolf. And I’ve taken 
that approach with marketing films for a very long time. I’ll be honest to 
media. I’ll be honest to [our] partners… we’ve got some films that maybe out 
at this level, but there’s is an audience who are going to like them, so this is 
where I want your support. But I’m not going to tell you every film is great 
and expect you to give me those campaigns…” (R2) 
 
A buzz-worthy film is the foundation for successfully generating buzz. Senior film 
distribution executives and marketers agreed that buzz is dependent on the film itself, 
i.e. the film itself has to be buzz-worthy. It has to be buzz-worthy enough to generate 
substantial levels of buzz amongst audiences that the studios are primarily interested 
in creating. This perspective provides an explanation as to why ‘TDK’, ‘BWP’ and 
‘Avatar’ were able to create a substantial buzz (Cavell, 1999; Silver, 1999; Sperling, 
2009; McClintock, 2009), because at a fundamental level they were buzz-worthy 
films to begin with and other films are simply not. In particular, whilst explaining the 
critical importance of the film itself to successfully creating buzz amongst the movie-
going population, one senior film distribution executive used the Apple iPad as a 
comparable example to argue how buzz cannot be created on any film: 
 
“There would be marketers that love to tell you can create buzz on any film… 
but creating a tiny whisper of buzz is of very little interest to genuinely 
shifting the needle. Buzz is substantial. And to create substantial buzz you 
can’t guarantee that you can do that on every film… It’s like saying anyone 
can build an iPad. Well they can’t. Steve Jobs can build an iPad. Now they 
might be able to theoretically build it, but that’s very different to actually 
doing it… to actually make it happen and shifting the needle.” (R4) 
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This senior film distribution executive also stated that studios needed the ‘right’ 
elements in the ‘perfect’ order to successfully create buzz around certain films. The 
executive likened this process to getting a cake to properly rise: 
 
“Buzz is an idea… like I said it can be created on certain products but it 
can’t be created on all products. Often you can try to create it and fail but if 
you have the right elements… it’s kind of like… getting a cake to rise. You 
can often have all the ingredients and the cake doesn’t rise. It’s got to be 
perfect in order for it to rise… properly to it’s potential. It’s the same with 
buzz. You have to have the right sort of product in order to create buzz.” (R4) 
 
Correspondingly, another senior film distribution executive believed that for studios 
to successfully create buzz it is about getting numerous elements to concurrently 
spark at the exact same time. The executive likened this process to building and 
perfecting the engines for cars that win the Formula One Grand Prix: 
 
“I think buzz is a factor of hundreds of little things all… it’s a bit like what 
created the big bang… I mean you know hundreds of thousands and billions 
of little things all sparking together in one brief moment. In terms of the big 
bang of box office success again you know it takes a myriad of little things, 
medium sized and big things but all of it working in unison. It really needs… 
its a little bit like a car engine. I was watching the Formula One Grand Prix 
last night and you realise that these guys sit and tinker with their car to 
within an inch of its life. They shave a millisecond off the time and that’s the 
difference between success and failure. It takes a team of fifty or sixty people 
working furiously behind the scenes to get the tyre pressure right and the 
groove in the tyre right and the angle of the tyre right. I mean there [are] so 
many things that contribute towards success and it’s no different for a film. 
We have a [large] team… that are working in unison with the exhibitors that 
play our films [and] they represent thousands more people all of which… 
we’re all working to make the film as big as success as possible. So there are 
all these contributing factors. There is no one thing I would say that is 
anymore important than anything else. It requires everything to come 
together [to]… create buzz. If they don’t come together you’re going to 
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sometimes not create that buzz and sometimes you can do everything in your 
power and [if] the film doesn’t connect for any given reason, you’re going to 
come up short.” (R3)      
 
For buzz to be successfully created, senior film distribution executives and marketers 
representing the Hollywood majors believe that a buzz-worthy film, i.e. a good film 
with a strong narrative and attractive production values such as stars, director, 
locations, special effects and music, must be capable of stimulating audience interest. 
The consensus amongst senior film distribution executives and marketers was that 
the audience would ultimately determine if buzz is created or not because there must 
be an underlying genuine and substantial interest to see the film. Furthermore, they 
agreed that a buzz-worthy film must not only ignite a strong or intense anticipation 
(i.e. a very strong desire to want to see the film) but also connect emotionally and 
truly resonate with the movie-going population. These are the essential elements or 
‘ingredients’ that enable buzz to effectively ‘rise’ around certain films. 
 
Buzz-worthy film: Genuine and substantial interest 
Senior film distribution executive and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that a genuine interest in wanting to see the film is a critical component for a 
buzz-worthy film. But this genuine interest must exist at a substantial level across the 
movie-going population in order to effectively create buzz. A senior film distribution 
executive believed the substantial amount or ‘tidal wave’ of buzz that existed around 
one particular blockbuster film was driven by an enormous genuine interest. This 
executive attributed this genuine interest to the ‘mythology’ that the film was based 
on, i.e. a well-known (traditional story) and/or established entertainment property: 
 
“[This particular film] was completely based on there being something there. 
It was extraordinarily genuine. There was an enormous amount of genuine 
building blocks, there was something incredibly substantial there, which led 
to the creation of even more buzz and it was a tidal wave… when you have a 
mythology, buzz can be even greater… I think that’s why you see the 
possibility for buzz because it’s based on something with enormous depth. 
And real buzz and depth are very much connected in my view.” (R4) 
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This senior film distribution executive also attributed the buzz that existed around 
another film, which was released by a rival studio, to the persistent interest and 
intrigue audiences had regardless of any initial uncertainty or doubt about the film: 
 
“There [were] a lot of questions about [that particular film]… even the buzz 
on [that particular film] wasn’t always positive but there was genuine 
interest and intrigue. That movie would have been a hit movie [even] if it 
wasn’t [that] good. But once people started to see it, they started to fall in 
love with it and… [the] mythology. [That particular film] is full of mythology. 
See the connection? I feel there is a strong connection between buzz-worthy 
properties and mythology.” (R4) 
 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that genuine interest can be in-built into films that have an established base 
(i.e. mythology), are part of a film series and/or have strong brand (i.e. studio, actor 
or director). This in-built genuine interest can provide instant massive awareness and 
strong want-to-see amongst audiences prior to release. From this strong foundation, 
studios can build buzz around the film. A senior film distribution executive stated 
that one studio in particular already has the in-built interest and awareness on a large 
range of strong entertainment brands: 
 
“But the awareness… you talk about buzz – the buzz is out there… and that’s 
obviously why [one particular Hollywood studio] are going to make less 
films and make them more… branded because that [studio has several large 
brands that]... are so strong and so you’re buzz is starting on the basis of 
incredible awareness and strong want-to-see already. And so you’re buzz is 
[just] saying come along [at this particular date]…” (R1) 
 
Buzz-worthy film: Intense and substantial anticipation 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that developing a strong sense or an intense level of anticipation is a critical 
component for a buzz-worthy film. But this strong or intense anticipation must exist 
at a substantial level across the movie-going population in order to effectively create 
buzz around the film. A senior film distribution executive explained that anticipation 
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has an enormous impact for a buzz-worthy film not only with moviegoers but also 
with exhibitors (i.e. the cinema operators). The senior executive stated that by simply 
screening a buzz-worthy film to particular individuals who in turn spread positive 
WOM and continue to build the anticipation for others can generate instant buzz. 
 
“So creating a sense of anticipation. Putting out the word. If the product is 
really extraordinary and I mean extraordinary… there’s a different between 
extraordinary and very good. I’m not talking about very good. I’m talking 
about extraordinary. That happens very rarely when you have films you can 
honestly define it as extraordinary. If you have two a year you’re doing very 
well. When you have something that is extraordinary you can literally create 
buzz by doing nothing other than screening that extraordinary film and 
getting that thing when people say ‘Oh my god I have just seen the most 
amazing thing’… Basically I saw a rough cut of [one particular film prior to 
release]… and because the movie was so extraordinary I was able to convey 
to the exhibitors that we had seen something remarkable. Now I can’t do that 
unless I have seen something remarkable because then my word has no value. 
It was so obvious to them that we were so gobsmacked that there was 
something remarkable on the way that they tell everybody. Because 
information is power and if people have access to something they know 
everybody else is going to fall in love with, they want to be the first to tell. 
They have an enormous interest in doing that. An enormous interest in being 
first with something. Now there is no point in being first on… a myriad of 
movies that open every week that are mediocre. Big deal. What are you going 
to tell people? ‘Oh yeah it was pretty good’. That’s not buzz. Now if it’s the 
greatest movie you’ve seen in five years you can tell people ‘I’ve just seen the 
greatest movie I’ve seen in years’. And there is a prick up. And you tell all 
your friends and your friend’s value your opinion. That word spreads like 
wildfire. Your friends are telling other people… it’s moving out there at the 
speed of lighting. That happens on extraordinary properties only. That is 
lightening buzz.” (R4) 
 
A senior marketing manager believed that anticipation was absolutely critical 
because nothing can beat the anticipation created within a moviegoer’s psyche. This 
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senior marketer further stated that not all films could stimulate such a strong or 
intense anticipation that buzz-worthy films are capable of generating: 
 
“I think what it is, at the end of the day we’re all human beings and it comes 
down to our psyche. I think it comes down to one with cinemas in general we 
like going out to a social environment and experience that in a social 
environment. I don’t believe TV at home will ever replace that. Two there’s 
nothing, may it be a film or food or a new car that can beat anticipation in 
our psyche. So it’s how you develop that anticipation and I think [with] films 
like [this particular film]… you’re teased with… ‘This is something that 
you’ve never seen before.’ ‘This is creating a world that we fantasize about.’ 
So it’s very smart forms of stimulating that anticipation. Not all films can 
stimulate anticipation. A lot of films can stimulate the thought ‘Oh I’m going 
to have a good laugh, so I’ll go see that next week’. Some films will stimulate 
‘I feel a bit down I just want to see a romance” and that’s kind of ‘I’ll go see 
that romance’. But there are few films… and unfortunately it has come down 
to… what we position as event films.” (R2) 
 
Senior executives agree that this intense anticipation is not limited to only the tent-
pole or event films (i.e. blockbusters) because it can also occur with smaller films i.e. 
the independent films. A senior film distribution executive explained how a small 
and independent film the studio released created a strong anticipation, particularly 
amongst moviegoers who were fans of the well-known entertainment property the 
film was based on: 
 
“Well I think in some cases there are some smaller films that happen to have 
buzz for external factors. For example we released [one particular film that 
was based on a novel]… and it’s an absolutely magnificent piece of writing… 
and the filmmakers executed it perfectly. So what you were left with in that 
instance is a situation where the anticipation from the readers was very high 
and once the film delivered in line with their expectations they were over the 
moon… excited about what that movie meant for them.” (R3)  
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Buzz-worthy film: Emotional connection and personal relevancy 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that the ability of the film to connect emotionally and truly resonate with an 
audience on a massive scale across the movie-going population is a critical 
component for a buzz-worthy film. The buzz-worthy film must have personal 
relevance to a person and the story needs to resonate with gatekeepers and the wider 
movie-going population to successfully create buzz. A senior film distribution 
executive believed that one film in particular, which had an extraordinary amount of 
buzz, was able to connect emotionally with audiences: 
 
“[That particular director] seems to be able to link in to those epic thematic, 
you know the themes… he just does it. I don’t think anyone anticipated [that 
particular film] being such a success… I think [he is able to connect to 
audiences emotionally]… as I said it’s like he does the bible… every time. 
It’s bizarre… I remember [when] one of my [children] was very young [and] 
went to see [another film from this particular director] like thirteen times, 
each with a different set of friends…” (R1) 
 
This senior film distribution executive also recalled the intense emotion amongst 
moviegoers that had surrounded a certain film the studio was releasing several years 
ago. At the premiere event for the film, moviegoers were so excited and enthusiastic 
that they had lined up for the six o’clock screening at ten o’clock in the morning. The 
executive remarked that this sort of emotional response was truly unique: 
 
“But look we had the premiere in Melbourne [for one particular film] at [a 
certain cinema]… mothers and their kids [that were coming to] the premiere 
[which] was at six-thirty at night… were queuing up at ten in the morning. I 
had never seen… and I’ve done a lot of premieres in my time… I’ve never 
seen such a enthusiastic response… in my life and I took photos… they 
packed the whole bottom area of the [particular cinema]… I’ve never seen 
anything like it in my life… Incredible… They were waiting for a six o’clock 
screening!” (R1) 
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4.2.3 Facilitating the heat on a buzz-worthy product 
 
Emergent theme 3: Film marketers can facilitate the creation of buzz on buzz-
worthy films through designing marketing strategies and tactics that increase 
‘the heat’ on the film and drive buzz 
 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
were unanimous that irrespective of any marketing tactics, the film will ultimately 
determine whether buzz is or is not created, i.e. the film itself must deliver and be 
truly buzz-worthy. A senior film distribution executive explained that if the film 
itself is essentially buzz-worthy and has sparked genuine interest, strong anticipation 
and an emotional resonance with moviegoers then the buzz is legitimately produced 
and thus doesn’t feel as if it has been ‘manufactured’ by studios. 
 
“You can have buzz on a comedy… [One film in particular had] a number of 
genuine moments where people are hysterical and they are able to say ‘Oh 
my god I saw this movie [and] it is the funniest movie I have seen in years. I 
was paralytic with laughter’. People’s ears prick up hearing that because 
they want to experience that. You are promising them an experience. You 
don’t even need to name the movie. ‘I don’t know what it’s called [but] it’s 
opening next Thursday [and] it’s got [this particular actor] in it’. See what I 
mean? People are going to respond to that and that moves around… fast as 
lightening. There is a thirst… that people like to be first… The buzz on [the 
sequel to this particular film] is actually very similar to [another film that 
had substantial buzz]. It is a proven property. It’s already done the work. It 
has laid the foundation. You can create buzz simply by… you don’t need to do 
anything other than wave the flag. It’s [was] very different to the first [film]. 
Cause now I would suggest [that this particular director] is a brand for 
millions of moviegoers. You say [the previous films of that particular director 
and]… people will be like ‘No problem I’m going [to see it]’. But we get back 
to this idea you were talking about. Can you manufacture it? Can you make 
it? The best form of buzz doesn’t feel like it has been manufactured or 
created. And it can be done with a lot of integrity…” (R4) 
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Senior executives firmly believed that using similar marketing tactics and high media 
budgets doesn’t guarantee the successful creation of buzz because in most instances 
marketers simply cannot sell a bad film. A senior marketing manager believed that if 
studios try and create a false buzz around films that are not truly buzz-worthy, it 
could result in failure. Furthermore, a senior film distribution executive stated that 
because buzz is such a short-lived or transient phenomenon, the content (i.e. the film) 
has to be strong, particularly from the perspective of moviegoers. 
 
“You can’t con an audience. I will say that over and over again. A lot of 
marketers will say ‘Oh yeah I can create buzz on anything’. I just laugh when 
I hear that. You can’t create buzz on anything. It’s a very ephemeral thing. It 
has to have the content… People can sniff out the problem movies.” (R4) 
 
Senior executives and marketers felt that certain buzz-worthy films appear to ‘take 
on a life of their own’ and as such it is difficult to replicate the same strategies for 
every film. A senior film distribution executive stated that this is because audiences 
will ultimately determine if a film is buzz-worthy or not. 
 
“I think any distributor would have a strategy. Sometimes you can execute 
that strategy more successfully than others. There’s certainly… a very big X 
factor that no distributor can really tell where it comes from… the sort of 
unknown… Certain films just take on a life of their own, and you know if it 
was that easy to replicate it would be replicated every time on every movie. 
So I certainly think that you set a strategy, you draw from past experience… 
things that worked and you try and replicate that. But for the most part I 
think there is a real… element that lives within the realm of the audience and 
they ultimately determine if something is buzz worthy or not.” (R3) 
 
For the films that are buzz-worthy, executives agreed they could facilitate buzz by 
designing tactics that increase “the heat” (i.e. interest, excitement, anticipation) on 
the film to drive buzz. Buzz is facilitated through creating mystery, leveraging film 
festival or awards season exposure, targeting specific audiences, trailers, advertising, 
slowly leaking information, early screenings, leveraging talent and release pattern. 
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Facilitating buzz: Creating a sense of mystique 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers agree that creating a sense of 
mystique around a film or keeping the film hidden from audiences can drive buzz to 
higher levels. A sense of mystique and intrigue can significantly pique the interest of 
audiences, thereby creating a real sense of anticipation about wanting to see the film. 
Senior executives believe through keeping a film hidden from audiences until the 
opening day, thereby not actively screening the film in advance to drive word-of-
mouth can create a greater sense of urgency and drive buzz across the movie-going 
population. A senior film distribution executive explained how the studio effectively 
facilitated the creation of buzz through fostering a real sense of mystique and 
intrigue around a particular film: 
 
“With [one film in particular] we are not screening it to anybody… we are 
not doing a word-of-mouth screening campaign for this film. I don’t need to 
convince anybody about that movie. I don’t need to. I would rather keep the 
hype and the mystique for opening day… I think keeping something hidden 
can create that urgency as well. Keeping it hidden can have enormous 
benefit.” (R4) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Leveraging film festival exposure 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers agree that film festival exposure 
creates buzz, especially for smaller and independent films that are buzz-worthy. This 
is primarily because as a film gains rave reviews at acclaimed international festivals 
such as the Cannes Film Festival, Toronto Film Festival and Venice Film Festival, 
the interest and anticipation particularly amongst discerning moviegoer’s increases, 
thereby stimulating the want-to-see factor. Therefore, garnering critical praise by 
exposing the film at acclaimed film festivals is a strategy movie marketers can use to 
facilitate the creation of buzz for smaller and independent buzz-worthy films, as 
explained by one senior film distribution executive: 
 
“The other thing of course is… festival exposure… if it gets rave reviews at 
the Cannes Film Festival or at Toronto or a Venice so there’s that. And [a 
while ago we]… screened [a particular Australian film] at Cannes… and the 
feedback from Cannes that came back here was incredible. Then [that 
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particular film] played at the Sydney Festival… [So] the timing was you did 
Cannes in May, you then came back for the [Sydney] festival in June and 
then [the films were released a couple of months later]… so there was a 
timing thing at that.” (R1) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Leveraging awards season exposure  
Senior film distribution executives and marketers mostly agreed that critical acclaim 
in the form of awards such as the Academy Awards (i.e. Oscars) could facilitate the 
creation of buzz for smaller and independent buzz-worthy films that are nominated. 
While some executives felt award nominations can fuel buzz and increase box office 
returns, other executives felt that the awards season can adversely affect box office 
returns because of market saturation, particular by increasing strong competition. 
Therefore, garnering critical praise in the form of award nominations is a strategy 
marketers can use to facilitate the creation of buzz for smaller and independent buzz-
worthy films, as illustrated by the experiences of one senior executive: 
 
“[This one film] was an absolute box office disaster all over the world… We 
almost didn’t even go theatrically on the movie... But we [waited to]… see if 
it got award attention. Once it had award attention… we released it three 
weeks before the Academy Awards and [it did very well]. If we released it… 
when we had originally dated it [it would have failed]… Why did they go and 
see [the movie?]… Academy Award nominations. It means it must be good to 
a lot of people. They’ll go and see it.” (R4) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Targeting specific audiences 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers believe buzz is created differently 
depending on the film and whether they’re aiming to create buzz across the entire 
movie-going population or within specific niche audiences. In particular, the buzz for 
industry anointed ‘event’ or ‘tent-pole’ films is created differently to the buzz for an 
independent film. This is largely due to how anticipation develops differently across 
the wider movie going-population than it does within niche audiences. For instance, 
the anticipation for buzz-worthy blockbuster films tends to be at a very high level 
and can rapidly amass across the movie-going population. Whereas the anticipation 
around buzz-worthy independent films tends to gradually build a momentum and 
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progressively spread within niche audiences. This occurs because independent films 
typically appeal to an older and more discerning audience in which buzz can take a 
longer time to build. Comparatively, blockbuster films appeal to a very wide range of 
the movie-going population that primarily includes a younger audience in which 
buzz can take a very short time to build. Senior executives believe that a younger 
audience tends to be more susceptible to engaging in buzz. Therefore, as anticipation 
develops differently depending on the type of person the films appeals to, studios can 
facilitate the creation of buzz through ensuring they foster anticipation and interest in 
the film with the right audiences. 
 
A senior film distribution executive stated that certain demographics are much more 
susceptible to buzz than others due to the varying ways in which audiences consume 
media, particularly younger audiences that want to consume on-demand. 
 
“I think there are certain films that are more buzz worthy… Prime example 
[was a film we released this year], which came with just huge anticipation… 
[Whereas another film we opened recently], which is a very specialised film, 
[and] it’s intended for a niche target audience. [So] our objective in that 
case would not to be create buzz across the entire market, but to create a 
level of awareness and hopeful intent to see [the film] amongst the target 
audience, which is a much more discerning audience. I do think different 
audience demographics are more susceptible to buzz. You know… when I 
went to school computers were a luxury [and] you shared a computer 
amongst thirty people. Today a ten year old doesn’t know a world that didn’t 
have a computer, from the moment they could walk and crawl the computer 
was part of your life. So the target audience we’re talking about you know an 
audience that might be made up of primarily fifty-year olds will have a 
different way of consuming media and getting the awareness of what’s out 
there and most of that is through a more slow laboured process of word-of-
mouth and newspaper ads. A younger audience are all about here-and-now, 
they want it instantaneously and on demand, and so buzz is more crucial for 
that audience segment. So films appealing to a younger audience are much 
more crucial to have that buzz component from our perspective.” (R3) 
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Facilitating buzz: Releasing trailer/s 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that the trailer for a film (i.e. full-length and teasers), which is considered a key 
marketing tactic for studios in creating awareness for a film, is crucial to sparking 
interest and anticipation amongst audiences. This is primarily because the trailer 
essentially acts as a free sample of the film, which audiences can be exposed to 
multiple times prior to release. A trailer has the ability to not only create but also 
maintain interest and anticipation of moviegoers over an extended period of time 
prior to a film’s release. Therefore, the trailer is a key tactic used by studios to 
initially spark and maintain interest and anticipation, thereby facilitating the creation 
of buzz. A senior film distribution executive believed that a good trailer for a buzz-
worthy film has a great influence in driving the desire to see the film, particularly if 
the trailer is exposed to audiences for an extended period prior to release. 
 
“[The studio] delayed the release of [two films] for a while, mainly for 
release dates but also [because] the trailers were so good we wanted 
exposure… and the trailers ended up playing for like six months and those 
two films outperformed… Both good trailers… Cause remember that trailer 
exposure one, it’s free [and] two, it’s to your target audience cause it’s the 
people already in a cinema and if [its] a good trailer [and] you get… six 
month trailer exposure, imagine the number of impacts of that.” (R1) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Advertising campaigns and promotions  
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that studios will utilise the most effective marketing communications channels 
and platforms available to concisely get their messages to the intended market. To 
effectively target the right audience, some of those key elements include advertising 
such as television commercials (TVC), outdoor and Internet, in-cinema (posters and 
displays), engaging promotional partners, and engaging the media for support (public 
relations). Senior executives agreed that it was primarily about leveraging the most 
appropriate communication channels and platforms under a targeted marketing 
approach, because the way in which people get information today is more complex. 
Through utilising a targeted marketing approach and leveraging the most appropriate 
and effective communication channels and platforms, movie marketers can facilitate 
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the creation of buzz. A senior film distribution executive, in discussing the marketing 
campaign that supported a particular buzz-worthy film, stated that the promotional 
partners provided a strong platform for facilitating buzz around the film. 
 
“If you’ve got of course promotional partners… with [one particular film]… 
a [particular brand] fell in love with the film and they took [out] ads in the 
paper promoting [that particular film] and linking it with [their brand], 
which was fantastic. So it’s those opportunities, if you’ve got them… the 
possibility of promotional partners...” (R1) 
 
A senior marketing manager explained how the studio associated one particular 
buzz-worthy film with an extensive range of promotional partners to effectively 
facilitate buzz amongst target audiences, including travel packages, clothing brands, 
retail brands and in-cinema branded food and drink. 
 
“Through using general forms of media… you get a journalist [and take 
them] to the set a year out, then [that journalist] also gets the interview three 
months out and then it kind of folds through. Over the years we’ve done deals 
like that where you get the promotions in place early... especially with [one 
particular film], we’ve got travel promotions, we’ve got clothing company’s, 
we’ve got a lot of retail… even the cinemas you know Gold Class screenings 
where you’re going to get [certain foods and drink]... So promotional scope 
is hard… cause it’s tough in our industry with timing, and we’re not like a 
bottle of Coke or a packet of chips that’s going to be on self for a long time 
you know. Sometimes you can’t guarantee if it’s going to be [in cinema for] 
three weeks or three months, so we’ve got to be very careful. Also some 
promotional partners can be wary of that in the kind of retail area.” (R2) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Slowly leaking information to audiences and the media 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that through slowly leaking information to particular opinion leaders (i.e. 
gatekeepers in the movie-going population) and the media, and continuing to tempt 
them with information can significantly increase their interest and anticipation in 
wanting to see a buzz-worthy film. Thus, slowly leaking information to gatekeepers 
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is a key tactic used by movie marketers to facilitate the creation of buzz. A senior 
marketing manager stated that by tempting and slowly feeding the media and select 
people new and exclusive information, studios could build them into advocates for 
the film and thus facilitate buzz. 
 
“I think... it’s being smart with your strategy… it’s a slow leak… but not 
holding back too much. Then you tempt them with a bit may it be a first look, 
may it be some early media attention to that… then the other part is if you 
feel confident in that film… you get in some select people… ‘You can be the 
first to see it’… you get them to be the champions of the film.” (R2) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Early screenings and premieres 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that using early screenings (also referred to as advanced or WOM screenings) 
for the film with either select opinion leaders (i.e. gatekeepers) in the movie-going 
population and/or the media (i.e. critical movie reviewers) would create a group of 
people who would begin to champion the film to other people. Thus, through early 
screenings of the film marketers can drive and speed up the spread of WOM thereby 
facilitating buzz around a buzz-worthy film. A senior film distribution executive 
stated that the studio has effectively used early screenings across the country to 
initially get the WOM going on some buzz-worthy films and drive buzz. 
 
“Well a very good way is word-of-mouth… what we use to do in the old days 
was have sneak previews for specific groups six or seven weeks out and… the 
groups that always worked were hairdressers because of course they have a 
client base. You want to talk about word-of-mouth? No one has bigger word-
of-mouth than hairdressers… [We also] use to take a film… around Australia 
six weeks out and have a screening in the local city or community or country 
town and get that word-of-mouth going… Greater Union [now] do… 
screenings with Cinebuzz members… and you’re getting to people who have 
indicated that they want to go and see movies. They always feel special 
they’re seeing the movie before its official release date, ‘Oh I went to this 
preview and it doesn’t open for another week and I went’. And that gets that 
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word-of-mouth out. If you’ve got a good film, that’s very good word-of-mouth 
with a target audience that identifies itself with wanting to see movies.” (R1) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Leveraging the ‘talent’  
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that using the talent in the film, such as the director and actors in supporting 
the marketing campaign with promotional tours and festival appearances can create 
buzz. If audiences react enthusiastically to engaging with the talent, excitement is 
driven to a very high level. Through leveraging the appeal of the directors and actors 
in the marketing campaign, marketers can facilitate the creation of buzz. A senior 
film distribution executive explained how the studio successfully drove excitement 
and facilitated buzz around a particular film by having the director engage with the 
audience, discuss the film and watch it with them at the premiere screening. 
 
“I think for us probably the strongest tool is when we have talent who are 
able to tour to support a film… We had the Australian premiere [for a 
particular film and]… I’ve never been at a screening where the audience 
have gone as nuts as they did when [this director] came out and did a whole 
half an hour with the host before hand and then sat in the audience with them 
for the entire movie… So in terms of driving excitement around a film, the 
filmmakers the talent that have worked on a film are a real catalyst if they 
have a personality the audience want to associate with the film.” (R3) 
 
Facilitating buzz: Theatrical release date and patterns 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
agree that the release date and release pattern for a buzz-worthy film is critical in 
successfully facilitating buzz. This is primarily because of competitive pressures in 
the market and ensuring interest amongst the movie-going population peaks at the 
ideal time. The release date is critical to creating buzz for buzz-worthy films because 
studios need to ensure they have the best chance of gaining the attention of the 
intended audience and to avoid competition of other films also targeting similar 
audiences in the marketplace. Therefore, selecting an effective release date and an 
appropriate release pattern for theatrical release is a crucial component in creating 
buzz around a buzz-worthy film. A senior film distribution executive stated that the 
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timing of release is critical to building buzz, particularly for not only avoiding any 
competing films that aim for the attention of the same audiences but also for ensuring 
that there is adequate time for buzz to be properly developed prior to release. 
 
“Hugely critical… timing is everything in our business, especially if you’ve 
just got… the middle of the range films, sometimes you can go and play a [a 
particular buzz-worthy blockbuster film] on a date and everyone will stay 
away… So timing is very important from a competitive point of view as well 
as just making sure you’re loaded for your release...” (R2) 
 
Senior executives and marketers further agree that the opening weekend and first 
four weekends are extremely important because audience interest in a film can only 
be sustained for a certain period of time. This belief can explain why the box office 
returns for numerous films (buzz-worthy and non buzz-worthy) rapidly decline after 
release. They also believe films that sustain a lengthy run at the box office are rare 
occurrences. A senior film distribution executive explained that it is challenging to 
sustain the interest of audiences for a long period, particularly in a fragmented media 
environment. 
 
“It use to be… that you would open a film and try and keep it in cinemas as 
long as possible but the truth is that within four to six weeks these days films 
are played out. There [are] just too many other new films coming in. You 
can’t sustain audience interest for that length of time… audience interest is 
now compressed… it’s about on-demand. People want to see it today. And 
it’s all about engaging them today… Otherwise people move on. Media is so 
expensive and fragmented and to keep someone’s attention for four or five 
weeks it just [isn’t] going to happen.” (R3) 
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4.2.4 Summary: Why do some new products develop buzz and others don’t? 
 
Summary 1: Buzz is an enormous sense of anticipation for a new product that 
builds from a groundswell of interest and spreads like a virus. It creates 
urgency and drives a strong desire for a new product amongst consumers. 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
believe that buzz is an enormous sense of anticipation that builds from a groundswell 
of interest and spreads like a virus. They consider buzz as a very fluid phenomenon 
because it acts like a virus and at a certain tipping point, like a virus it can become 
highly contagious and rapidly disseminates across the target market. Furthermore, 
these senior executives who actively create buzz on numerous campaigns on a yearly 
basis believe WOM is a factor in buzz, mostly driven by consumers and that buzz is 
not the same thing as WOM. This view is in stark contrast to the existing definitions 
in marketing literature, which predominantly depict buzz as specific type of WOM. 
 
In particular, Rosen (2009) states, buzz is “all the person-to-person communication-
everything that is communicated verbally and visually-among current, previous, or 
potential customers” (p.2). Rosen (2009) adds, “some people use the word ‘buzz’ to 
describe a spike in word of mouth – when something is talked about for a short 
period of time” (p.2). Moreover, Rosen (2005) argues that buzz and WOM focus on 
engaging consumers in a discussion about a brand. However, the empirical evidence 
demonstrates that buzz creates urgency and drives a strong desire for a new product. 
An urgency meaning a person is willing to queue for hours because they must 
consume the product as soon as possible. This is not WOM. Buzz is not simply about 
engaging consumers in a discussion because every product can generate WOM, but 
not every product can generate buzz. 
 
Dye (2000) states, buzz is “explosive self-generating consumer demand” and it is a 
form of WOM promotion that seeks to utilise “the full power of customer word of 
mouth” (p.140). The urgency and strong desire buzz generates, highlights its value as 
a key driver of significant consumer demand for a new product. Yet, it is not self-
generating as the empirical evidence demonstrates that marketers can facilitate it. 
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Summary 2: Marketers can facilitate the creation of buzz by designing specific 
tactics that increase ‘the heat’ (i.e. interest, excitement and anticipation) on only 
products that are truly buzz-worthy 
Senior film distribution executives and marketers representing the Hollywood majors 
were unanimous that buzz can only be created for certain films which are truly buzz-
worthy and that not all films are capable of generating buzz. They believe that a 
buzz-worthy film must have an underlying genuine and substantial interest because 
audiences ultimately determine if buzz is created or not. Furthermore, they agree that 
a buzz-worthy film must not only ignite a strong or intense anticipation but also 
connect emotionally and truly resonate with audiences. These are the essential 
elements that enable buzz to effectively ‘rise’ around only certain films. This view is 
in stark contrast to most of the existing explanations of buzz in marketing literature. 
 
Rosen (2009) argues that the “basic building block of buzz is a comment”, which can 
spread through various methods of communication including face-to-face and those 
mediated by technology (pg.2). Carl (2006) concurs that effective buzz is based on 
the everyday conversations people have. However, the empirical evidence clearly 
indentified that the foundation of buzz is a buzz-worthy product and genuine interest 
in that new product amongst consumers. While positive WOM formulates part of the 
process in creating buzz, it is not the ‘building block’ of buzz, the product is. 
 
For the films that are buzz-worthy, executives believe they could facilitate buzz by 
designing tactics that increase ‘the heat’ (i.e. interest, excitement, anticipation) on the 
film. Buzz is facilitated through creating mystery, leveraging film festival or awards 
season exposure, targeting specific audiences, trailers, advertising, slowly leaking 
information, early screenings, leveraging talent and release pattern. This is in stark 
contrast to the main marketing tactics scholars argue can create buzz. In particular, 
Walker (2004), Carl (2006) and Ahuja et al., (2007) believe buzz is created by ‘buzz 
agencies’ and ‘buzz agents’. Yet the empirical evidence indicates that buzz is not 
dependent on the use of any buzz agencies. Furthermore, Dye (2000) believes that 
excessive advertising and media exposure can diminish the creation of buzz. Yet the 
empirical evidence indicates that by leveraging the most appropriate and effective 
communication channels and platforms, marketers can facilitate buzz. 
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4.2.5 Discussion: Evidence of strategic marketing in creating buzz 
Buzz can only be created on a strong buzz-worthy film (i.e. a new product), which is 
truly buzz-worthy to begin with such as ‘TDK’, ‘Avatar’ and ‘BWP’. Audiences (i.e. 
the consumer) and movie marketers both simultaneously create buzz in a very fluid 
process. A buzz-worthy film must be personally relevant, emotionally connect and 
have a strong basis of genuine interest amongst audiences to create buzz. Through 
emotionally connecting with the gatekeepers and the wider movie-going population a 
buzz-worthy film can effectively become a cultural phenomenon, such as ‘BWP’ or 
‘Avatar’. As a moviegoer’s emotional reaction towards seeing the buzz-worthy film 
intensifies they become contagious. This contagious effect creates an intense sense of 
urgency and thereby drives a strong desire and demand whereby everyone in a 
population wants to see the film. Marketers can facilitate this process. 
 
Based on the interviews with senior film distribution executives and marketers it is 
evident that studios utilise a strategic marketing management approach to facilitate 
buzz. A marketing strategy involves the “planning and coordination of marketing 
resources and the integration of the marketing mix to achieve a desired result in the 
markets selected for targeting by the business” (Kotler et al., 2007, p.79). Strategic 
decisions in developing a marketing strategy typically involve developing a product 
that delivers value, identifying target consumers and developing a positioning 
strategy (Chernev, 2011). Senior executives argue that buzz can only be created on 
films that are truly buzz-worthy, which elicit genuine interest, are personally relevant 
and have an emotional connection with audiences i.e. a product that delivers value. 
Senior executives and marketers argue that buzz is facilitated on a buzz-worthy 
product through creating a sense of mystery, leveraging film festival exposure and 
leveraging awards season exposure. These are effective positioning strategies. When 
developing the marketing strategy for a new product, marketers will utilise a 
positioning strategy, which is the process of developing a clear and distinctive 
position of the new product in the psyche of target consumers (Kotler et al., 2007). 
Positioning enables marketers to gain a strategic advantage for their new product in 
the target market by distinguishing it from competitors (Kotler et al., 2007). 
 
Senior executives and marketers further agree that buzz is facilitated through the 
trailer/s, target marketing communications such as advertising and public relations, 
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slowly leaking information to the audience and the media, early screenings and 
leveraging the talent. These are promotional and marketing communications tactics. 
Marketing tactics are used to execute the marketing strategy, which typically involve 
using a range of promotions or marketing communications such as advertising (TV, 
radio, digital, print, billboard), public relations, sales promotions and sponsorship 
(Chernev, 2011). Promotions are used to communicate with the identified target 
market about the product (Kotler et al., 2007), through using appropriate channels 
and tools that primarily aim to capture the attention of consumers and engage them in 
the campaign. Senior executives believe that the promotional strategy must target the 
right gatekeepers and create a campaign that caters for obsessive individuals who 
want to be immersed in the world of the story. The promotional content must 
stimulate the audience emotionally so that it stimulates the spread of positive WOM. 
The promotional strategy must leverage appropriate communications channels and 
platforms to enable gatekeepers to effectively spread the word to others in the movie-
going population. These are effective segmentation and targeting strategies. Through 
accurately selecting and targeting consumers most susceptible to react to and spread 
the message, marketers can create instant buzz. Finally, marketers must select an 
effective distribution strategy, which according to senior executives encompasses an 
ideal release date and an appropriate release pattern. 
 
4.3 Chapter summary 
Chapter 4: Analysis and discussion detailed an analysis and discussion of the key 
findings from the fieldwork undertaken with moviegoers and senior film distribution 
executives and marketers. The outcomes suggest that emotional and social contagion 
can theoretically explain how WOM, contagion and emotion interrelate to form the 
emergent phenomenon of buzz. The insights provided by senior executives focus on 
buzz as a fluid phenomenon that is driven by both audiences and marketers, but only 
around movies that are truly buzz-worthy. Whilst marketing tactics seem to not 
guarantee the creation of buzz, some appear to have a greater influence in facilitating 
buzz around buzz-worthy films, particularly under a strategic marketing approach. A 
new understanding of buzz, based on these key findings, is developed and applied to 
certain films in the proceeding, Chapter 5: Conclusion. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion   
Chapter 4: Analysis and discussion detailed an analysis and discussion of the key 
findings from the fieldwork undertaken with moviegoers and senior film distribution 
executives and marketers. The chapter identified that emotional and social contagion 
theory can explain how buzz emerges from an interrelationship between WOM, 
contagion and emotion. It also identified that strategic marketing theory can explain 
how marketers facilitate the creation of buzz on buzz-worthy products. To develop 
an understanding of how these outcomes address the disparity between existing 
knowledge and buzz in practice, the purpose of Chapter 5: Conclusion is to merge 
the moviegoer and executive perspectives to construct a new understanding of buzz. 
 
5.1 Thesis conclusion: Merging the moviegoer and studio executive 
perspectives to construct a new understanding of buzz 
This thesis concludes that buzz is NOT THE SAME AS WOM as current definitions 
within the literature define it. It also favours the industry practitioners argument that 
buzz differs from WOM because buzz is manifested by an enormous sense of 
anticipation that builds from a groundswell of interest and suddenly spreads like a 
pandemic virus across the movie-going population. It creates urgency and drives the 
want-to-see factor amongst audiences. An urgency meaning a person is willing to 
queue for hours because they feel they must see the film as soon as possible. This is 
not WOM. Buzz is not simply about engaging consumers in a conversation about a 
brand because every film can generate WOM, but a minority of films create buzz. 
 
Based on the fieldwork undertaken with senior film distribution executives and 
marketers, it can be argued that buzz is a form of social contagion, emotionally-
driven and turbo-charged by an enormous sense of anticipation and excitement that 
builds up from a groundswell of interest, reaches a tipping point at which on some of 
the biggest blockbuster movies transforms them into a cultural phenomena where the 
buzz seems to explode and suddenly spreads like a pandemic virus across the 
population. Buzz is co-created by consumers and marketers in what one industry 
practitioner aptly described as a very fluid process. For buzz to be created, movie 
marketers believe they must have a buzz-worthy product in the first place, i.e. a good 
movie in terms of a strong narrative and attractive production values (i.e. stars, 
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director, locations, special effects, music etc…) that is capable of stimulating genuine 
interest among consumers (i.e. the product is personally relevant and consumers are 
emotionally connected to it). In other words you can’t create buzz on a bad film. 
 
From that starting point of a buzz-worthy movie that stimulates interest among target 
audiences, as consumers learn more about the movie and discuss it within their social 
circles, their level of interest increases and they begin to become excited. Thus their 
desire to see it increases and as they become increasingly engaged with it, their 
emotional reaction intensifies ultimately to such a high level of anticipation and 
excitement that the buzz that they create within their social networks begins to 
explode beyond their personal networks into the wider community at large. In other 
words the buzz becomes contagious because the pent up enthusiasm and excitement 
becomes infectious like a virus. It is the contagious effect of buzz that takes positive 
WOM out of individual networks and into the collective population, and emotion is 
the underlying catalyst that drives this WOM to a contagious level. So the end result 
is social contagion whereby the buzz that has been created intensifies to an enormous 
level where everyone in a population wants to see the movie.  
 
During this process, marketers are quite literally ‘engineering’ the phenomenon (not 
always successfully), utilising a strategic marketing approach to facilitate and 
optimise the buzz and increase “the heat” on buzz-worthy movies to propel them to a 
tipping point where on a mega-successful marketing campaign the movie becomes 
more than just another blockbuster – it becomes a must-see event and in some 
instances transforms into a cultural phenomenon. Marketers facilitate buzz through 
effective positioning and promotional strategies as well as an effective distribution 
strategy, which encompasses an ideal release date and appropriate release pattern. 
 
An application of this new understanding to the launch of ‘John Carter’, detailed in 
Section 5.1.1, demonstrates that the film had no buzz, attaining only tepid interest, 
little excitement and both negative and limited WOM amongst audiences prior to 
release. Comparatively, an application of the new understanding of buzz to the 
launches of ‘Kick-Ass’ and ‘Green Lantern’, detailed in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, 
demonstrates that each film almost had buzz but not quite, attaining a strong level of 
positive WOM, interest and excitement within a very limited audience prior to 
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release. Whilst both films arguably attained some pre-release buzz, they failed to 
disseminate to a wider audience and translate into a strong box office performance. 
 
Table 27 Box office statistics for films that failed to attain buzz 
 ‘John Carter’ ‘Kick-Ass’ ‘Green Lantern’ 
Studio Walt Disney Studios Lionsgate Warner Bros. 
Production Budget $250 Million $30 Million $200 Million 
Marketing Budget $100 Million $30 Million $100 Million 
North American Release Date March 9, 2012 April 16, 2010 June 17, 2011 
North American Release Pattern Super saturated 
release in 3,749 
theatres 
Saturated release in 
3,065 theatres 
Super saturated 
release in 3,816 
theatres 
North American Opening Weekend 
Box Office 
$30.1 Million 
(22.04% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$19.8 Million 
(16.49% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$53.1 Million 
(34.66% share of the 
weekend box office) 
North American Second Weekend 
Box Office 
$13.5 Million 
(12.22% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$9.3 Million (9.33% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$18 Million (10.19% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
North American Third Weekend Box 
Office 
$5.07 Million (2.36% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$4.5 Million (4.41% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$6.55 Million (3.24% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
North American Box Office Total $73 Million $48 Million $116.6 Million 
International Box Office Total $209.7 Million $48.1 Million $103.2 Million 
Worldwide Box Office Total $282.7 Million $96.1 Million $219.8 Million 
 
An application of this new understanding to the launches of ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’, detailed in Sections 5.1.4, 5.1.5 and 5.1.6, demonstrates that each film had 
buzz, attaining high interest, intense excitement and anticipation, and strong levels of 
positive WOM across the movie-going population prior to release. 
 
Table 28 Box office statistics for films that attained buzz 
 ‘The Blair Witch 
Project’ 
‘The Dark Knight’ ‘Avatar’ 
Studio Artisan Entertainment Warner Bros. 20th Century Fox 
Production Budget $60,000 $185 Million $237 Million 
Marketing Budget $10 Million $100-150 Million $100-150 Million 
North American Release Date July 16, 1999 July 17, 2008 December 18, 2009 
North American Release Pattern Limited  Super saturated 
release in 4,366 
theatres 
Super saturated 
release in 3,452 
theatres 
North American Opening Weekend 
Box Office 
$1.5 Million (1.21% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$158 Million (62.5% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$77 Million (59.3% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
North American Second Weekend 
Box Office 
$1.9 Million (1.46% 
share of the weekend 
box office) 
$75.1 Million 
(41.55% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$75.6 Million 
(27.99% share of the 
weekend box office) 
North American Third Weekend Box 
Office 
$29.2 Million 
(18.53% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$42.6 Million 
(27.87% share of the 
weekend box office) 
$68.4 Million 
(31.08% share of the 
weekend box office) 
North American Box Office Total $140.5 Million $533.3 Million $760.5 Million 
International Box Office Total $108.1 Million $468.5 Million $2.021 Billion 
Worldwide Box Office Total $248.6 Million $1 Billion $2.78 Billion 
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5.1.1 Application 1: Explaining why buzz did not exist for ‘John Carter’ 
After enduring months of ridicule and derision on the Internet29, bad buzz30, and 
gaining only limited interest amongst audiences, even as little as three weeks prior to 
its opening31 (Fernandez & Kit, 2012), ‘John Carter’ debuted in early March 2012 to 
$30.6 million in North America and $71 million internationally (across 55 countries) 
for a global box office haul of $100 million (Barnes, 2012; Brodesser-Akner, 2012; 
Goldstein, 2012; Hughes, 2012; Kaufman, 2012; Young, 2012). While a $30 million 
opening weekend would denote a solid performance for many films in North 
America, it fails to reach the expectations for a blockbuster film32 (Young, 2012), 
that industry analysts estimate Disney spent $350 million to produce (est. $250 
million) and distribute (est. $100 million) (Barnes, 2012). A blockbuster film, 
produced for $250 million, is expected to “open to $50 million at a bare minimum. 
Other films that reportedly cost around $250 million include Spider-Man 3, Harry 
Potter and the Half-Blood Prince, Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides, and 
Avatar, and those four movies debuted to an average of $99 million.” (Young, 2012)  
 
The chairman of Walt Disney Studios, Rich Ross in a statement regarding the 
opening weekend of ‘John Carter’ said, “Unfortunately, it failed to connect with 
audiences as much as we had all hoped.” (Barnes, 2012) Industry experts and studio 
executives contend that the marketing campaign, which not only confused audiences 
but also failed to excite or interest audiences, and the film itself33 equally contributed 
to a soft box office opening (Brodesser-Akner, 2012; Cornet, 2012; Young, 2012).  
 
                                                
29 Barnes (2012): “By the time ‘John Carter’ had its Los Angeles premiere last month, the film had suffered 
months of ridicule on the Internet and had taken on a funeral aura.” – New York Times 
30 “Meanwhile, fanboys failed to gravitate toward Walt Disney Studios’ ‘John Carter,’ a 3-D fantasy epic that has 
been eclipsed by bad buzz for months.” (Kaufman, 2012)  
31 “When the tracking numbers of John Carter became public Feb. 16, it confirmed what many already knew: 
Interest in the big-budget sci-fi movie was soft just three weeks from its opening.” (Fernandez & Kit, 2012) 
32 “Insiders tell Vulture that for the film to break even, it would have had to have opened at nearly twice that 
amount.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012)  
33 “It is true that no one mistake created ‘John Carter.’ Still, interviews with current and former Disney executives 
paint a relatively stark portrait of responsibility, starting with Mr. Stanton and extending to studio managers — 
many of them inexperienced in their jobs — who gave him creative carte blanche. Mr. Stanton received a green 
light to proceed on ‘John Carter’ in 2009 by Richard W. Cook, then Disney’s studio chairman. There were red 
flags from the beginning. Mr. Stanton had never directed a live-action movie before. He wanted to cast no-name 
actors. And the screenplay, based on a story by Edgar Rice Burroughs that was serialized in 1912 and later 
published in book form as ‘A Princess of Mars,’ was a bewildering mash-up, starting during the Civil War and 
moving to the Old West before leaping to a planet called Barsoom (Mars), home to tusked, four-armed creatures 
called Tharks. But Mr. Stanton passionately lobbied to make the movie, and there was a compelling argument to 
say yes, Disney officials said. His story pitch was simple and gripping: ‘Indiana Jones on Mars.’ Big payoffs in 
the movie business typically come from big gambles, and the thinking among some at the studio was that this 
could be Disney’s ‘Avatar.’” (Barnes, 2012) – New York Times  
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The Film: Limited appeal, no star power and mixed critical reception 
‘John Carter’ is based on the 1917 novel ‘A Princess of Mars’ by Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, the creator of ‘Tarzan’, which has served as a major influence to several 
films including ‘Avatar’ and ‘Star Wars’ (Brodesser-Akner, 2012; Kaufman, 2012; 
Young, 2012). Brodesser-Akner (2012) adds that, “Because the Barsoom books were 
so influential to cinema’s greatest sci-fi auteurs, just about everything in it had 
already been plundered and reused by other hits. And as a result, the more that was 
revealed of John Carter, the more derivative it looked, even if its source had 
originated these ideas.” Therefore the film only “had limited and highly specified 
reach” appealing primarily to fans of the original Edgar Rice Burroughs novels  
(Cornet, 2012)34. While Disney expected that ‘John Carter’ was going to appeal to 
young males, a predominately older male audience actually saw the film on opening 
weekend, with males accounting for 64% of the audience and 59% were aged over 
25 years (Kaufman, 2012; Young, 2012).  
 
The lack of star power in the film35 is also argued as a key contributor to the lack of 
interest amongst moviegoers (Cornet, 2012). The impact of limited star power36 was 
reflected in the purchase motivations of moviegoers, with only 8% polled by 
CinemaScore attributing their reason for buying a ticket to ‘John Carter’ star Taylor 
Kitsch compared with 72% for ‘Safe House’ star Denzel Washington (Young, 2012). 
However, the CinemaScore ratings also revealed that most moviegoers who actually 
saw the film generally enjoyed it, rating ‘John Carter’ a B+ (Kaufman, 2012; Young, 
2012). Yet the critical reception remained mixed37 (Cornet, 2012; Goldstein, 2012), 
with many reviews considered average and not good as expected (Barnes, 2012). 
 
 
 
                                                
34 “Perhaps equally salient is the fact that the American Civil War, particularly in this context, likely holds very 
little appeal to the audience the marketing team was after: young men.” (Cornet, 2012) 
35 “Also not helping the movie out was its cast, headed by an unproven Taylor Kitsch… Avatar featured the 
similarly untested Sam Worthington, but James Cameron’s name is as big as any movie star, and he at least 
surrounded Worthington with some familiar faces like Sigourney Weaver and Michelle Rodriguez.”  (Young, 
2012) – Entertainment Weekly 
36 Cornet (2012): “and a cast comprised mostly of respected actors without established ‘star power’ have all been 
suggested as root causes”.  
37 “The reviews were the definition of middling, with a 53 rating on Metacritic.com, and yet critics rarely doom a 
family-targeting blockbuster this big: Just a week earlier The Lorax got a 47 Metacritic rating and grossed $70.2 
million in its debut weekend, and another $39.1 million this weekend.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012)  
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The Marketing Campaign 
The launch of a tentpole franchise typically aims to establish a big presence in the 
market long before release to ensure that the film feels like a big event for audiences 
(Fernandez & Kit, 2012). The marketing campaign for ‘John Carter’ failed to do 
this38. Prior to the film’s opening, a former studio-marketing chief stated, “This is 
one of the worst marketing campaigns in the history of movies… It’s almost as if they 
went out of their way to not make us care.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) Brodesser-
Akner (2012) contends that the failed launch of ‘John Carter’ started, “the moment 
the movie’s first disastrously impotent, muddled, and largely action-and-effects-free 
teaser trailer debuted” in July 2011, leaving audiences questioning what the film was 
actually about. What followed was “eight months of indifferent and often confused 
chatter” amongst audiences about the film (Brodesser-Akner, 2012).  
 
The teaser and full-length trailers failed to create buzz 
Andrew Stanton, the director of ‘John Carter’, wanted audiences to feel genuinely 
excited for the film by ensuring the trailers did not reveal the entire film (Vary, 
2011). Brodesser-Akner (2012) reported that, Stanton “believed that audiences 
would gasp in delight at John Carter’s very appearance in much the same way that a 
Batman teaser might only need to flash the Bat Signal. As such, he felt that the very 
first John Carter trailer needed only to intrigue, not explicate.” the teaser trailer 
made no mention of Stanton’s Pixar films, no mention that it was based on a story 
from the creator of Tarzan, and “most strangely for an action movie, the John Carter 
teaser was largely devoid of action.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) Consequently the 
teaser trailer had little impact39 and “did nothing for the buzz” (Brodesser-Akner, 
2012). A former Disney distribution executive said, “You only get one shot at 
making a first impression… And that first trailer, it never jumped off, never did 
anything to catch that wave of anticipation that all new movies crave. That’s what 
so critical for a movie like this.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) 
                                                
38 "It needs to feel like an event, and right now it doesn't feel like an event," says one marketing expert, who notes 
that tentpole franchise launches typically establish a much bigger presence long before this point in the release. 
(Fernandez & Kit, 2012) 
39 “There have been so many revamped trailers and ads for John Carter in the last couple of months (as Disney 
desperately tried to sway the stagnantly indifferent audience tracking) that it bears a refresher of just how flat the 
first trailer fell. When the studio gave moviegoers its first glimpse of the world of John Carter in July, they had so 
many great touchstones to highlight: It was directed by Stanton, the Pixar potentate who’d written and directed 
both WALL-E (worldwide gross: $521 million) and Finding Nemo ($867 million), and was based on a 95-year-
old Edgar Rice Burroughs novel that was a huge influence on cinema’s biggest sci-fi directors, informing such 
sci-fi classics as Superman, Avatar, and Stars both Wars and Trek.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) 
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Disney’s marketing chief, MT Carney planned to release a full-length trailer in late 
November 2011 that “would find a way to spotlight the effects and action for men, 
while also stressing the love story and personal journey, which would ideally make 
the film appeal to women in the same way that Avatar and Titanic did: Four 
quadrants!”40 (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) Yet Andrew Stanton wanted to maintain a 
sense of mystery and intrigue around the film41 (Vary, 2011). As a result, the full-
length trailer release on November 29th 2011 “was almost entirely action sequences, 
without so much as an explanation as to who John Carter was, or why we might care 
about him.” (Brodesser-Akner, 2012) 
 
Changing from ‘John Carter of Mars’ to ‘John Carter’ mid-campaign 
Goldstein (2012) contends that, “Disney made things worse when Carney decided to 
shorten the film’s title to ‘John Carter from ‘John Carter of Mars,’ making it feel 
less magical and more mundane.” The decision was in part because Disney believed 
the word ‘Mars’ would detrimentally impact on ticket sales and potentially alienate 
the female audience (Cornet, 2012; Young, 2012). Fernandez & Kit (2012) reported, 
“the studio conducted a study of how the word would play with potential audiences. 
There results were pointed enough… that the studio stripped out mention of the red 
planet.” However, in changing the title mid-campaign from ‘John Carter of Mars’ to 
‘John Carter’ had left audiences wondering, “Should I know who that is?” (Cornet, 
2012) Industry observers argue that the film lost scope, definition and it’s major 
selling point without ‘Mars’ in the title42 (Fernandez & Kit, 2012; Young, 2012).  
 
Issues within the marketing team and studio executives  
Industry observers and analysts contend that an inexperienced studio executive team 
(Barnes, 2012; Brodesser-Akner, 2012; Chmielewski & Keegan, 2012; Fernandez & 
Kit, 2012; Goldstein, 2012), comprising studio head Rich Ross, who “had no 
                                                
40 The four quadrants of the audience movie studios can aim for include: 1) young males under 25 years old; 2) 
older males over 25 years old; 3) young females under 25 years old; and, 4) older females over 25 years old. 
41 In an interview following the release of a full-length trailer, the director said, “I want you to be teased and 
excited and have as much hope that you’ll enjoy yourself, but there’s still a mystery about it.” (Vary, 2011) – 
Entertainment Weekly 
42 “But Mars is the project’s major selling point. Without it, the movie became a sphinx to the general public. 
Who is John Carter? Where is he? Why can he leap great distances? I understand the desire to not reveal too 
much of a film’s story, but these are basic questions that weren’t answered by Disney’s advertising until right 
before John Carter’s release. By then, it was too late.” (Young, 2012) 
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experience running a movie studio”, and marketing chief MT Carney, who “had no 
experience running a big studio marketing machine” (Goldstein, 2012), also 
impacted on ‘John Carter’. However, while Carney was blamed “for suggesting the 
title change and driving the ad campaign”, Disney insiders note Stanton “had to sign 
off on everything.” (Fernandez & Kit, 2012) Barnes (2012) reported that Andrew 
Stanton “exerted his influence” over marketing decisions, “where he frequently 
rejected ideas from” MT Carney “and her team, according to people who worked on 
the film.” For example, the director insisted “that a Led Zeppelin song be used in a 
trailer, rejecting concerns that a decades-old rock tune did not make the material 
feel current. Mr Stanton also was behind the selection of billboard imagery that fell 
flat, and he controlled an important presentation of footage at a Disney fan 
convention that got a chilly reception.” (Barnes, 2012) In early 2012 Disney hired a 
new marketing chief, Ricky Strauss who attempted to change perceptions43 about 
‘John Carter’ amongst audiences prior to its release44 (Fernandez & Kit, 2012). 
 
 A revitalised campaign less than two months prior to release 
Young (2012) argues that Disney’s marketing campaign produced “muddled ads and 
trailers, none more misjudged than its Super Bowl commercial, which wrongly 
assumed audiences were so familiar with the John Carter brand that simply seeing 
the movie’s title would excite them.” The $100 million worldwide campaign 
included a North American premiere in Los Angeles, an International premiere in 
Moscow, press junket in London with cast and crew, Superbowl ads, late-night talk 
show circuit spots with the cast, a speech from Stanton at a TED conference, 
billboards, new trailers (action-heavy trailers) and a new TV-campaign (Fernandez & 
Kit, 2012). The new TV campaign was “loaded with storyline-heavy spots” that 
strived to “better explain how Carter makes his way to Mars and discovers 
superhuman powers when he joins the fight to save a Martian princess.” (Fernandez 
& Kit, 2012) Furthermore, Finke (2012) argued that the new tagline ‘Before Star 
Wars, Before Avatar’ was needed at the start of the campaign not at the end. While 
tracking data showed an increase in interest in seeing the film amongst men, the 
                                                
43 “Low interest and bad buzz prompt a last-ditch marketing effort for the big budget attempt at launching a new 
franchise.” (Fernandez & Kit, 2012) – The Hollywood Reporter 
44 “With the clock ticking on the March 9 launch, Disney is now acting with renewed urgency to save the film 
from causing a big writedown. ‘We’re treating this like a global tentpole,’ says a studio spokesperson. ‘This is a 
huge movie. Everyone’s focus right now is merely on getting as many people to see the movie as possible.’” 
(Fernandez & Kit, 2012) – The Hollywood Reporter 
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“High-profile TV spots during the Superbowl and the Grammys prompted online 
derision rather than excitement, drawing comparison (not in a god way) to Star 
Wars: Episode 1 – The Phantom Menace” (Fernandez & Kit, 2012). Fernandez & 
Kit (2012) added that, “an indistinct billboard campaign has left some unclear that 
the film is an Avatar-like 3D epic.” 
 
Bad buzz: Low interest, negative WOM and no excitement 
Barnes (2012) reported “a weak marketing campaign failed to generate audience 
excitement for ‘John Carter’”. Brodesser-Akner (2012) adds, “Super Bowl ads and 
another trailer followed after Carney’s departure, but nothing moved the needle. In 
fact, in the last week of tracking, as awareness increased by two points, definite 
interest actually declined by one point, meaning that the more people learned about 
the film, the less they wanted to see it.” The level of enthusiasm for the film, which 
was impacted by an advertising push for Warner Bros. ‘Wrath of the Titans’45 and 
strong interest in Lionsgate’s ‘The Hunger Games’46, failed to reach the level of 
enthusiasm for a typical summer blockbuster film47. Furthermore, Contrino (2012b) 
reported a low level of WOM existed around the film, through a comparison of the 
online WOM for ‘John Carter’ [2/8/12 to 2/21/12] and ‘Tron: Legacy’ [11/18/10 to 
12/1/10], another high-profile sci-fi flick from Disney that debuted to $44 million in 
2010. In the same release frame (i.e. two weeks prior to opening), ‘Tron: Legacy’ 
experienced an increase of 54,078 Facebook likes to 283,287 by 12/1/10, whereas 
‘John Carter’ experienced an increase of 18,211 Facebook likes to 101,005 by 
2/21/12. Within the same frame, ‘John Carter’ had amassed a total of 6,172 
comments on Twitter, compared to the 30,062 for ‘Tron: Legacy’. (Contrino, 2012b) 
With little interest, negative WOM and no excitement existing amongst audiences 
the film evidently failed to resonate with moviegoers and failed to create buzz 
(Brodesser-Akner, 2012; Goldstein, 2012; Kaufman, 2012). 
 
                                                
45 “The continued box office powerhouse ‘The Lorax’ pulling in a large portion of the family audience at theatres 
for the weekend was an additional problem. There’s also the change that the widespread ad push for the 
upcoming film ‘Wrath of the Titan’ might have lead to some audience confusion between the movies or divided 
enthusiasm.” (Hughes, 2008) 
46 Contrino (2012b) notes that, “Even if Carter managers a strong opening, it’ll face Lionsgate’s The Hunger 
Games juggernaut on March 23. That does not bode well for the staying power of a film that’s already being hit 
with plenty of negative buzz.” 
47 “John Carter has the look and feel of a summer blockbuster, but it’s not generating the same level of 
enthusiasm as one. Activity on Facebook and Twitter is relatively weak at this point. Expectations for this one are 
modest by Disney standards.” (Contrino, 2012a) 
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5.1.2 Application 2: Explaining why buzz did not exist for ‘Kick-Ass’ 
Director Matthew Vaughn created a high level of interest and excitement for ‘Kick-
Ass’ amongst fanboys when he first showcased footage from the film at Comic Con 
in 2009 (Tyler, 2010; Zeitchik, 2010a; Zeitchik, 2010b). Tyler (2010) recalled, “In 
the months and weeks leading up to its release, fan anticipation reached a fever 
pitch, with Kick-Ass lauded on blogs and message boards around the Internet as the 
one 2010 movie everyone couldn’t wait to see above any other.” Industry observers 
and commentators noted that, based on a constant level of ‘Internet buzz’48 or 
‘Internet hype’ that was building for months, the film was expected to achieve an 
opening weekend box office of $25 to $30 million (DiOrio, 2010; Ditzian, 2010; 
Tyler, 2010; Zeitchik, 2010a). Despite the amount of hype49 and excitement50 around 
the movie, which drove numerous predictions of a potential movie phenomenon 
(Zeitchik, 2010a), the film ultimately failed to reach expectations achieving $19.8 
million during its opening weekend (Zeitchik, 2010b).  
 
Industry experts noted that the result was similar to the hype that existed around the 
release of the 2006 film ‘Snakes on a Plane’ (Ditzian, 2010)51. The hype that was 
created around ‘Snakes on a Plane’ by the fanboy market failed to spread amongst a 
wider audience and thereby translate into a strong box-office performance. However, 
Ditzian (2010) noted that unlike ‘Snakes on a Plane’, ‘Kick-Ass’ had drawn critical 
acclaim and audience approval, thereby providing the potential for longevity at the 
box office as positive word-of-mouth spread amongst audiences (Ditzian, 2010; 
Zeitchik, 2010b). The film maintained some momentum during its theatrical run, 
amassing $48 million at the North American box office (Box Office Mojo, 2012a).  
                                                
48 “Internet buzz for the R-rated action comedy -- stoked by an online-heavy marketing campaign -- has been 
building for months. Fanboys are the target audience, but positive word-of-mouth could broaden support notably. 
On the other hand, the film’s restricted rating poses a built-in barrier to many prospective teen patrons.” (DiOrio, 
2010) – Reuters Canada 
49 “We rarely get in the business of predicting sensations, but it’s hard not to feel that something is in the air with 
‘Kick-Ass.’ Something bigger, that is, than even than some of the pre-release hype suggests. And not just in the 
fanboy world, where it’s of course already huge.” (Zeitchik, 2010a) – Los Angeles Times 
50 “The amount of excitement over the movie, before its release, was of the type we haven’t seen since Joss 
Whedon’s Serenity or, well, Snakes on a Plane. And like that much talked about, utterly ridiculous, ultimately 
failed Samuel L. Jackson movie, Kick-Ass is now officially a box office disappointment.” (Tyler, 2010) 
51 Ditzian (2010): “What happened to ‘Kick-Ass’ is exactly what happened to ‘Snakes on a Plane’,” said David 
Poland of Movie City News. That 2006 thriller, starring Samuel L. Jackson, was famously hyped on the Web – 
and just as famously stalled during its first weekend, falling well short of box-office expectations with a $13.8 
million opening. “The distributor bought into the idea that the passion of the core market for the film would 
spread as the hype rose in the media,” Poland added. “So they kept selling what that core market was drooling 
over – and forgot that getting past a $12 million opening or so requires them to sell [to] other people outside of 
the geek crowd.” – MTV News 
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Several industry experts and commentators contended that the marketing campaign 
for the film withheld too much information about the film’s content, primarily 
targeted the fanboy audience, failed to connect with average moviegoers and was too 
online-heavy (Ditzian, 2010; Tyler, 2010; Zeitchik, 2010b). Some noted that the 
bright and upbeat campaign contradicted the films R-rating and the discussions that 
centred on how violent the film was (Tyler, 2010). Furthermore, Tyler (2010) argues, 
“Kick-Ass never had an audience outside of those who were already predisposed to 
love it. Its appeal, from the start, was tremendously limited.” Zeitchik (2010a) also 
noted prior to release that the R-rating would limit the potential audience and 
subsequently reduce demand for tickets52. It is evident that ‘fanboys’ or the ‘geek 
crowd’ who were already predisposed to love the film primarily generated the high 
level of WOM that existed across the Internet prior to the film’s release. Therefore, 
while several industry commentators initially perceived that the film had genuinely 
created pre-release buzz, denoted by a high level of WOM, it had only created hype 
within a limited audience. As a result, the film failed to generate interest amongst a 
wider movie-going audience and transform into the box-office phenomenon it was 
initially predicted to become53.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
52 “There is a demographic issue: "Kick-Ass" is an R-rated movie, and a good chunk of the teen boys who might 
want to see it won't (officially) be allowed to buy tickets. That could hurt.” Zeitchik (2010a) 
53 Tyler (2010): “The box office results are in and not only did Kick-Ass fail to break $20 million it was beaten 
on its opening weekend by a cartoon that’s already been in theatres for more than a month. You’re going to hear a 
lot of excuses over the next few days, from the studio which funded it, to the bloggers who supported it, all of 
whom will claim Kick-Ass as a rousing success because it will in all likelihood at some point make its money 
back whether it’s on DVD or through On Demand dollars. But excuses is exactly what these are. Probably Kick-
Ass will make its money back, that’s not hard to do when your movie only cost $28 million, but after months of 
constant internet hype anything less than a $30 million opening weekend is an utter failure and in fact most 
predicted the film would make at least that much.”  
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5.1.3 Application 3: Explaining why buzz did not exist for ‘Green Lantern’ 
After “months and months of bad buzz then good buzz, bad trailers then good 
trailers, the Warner Bros. movie” ‘Green Lantern’ debuted on June 17th 2011 to a 
strong Friday of $21.6 million54 at the North America box office (Garris, 2011). 
However, box office receipts unexpectedly fell 22% to $16.8 million on the Saturday 
and further declined by a steady 15% on Sunday to $14.3 million (Box Office Mojo, 
2012b; Garris, 2011; Pandya, 2011). Comparatively, ‘Thor’ and ‘X-Men: First Class’ 
on average fell only 8% from the Friday to Saturday gross55 (Box Office Mojo, 
2012b; Pandya, 2011). While ‘Green Lantern’ ultimately opened at #1 in North 
America with $53 million56 and a moderate $17 million from international markets, 
including the U.K. ($2.4 million) and Russia ($4.1 million), it failed to reach 
expectations57 which were fuelled by massive hype and the film’s blockbuster budget 
(Garris, 2011; Kit, 2011; Pandya, 2011). While a $50 million opening “would be 
welcomed by most films,” ‘Green Lantern’ was produced for an estimated $200 
million58 and was “backed by one of the most expensive marketing campaigns of any 
summer movie” at that point in 201159 (Pandya, 2011), estimated at $100 million 
(Barnes, 2011a). The film opened “below the weekend performance of both 
Paramount’s Thor ($65.72 million) and Fox’s X-Men: First Class ($55.10 million).” 
(Garris, 2011) Industry commentators also note that an oversaturation of superhero 
movies within a short period of time (three within a seven week period) potentially 
impacted on audience interest in ‘Green Lantern’ (Garris, 2011; Pandya, 2011). 
 
                                                
54 Garris (2011) notes that the film “was obviously quite front-loaded towards Friday, which isn’t a good sign for 
the film’s holding power going forward.”  
55 “This summer’s well-reviewed super hero films Thor and X-Men: First Class both fared better with audiences. 
Each dipped by only 8% on Saturday and scored a B+ CinemaScore. More students were out of school for 
Lantern’s opening day, but the Saturday fall was still very troubling.” (Pandya, 2011) 
56 The film “averaged $13,806 from 3,816 theatres including ones offering the PG-13 film in 3D with extra 
surcharges.” (Pandya, 2011) 
57 “The movie is on track to gross a solid $57 to $60 million range.” (Kit, 2011) – The Hollywood Reporter 
58 “The big-screen debut of DC Comics’ ‘emerald knight’ may have been #1 at the box office over the weekend 
but it failed to gather as much green as most observers had hoped. ‘Green Lantern’ generated as estimated $52.6 
million in its debut weekend, less than the opening numbers for superhero flicks ‘Thor’ and ‘X-Men: First Class’ 
earlier this year. The heavily marketed potential franchise started, which stars Ryan Reynolds, cost an estimated 
$200 to produce. To put the numbers in perspective, fewer people saw ‘Green Lantern’ on opening weekend than 
the film adaptations of lesser known superheroes likes ‘Daredevil’ and ‘Ghost Rider.’ And critics were not kind 
to the film. “Green Lantern is a new primer on how not to make a comic book movie … flat FX, smirky acting, 
clunky writing and clueless direction,” Rolling Stone wrote.” (Downey, 2011) 
59 “As was widely expected, Warner’s Green Lantern topped the box office with ease this weekend. However, in 
debuting with $53.17 million, the comic book adaption starring Ryan Reynolds opened on the lower end of its 
lofty pre-release expectations. The film’s debut also left a bit to be desired when taking into account its $200 
million production budget and enormous marketing costs… While the film’s mostly poor reviews may not have 
hurt all that much this weekend, they certainly didn’t help matters either.” (Garris, 2011) 
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Industry analysts note that a negative critical reception (24% rating on Rotten 
Tomatoes and 39 Metascore on Metacritic), average audience reception 
(CinemaScore of B)60 (Kit, 2011), and “bad buzz led to instantly negative word-of-
mouth which hurt tickets sales immediately.” (Pandya, 2011) While the film 
attracted its expected core demographic of adult men (with men accounting for 64% 
of ticket purchases and 63% aged over 25 years), younger adults and teens appeared 
to have a lower level of excitement and interest in seeing the film (Pandya, 2011). 
Barnes (2011a) notes that building buzz was a problem for Warner Bros. with early 
marketing efforts poorly received by audiences, particularly the teaser trailer.  
 
In November 2010, Warner Bros. released a teaser trailer for ‘Green Lantern’ in 
front of ‘Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1’, which according to Barnes 
(2011a) “seemed to mimic the winking humour of ‘Iron Man’ and featured cartoony 
special effects.” Sue Kroll, Warner Bros. marketing president, stated that despite a 
great opportunity to attach the trailer to ‘Harry Potter’, they “went out a little too 
early” and “didn’t have enough of the movie finished” to show audiences (Barnes, 
2011a). Falconer (2011) notes that this early impression of the film left many fans 
feeling underwhelmed and concerned, resulting in a negative buzz being initially 
created around the film61. Following this initial negative buzz, Warner Bros. waited 
several months until it had a set of impressive visual effects to showcase to audiences 
in March 2011 at CinemaCon and WonderCon62 (Eisenberg, 2011). Barnes (2011a), 
Eisenberg (2011) and Schaefer (2011) noted that this instantly sparked a positive 
buzz and enthusiasm particularly amongst the fan base and industry commentators 
who were impressed and excited by nine minutes of footage from the film. 
 
                                                
60 “Directed by Martin Campbell (Goldeneye, Casino Royale), Green Lantern starred Ryan Reynolds as the title 
character and was panned by critics across the board. Moviegoers also were not impressed as the CinemaScore 
grade was only a B. Generally, a B+ or better indicates that a large segment enjoyed a film.” (Pandya, 2011) 
61 “Warner Bros’ Green Lantern has in many circles been considered the underdog of this summer’s superhero 
film crop. Early impression of the film, through publicity photos, trailers, FX shots and so forth, left many fans 
feeling as though the CG was subpar, particularly given the filmmakers’ choice to attire Ryan Reynolds in CG 
‘motion capture suit,’ as opposed to a physical costume. Reynold’s vey participation in the film has also been 
cause for consternation in some quarters, as many fans believed there were better choices for the title role of Hal 
Jordan. Add to this a story for which so much of its universe must be created off-world, using many of the 
conventions of the space opera, and early buzz remained temperate, if not downright negative.” (Falconer, 2011) 
62 “Prior to this past weekend, people actually had to be reminded that a Green Lantern movie is coming out this 
summer. After the first trailer totally bombed due to poor special effects and CGI, the marketing went into total 
hibernation as artists went to work trying to make the Martin Campbell-directed superhero film not look like a 
joke. Then the film re-emerged with nine minutes of footage shown at both CinemaCon and WonderCon, and 
now people can’t shut up about it.” (Eisenberg, 2011) 
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Eisenberg (2011) notes that in order to capitalise on this buzz that was created63, 
Warner Bros. started releasing new TV spots until another theatrical trailer, attached 
to ‘Thor’, was to be released in May64. Warner Bros. also released some of the 
footage shown at WonderCon and CinemaCon online for a wider audience to view 
(Billington, 2011). While some superhero blockbuster films maintain a level of 
mystery up until the release date, Warner Bros. continued to release more trailers and 
extended clips (Franich, 2011a). Audience tracking surveys reported an increase in 
interest for ‘Green Lantern’ two weeks prior to opening with “strong interest from 
men of all ages and solid interest among young women, leading to rough predictions 
of an opening weekend in the $50 million range.” (Barnes, 2011a) However, a strong 
level of negative media attention and negative critical reviews (Hughes, 2011; Kit, 
2011), started to impact on audience interest and created negative WOM about the 
film amongst audiences.  
 
It is evident that an average audience reception, poor critical reception, some bad 
buzz and negative WOM reduced the pre-release buzz that was created, particularly 
amongst fans, from the footage shown at WonderCon and CinemaCon. As a result 
interest in the film beyond adult males was tepid, particularly amongst teens and 
women, resulting in a lower than expected box-office performance65 (Fritz, 2011). 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
63 “What do real fans think of footage that Warner has shown? In April ‘Ain’t It Cool News,’ the Web zine that 
services as a barometer of taste in this corner of culture, sent joy pulsing through Warner with this post: ‘Inspired. 
This is exactly what I wanted from a ‘Green Lantern’ movie.’ This sentiment is a polar reversal from 
November…” (Barnes, 2011a) – Los Angeles Times 
“In this day and age, early reactions to an upcoming blockbuster title usually don’t make-or-break the film in 
question – but they certainly can help or hurt buzz around a tentpole film. Similar to how many a person was glad 
to hear that some people with credibility like Transformers: Dark of the Moon, a number of fans should be glad to 
hear that the early response to Green Lantern seems good so far. ‘Enthusiastic’ would actually be a more fitting 
adjective than ‘good’ in this case. However, before we continue on and discuss just what is being said about Ryan 
Reynold’s turn as Hal Jordan, it’s best to remember that this early positive buzz isn’t coming from professional 
critics – since they’ve yet to see it.” (Schaefer, 2011) 
64 “To capitalize on the buzz, Warner Bros. has released a brand new TV spot that will hopefully hold over fans 
until the theatrical trailer comes early next month (it will be attached to Thor). Thanks to the long delay, the 
studio probably has to play a bit of catch-up at this point, but if they can keep releasing teasers as awesome as this 
one, then they really shouldn’t have a problem.” (Eisenberg, 2011) 
65 “After its so-so opening, ‘Green Lantern’ fizzled at the domestic box office, ending up with only $114 million. 
Its overseas performance in important countries such as Great Britain, Germany and Russia has also been weak.” 
(Fritz, 2011) 
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5.1.4 Application 4: Explaining why buzz did exist for ‘The Blair Witch Project’  
The marketing campaign that launched ‘BWP’ in 1999 demonstrated that buzz is not 
exclusive to blockbuster films or the result of large marketing budgets. However the 
campaign created so much buzz it overshadowed the movie itself66 (Whipp, 2009), 
and raised questions about the authenticity of the various fan websites created prior 
to films opening (Dilucchio, 1999). The low budget horror flick used an underground 
(i.e. below-the-line) marketing campaign involving viral, guerrilla and publicity 
tactics to build buzz (Flynn, 1999; Cavell, 1999; Silver, 1999). Through focusing on 
creating a fabricated ‘BWP’ history, a mythology about whether it was real or not 
was created (Silver, 1999). The campaign targeted its core demographic two months 
prior to release through showing advanced screenings at 40 U.S. college campuses in 
key movie-going markets (Silver, 1999). The campaign targeted influential and 
popular media personalities to distribute its messages to the target audience, instead 
of using traditional media (i.e. above-the-line) campaign (Silver, 1999). The pull 
factor allowed audiences to discover the film themselves instead of being told about 
it (Silver, 1999). In the final weeks leading up to release, the campaign used a $10 
million publicity blitz on mainstream newspapers, radio and TV (Cavell, 1999).  
 
The release strategy intentionally made it hard for audiences to see the film by 
opening on relatively few screens67 extending the pent-up demand created by the 
campaign (Cavell, 1999). The film opened on July 16 1999 in only 27 theatres across 
North America resulting in an opening weekend gross of $1.51 million, an average 
of $56,002 per theatre (Box Office Mojo, 2011a). During its second weekend, in 
only 31 theatres, box office revenues increased 30.8% to $1.97 million (Box Office 
Mojo, 2011a). In its third weekend the film became available to a wider audience 
(1,101 theatres) resulting in a 1,377% increase in box office revenues, totalling $29 
million (Box Office Mojo, 2011a). The film ultimately amassed $248 million 
worldwide during its theatrical run (Box Office Mojo, 2011a).  
 
                                                
66 “Ten summers ago, a group of independent filmmakers came up with a Web-based, viral marketing campaign 
that proved so effective – and influential – in creating buzz and audience anticipation that it overshadowed the 
very movie it was designed to promote.” (Whipp, 2009) 
67 “Malin says it was part of the plan: ‘It’s a difficult ticket to get, which was part of the concept,’ he says. 
‘People do have the experience of going and not being able to get in....What we’re doing is creating that buzz 
factor on the film. If you want to be in the know, if you want to be in the right place at the right time, you should 
be seeing ‘Blair Witch’.” (Carvell, 1999) – comments from Artisan Entertainment Co-President, Amir Malin 
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5.1.5 Application 5: Explaining why buzz did exist for ‘The Dark Knight’ 
The marketing campaign that launched ‘TDK’ in 2008 began building interest and 
anticipation several months prior to the films release. Warner Bros. initially sought to 
build buzz through targeting Batman fans with a multifaceted viral marketing 
campaign. The viral campaign for ‘TDK’ commenced 15 months prior to release in 
May 2007 with the launch of ‘WhySoSerious.com’ in which fans participated in a 
scavenger hunt challenge. This led the website visitors to unlock an exclusive trailer 
and the first official Joker photo (Graser & Thompson, 2007). The campaign created 
an entire mythology around the characters of Batman, The Joker and Harvey Dent, as 
well as the city of Gotham, launching over thirty-three different websites. The viral 
campaign was able to fully and actively engage audiences by creating a myriad of 
websites which included: ‘WhySoSerious.com’; ‘TheDarkKnight.com’; 
‘IBelieveInHarveyDent.com’; ‘TheGothamTimes.com’; ‘GothamPolice.com’; 
‘GothamNationalBank.com’; ‘RorysDeathKiss.com’; and, ‘TheHaHaHaTimes.com’ 
(Carroll, 2007; Graser & Cohen, 2008; Graser, 2009). The websites teased audiences 
by constantly changing with new pictures, messages, trailers and posters, eventually 
leading up to the mainstream launch (Thilk, 2008).  
 
Christopher Nolan, the director of ‘TDK’, hosted and introduced the six-minute 
opening sequence of the film and extended preview for journalists and movie 
executives at select screenings in New York and Los Angeles in early December 
2007 (Horowitz, 2007; Miller, 2007). Following positive reactions from journalists 
and movie executives at the screenings (Horowitz, 2007; Miller, 2007), Warner Bros. 
continued with an advanced screening campaign that targeted wider audiences and 
Batman fans two weeks later (Adler, 2007). On December 14th 2007 the opening 
sequence and extended preview screened to audiences in front of ‘I Am Legend’ at 
IMAX theatres (Horowitz, 2007; Miller, 2007), which generated an intense level of 
excitement and interest in the film amongst Batman fans (Billington, 2007). 
 
The first part of the campaign heavily focused on The Joker, until Heath Ledger’s 
death in January 2008, which prompted rumours in the industry that Warner Bros. 
would refocus the campaign to focus on other characters such as Batman and Harvey 
Dent/Two-Face (Carroll, 2008; Graser & Cohen, 2008). However, industry 
commentators noted that Warner Bros. continued the focus on The Joker as a way of 
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celebrating Heath Ledger’s performance68, “evidenced by everything from billboards 
to action figures to viral-marketing techniques that had the Joker defacing Web sites 
and arranging mysterious meet-ups” (Carroll, 2008). The buzz surrounding ‘TDK’ 
can also be attributed to the death of Heath Ledger, which created an intense level of 
global media attention (i.e. publicity), his strong performance in the film69 and an 
established Batman fan base (McClintock, 2008).  
 
The mainstream campaign for ‘TDK’ utilised a global media blitz that encompassed 
national television commercials, billboard advertising and bus-stop ads (Graser & 
Cohen, 2008). Warner Bros. purchased 2,401 television-advertising units from May 
9, 2008 to July 6, 2008, approximately nine weeks prior to releasing ‘TDK’ 
(NielsenWire, 2008). The advertising represented almost double the 1,287 television-
advertising units purchased from April 3, 2005 to June 3, 2005 in the approximate 
nine weeks leading up to the release of the previous instalment, ‘Batman Begins’ 
(NielsenWire, 2008). The media blitz had consistent brand messages and strong 
visual images. Warner Bros. also engaged several promotional partners including 
Hershey, Nokia, Verizon Wireless, Comcast, Domino’s Pizza, Kmart, General Mills, 
JVC, Toyota and Xbox Live (The Dark Knight, 2009; Thilk, 2008). 
 
The buzz generated prior to the release of ‘TDK’ drove a high level of demand for 
tickets on opening weekend, resulting in a record-breaking box office run, including 
the largest ever domestic opening weekend gross of $158 million (Box Office Mojo, 
2011b). The film ultimately grossed $533 million in North America and $1 billion 
globally during its theatrical run (Box Office Mojo, 2011b). It was the top grossing 
film domestically and internationally of 2008 (Box Office Mojo, 2011b). The strong 
box office performance of ‘TDK’ is also attributed to the heavy repeat visitation by 
cinema audiences, with some averaging three visits per cinema patron (Horn, 2008).  
 
                                                
68 “‘The one thing we don’t have, of course, is Heath here,’ said Charles Roven, one of the film’s producers. ‘But 
when he passed … we felt that the best thing to do – and, in fact, his family supported this completely – was to do 
everything else like we would have.’ ‘I think Heath put so much into the role,’ added Roven’s producing partner, 
Emma Thomas. ‘When you watch the film, you can see that he just inhabited that. And I think he would have 
been very proud of the work that he did, and I think the thing that is most appropriate is to get it out there so that 
as many people can see it as [possible].’ ‘So the campaign is not materially changed,’ Roven agreed. ‘And if 
we’re fortunate enough, we’re hearing also the buzz of an Oscar campaign. We’ll do one if that’s the appropriate 
thing to do, and we’ll do one that we would have done whether he was here or not.’” (Carroll, 2008)  
69 “Box Office observers say ‘The Dark Knight’s’ success was due to Nolan’s ‘Batman Begins’ fan base and the 
buzz over the late Heath Ledger’s performance.” (McClintock, 2008, p.8) 
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5.1.6 Application 6: Explaining why buzz did exist for ‘Avatar’ 
James Cameron’s ‘Avatar’ initially attracted negative buzz and criticism prior to its 
release in 2009, similar to the derision that surrounded ‘Titanic’ in 1997 (Wyatt & 
Vlesmas, 1999). Industry commentators noted that Fox would “do whatever it takes 
to build buzz” (Sperling, 2009b), considering the estimated $380-500 million 
investment into the production and global marketing budget for ‘Avatar’ (Cieply, 
2009; Hampp, 2010). Fox initially began successfully generating buzz over six 
months prior to release through a targeted marketing campaign, which predominately 
focused on James Cameron and sci-fi fans before targeting wider audiences 
(Sperling, 2009b; McClintock, 2009). The studio targeted 6,500 James Cameron and 
sci-fi fans70 at Comic-Con in July 2009 with 25 minutes of footage (Sperling, 2009b; 
White, 2009), and progressed with a global advanced screening campaign two 
months later. ‘Avatar Day’, which featured 16 minutes of footage from the film to 
average moviegoers in 339 cinemas globally for free, generated global buzz71 
(McClintock, 2009; Sperling, 2009a). The $150 million global marketing campaign, 
which positioned the film as a must-see event, also included a global media ad blitz 
(Gray, 2009; Sperling, 2009b; Vary, 2009), as well as co-branding and merchandise 
partnerships with brands such as Coca Cola and McDonald’s, which ultimately 
benefited from the immense buzz72 generated by the film (Boorstin, 2009).  
 
Industry commentators noted that a high level of WOM surrounding the film existed 
across the movie-going population in the lead up to and during its release (Gray, 
2009; Sperling, 2009b; Vary, 2009). For example, approximately 625,000 blog posts 
(0.5% of all blog posts on the Internet) were commenting about ‘Avatar’ within the 
days and hours leading up to and immediately after the film was released. This 
higher level of WOM appeared to be amplified by the contagious spread of messages 
relating to the film amongst audiences. In particular, the teaser trailer, which was 
released August 20th (2009) on Apple’s iTunes Movie Trailers, attracted an estimated 
4 million streams within a twenty-four hour period, the most viewed trailer on the 
                                                
70 “Fox premiered 25 minutes of footage to ravenous sci-fi fans at Comic-Con back in July. (Cameron of course, 
has serious cred with geek contingent thanks to Aliens and the Terminator franchise.)” (Sperling, 2009b) 
71 “James Cameron won’t debut Avatar for nearly four months, but anticipation for his 3-D sci-fi extravaganza is 
already reaching fever pitch. Twentieth Century Fox, not surprisingly, is doing all it can to manage expectations, 
a must considering that the epic is Cameron’s first feature film since 1997’s Titanic won 11 Oscars and became 
the highest-grossing movie of all time.” (Sperling, 2009b) 
72 “Even the world’s largest food chain, McDonald’s is offering Avatar toys and web games at its restaurants 
around the world, growing awareness of the film while also benefiting from its buzz.” (Boorstin, 2009) 
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site ever73 at the time (McClintock, 2009). This contagious behaviour was emulated 
on social media website YouTube as the daily views of the teaser and full-length 
trailers, released in August and October 2009 respectively, rapidly increased within a 
short period of time.  
 
Industry commentators also noted that an intense level of anticipation and excitement 
was building prior to the release of ‘Avatar’ (Boucher, 2009; Cieply, 2009; 
Rottenberg, 2009). Following its release, strong emotional reactions to the themes of 
the film began to proliferate amongst audiences (Bustamante, 2010). A Fox 
representative stated, “We are deeply gratified that so many millions of people 
around the globe have embraced Avatar. The themes of the environment, respecting 
life, and yearning for a peaceful planet have united movie goers worldwide” 
(Bustamante, 2010). Some fans even experienced depression and suicidal thoughts 
because the planet portrayed in the film, ‘Pandora’ is not real (Piazza, 2010). A fan 
forum website called ‘Avatar Forums’ had a thread entitled ‘Ways to cope with the 
depression of the dream of Pandora being intangible’ which attracted thousands of 
posts (Piazza, 2010). Furthermore, the excitement experienced by some moviegoers 
was overwhelming to the point that a 42-year-old Taiwanese man died from a stroke 
likely caused from watching ‘Avatar’ (AFP, 2010; CBS News, 2010).  
 
Positive buzz in combination with increasing critical praise and Golden Globe 
nominations for best drama and director, impacted on advanced ticket sales of 
hundreds of midnight screenings and 400 weekend shows which sold out days in 
advance (Labrecque, 2009). While ‘Avatar’ didn’t achieve record opening weekend 
results similar to ‘TDK’ ($158 million) it obtained $77 million, a success according 
to industry analysts who concurred the film is one audience’s must-see in cinemas 
(Gray, 2009; Sperling, 2009a). Despite the initial conjecture from industry observers 
and critics that predicted a considerable box office failure74 (or ‘flop’) when the film 
                                                
73 20th Century Fox Press Release: “LOS ANGELES, (Friday, August 21st, 2009) – Twentieth Century Fox 
announced today that the AVATAR teaser trailer has become the most-viewed trailer ever on the popular iTunes 
Movie Trailer section of apple.com, which Thursday hosted the long-awaited public first look at writer-director 
James Cameron’s motion picture epic. The teaser registered over four million streams in its first day on the site, 
shattering the previous record of 1.7 million.”  
74 Essentially “Na’vi equals money to News Corp. shareholders. The stock is up 5% since ‘Avatar’ opened and 
12% since reviews first hit the Internet. But go back to the beginning of December, when worries of a bulging 
budget and even thoughts of write-offs subsided on Wall Street—replaced by enthusiasm over a gathering buzz—
and New Corp. stock is up a whopping 20%” (Bond, 2010). 
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was released on December 18, 2009 (Cieply, 2009a; Levin, 2009; Yarow, 2009), 
within 37 days ‘Avatar’ became the highest grossing film worldwide in history 
amassing $1.859 billion, $16 million more than ‘Titanic’s $1.843 billion in 1997 
(Brown, 2010; Sperling, 2010; Rosenberg, 2010a; Rosenberg. 2010b). Following the 
success of the film in China, the government renamed a mountain to ‘Avatar 
Hallelujah Mountain’ (Reuters, 2010). The film ultimately accumulated $2.78 billion 
globally across 238 days of theatrical release (Box Office Mojo, 2011c). The strong 
box office performance of ‘Avatar’, apart from buzz was further impacted through a 
combination of a wide holiday release (i.e. successive weekends in peak holiday 
season) and higher prices for 3-D screenings, resulting in the film achieving $1 
billion globally within only 17 days of release (Vary, 2010). 
 
Following the release of the film in December 2009 the strong emotional reactions of 
audiences to the films themes of peace, protecting the environment and respecting 
life (Bustamante, 2010), spurred the rapid diffusion of positive WOM across the rest 
of the movie-going population. As the strong emotional reactions of early audiences 
disseminated rapidly after the initial release of ‘Avatar’ the tipping point was reached 
and positive WOM exploded across the movie-going population. This also 
sufficiently explains why a high level of positive WOM continued for many weeks 
after the release of ‘Avatar’. This sentiment is echoed by James Cameron’s theory on 
the ‘sharing phenomenon’ amongst moviegoers. He stated: 
 
“You have to have great word of mouth, and I think the thing that really 
propelled Titanic to its success and is propelling Avatar to its success is what 
I call the sharing phenomenon. People see the film, they can’t describe the 
experiences they’ve had, but they want to broker that experience for someone 
else. They want to be the gatekeeper of that experience for someone else. So 
they’ll convince someone else to go, and then they’ll accompany them to go. 
So it’s the sharing where they’re actually taking someone to the movies, and 
we feel that when you discover something and you want to share it with your 
friends. So I think that this film is working out in that sense” – James 
Cameron on ‘Avatar’ (Bertsche, 2010). 
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5.2 Research outcomes of this thesis 
 
5.2.1 Research outcome 1 
 
Research Question 1: Do word-of-mouth, contagion and emotion interrelate to 
form buzz? 
The empirical evidence indicates that buzz begins with a new product that is buzz-
worthy: it can stimulate genuine and substantial interest amongst target consumers. 
As consumers learn more about the new product and discuss it within their social 
circles and networks, their level of interest increases and they begin to become 
excited. Thus their desire for the new product increases and they become 
increasingly engaged with it, their emotional reaction intensifies ultimately to such a 
high level of anticipation and excitement that the buzz that they create within their 
social networks begins to rapidly disseminate beyond their personal networks into 
the wider population at large. In other words the buzz becomes contagious because 
the pent up enthusiasm and excitement becomes infectious like a virus. This is 
emotional contagion. It is the contagious effect of buzz that takes the positive WOM 
out of individual networks and into the collective mass population, and emotion is 
the underlying catalyst that drives WOM to a contagious level. So the end result is a 
type of social contagion whereby the buzz that has been created intensifies to such an 
enormous level that almost everyone in the population wants this new product. 
 
In conclusion, buzz is argued to be an enormous sense of anticipation and excitement 
for a new product that builds from a groundswell of interest and spreads like a virus 
amongst consumers. Buzz is a very fluid phenomenon because it acts like a virus and 
at a certain tipping point, like a virus it can become highly contagious and rapidly 
disseminate amongst consumers. The empirical evidence demonstrates that buzz 
creates urgency and drives a very strong consumer desire for a new product. This 
relationship between buzz and urgency indicates that buzz has a strong effect in 
driving an extremely high level of demand for a new product prior to release. Based 
on the empirical evidence it can be concluded that buzz has an enormous value in 
driving the market success of a new product, specifically a buzz-worthy product. 
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5.2.2 Research outcome 2 
 
Research Question 2: Why do some new products develop buzz and others don’t? 
The empirical evidence indicates that creating buzz is not simply about engaging 
consumers in a conversation about a new product because every new product can 
generate WOM, but not every new product can actually generate buzz. For buzz to 
be created, marketers must have a buzz-worthy product that is capable of stimulating 
genuine interest, anticipation and excitement for a substantial mass of consumers. 
Essentially marketers are not capable of creating buzz on a product that is not buzz-
worthy to begin with. For buzz-worthy products, buzz is co-created by consumers 
and marketers in a very fluid process. During this fluid process, marketers can quite 
literally ‘engineer’ the social phenomenon (not always successfully) by utilising a 
strategic marketing management approach to facilitate and optimise the buzz. 
 
Marketers can increase “the heat” (i.e. interest, excitement and anticipation) on buzz-
worthy products and facilitate (i.e. influence) the creation of buzz through effective 
positioning and promotional strategies as well as an effective distribution strategy. 
Specifically, the promotional strategy must target the right gatekeepers and create a 
campaign that caters for obsessive individuals who want to be immersed in a deep 
level of information about the new product. The promotional strategy must leverage 
appropriate communications channels and platforms to enable these gatekeepers to 
effectively spread the word to others in the population, particularly those who are 
moderately or less involved and are susceptible to engaging in buzz. Furthermore, 
the promotional content must provoke the target consumers emotionally and thus 
stimulate them into spreading their contagious excitement and anticipation, as well as 
positive word-of-mouth about the new product, across their social networks. 
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5.3 Original contributions to the body of knowledge 
This thesis argues that existing scholarly research on buzz is limited. In particular, 
Chapter 1: Introduction and Chapter 2: Literature Review argued that scholarly 
understanding of what buzz is and how marketers can create it is inadequate. This 
thesis offers a deeper understanding of buzz through the context of a study of the 
phenomena within the motion picture industry, informed by valuable insights from 
key experts who have launched some of the most successful movies in box office 
history. As such, the key outcomes of this thesis have provided several contributions 
to marketing theory and existing scholarly understanding of the buzz phenomenon. 
 
Contribution 1: Advancing marketing theory by developing a conceptualisation of 
buzz through social contagion theory 
Firstly, this thesis advances marketing theory by developing a conceptualisation of 
buzz through social contagion theory. This is a significant contribution to marketing 
theory because the literature review determined that current academic research fails 
to comprehensively explain what buzz is. Specifically, limited scholarly research 
examines whether the theorised constructs of WOM, contagion and emotion actually 
form to create the emergent phenomenon of buzz. Based on the empirical findings, 
this thesis developed a new definition of buzz that comprehensively explains the 
phenomenon and provides a more clear and holistic narrative that explains how it is 
arguably a form of social contagion. 
 
Contribution 2: Advancing marketing theory by developing an understanding of 
how buzz is conceptually distinct from the related concept of word-of-mouth 
Secondly, this thesis advances marketing theory by empirically examining how buzz 
is conceptually distinct from the related concept of WOM. This thesis concluded that 
at a conceptual level buzz and WOM are distinct but related because WOM does 
form part of the buzz around new products. This is a significant contribution to 
marketing theory because the literature review determined that existing scholarly 
research on buzz is limited primarily due to the lack of conceptual distinction of buzz 
from the arguably related concept of WOM (Houston et al., 2008).  
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Contribution 3: Advancing scholarly understanding about how marketers can 
successfully influence the creation of buzz through strategic marketing 
Thirdly, this thesis advances marketing theory by developing a clear understanding 
about how marketers can influence the creation of buzz. This thesis concluded that 
through using a strategic marketing management approach (i.e. targeting and 
effective positioning, promotional and distribution strategies), marketers are able to 
facilitate buzz on buzz-worthy products. This is a significant contribution the 
scholarly understanding of buzz because the literature review determined that 
existing scholarly research on buzz argues that marketers can create buzz through 
spreading positive WOM and engaging consumers in a conversation about a new 
product (Ahuja et al., 2007; Carl, 2006; Niederhoffer et al., 2007; Rosen, 2009). 
However, simply engaging consumers in a conversation fails to account for how 
Hollywood studios are able to stimulate widespread anticipation, interest and 
excitement amongst moviegoers and thereby create buzz prior to the release of films.  
 
Contribution 4: Advancing scholarly understanding about the effects of buzz on 
the rapid diffusion of new products 
Finally, it is argued that this thesis contributes to advancing scholarly understanding 
of the effects of buzz on accelerated diffusion and the market success of a new 
product. This is important because in Chapter 1: Introduction it was argued that 
certain phenomena are reproduced and diffused more than others (Berger, 2008; Fog, 
1999), and that buzz is theorised to be a key driver of this phenomenon because it is 
“thought to give ‘life’ to a new product and energize its acceptance by a system of 
consumers” (Houston, Hennig-Thurau, Spann & Skiera, 2008. p.52). Furthermore, 
Dye (2000) argues that buzz can rapidly accelerate consumer demand for new 
products. Yet, Houston et al., (2008) argues that existing social scientific research on 
“buzz is rare and does not reveal much regarding the effects of buzz on the market 
success” of a new product (p.52). The empirical evidence in this thesis demonstrates 
that buzz creates urgency and drives a very strong desire amongst consumers for a 
new product. This relationship between buzz and urgency indicates that buzz has a 
considerable effect in driving an extremely high level of demand for a new product 
prior to release. This thesis concluded that buzz has an enormous value in driving the 
market success of a new product, specifically a buzz-worthy product. 
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5.4 Implications for marketers 
It is evident from the insights provided by senior film distribution executives and 
marketers that studios tend to focus on targeting opinion leaders and highly involved 
moviegoers to build anticipation and facilitate the spread of buzz. Yet the empirical 
evidence from moviegoers suggests that varying levels of audience involvement exist 
when buzz is created across the movie-going population. Specifically, moviegoers 
experienced a high, moderate or limited level of involvement with particular buzz-
worthy films. This differing involvement captures the difference in the social and 
emotional contagion that occurs when buzz is created around a particular film. This 
key finding highlights how studios and marketers could accelerate or better facilitate 
the creation of buzz by also developing a targeted campaign involving moderately or 
minimally involved moviegoers (i.e. the secondary market). 
 
High Involvement Moviegoers: are highly contagious individuals who have a strong 
want or desire to share their excitement and experience with other people they know. 
When films are released they feel a strong sense of anticipation and they have a need 
to share their excitement with everyone they know through whatever 
communications method is available. They actively seek to influence other people to 
get them as excited and as interested as they are about seeing the film. They typically 
experience intense levels of emotion before and after seeing the film. 
 
Medium Involvement Moviegoers: become contagious when their own anticipation 
and interest in seeing a film intensifies and through exposure to the emotional 
reactions of other people. Unlike highly involved people they mainly share their 
excitement and engage in conversations about the film with specific people. The 
excitement of others reinforces their anticipation and interest in seeing the film. They 
typically feel less intense emotions after seeing the film. 
 
Low Involvement Moviegoers: become contagious and engage in more frequent 
conversations when everyone else is talking about the film or when the film itself is 
discussion provoking and they want to spark further conversation. They seek to share 
their experiences and engage in conversations about the film with specific people. 
The excitement of others can reinforce their anticipation and interest in seeing it. 
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Furthermore, the insights provided by moviegoers suggest that online consumer-
driven communication platforms (i.e. social media) enhance buzz, particularly in the 
spread of emotion and WOM amongst the movie-going population. Specifically, as 
interest and anticipation intensifies a person’s want or need to discuss a film with 
other people increases and in doing so they will use a combination of social media, 
mobile technology and email to spread messages and engage other people across 
their networks or to specific people in discussions about certain films. For example, 
when anticipation and interest intensifies, people who are highly involved seek a 
combination of social media and mobile technology to easily spread messages to 
everyone they know. Through diffusing the message across different networks a high 
involvement person seeks to engage in discussions with other people who are also 
interested in the film. As the interest and anticipation of people who are either 
moderately or less involved intensifies and exposure to messages from other people 
about a film increases, they use social media and email to spread messages to 
specific people (certain networks) about the film. 
 
These key findings highlight how studios and marketers could accelerate or facilitate 
the creation of buzz by developing a targeted campaign that incorporates elements 
that can be easily shared consumer-to-consumer across a range of platforms, such as 
social media, mobile technology and email. 
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5.5 Thesis limitations 
This thesis derived a deeper understanding of buzz through an exploratory research 
approach. Despite the inherent limitations of qualitative research, this approach was 
highly suitable to ensure that intricate details about the phenomenon were attained, 
which according to Strauss & Corbin (1998) is “difficult to extract or learn about 
through more conventional research methods” such as quantitative research (p.11). 
Several measures were adopted to address the limitations of the qualitative approach. 
 
Firstly, to address the inability of qualitative research to deliver generalisable data 
due to the use of non-representative and smaller samples (Miles, 1979; McQuarrie & 
McIntyre, 1998), an in-depth examination on buzz beyond the context of the motion 
picture industry is outlined in Chapter 1: Introduction. This discussion determined 
that the buzz for a film is analogous to the buzz that exists for new products in other 
industries such as consumer electronics, fast-moving consumable goods and other 
forms of entertainment. Furthermore, this thesis triangulated data through collecting 
from multiple sources of evidence, including moviegoers (i.e. first data source) and 
senior film distribution executives and marketers (i.e. second data source). As such, 
this thesis built credibility through using multiple sources of evidence to derive a 
deeper understanding of the buzz phenomenon. Secondly, to address the concern that 
qualitative research is a highly interpretive and subjective form of research (Hair et 
al., 2003), a comprehensive explanation of the decisions made during data collection 
and analysis is detailed in Chapter 3: Research Method. 
 
Finally, as the in-depth interview technique concentrates on deriving an informant’s 
experience with and understanding of the topic of interest, an investigators awareness 
of the context underpinning this understanding is potentially diminished (Miller & 
Crabtree, 2004). This did not occur because senior film distribution executives and 
marketers representing the major Hollywood studios (i.e. experts in creating buzz on 
numerous marketing campaigns for films every year) were interviewed. Thus, this 
thesis has gained a valuable insight into the Hollywood corporate cultural context. 
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5.6 Implications for further research  
Research is suggested in several key areas:  
 
Recommendation #1: Developing an operational model of buzz 
Firstly, further academic research needs to focus on developing an operational model 
that builds off the conceptual work detailed in this thesis, i.e. the interrelationship 
between WOM, contagion and emotion in forming buzz as well as the influence of 
marketers on this process. 
 
Recommendation #2: Generalising the characteristics of a buzz-worthy product 
Secondly, further academic research needs to focus on generalising the three product 
characteristics that contribute to it being a buzz-worthy product, specifically: an 
underlying genuine and substantial interest in the product; an ability to ignite a 
strong or intense anticipation for the product (i.e. strong desire to have the product); 
and, the ability to connect emotionally or resonate with consumers. 
 
Recommendation #3: Empirical examination of key outcomes in other contexts 
Thirdly, further academic research needs to focus on empirically examining the key 
outcomes of this thesis for other buzz-worthy products, in particular consumer 
electronics such as the Apple iPod, iPhone and iPad, novels such as the Harry Potter 
series, and video games such as Halo. 
 
Recommendation #4: Is there any connection between optimal buzz and tapping 
into the zeitgeist? 
Finally, whilst undertaking this study, the researcher began to contemplate if in the 
case of the extreme buzz so obviously surrounding the intensity of mass appeal of 
cultural phenomena such as ‘GWTW’, ‘TDK’, ‘Avatar’, Apple’s iPhone or the Harry 
Potter novels, whether there might be deeper undercurrents in-play that propel 
certain new products to stratospheric levels of commercial and cultural popularity. In 
other words, do certain new products (that retrospectively fit this profile) tap into an 
unknown factor that supercharges their popularity? For instance, the researcher 
considered arguing that ‘TDK’ released in July 2008 ‘tapped’ into the zeitgeist in the 
same way that ‘GWTW’ did eight decades previously. The underlying theme and 
sub-text of ‘TDK’ was fear of terrorism, clearly evident when the Joker places 
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explosives on two ferries, one carrying members of the public and the other jail 
inmates and then gives each boat the choice to blow the other up before midnight in 
order to survive. This film was released in an election year when fearful Americans 
voted for change in the post 9-11 era. ‘TDK’ played out those kinds of fears on-
screen and demonstrated that ultimately good would prevail over evil. ‘TDK’ served 
as a psychological pressure-release valve by tapping our darkest fears permeating the 
zeitgeist. Cinema became a substitute for the real horrors of terrorism and war. 
 
The zeitgeist is also evident in the buzz surrounding the 2012 release of ‘The Dark 
Knight Rises’ (TDKR)75, the sequel to ‘TDK’. Industry commentators (from The 
Wall Street Journal, The Hollywood Reporter and Entertainment Weekly) note 
specific aspects of the ‘TDKR’ trailer that thematically tie into the current zeitgeist, 
in particular the class disenfranchisement76 and income inequality77 (i.e. The Occupy 
Movement) currently sweeping America (Borys, 2011; Dougherty, 2011; Jensen, 
2011). In particular, the trailer features Anne Hathaway’s Selina Kyle – a.k.a. 
Catwoman – hissing “a line into the ear of fat-cat playboy Bruce Wayne (Christian 
Bale) that suggests she’s been spending time with the unhappy campers at Occupy: 
Gotham City. ‘You think this is going to last. There’s a storm coming, Mr. Wayne. 
You and your friends better batten down the hatches because when it hits, you’re all 
going to wonder how you ever thought how you could live so large and leave so little 
for the rest of us.’” (Jensen, 2011) These thematic links highlight the prospect of 
‘TDKR’ being a politically charged blockbuster, released about a month prior to the 
Republican and Democratic national conventions (Jensen, 2011). This direction was 
not pursued because it was beyond the scope of this thesis and it is recommended 
that this proposition be tested through additional research. 
 
 
 
 
                                                
75 Franich (2011b): “2008’s The Dark Knight was a once-in-a-decade zeitgeist sensation – the rare movie that 
people actually wanted to see more than once – and expectations are sky-high for next year’s Dark Knight Rises.” 
76 “The most interesting aspect is Catwoman’s very timely, very America Now speech and accompanying images 
that thematically ties into the class disenfranchisement that is currently cresting about the country.” (Borys, 2011) 
– The Hollywood Reporter  
77 “In addition to the morally ambiguous Catwoman and the enhanced strongman Bane, it appears the new 
Batman movie will tackle income inequality…” (Dougherty, 2011) – The Wall Street Journal 
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Appendices  
 
Appendix 1 Hollywood Studio Marketing Expenditure 
 
Table 29 Major studios total marketing expenditure from 1998-2007 
Year Major Studio Total Marketing Expenditure (Advertising & Prints) Difference from prior year 
2007 $3.734 Billion 5.16% 
2006 $3.541 Billion  1.15% 
2005 $3.5 Billion 5.71% 
2004 $3.3 Billion 0.09% 
2003 $3.297 Billion  6.36% 
2002 $3.087 Billion  15.58% 
2001 $2.606 Billion  19.41% 
2000 $2.1 Billion  4.76% 
1999 $2 Billion 10% 
1998 $1.8 Billion N.A. 
[Sources: Galloway, 2002; Galloway, 2007; MPAA, 2007a; MPAA, 2008; Marich, 2009] 
 
 
Table 30 The average marketing expenditure for a new feature film (in millions) 
 MPAA Member Company78 MPAA Subsidiary/Affiliate79 
 Print Advertising  Total P&A  Print Advertising Total P&A 
2007 $3.70 $32.17 $35.87 $2.50 $22.97 $25.47 
2006 $3.82 $30.71 $34.53 $2.09 $15.74 $17.83 
2005 $3.83 $32.36 $36.19 $1.85 $13.31 $15.16 
2004 $3.75 $30.61 $34.36 $1.29 $10.13 $11.42 
2003 $4.21 $34.84 $39.05 $1.89 $13.25 $15.14 
2002 $3.31 $27.31 $30.62 $1.62 $10.96 $12.58 
2001 $3.73 $27.28 $31.01 $1.21 $8.29 $9.50 
2000 $3.30 $24.00 $27.30 $0.75 $8.96 $9.71 
1999 $3.13 $21.40 $24.53 $0.78 $5.74 $6.52 
1998 $3.25 $22.07 $25.32 $0.62 $4.86 $5.48 
1997 $3.017 $19.244 $22.260 - - - 
1996 $2.630 $17.209 $19.838 - - - 
1995 $2.354 $15.383 $17.737 - - - 
1994 $2.190 $13.871 $16.060 - - - 
1993 $1.940 $12.125 $14.066 - - - 
1992 $1.971 $11.485 $13.456 - - - 
1991 $1.654 $10.410 $12.064 - - - 
1990 $1.726 $10.241 $11.967 - - - 
1989 $1.436 $7.812 $9.248 - - - 
1988 $1.391 $7.118 $8.509 - - - 
1987 $1.392 $6.865 $8.257 - - - 
1986 $1.238 $5.435 $6.673 - - - 
1985 $1.213 $5.241 $6.454 - - - 
1984 $1.288 $5.363 $6.651 - - - 
1983 $1.023 $4.182 $5.205 - - - 
1982 $0.876 $4.060 $4.936 - - - 
1981 $0.866 $3.541 $4.407 - - - 
1980 $0.785 $3.544 $4.329 - - - 
[Source: MPA, US Economic Reviews, 1997; MPA, US Entertainment Industry, Market Statistics, 2002; MPAA 
2007 Entertainment Industry Market Statistics, p.15]  
 
                                                
78 MPAA member companies include all major Hollywood studios including Warner Bros, Paramount Pictures, 
20th Century Fox, NBC Universal, Sony Pictures (Columbia) and Walt Disney Studios (MPAA, 2009).  
79 MPAA subsidiary (or affiliate) members include major studio classic or specialty divisions including Fox 
Searchlight, Miramax, New Line and Sony Pictures Classics (MPAA, 2007).  
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Appendix 2 Critical evaluation of explanations of how buzz is conceptualised 
A theoretical application of the twelve explanations of buzz to motion pictures that have successfully 
attained buzz, detailed below in Table 31, illustrates an overall inability of literature to adequately 
explain what the concept is. Through theoretically applying each explanation to the buzz that 
surrounded ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, it was evident that no explanation could 
comprehensively explain buzz, as demonstrated by the key weaknesses identified below in Table 31. 
 
Table 31 A theoretical application of definitions to motion pictures with buzz 
Explanation of 
what buzz is 
Application of the explanation 
to motion pictures with buzz 
Key weakness as an explanation of what buzz is 
#1. Buzz is online 
WOM 
While online WOM was 
evident in the buzz surrounding 
‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, it 
was not evident in the buzz 
surrounding ‘GWTW’. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but it cannot account for the offline WOM, 
dissemination of WOM (i.e. contagion), excitement, 
interest or anticipation that also existed. Furthermore 
‘GWTW’ was released in the pre-Internet era, so online 
WOM did not exist and thereby cannot explain the buzz 
that existed. 
#2. Buzz is 
authentic WOM 
An authentic WOM that was 
created by audiences was 
evident in the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’. 
This does account for part of the buzz that was created 
around these films, but it cannot account for the 
excitement, interest, anticipation, or dissemination of 
WOM (i.e. contagion) that also existed. 
#3. Buzz is WOM 
influenced by 
marketers 
WOM that was influenced by 
marketers (i.e. studios) was 
evident in the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’. 
This accounts for part of the buzz that was created 
around these films, but it cannot account for the 
excitement, interest, anticipation, or dissemination of 
WOM (i.e. contagion) that also existed. 
#4. Buzz is WOM WOM was evident in the buzz 
surrounding ‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, 
‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. 
This accounts for part of the buzz that was created 
around these films, but it cannot account for the 
excitement, interest, anticipation, or dissemination of 
WOM (i.e. contagion) that also existed. 
#5. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
WOM 
WOM appeared to be part of 
the buzz surrounding ‘GWTW’, 
'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, not 
a precursor to buzz. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but WOM appeared to be part of the buzz, 
not a precursor to it. This also cannot explain the 
dissemination of WOM, excitement, interest or 
anticipation that also existed. 
#6. Buzz is 
contagious WOM 
Contagious WOM was evident 
in the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but it cannot account for the excitement, 
interest or anticipation that also existed. 
#7. Buzz is 
contagious online 
WOM 
While contagious online WOM 
was evident in the buzz 
surrounding 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’, it was not evident in 
the buzz surrounding ‘GWTW’. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but it cannot account for the offline WOM, 
excitement, interest or anticipation that also existed. 
Furthermore ‘GWTW’ was released in the pre-Internet 
era, so online WOM did not exist. 
#8. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
contagious WOM 
Contagious WOM appeared to 
be part of the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’, not a precursor to 
buzz. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but contagious WOM appeared to be part of 
the buzz, not a precursor to it. This also cannot explain 
the excitement, interest or anticipation that also existed. 
#9. Buzz is 
WOM, which 
generates 
contagious 
demand for a 
product 
WOM and contagious demand 
for the product (i.e. tickets) was 
evident in the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’. 
This does reflect part of the buzz that was created around 
these films, but it cannot account for the excitement, 
interest, anticipation or dissemination of WOM (i.e. 
contagion) that also existed. The buzz that was created 
around these films did stimulate a high level of demand 
for tickets amongst audiences. 
#10. Buzz is 
WOM generated 
by consumer 
excitement and 
interest 
WOM, excitement and interest 
were evident in buzz 
surrounding ‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, 
‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. However, 
the excitement and interest 
appeared to be part of the buzz 
and not precursors to the WOM 
that also existed in the buzz. 
This does reflect the WOM and some emotional traits 
evident in the buzz that was created around these films, 
but it doesn’t account for the dissemination of WOM 
(i.e. contagion) or anticipation that also existed. 
Furthermore, the excitement and interest appeared to be 
part of buzz that was created around these films, not 
precursors to WOM. 
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Explanation of 
what buzz is 
Application of the explanation 
to motion pictures with buzz 
Key weakness as an explanation of what buzz is 
#11. Buzz is 
excited WOM 
Excited WOM was evident in 
the buzz surrounding ‘GWTW’, 
'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. 
This does reflect the WOM and some emotional traits 
evident in the buzz that was created around these films. 
However, this doesn’t account for the dissemination (i.e. 
contagion) of these traits that existed in the buzz that was 
created around these films. Furthermore ‘excited WOM’ 
cannot explain the interest or anticipation that also 
existed. 
#12. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
contagious 
WOM, which 
expresses 
anticipatory 
emotion 
Contagious WOM and 
anticipatory emotion were 
evident in the buzz surrounding 
‘GWTW’, 'BWP’, ‘TDK’ and 
‘Avatar’.  
WOM, emotion and contagion were all evident in the 
buzz that was created around these films. However, the 
anticipatory emotions (i.e. excitement and interest) 
appeared to be part of the buzz not a precursor to the 
contagious WOM that was also part of the buzz. 
[Sources: Based on observations of the phenomena surrounding ‘Gone With The Wind’, ‘The Blair Witch 
Project’, ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Avatar’ as compiled by the author in Chapter 2 above, from reports by motion 
picture industry analysts, commentators and studio executives] 
 
 
Explanations #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5 [WOM]: While WOM does account for part of the buzz that was 
created around ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, it fails to account for the contagious (i.e. 
contagious WOM) and emotional traits (i.e. excitement, interest and anticipation) evident in buzz. 
Furthermore, WOM appeared to be part of the buzz that surrounded each film, not a precursor to it.  
 
Explanations #6, #7, #8 and #9 [WOM and Contagion]: While contagious WOM does account for 
part of the buzz that was created around ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, it fails to account for 
the emotional traits (i.e. excitement, interest and anticipation) evident in buzz. Furthermore, 
contagious WOM appeared to be part of the buzz that surrounded each film, not a precursor to it.  
 
Explanations #10 and #11 [WOM and Emotion]: While WOM, excitement and interest does 
account for part of the buzz that was created around ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’, it fails to 
account for the contagious and anticipatory traits evident in buzz. Furthermore, excitement and 
interest appeared to be part of the buzz that surrounded each film, not precursors to the WOM that 
also existed.   
 
Explanation #12 [WOM, Contagion and Emotion]: WOM, emotion and contagion were all evident 
in the buzz that was created around ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. However, the anticipatory 
emotions appeared to be part of the buzz not a precursor to the contagious WOM that also existed. 
Furthermore, contagious WOM appeared to be part of the buzz that surrounded each film, not a 
precursor to it. 
 
In sum, it is apparent that no definition in literature can comprehensively account for the buzz that 
surrounded ‘GWTW’, ‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’. It can be theorised from an examination of existing 
definitions and observations of the phenomenon in the motion picture industry that buzz appears to be 
comprised of WOM, contagion and emotion (i.e. excitement, interest and anticipation), which operate 
concurrently. In validating this notion a theoretical application of the twelve explanations of buzz to 
motion pictures that have failed to attain buzz (i.e. nearly or no buzz), detailed below in Table 32, was 
undertaken. However, the theoretical application determined that each explanation does explain part 
of the phenomena that surrounded ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John 
Carter’, rather than failing to explain or account for any of the phenomena. 
 
 
Table 32 A theoretical application of definitions to motion pictures with no buzz 
Explanation of 
what buzz is 
Application of the explanation to 
motion pictures with no ‘buzz’ 
Key weakness as an explanation of what buzz is 
#1. Buzz is online 
WOM 
Online WOM was evident around the 
launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green 
Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and 
‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is online WOM, then why does it explain the 
phenomena that existed around films with nearly 
or no buzz? 
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Explanation of 
what buzz is 
Application of the explanation to 
motion pictures with no ‘buzz’ 
Key weakness as an explanation of what buzz is 
#2. Buzz is 
authentic WOM 
An authentic WOM that was created 
by audiences was evident around the 
launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green 
Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and 
‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is authentic WOM, then why does it explain the 
phenomena that existed around films with nearly 
or no buzz? 
#3. Buzz is WOM 
influenced by 
marketers 
WOM that was influenced by 
marketers (i.e. studios) was evident 
around the launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, 
‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ 
and ‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is WOM influenced by marketers, then why does it 
explain the phenomena that existed around films 
with nearly or no buzz? 
#4. Buzz is WOM WOM was evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars 
Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is WOM, then why does it explain the phenomena 
that existed around films with nearly or no buzz? 
#5. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
WOM 
WOM was evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars 
Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is an outcome of WOM, then why does it explain 
the phenomena that existed around films with 
nearly or no buzz? 
#6. Buzz is 
contagious WOM 
While contagious WOM was 
somewhat evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’ and ‘Green Lantern’, it 
was not evident around the launch of 
‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John 
Carter’.  
This does reflect part of the phenomena that 
existed around films with nearly buzz, but the 
contagious WOM only existed within a limited 
audience. Furthermore, while WOM did exist 
around films with no buzz, it was not contagious 
(i.e. widespread). 
#7. Buzz is 
contagious online 
WOM 
While contagious online WOM was 
somewhat evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’ and ‘Green Lantern’, it 
was not evident around the launch of 
‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John 
Carter’. 
This does reflect part of the phenomena that 
existed around films with nearly buzz, but the 
contagious online WOM only existed within a 
limited audience. Furthermore, while WOM did 
exist around films with no buzz, it was not 
contagious (i.e. widespread) online. 
#8. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
contagious WOM 
While contagious WOM was 
somewhat evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’ and ‘Green Lantern’, it 
was not evident around the launch of 
‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John 
Carter’. 
This does reflect part of the phenomena that 
existed around films with nearly buzz, but the 
contagious WOM only existed within a limited 
audience. Furthermore, while WOM did exist 
around films with no buzz, it was not contagious 
(i.e. widespread). 
#9. Buzz is 
WOM, which 
generates 
contagious 
demand for a 
product 
While WOM was evident around the 
launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green 
Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and 
‘John Carter’, demand was only 
evident within limited audiences. 
This does reflect the WOM evident in the 
phenomena that existed around these films. If buzz 
is WOM, then why does it explain the phenomena 
that existed around films with nearly or no buzz? 
Furthermore, the demand for tickets amongst 
audiences was limited. 
#10. Buzz is 
WOM generated 
by consumer 
excitement and 
interest 
WOM, excitement and interest was 
somewhat evident around the launch 
of ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars 
Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’. 
However, the excitement and interest 
levels amongst audiences were tepid 
and limited. 
This does somewhat reflect the WOM, excitement 
and interest evident in the phenomena that existed 
around these films. If buzz is WOM generated why 
consumer excitement and interest, then why does it 
explain the phenomena that existed around films 
with nearly or no buzz? 
#11. Buzz is 
excited WOM 
Excited WOM was somewhat evident 
around the launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, 
‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ 
and ‘John Carter’. 
This does somewhat reflect the phenomena that 
existed around these films, but the excited WOM 
that existed was very limited amongst audiences. If 
buzz is excited WOM, then why does it explain the 
phenomena that existed around films with nearly 
or no buzz?  
#12. Buzz is an 
outcome of 
contagious 
WOM, which 
expresses 
anticipatory 
emotion 
Contagious WOM and anticipatory 
emotions were somewhat evident 
around the launch of ‘Kick-Ass’, 
‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ 
and ‘John Carter’. 
This does reflect part of the phenomena that 
existed around films with nearly buzz, but the 
contagious WOM and anticipatory emotion only 
existed within a limited audience. Furthermore, 
while WOM did exist around films with no buzz, it 
was not contagious, and anticipatory emotions only 
existed within a limited audience 
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[Sources: Based on observations of the phenomena surrounding ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs 
Moms’ and ‘John Carter’ as compiled by the author in Chapter 2 above, from reports by motion picture industry 
analysts, commentators and studio executives] 
 
Explanations #1, #2, #3, #4 and #5 [WOM]: While literature argues that buzz is WOM (Carl, 2006; 
Liu, 2006; Rosen, 2009), WOM is still evident in the phenomena that existed around ‘Kick-Ass’, 
‘Green Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’, films that attained nearly or no buzz. If buzz 
is WOM, why does WOM exist around films that have failed to attain buzz?  
 
Explanations #6, #7, #8 and #9 [WOM and Contagion]: Contagious WOM is somewhat evident, 
within a limited audience, in the phenomena that existed around films with nearly buzz, i.e. ‘Kick-Ass’ 
and ‘Green Lantern’. Conversely, contagious WOM was not evident in the phenomena that existed 
around films with no buzz, i.e. ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’. Furthermore, while demand 
for tickets did exist around the films with nearly or no buzz, it was not contagious.  
 
Explanations #10 and #11 [WOM and Emotion]: WOM, excitement and interest is somewhat 
evident, primarily within a limited audience, in the phenomena that existed around ‘Kick-Ass’, ‘Green 
Lantern’, ‘Mars Needs Moms’ and ‘John Carter’. If buzz is WOM generated by consumer excitement 
and interest or an excited WOM, why does it exist around films that have failed to attain buzz? 
 
Explanation #12 [WOM, Contagion and Emotion]: Contagious WOM and anticipatory emotions 
were evident in the phenomena that existed around films with nearly buzz, but only within a limited 
audience. Conversely, it was evident that films with no buzz had no contagious WOM and attained 
some anticipatory emotions, but only within a limited audience.  
 
In sum, while it can be theoretically argued that buzz appears to be comprised of WOM, contagion 
and emotion (i.e. excitement, interest and anticipation), which operate concurrently, it is evident that 
both WOM and emotion also explain the phenomena that surrounds films with nearly or no buzz. If 
so, the question that arises is, why do definitions of buzz also explain, to some extent, the phenomena 
surrounding films that have failed to attain buzz? A root-case analysis was undertaken to determine 
the underpinning rationale and theoretical basis currently employed in marketing literature for 
explaining and understanding what buzz is. 
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Appendix 3 Examining the use of the word buzz in literature 
 
Analysing the use of the term ‘buzz’ in literature 
A rigorous review of literature identified twenty-one varying definitions of buzz. A critical analysis of 
each definition is outlined below in Table 33. Table 33 details each definition, the main points of each 
definition, each definition’s key explanation of what buzz is, and each definition’s key weaknesses in 
defining buzz. 
 
Table 33 A Critical Examination of ‘Buzz’ Definitions 
# Definition of ‘buzz’ Key explanation of ‘buzz’ Key weaknesses as an explanation 
1 “The talk on the street regarding 
a film in progress. This early 
awareness of a film’s initial and 
hopefully favourable ‘buzz’ is 
considered critical to its 
subsequent box office 
performance. Creating this 
favourable ‘buzz’ is so important 
that publicists are hired for 
certain movies primarily to 
generate such positive 
preliminary impressions.” 
(Cones, 1992, p.66) 
1) Buzz is WOM 
2) Buzz involves conversations 
between people regarding a film 
before it’s release 
3) Buzz directly impacts demand 
Explains that buzz is the same 
as WOM (i.e. Buzz is WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is 
either an outcome of WOM or 
another type of WOM. It also 
fails to account for the 
contagious and emotional 
characteristics observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
2 “Explosive self-generating 
consumer demand.” 
(Dye, 2000, p.140) 
1) Buzz is contagious  
2) Buzz involves spontaneous 
(i.e. self-generating) widespread 
(i.e. explosive) demand for a 
product amongst consumers 
Explains that buzz is a type of 
WOM, which generates 
contagious demand for a 
product. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is 
WOM or an outcome of WOM. It 
also fails to account for the 
WOM and emotional 
characteristics observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
3 “By orchestrating a tsunami of 
chatter, marketers are hoping to 
replicate the pattern set by such 
overnight sensations as 
independent film The Blair Witch 
Project, the Harry Potter book 
series, and Razor kick scooters. 
In each case, buzz that seemed to 
come from out of nowhere 
transformed what otherwise 
would have been a niche product 
into a mass phenomenon.” 
(Khermouch & Green, 2001) 
1)	  Buzz is a high volume of 
WOM 
2) Buzz is contagious 
3) Buzz transforms products into 
mass phenomena 
4) Buzz increases demand in a 
short period of time 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious WOM (i.e. Buzz is a 
type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM, or is the same 
as WOM. It also fails to account 
for the emotional characteristic 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
4 “Buzz has been around for as 
long as people have shared ideas. 
It is the word-of-mouth effect, the 
transfer of information through 
social networks. And it can 
happen spontaneously–without a 
nudge from a marketer or anyone 
else.” (Salzman, Matathia & 
O’Reilly, 2003, p.viii) 
1) Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
2) Buzz is spontaneous 
3) Buzz can be created without 
the influence of marketers 
Explains that buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is 
another type of WOM. It also 
fails to account for the emotional 
and contagious characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
5 “Contagious word of mouth 
commentary about products, 
services, brands and ideas.” 
(Walker, 2004; in Carl, 2006, 
p.602) 
1) Buzz is a type of WOM  
2) Buzz is contagious WOM 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious WOM (i.e. Buzz is a 
type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the emotional 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
6 Coupled with a phenomenon 
known as “viral marketing,” the 
technology creates a positive or 
1) Buzz is either positive or 
negative 
2) Buzz is an outcome of viral 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
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# Definition of ‘buzz’ Key explanation of ‘buzz’ Key weaknesses as an explanation 
negative buzz around a brand, 
product or service. 
 
(Dobele, Toleman & Beverland, 
2005, p.143) 
marketing 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious online WOM (i.e. 
Buzz is a type of WOM).  
account for the emotional 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created.  
7 The phrase institutional WOM or 
buzz is used to refer to WOM 
communication where the 
institutional identity or corporate 
affiliation of at least one 
participant maybe salient and/or 
where the object being discussed 
(i.e., an organisation, brand, 
product, or service) is part of an 
organised WOM campaign.  
 
(Carl, 2006, p.605) 
1) Buzz refers corporate 
influence on WOM 
communication 
2) Buzz refers to WOM that has 
been created by a brand  
Explains that buzz is WOM 
influenced by marketers (i.e. 
Buzz is a type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. Furthermore the active 
influence or creation of WOM is 
referred to in the marketing 
discipline as ‘WOM strategy’ or 
‘Word-of-Mouth Marketing’80 
8 Word of mouth, or ‘buzz’, 
involves informal communication 
amongst consumers about 
products and services. 
 
(Liu, 2006, p.74)  
1) Buzz is WOM 
2) Buzz involves informal 
conversation 
3) Buzz involves consumers 
Explains that buzz is the same 
as WOM (i.e. Buzz is WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
9 Marketers are interested in the 
phenomenon of “consumer-
generated media”, or “buzz,” 
given its potential to affect the 
commercial prospects for their 
products. Within the consumer 
packaged goods (CPG) sector, 
advertisers experiment with a 
variety of tactics to generate buzz 
in their marketing 
communications strategies, 
including stimulating it.  
 
(Niederhoffer, Mooth, 
Wiesenfeld & Gordon, 2007, 
p.420) 
1) Buzz is online WOM 
2) Buzz is generated by 
consumers 
Explains that buzz is online 
WOM (i.e. Buzz is a type of 
WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. Furthermore online 
conversations are referred to in 
the marketing discipline as either 
online WOM, word of mouse or 
Internet WOM81. 
10 The term was coined by 
marketing gurus who wanted to 
spread their message among 
people through word-of-mouth. 
 
True buzz is like a virus that 
changes to meet the challenge of 
a new environment. There are 
three distinct stages: inoculation, 
or the introduction of a product; 
incubation, or the use of the 
product by a few innovative 
trendsetters; and infection, or 
widespread use of the product 
among the mainstream  
 
(Matorin, 2007, p.18) 
1) Buzz refers to spreading 
WOM 
2) Buzz acts like a virus, infects 
consumers and becomes 
widespread 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious WOM (i.e. Buzz is a 
type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the emotional 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
11 It is through WOM dissemination 
that a popular movie generates 
buzz, which in turn leads to even 
higher box office sales (p.235) 
1) Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
that has disseminated amongst 
consumers (i.e. WOM that has 
become contagious) 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is a 
type of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the emotional 
                                                
80 (Marsden, 2006; Ahuja, Michels, Walker & Weissbuch, 2007; Freeman & Chapman, 2008) 
81 (Goldenberg, Libai & Muller 2001; Gelb & Sundaram, 2002; Mazzarol, Sweeney & Soutar, 2007) 
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# Definition of ‘buzz’ Key explanation of ‘buzz’ Key weaknesses as an explanation 
 
WOM or buzz certainly has 
existed before a movie’s release, 
and movie studios have made 
various pre-release marketing 
efforts to stimulate the buzz and 
promote the WOM (p.241) 
 
(Duan, Gu, Winston, 2008) 
2) Buzz and WOM can be 
stimulated by marketing efforts 
Explains that buzz is an 
outcome of contagious WOM 
(i.e. Buzz is an outcome of 
WOM). 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
12 Buzz is excited talk about a 
brand. 
 
(Ouwersloot & Duncan, 2008, 
p.331) 
1) Buzz is emotional 
2) Buzz is a type of WOM 
Explains that buzz is excited 
WOM (i.e. Buzz is a type of 
WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious 
characteristic observed to occur 
when is created.  
13 The difference between viral 
marketing and WOM is one of 
cause and effect. Viral marketing 
– which might take the form of 
influencer marketing programs, 
community-building portals, viral 
videos and guerrilla campaigns – 
builds awareness and buzz; it’s 
the cause. Positive WOM, which 
theoretically leads to trail and 
acquisition, is the effect. (p.180)     
 
Going viral confers considerable 
advantage: you can spread word 
of a new product or service at 
light speed; generate buzz at the 
approximate level of a 
Hollywood premiere; and 
leverage brand evangelists to 
encourage trial and activation. 
(p.181) 
 
(Ferguson, 2008) 
1) Buzz and WOM are different 
2) Viral marketing generates 
buzz 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious online WOM (i.e. 
Buzz is a type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the emotional 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
14 External and social expressions 
of consumer anticipation can 
create network effects in which 
individuals’ anticipation is both 
heightened and spread to others 
through contagion and 
informational cascades… This 
implies that a synergy is created 
through external interactions in 
which anticipation is transmitted 
virulently to others… and that 
anticipation is strengthened 
within individuals. We argue that 
pre-release consumer buzz is the 
result of such interaction 
processes and define it 
accordingly as the sum across 
social network participants of all 
social expressions of consumer 
anticipation. 
 
(Houston, Henning-Thurau, 
Spann and Skiera, 2008, p.52)  
1) Buzz is the result of people 
expressing their anticipation 
about a product through WOM to 
other people, which is then 
contagiously spread to other 
people 
2) Emotion is key to buzz 
Explains that buzz is an 
outcome of contagious WOM, 
which expresses anticipatory 
emotion (i.e. Buzz is an 
outcome of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is a 
type of WOM. The explanation 
accounts for all three 
characteristics observed to occur 
when buzz is created, including 
WOM, contagion and emotion. 
15 Buzz is the natural, authentic 
version of hype-the CNN of the 
street. Hype is intended to 
promote, whereas buzz often is 
1) Buzz is authentic excitement 
amongst consumers 
2) Buzz is credible 
3) Buzz can spread rapidly 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the WOM and 
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truthful about an entertainment 
product and therefore higher in 
credibility. And while hype takes 
time, effort, and expense to 
circulate, buzz can move like 
wildfire through a community.  
 
(Sayre, 2008, p.233) 
amongst consumers 
Explains that buzz is a type of 
WOM, which is generated by 
consumer excitement and 
interest (i.e. Buzz is a type of 
WOM). 
contagious characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
16 Word-of-mouth communication 
that is viewed as authentic and 
generated by customers.  
 
(Solomon, Hughes, Chitty, Fripp, 
Marshall, & Stuart, 2009, p.304) 
1) Buzz is authentic WOM 
2) Buzz is generated by 
consumers 
Explains that buzz is an 
authentic type of WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
Furthermore authenticity is 
generally attributed to normal 
WOM behaviour 82. 
17 Buzz is person-to-person 
communication about someone 
or something.  
 
Some people use the word ‘buzz’ 
to describe a spike in word of 
mouth – when something is 
talked about for a short period of 
time. In this book ‘buzz’ refers to 
all the person-to-person 
communication-everything that is 
communicated verbally and 
visually-among current, previous, 
or potential customers  
 
(Rosen, 2009, p.2) 
1) Buzz is WOM (i.e. the 
communication between people) 
2) Buzz is used to describe a 
short term increase in the volume 
of WOM 
Explains that buzz is the same 
as WOM (i.e. Buzz is WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is a 
type of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. Furthermore person-to-
person communication is referred 
to in marketing as just WOM83. 
18 Word-of-mouth promotions that 
can lead to explosive self-
generating consumer demand.  
 
(Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos, 
2009 – based on Dye 2000) 
1) Buzz is WOM 
2) Buzz involves spontaneous 
(i.e. self-generating) widespread 
(i.e. explosive) demand for a 
product amongst consumers 
Explains that buzz is a type of 
WOM, which generates 
contagious demand for a 
product.  
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed when buzz is created.  
19 Online product buzz refers to an 
online expression of interest in a 
product, such as online product 
reviews, blog posts and search 
trends. 
 
…the concept online product 
buzz, defined as ‘any online 
expression of interest in a 
product’. When it concerns the 
upcoming launch of products, 
potential customers might use 
search engines for product 
information or post a message on 
their blog to express their 
curiosity. 
1) Buzz is online WOM  
2) Buzz is based on interest in a 
product amongst consumers 
online 
Explains that buzz is online 
WOM (i.e. Buzz is a type of 
WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious and 
emotional characteristics 
observed to occur when buzz is 
created. 
                                                
82 (Mohr, 2007; Mazzarol, Sweeney & Soutar, 2007) 
83 WOM is the informal communication between two or more consumers in which brands, products, services and 
experiences are discussed and evaluated (Anderson, 1998; Mazzarol, Sweeney & Soutar, 2007; Sweeney, Soutar 
& Mazzarol, 2008). 
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(Reijden & Koppius, 2010, p.1-2) 
20 Today, Internet users 
instantaneously and continuously 
generate and exchange a 
significant number of messages 
on products, called online buzz 
or word-of-mouth (WOM). These 
messages stimulate individuals to 
create other messages or 
disseminate the same messages 
across online consumer review 
sites, individual blogs, and social 
network service sites. 
 
(Chung, 2011, p.1183) 
1) Buzz is online WOM 
2) Buzz disseminates between 
consumers online 
3) Buzz is disseminated online 
through blogs, social media and 
consumer review sites 
Explains that buzz is 
contagious online WOM (i.e. 
Buzz is a type of WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is 
either an outcome of WOM, 
another type of WOM, or 
authentic excitement. It also fails 
to account for the emotional 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
21 The consumer excitement, 
interest and communication 
around a project or a 
participating star that is capable 
of increasing their visibility with 
both moviegoers and movie 
industry participants. 
 
(Karniouchina, 2011, p.63) 
1) Buzz involves emotion and 
communication 
2) Buzz increases awareness of a 
product amongst consumers 
Explains that buzz is a type of 
WOM, which is generated by 
consumer excitement and 
interest (i.e. Buzz is a type of 
WOM). 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz is an 
outcome of WOM. It also fails to 
account for the contagious 
characteristic observed to occur 
when buzz is created. 
 
 
Table 34 below, which summarises the key explanations of buzz for each of the twenty-one 
definitions, highlights twelve common explanations of what buzz is. The most common explanation 
defined buzz as either ‘contagious WOM’ (Definitions #3, #5 and #11) or ‘contagious online WOM’ 
(Definitions #6, #14 and #21). The second most common explanation defined buzz as WOM, i.e. both 
concepts explain the same phenomenon (Definitions #1, #8 and #18).  
 
Table 34 Summary of the Key Explanations of Buzz 
# Definition Key explanation of what buzz is 
1 Cones, 1992 Buzz is WOM 
2 Dye, 2000 Buzz is WOM, which generates contagious demand for a product  
3 Khermouch & Green, 2001 Buzz is contagious WOM 
4 Salzman et al., 2003 Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
5 Walker, 2004 Buzz is contagious WOM 
6 Dobele et al., 2005 Buzz is contagious online WOM 
7 Carl, 2006 Buzz is WOM influenced by marketers 
8 Liu, 2006 Buzz is WOM 
9 Niederhoffer et al., 2007; Buzz is online WOM 
10 Matorin, 2007 Buzz is contagious WOM 
11 Duan et al., 2008 Buzz is an outcome of contagious WOM 
12 Ouwersloot & Duncan, 2008 Buzz is excited WOM 
13 Ferguson, 2008 Buzz is contagious online WOM 
14 Houston et al., 2008 Buzz is an outcome of contagious WOM, which expresses anticipatory 
emotion 
15 Sayre, 2008 Buzz is WOM generated by consumer excitement and interest  
16 Solomon et al., 2009 Buzz is authentic WOM 
17 Rosen, 2009 Buzz is WOM 
18 Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos, 
2009 
Buzz is WOM, which generates contagious demand for a product  
19 Reijden & Koppius, 2010 Buzz is online WOM 
20 Chung, 2011; Buzz is contagious online WOM 
21 Karniouchina, 2011; Buzz is WOM generated by consumer excitement and interest  
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Through further examination of the twelve varying explanations of what buzz is, three common 
rationales underpinning each explanation were identified, detailed below in Table 35. The first 
common rationale underpinning explanations #1, #2, #3, #6, #7, #8 and #9 is that Buzz is a type of 
WOM. The second rationale underpinning explanations #4, #5 and #12 is that Buzz is an outcome of 
WOM. Finally, the third rationale underpinning explanations #10 and #11 is that Buzz is WOM.  
 
Table 35 The Rationale Underpinning All Explanations of Buzz 
# Explanation of Buzz Underlying Rationale 
1 Buzz is contagious WOM Buzz is a type of WOM 
2 Buzz is online WOM Buzz is a type of WOM 
3 Buzz is contagious online WOM Buzz is a type of WOM 
4 Buzz is an outcome of contagious WOM Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
5 Buzz is an outcome of contagious WOM, which expresses 
anticipatory emotion 
Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
6 Buzz is WOM generated by consumer excitement and interest Buzz is a type of WOM 
7 Buzz is authentic WOM Buzz is a type of WOM 
8 Buzz is excited WOM Buzz is a type of WOM 
9 Buzz is WOM influenced by marketers Buzz is a type of WOM 
10 Buzz is WOM Buzz is WOM 
11 Buzz is WOM, which generates contagious demand for a product Buzz is WOM 
12 Buzz is an outcome of WOM Buzz is an outcome of WOM 
 
 
 
Examining the use of the word ‘buzz’ in non-marketing literature – Origin of the term ‘buzz’ 
 
Table 36 Examples of the term 'buzz' in the 1700's 
Author/s Title of the Work Use of the term ‘Buzz’ 
Soame Jenyns 
(1729) 
The Art of Dancing, A Poem, In 
Three Cantos 
“Whilft humbler Dancers, fearful how they 
climb, but buzz below admift the flow’ry Thyme” 
(p.28) 
Isaac Hawkins 
Browne 
(1744) 
A Pipe of Tobacco. In Imitation of 
Six Several Authors. 
“And you, Court-infects, flutter not too near its 
light, nor buzz within fcorching Sphere” (p.14) 
Edward Moore & 
Henry Brooke 
(1749) 
Fables for the Female Sex “Scandal had found him out in turn, and buzz’d 
abroad, that crows love corn”(p.6) 
A Ferguson (1761) The History of the Proceedings in the 
Case of Margaret, Commonly called 
PEG 
“In fhort, you could hear a buzz in every corner 
of the houfe, that the whole family was undone 
forever” (p.13) 
Samuel Hoole 
(1787) 
Edward; or, The Curate; A Poem, In 
Three Cantos 
“The buzz of crowds” (p.25) 
[Whilst the true origin of the term ‘buzz’ could pre-date the 1700’s, no documented evidence was uncovered 
prior to 1729.] 
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Analysing the use of the term ‘buzz marketing’ in literature 
Buzz is used as a proxy to describe ‘hype’, or even a build up of a critical mass of WOM 
recommendation among potential consumers (Thomas Jr., 2004; Freeman & Chapman, 2008). 
Scholars also refer to buzz as an outcome, which marketing campaigns aim to create (Smith et al., 
2007; Niederhoffer et al., 2007; Villanueva et al., 2008), giving rise to the term ‘buzz marketing’. 
Eliashberg et al., (2006, p.648) states that movie marketers pioneered buzz marketing “by giving 
opinion leaders free access to the product (i.e., inviting them to a free preview) in the hope that it will 
stimulate positive word-of-mouth.” The majority of definitions reflect this notion and explain buzz 
marketing as a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders (i.e. buzz agents, volunteers or 
influential people) to either spread WOM (positive or amplified) or create buzz (Salzman et al., 2003) 
amongst consumers (Khermouch & Green, 2001; Laermer & Prichinello, 2003; Holdford, 2004; 
Eliashberg et al., 2006; Kotler et al., 2007; Notarantonio & Quigley Jr., 2009; Kotler & Armstrong, 
2012). Movie marketers also generate buzz amongst potential audiences through a combination of 
marketing tactics such as co-promotions, advertising, word-of-mouth communications, and media 
attention (Eliashberg et al., 2006). 
 
A rigorous review of scholarly literature on the buzz phenomenon identified sixteen definitions of 
‘buzz marketing’. A critical analysis of each definition, detailed below in Table 37, highlight the 
majority of definitions explain buzz marketing as a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
either spread WOM or create buzz amongst consumers. Through examining key weaknesses of each 
definition, it is evident literature fails to reflect on the role of traditional media and promotions, 
evident in several buzz marketing campaigns, in defining buzz marketing. 
 
Table 37 Analysis of ‘Buzz Marketing’ Definitions 
# Definition of ‘buzz marketing’ Key explanation of ‘buzz marketing’ 
Key weakness as an 
explanation 
1 This is the new world of buzz 
marketing, where brand come-
ons sometimes are veiled to the 
pint of opacity and where it is the 
consumers themselves who are 
lured into doing the heavy lifting 
of spreading the message.  
 
Marketers are learning how to 
turn their brands into carefully 
guarded secrets that are revealed 
to a knowing few in each 
community, who in turn tell a few 
more, who tell a few more, and 
so on.  
 
(Khermouch & Green, 2001) 
1) Buzz marketing involves 
releasing certain messages to a 
limited number of people who 
spread it to other people 
2) Consumers drive buzz 
marketing 
3) Target influential people with 
larger networks  
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
2 The idea is to get the admired or 
influential to talk up your brand, 
to make it cool and desirable  
 
(Laermer & Prichinello, 2003, 
p.7) 
1) Buzz marketing uses 
influential people to increase 
demand for a brand amongst 
consumers 
2) Buzz marketing involves using 
opinion leaders 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of buzz. It also fails to 
account for the traditional media 
tactics observed to occur in 
successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. Furthermore using 
influential’s to spread WOM is 
referred to as brand advocacy, 
influencer marketing or opinion 
leaders84.  
3 Buzz marketing, on the other 
hand, is the scripted use of action 
to generate buzz. It is deliberate. 
One of the factors that sets buzz 
marketing apart from other forms 
1) Buzz marketing is the process 
of actively generating buzz 
2) Buzz marketing is authentic 
because the influence of 
marketers isn’t visible to 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of WOM or a 
promotional strategy that uses 
                                                
84 (Marsden, 2006; Allard, 2006; Oetting, 2006) 
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of marketing is the illusion of 
spontaneity, the invisibility of the 
marketers. Authenticity is the key 
driver! (p.viii) 
 
It is organic; it is centered on 
conversational value; it is peer 
driven; it is strategic; and it 
spreads outward from 
trendsetters… to the trend 
spreaders… to the mainstream. 
(p.5) 
 
(Salzman, Matathia & O’Reilly, 
2003) 
consumers 
3) Buzz marketing uses 
trendsetters to spread buzz to the 
mainstream population 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the proactive creation of buzz. 
opinion leaders to spread WOM. 
It also fails to account for the 
viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
4 Buzz marketing is defined as the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts by third parties through 
their passive or active influence.  
 
When innovators encounter new 
products they pass on 
information about their 
experiences to their social 
network, a sort of un-codified 
buzz. With the Internet, 
communication does not stop 
with mere word of mouth. 
Influencers use online media in 
the form of e-mail, blogs, list 
serves, personal websites, chat 
groups and consumer ratings 
sites to disseminate ideas 
 
(Thomas, 2004, p.64-66) 
1) Buzz marketing is the 
amplification of marketing 
through WOM dissemination 
2) WOM is disseminated by 
opinion leaders through their 
social networks 
3) Third parties (influencers or 
opinion leaders) are either 
passive or active in their 
influence 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the amplification of initial 
marketing efforts by the WOM 
or buzz generated by opinion 
leaders. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of WOM or buzz. It also 
fails to account for the traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
5 Firms interested in adopting buzz 
management-the proactive 
creation of WOM-as an element 
of their promotional mix should 
recognize that more-dispersed 
buzz may be better than 
concentrated buzz.  
 
(Godes & Mayzlin, 2004, p.558)  
1) Buzz marketing is the 
proactive creation of WOM 
2) Buzz marketing aims to spread 
buzz to a wide market (i.e. 
dispersed) 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the proactive creation of 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of buzz. It also fails to 
account for the traditional media 
tactics observed to occur in 
successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. Furthermore the 
proactive creation of WOM is 
referred to in the marketing 
discipline as word-of-mouth 
marketing (WOMM)85. 
6 Buzz marketing is a promotional 
strategy that uses opinion leaders 
(also called “thought leaders”) 
to encourage word-of-mouth 
communication about an idea, 
product, or service. The goal of 
buzz marketing is to seek out 
influential people in markets and 
induce them to discuss a product, 
service, or idea with fiends, 
family, colleagues, and 
acquaintances. If the word-of-
mouth discussions are positive, 
they can help increase product 
trails and adoption throughout 
1) Buzz marketing is a 
promotional strategy that uses 
opinion leaders to spread WOM 
about a product or service 
2) Buzz marketing seeks out 
influential people 
3) If buzz marketing creates 
positive WOM, the rate of 
product trial or adoption will 
increase 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
                                                
85 (Marsden, 2006; Ahuja, Michels, Walker & Weissbuch, 2007; Freeman & Chapman, 2008) 
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the marketplace.  
 
(Holdford, 2004, p.388) 
7 Movie marketers have pioneered 
“buzz marketing,” for example, 
by giving opinion leaders free 
access to the product (i.e., 
inviting them to a free preview) 
in the hope that it will stimulate 
positive word-of-mouth.  
 
(Eliashberg, Elberse, and 
Leenders, 2006, pg.648) 
1) Buzz marketing stimulates 
WOM through giving free 
products to opinion leaders 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of buzz. It also fails to 
account for the viral marketing or 
traditional media tactics observed 
to occur in successful buzz 
marketing campaigns. 
Furthermore the proactive 
creation of WOM is referred to in 
the marketing discipline as word-
of-mouth marketing (WOMM)86. 
8 The promotion of a company or 
its products and services through 
initiatives conceived and 
designed to get people and the 
media talking positively about 
that company, product or service. 
 
So whilst viral marketing is often 
the label of choice for campaigns 
harnessing online word of mouth 
connections, word of mouth 
marketing campaigns using 
traditional or ‘offline’ word of 
mouth connections, and buzz 
marketing for campaigns that 
harness both – often in 
combination with traditional 
news media coverage – they all 
seek to exploit connectivity 
between people as marketing 
media.  
 
(Marsden, 2006, p.xviii)  
1) Buzz marketing stimulates 
positive WOM amongst 
consumers and media 
2) Buzz marketing uses viral 
marketing, word-of-mouth 
marketing and traditional media 
to generate WOM  
3) Buzz marketing encompasses 
both online and offline WOM 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses online and offline WOM 
connections in combination 
with traditional media to create 
positive WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. Furthermore initiatives 
designed to get the media talking 
about a company, product or 
service is a function of public 
relations87. 
9 Buzz marketing is the practice of 
gathering volunteers either 
formally by actively recruiting 
individuals who naturally set 
cultural trends, or informally by 
drawing ‘connectors’: people 
who have lots of contacts in 
different circles, who can talk up 
their experiences with folks they 
meet in their daily lives.  
 
(Mohr, 2007a, p.397) 
1) Buzz marketing is the process 
of using opinion leaders to spread 
WOM to other people  
2) Buzz marketing focuses on 
targeting influential people who 
naturally set cultural trends 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
directly or indirectly uses 
opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. Furthermore 
influencing people to talk up 
their brand experiences is 
referred to as WOM strategy or 
word-of-mouth marketing 
(WOMM)88. 
10 Buzz marketing is a multi-
dimensional communication 
process that involves sending 
persuasive messages out via buzz 
agents (senders) to buzz targets 
(receivers) in the form of WOM 
(offline and online) 
1) Explains buzz marketing is the 
process of releasing certain 
messages to a limited number of 
people (buzz agents) who spread 
the message to other people 
2) Buzz marketing encompasses 
both online and offline WOM 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the traditional media tactics 
                                                
86 (Marsden, 2006; Ahuja, Michels, Walker & Weissbuch, 2007; Freeman & Chapman, 2008) 
87 (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012) 
88 (Marsden, 2006; Ahuja, Michels, Walker & Weissbuch, 2007; Freeman & Chapman, 2008) 
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conversations, and retrieving 
market research information 
from buzz agents on the 
particulars of these buzz 
marketing experiences. A buzz 
marketing experience (BME) is a 
created event. It is a form of 
WOM that relies on live 
dialogues between consumers, 
whether offline or online, to 
spread the word about a brand or 
service.  
 
(Ahuja, Michels, Walker, 
Weissbuch, 2007, p.151) 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the process of disseminating 
WOM offline and online 
through buzz agents. 
observed to occur in successful 
buzz marketing campaigns. 
11 Marketers are increasingly trying 
to identify and target the most 
influential individuals, and 
encourage them to spread 
positive word-of-mouth about 
products, using a technique 
which is called ‘buzz marketing’ 
or ‘viral marketing’. (p.189) 
 
Buzz marketing involves 
cultivating opinion leaders and 
getting them to spread 
information about a product or 
service to others in their 
communities. (p.622)  
 
(Kotler, Brown, Adam, Burton, 
& Armstrong, 2007) 
1) Buzz marketing is the use of 
opinion leaders to spread WOM 
about a product. 
2) Buzz marketing is the same as 
viral marketing 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also contradicts other 
definitions that state viral 
marketing89 is part of buzz 
marketing. 
Furthermore it fails to account 
for the traditional media tactics 
observed to occur in successful 
buzz marketing campaigns. 
12 Buzz marketing captures the 
attention of consumers and the 
media to the point where talking 
about your brand or company 
becomes entertaining, 
fascinating, and newsworthy.  
 
(Hughes, 2008, p.2) 
1) Buzz marketing creates WOM 
through capturing the attention of 
consumers and media  
2) Buzz marketing involves both 
consumers and media 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the proactive creation of 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of buzz. It also fails to 
account for the viral marketing 
and traditional media tactics 
observed to occur in successful 
buzz marketing campaigns. 
Furthermore capturing the 
attention of the media is a 
function of public relations90. 
13 Any activity, organized or not, 
that encourages consumers to 
talk about a product or service 
among themselves. The crucial 
element to buzz is its capacity to 
create word-of-mouth… buzz 
marketing encompasses the 
unusual, stunning activities or 
experiences related to the 
product and that create word-of-
mouth. 
 
(Brunet, Legoux & Najar, 2008, 
p.2-3) 
1) Buzz marketing creates WOM 
2) Buzz marketing encourages 
consumers to talk about a product 
or service through unusual or 
stunning experiences 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
the proactive creation of 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
14 To seek out the trendsetters in 
each community and cleverly 
1) Buzz marketing creates WOM 
2) Buzz marketing uses 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
                                                
89 Viral marketing encourages people to pass along messages to others (Dobele, Toleman & Beverland, 2005; 
Dobele, Lindgreen, Beverland, Vanhamme & Wijk, 2007) 
90 (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012) 
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push them into talking up their 
brands to their friends and 
admirers. 
 
(Notarantonio & Quigley Jr., 
2009, p.455 – based on 
Khermouch & Green 2001) 
trendsetters or opinion leaders to 
spread WOM about a brand 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
15 From this point of view, buzz 
marketing is ‘amplified’ form of 
word-of-mouth that results from 
a firm’s organized effort to make 
people talk about the product or 
brand with others… buzz 
marketing is not completely 
synonymous with word-of-mouth, 
rather it is a form of word-of-
mouth. 
 
(Taufique & Shahriar, 2011, 
p.58)  
1) Buzz marketing encourages 
and accelerates WOM 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a form of word-of-mouth 
marketing that creates 
amplified WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is the proactive 
creation of buzz. It also fails to 
account for the viral marketing or 
traditional media tactics observed 
to occur in successful buzz 
marketing campaigns. 
16 Buzz marketing involves enlisting 
or even creating opinion leaders 
to serve as ‘brand ambassadors’ 
who spread the word about a 
company’s products. Many 
companies now create brand 
ambassador programs in an 
attempt to turn influential but 
everyday customers into brand 
evangelists. (p.163-164) 
 
Buzz marketing involves 
cultivating opinion leaders and 
getting them to spread 
information about a product or 
service to others in their 
communities. (p.443) 
 
(Kotler & Armstrong, 2012) 
1) Buzz marketing uses opinion 
leaders to spread WOM about a 
product 
2) Buzz marketing attempts to 
create brand evangelists 
Explains that buzz marketing is 
a promotional strategy that 
uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
The explanation contradicts other 
definitions that state buzz 
marketing is either the proactive 
creation of buzz or the 
amplification of initial marketing 
efforts. It also fails to account for 
the viral marketing or traditional 
media tactics observed to occur 
in successful buzz marketing 
campaigns. 
 
 
Table 38 below, which summarises the key explanations of buzz marketing for each of the sixteen 
definitions, highlights eight common explanations of what buzz marketing is. The most common 
explanation defined buzz marketing as a ‘promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM’ (Definitions #1, #2, #6, #7, #11, #14 and #16). The second most common explanation defined 
buzz marketing as the ‘proactive creation of WOM’ (Definitions #5, #12 and #13).  
 
Table 38 Summary of the Key Explanations of Buzz Marketing 
# Definition Key explanation of what buzz marketing is 
1 Khermouch & Green (2001) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
2 Laermer & Prichinello (2003) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
3 Salzman et al., (2003) Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of buzz. 
4 Thomas (2004) Buzz marketing is the amplification of initial marketing efforts by the 
WOM or buzz generated by opinion leaders. 
5 Godes & Mayzlin (2004) Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of WOM. 
6 Holdford (2004) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
7 Eliashberg et al., (2006) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
8 Marsden (2006) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses online and offline 
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WOM connections in combination with traditional media to create 
positive WOM. 
9 Mohr (2007a) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that directly or indirectly uses 
opinion leaders to spread WOM. 
10 Ahuja et al., (2007) Buzz marketing is the process of disseminating WOM offline and online 
through buzz agents. 
11 Kotler et al., (2007) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
12 Hughes (2008) Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of WOM. 
13 Brunet et al., (2008) Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of WOM. 
14 Notarantonio & Quigley Jr., 
(2009) 
Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
15 Taufique & Shahriar (2011) Buzz marketing is a form of word-of-mouth marketing that creates 
amplified WOM. 
16 Kotler & Armstrong (2012) Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to 
spread WOM. 
 
 
Through further examination of the eight varying explanations of what buzz marketing is, only two 
common rationales underpinning each explanation were identified, detailed below in Table 39. The 
first common rationale underpinning the majority of explanations, including #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6 and 
#7 is that Buzz marketing is a strategy used to create WOM. The second rationale underpinning 
explanation #8 is that Buzz marketing is a strategy used to create buzz.  
 
Table 39 The Rationale Underpinning All Explanations of Buzz Marketing 
# Explanation of Buzz Marketing Underlying Rationale 
1 Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses opinion leaders to spread 
WOM. 
Creating WOM 
2 Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of WOM. Creating WOM 
3 Buzz marketing is a form of word-of-mouth marketing that creates amplified 
WOM. 
Creating WOM 
4 Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that directly or indirectly uses 
opinion leaders to spread WOM. 
Creating WOM 
5 Buzz marketing is a promotional strategy that uses online and offline WOM 
connections in combination with traditional media to create positive WOM. 
Creating WOM 
6 Buzz marketing is the amplification of initial marketing efforts by the WOM or 
buzz generated by opinion leaders. 
Creating WOM 
7 Buzz marketing is the process of disseminating WOM offline and online 
through buzz agents. 
Creating WOM 
8 Buzz marketing is the proactive creation of buzz. Creating Buzz 
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Appendix 4 Critical evaluation of existing explanations of buzz marketing 
Through analysing the theorised buzz marketing tactics against successful buzz marketing campaigns 
it is clear that marketers to create buzz use three key tactics. The three key tactics that align with both 
scholarly literature and practice includes word-of-mouth marketing (WOMM), viral marketing and 
mass communications. 
  
Table 40 Summary of the Analysis of Theorised Buzz Marketing Tactics 
Word-of-
Mouth 
Marketing 
(WOMM) 
‘BWP’, ‘TDK’, and ‘Avatar’ campaigns all implemented WOMM through targeting opinion 
leaders and trendsetters with advanced screenings of the entire film or select footage. This aligns 
with the viewpoints of Khermouch & Green (2001) and Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009) that 
buzz is created through influencing the spread of WOM and by targeting opinion leaders. 
Furthermore the campaigns did not use buzz agencies/agents to spread WOM and create buzz. 
This contradicts the viewpoints of Dye (2000), Walker (2004), Carl (2006) and Ahuja et al., 
(2007) 
Viral 
Marketing 
‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ campaigns all implemented viral marketing through distributing 
messages via consumer generated media platforms and by launching engaging websites that 
involved audiences in the mythology of the films. This aligns with the viewpoints of Thomas Jr. 
(2004), Niederhoffer et al., (2007), Mohr (2007a) and Mourdoukoutas & Siomkos (2009). 
Media 
‘BWP’, ‘TDK’ and ‘Avatar’ campaigns all used mass communications through heavy 
advertising and media spending, promotions and leveraging promotional partners (cross-
promotions). This aligns with the viewpoints of Matorin (2007), Hughes (2008) and to a lesser 
extent Thomas Jr. (2004). The heavy advertising and strong media exposure of each campaign 
contradicts the viewpoints of Dye (2000).  
 
As previously discussed in Chapter 1, a template-marketing launch strategy is often employed by 
Hollywood studios, specifically using similar marketing tactics such as heavy media blitz’s two weeks 
prior to opening, generating publicity, cross-promotional partners and premiere events (Galloway, 
2002). The analysis in Section 2.3.3 (above) clearly demonstrates this as all three marketing 
campaigns for ‘The Blair Witch Project’, ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Avatar’ used WOMM, viral 
marketing and mass communications to successfully create buzz. However, these marketing tactics 
are also evident in the marketing campaigns for films that have failed to create buzz. The use of 
similar marketing tactics under a template-marketing launch strategy is evident when comparing the 
marketing campaigns for ‘The Dark Knight’, which successfully created pre-release buzz and 
‘Watchmen’, which didn’t achieve a similar level of pre-release buzz. Both movies were produced and 
distributed by the same studio, used similar marketing tactics and similar release patterns however one 
successfully created buzz and the other failed, which culminated in substantially different box office 
results. This observation is consistent with a second comparison of the buzz marketing campaigns for 
‘Avatar’ and ‘The Last Airbender’.   
 
The marketing strategies for all of the four blockbuster films use similar marketing tactics, release 
patterns and marketing expenditures. For example marketing tactics primarily included the use of 
heavy media blitz’s, premiere events, advanced screenings of the film or footage, theatrical trailers, 
theatrical posters, developing or leveraging a fan base, Comic-Con events, cross-promotional partners, 
websites, phone applications, online media and publicity. A super saturated release pattern is also a 
similar characteristic the strategies share, in which each blockbuster film was released in 3000+ 
theatres across North America. The release pattern can vary depending on the film and launch strategy 
but will typically either involve a limited release (less than 600 theatres), wide release (600+ theatres), 
very wide release (2,000+ theatres), saturated release (2,500+ theatres) or a super saturated release 
(3,000+ theatres). The marketing expenditure (i.e. marketing budget) is also a similar characteristic 
the marketing strategies share, ranging between $50 and $150 million.  
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Appendix 5 Summary of respondent demographics - Study 1 
 
Demographics: Respondents categorised at low involvement  
Moviegoers in this category ranged from 18 to 59 years old, with eight classified 18-24 years, six 
classified 25-39 years and two classified 40-59 years. The clear majority of these moviegoers had 
either high school or university education. High involvement moviegoers primarily frequent the 
cinema to see a movie at least once a week or twice a month in a cinema. When searching for 
information about upcoming films they primarily rely on the Internet (websites), friends/networks and 
in-cinema advertising. Table 41 below details each respondent’s demographics.  
 
Table 41 Demographics of respondents in the high involvement category 
No. Description of Demographic Information and Movie-Going Behaviour 
R4 
A male cinema manager aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and uses the Internet several times 
per day. He see’s movies at least once a week in a cinema and prefers to see movies in the action, comedy, 
drama, mystery and thriller genres. He primarily relies on websites when searching for information about 
upcoming films.  
R8 
A high-school educated male bartender aged 25-39 years who regularly uses the Internet a couple of times 
per day. He see’s movies once a month in cinemas and prefers to see movies in the comedy, drama, sci-fi 
and foreign genres. He primarily relies on website/s when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R11 
A male financial advisor aged 25-39 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and regularly 
uses the Internet a couple of times per day. He see’s movies at cinemas on average three times a month and 
prefers the genres of action, adventure, comedy, sci-fi, thriller, war and western. When searching for 
information about upcoming films he relies on friends and networks, websites and in-cinema.  
R16 
A female marketing manager aged 25-39 years who is university educated (undergraduate level), and 
regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies only once a month in cinemas and 
prefers to see action, comedy, fantasy, romance, sci-fi and thriller genres. She relies on websites, TV and 
in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R17 
A male marketing coordinator aged 25-39 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and 
regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. He see’s movies at least twice a month in cinema and 
prefers the action, fantasy and sci-fi movie genres. When searching for information about upcoming films 
he relies on friends and networks and websites.  
R19 
A female marketing & intellectual property coordinator aged 25-39 years who is university educated 
(undergraduate level), and regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies three or 
more times a week in cinemas and prefers the animation, biography, comedy, crime, drama, horror, 
mystery, sci-fi and thriller genres. She relies on websites, newspapers and magazines when searching for 
information about upcoming films.  
R21 
A female student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet a couple of 
times per day. She see’s movies once a week in cinemas and prefers seeing action, comedy and drama 
films. She relies on websites and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R28 
A female post-graduate university student (PhD) aged 25-39 years who regularly uses the Internet several 
times per day. She see’s movies once a week in cinemas and prefers action, adventure, comedy, drama, 
family, fantasy, musical and romance films. She relies on friends and networks when searching for 
information about upcoming films.  
R30 
A male administration manager aged 40-59 years who is TAFE educated and only uses the Internet every 
couple of days. He see’s movies on average three times a week or month in cinemas and prefers seeing 
films in the animation, comedy, drama, romance and thriller genres. When searching for information about 
upcoming films he relies on friends and networks, newspapers and TV.  
R32 
A female administration worker aged 18-24 years who is high school educated, and only uses the Internet 
every couple of days. She see’s movies twice a month in cinema and prefers seeing films in a wide range of 
genres including, action, adventure, animation, biography, comedy, crime, drama, family, fantasy, history, 
musical, romance, sci-fi, thriller, war and western. She relies on friends and networks, websites, 
newspapers, TV and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R34 
A female student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet a couple of 
times per day. She see’s movies once a fortnight in cinemas and prefers seeing the action, adventure, 
animation, comedy, crime, drama, family, fantasy, musical and romance genres. She relies on friends and 
networks, websites, newspapers and magazines when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R36 
A female lecturer aged 40-59 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and regularly uses the 
Internet several times per day. She see’s movies at least once a week in cinema and prefers seeing 
animation, comedy, drama and art-house genres. When searching for information about upcoming films she 
relies on friends and networks, websites, newspapers, newsletters, magazines, TV, radio and in-cinema.  
R37 
A female barista aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet several times 
per day. She see’s movies in cinema twice a month and prefers seeing action, adventure, comedy, sci-fi 
films. She primarily relies on friends and networks as well as websites when searching for information 
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about upcoming films.  
R41 
A female cashier (and student) aged 18-24 years who is high school educated, and uses the Internet several 
times per day. She see’s movies in cinemas twice a month and prefers the genres of action, adventure, 
animation, comedy, crime, drama, family, fantasy, horror, mystery, romance, sci-fi and thriller. She relies 
on friends and networks, as well as websites when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R42 
A female student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and uses the Internet several times per day. 
She see’s movies at least once a week in cinema and prefers comedy, drama, horror, musical and romance 
films. When searching for information about upcoming films she relies on friends and networks, websites 
and in-cinema.  
R45 
A male student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet a couple of 
times per day. He see’s movies at least twice a week in cinemas and prefers action, comedy, drama and 
thriller films. He relies on friends and networks, websites and in-cinema when searching for information 
about upcoming films.  
 
Demographics: Respondents categorised at low involvement  
Moviegoers in this category ranged from 18-60+ years old, with seven classified 18-24 years, five 
classified 25-39 years and one classified 60+ years. The majority of these moviegoers were university 
educated. They primarily frequent the cinema to see a movie between one, two and three times a 
month. When searching for information about upcoming films they primarily rely on the Internet (all 
indicated they relied on websites), friends/networks and in-cinema advertising. Table 42 below details 
each respondent’s demographics. 
 
Table 42 Demographics of respondents in the medium involvement category 
No. Description of Demographic Information and Movie-Going Behaviour 
R2 
A male academic aged 25-39 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and regularly uses the 
Internet several times per day. He see’s movies at cinemas on average three times a month, and often sees 
movies in the action, adventure, comedy and sci-fi genres. When searching for information about upcoming 
films he relies on websites and newspapers.  
R3 
A female post-graduate university student aged 18-24 years who uses the Internet a couple of times per day. 
She see’s movies at cinemas on average three times a month, and often sees movies in the comedy, drama, 
family and romance genres. When searching for information about upcoming films she relies on friends and 
networks, websites and in-cinema.  
R5 
A female academic aged 60+ years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and only uses the 
Internet every couple of days. She see’s movies at cinemas on average three times a month and tends to 
frequently see movies in the biography, drama and romance genres. When searching about upcoming films 
she relies on several sources including friends and networks, websites, newspapers, newsletters, TV and in-
cinema.  
R6 
A female stay at home mum, previously employed in the banking sector aged 25-39 years who is university 
educated (post-graduate level), and regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies 
at least twice a month in cinemas and prefers to see a wide variety of movies in the action, adventure, 
biography, comedy, documentary, drama, fantasy, history, romance, sci-fi and war genres. She typically 
relies on friends and networks, websites, newspapers, magazines, TV and in-cinema to search for 
information about upcoming films.  
R7 
A female stay at home mum, previously employed in the education sector as a teacher aged 25-39 years 
who is university educated (post-graduate level), and regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. 
She see’s movies only once a month in cinemas and prefers to see movies in the adventure, biography, 
comedy, documentary, drama, mystery and romance genres. When searching for information about 
upcoming films she relies on friends and networks, websites, newsletters and magazines. 
R13 
A female post-graduate university student (PhD) aged 18-24 years who uses the Internet a couple of times 
per day. She see’s movies only once a month and prefers the action, comedy and romance genres. She 
typically relies on friends and networks, websites, radio and in-cinema when searching for information 
about upcoming films.  
R14 
A male project manager aged 18-24 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and regularly 
uses the Internet a couple of times per day. He see’s movies twice a month in cinemas and prefers the 
action, adventure, comedy, crime, documentary, fantasy, mystery, sci-fi and thriller genres. He relies on 
friends and networks, websites and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R25 
A female student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet several 
times per day. She see’s movies twice a month in cinemas and prefers to see action, adventure, comedy, 
drama, romance and thriller films. When searching for information about upcoming films she relies on 
friends and networks, websites, newspapers, TV and in-cinema.   
R27 
A male advertising manager aged 25-39 years who is university educated (post-graduate level), and 
regularly uses the Internet several times per day. He see’s movies two or three times a week or month in 
cinemas and prefers the adventure, comedy, fantasy, mystery, romance and sci-fi genres. He relies on 
friends and networks, websites, newspapers, magazines, TV and radio when searching about upcoming 
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films.  
R29 
A female marketing and communications coordinator aged 18-24 years who is university educated 
(undergraduate level), and regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies at least 
once a month in cinema and prefers films in the comedy, drama and thriller genres. She relies on friends 
and networks, websites and TV when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R35 
A male disc jockey (DJ) aged 18-24 years who is high school educated, and regularly uses the Internet 
several times per day. He see’s movies at least once a week in cinema and prefers seeing the action, 
adventure, animation, biography, comedy, fantasy, musical, romance, sci-fi and war genres. When 
searching for information about upcoming films he relies on friends and networks, as well as websites.  
R39 
A male student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet several times 
per day. He see’s movies in cinemas at least once a week and prefers seeing comedy, horror and thriller 
films. He relies on websites and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R44 
A male marketing and management consultant aged 25-39 years who is university educated (post-graduate 
level), and regularly uses the Internet several times per day. He see’s movies in cinema three times a month 
and prefers action, adventure, comedy and sci-fi films. He relies on friends and networks, websites and in-
cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.    
 
Demographics: Respondents categorised at low involvement  
Moviegoers in this category ranged from 18-60+ years old, with six classified 18-24 years, four 
classified 25-39 years, five classified as 40-59 years and one classified 60+ years. The majority were 
either high school or university educated. They primarily frequent the cinema to see a movie either 
one or two times a month or once a week. When searching for information about upcoming films they 
primarily rely on the Internet, friends/networks as well as in-cinema and TV advertising. Table 43 
below details each respondent’s demographics. 
 
Table 43 Demographics of respondents in the low involvement category 
No. Description of Demographic Information and Movie-Going Behaviour 
R1 
A female business owner aged 40-59 years who is university educated (post-graduate level) and regularly 
uses the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies at cinemas once a month, and tends to 
frequently see films in the comedy, drama and family genres. She relies on friends and networks as well as 
TV when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R9 
A male marketing professional aged 25-39 years who is university educated (undergraduate level), and 
regularly uses the Internet a couple of times per day, mostly for work purposes. He see’s movies at least 
twice a month in cinema and prefers to see movies in the action, comedy and drama genres. When 
searching for upcoming films he relies on friends and networks, websites, TV and in-cinema.  
R10 
A female lawyer aged 25-39 years who is university educated (undergraduate level), and uses the Internet a 
couple of times per day, primarily for work purposes. She see’s movies twice a month and prefers the 
genres of action, comedy and drama. She relies on friends and networks, newspapers, magazines, TV and 
in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R12 
A high school educated male pool construction worker aged 25-39 years who only uses the Internet every 
couple of days. He see’s movies at least once a week in cinema and prefers the action, adventure, 
animation, comedy and war genres. He relies on TV and in-cinema when searching for information about 
upcoming films.  
R15 
A female retiree previously employed in the education sector aged 60+ years who is university educated 
(post-graduate level). She only uses the Internet a couple of times per week. She see’s movies at least once 
a week in cinema and prefers to see biography, documentary, drama and history genres. She relies on 
magazines, TV and radio when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R18 
A female post-graduate university student (PhD) aged 18-24 years who uses the Internet a couple of times 
per day. She see’s movies on average three times a month in cinemas and prefers action, adventure, 
animation, comedy, crime, drama, family, fantasy, romance and thriller genres. She relies on friends and 
networks, websites, magazines, and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R20 
A female accountant aged 18-24 years who is university educated (undergraduate level) and regularly uses 
the Internet a couple of times per day. She see’s movies in cinemas between two and three times a week or 
month. She prefers seeing adventure, comedy, crime, drama, romance, and thriller genres. She relies on 
friends and networks, websites and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films. 
R22 
A male retiree aged 40-59 years who is high school educated and uses the Internet every couple of days. He 
see’s movies at least twice a month in cinemas and prefers the genres of action, adventure, comedy, crime, 
drama, horror, mystery, sci-fi, thriller, war and western. He primarily relies on newspapers and TV when 
searching for information about upcoming films.  
R23 
A female public servant aged 40-59 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet a 
couple of times per day. She see’s movies at least twice a month in cinemas and prefers action, adventure, 
comedy, crime, drama, fantasy, horror, musical, mystery, romance, sci-fi, and thriller genres. She relies on 
friends and networks, newspapers and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R24 A female student aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet several 
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 times per day. She see’s movies in cinema at least once a month and prefers the comedy and fantasy genres. 
She primarily relies on friends and networks as well as websites when searching for information about 
upcoming films.  
R26 
A female swim teacher aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and regularly uses the Internet 
several times per day. She see’s movies twice a month in cinemas and prefers to see the genres of 
animation, comedy, family, fantasy and musical. She relies on friends and networks as well as websites 
when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R31 
A male academic aged 40-59 years who is university educated (post-graduate level). He regularly uses the 
Internet a couple of times per day. He see’s movies in cinema twice a month and prefers films in the 
adventure, animation, comedy, drama, family, fantasy, musical and romance genres. He relies on website/s, 
newspaper/s, TV and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R33 
A male IT network specialist aged 25-39 years who is university educated (undergraduate level), and 
regularly uses the Internet several times per day. He see’s movies in cinema at least once a week and 
prefers seeing action, adventure, animation, comedy, family, fantasy and sci-fi films. He primarily relies on 
websites when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R38 
A female administration and accounts assistant aged 40-59 years who is high school educated, and regularly 
uses the Internet several times per day. She only see’s movies in cinemas three or more times in a year. She 
prefers seeing action, adventure, comedy, crime, drama, horror, mystery, romance, sci-fi, and thriller films. 
When searching for information about upcoming films she relies on friends and networks, websites and TV.  
R40 
A male student with a casual work position aged 18-24 years who is high school educated and uses the 
Internet a couple of times per day. He see’s movies once a fortnight in cinemas and prefers films in action, 
adventure, animation, comedy, history and sci-fi genres. He relies on friends and networks, websites, 
magazines, TV, radio and in-cinema when searching for information about upcoming films.  
R43 
A female casting assistant aged 18-24 years who is university educated (undergraduate level), and regularly 
uses the Internet several times per day. She see’s movies on average once a month in cinema and prefers 
action, biography, comedy, drama, history and romance films. When searching for information about 
upcoming films she relies on friends and networks, websites, TV and in-cinema.  
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Appendix 6 Interview guide – Study 1 
 
PROCESS (ESTIMATED 60-70 MINUTES) includes debrief and questions 
 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE: To investigate the interrelationship between WOM, contagion and emotion 
as elements of buzz. 
 
A. Participation & Explanation of the In-Depth Interview, and Participant Demographic 
Information [DEBRIEF] (5mins) 
Firstly I would like to thank you for participating in this interview today to discuss your opinions and 
experiences with films. The project is researching how you communicate about new films with other 
people and how you respond and react to marketing material used by studios to communicate with 
your about new films. There are no right or wrong answers to the questions we’ll discuss here today. 
The discussion is completely confidential and is for the sole purpose of this research project only. The 
interview session will be recorded with your permission.  Your name and demographic information 
will not be kept by QUT (Queensland University of Technology), and reports using this information 
will not personally identify you in any way. 
 
B. Word-of-Mouth (WOM) in Buzz [15-20mins] 
Objective: to explore the relationship between buzz and WOM, through determining if people talk 
about an upcoming film more intensely than usual.  
 
How often would you say you talk about films?  
 
What aspects do you mostly talk about with films? 
 
Can you give me an example of a particular film that you talked about more often than you usually do 
before you saw it in cinemas?  
 
What did you exactly discuss about the film?  
 
Why did you discuss those particular aspects? 
 
Who did you tell? 
 
Why did you tell those people? 
 
How do you tell them?  
 
What prompted you to talk about this film? 
 
When did you first hear about it? 
 
Once you saw the film, did you continue to talk about the film?  
 
Did other people ask your opinion about the film, both before and after seeing the film? 
 
Do other people often talk to you about upcoming films? What did you talk about? How do those 
discussions make you feel about the release?  
 
Do you ask other people about upcoming films, and if so why do you? 
 
Why do you talk about films?  
 
C.  Contagion in Buzz [15-20mins] 
Objective: to explore the relationship between buzz and contagion, through determining if people’s 
actions show contagious behaviour.  
 
Do you send out messages to other people about new films?  
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 IF NOT – Why don’t you send out messages to other people about new films? 
 
Can you give me an example of what the message contained? 
 
Why did you just send that particular content? 
 
What prompts you to do this? 
 
Could you give me an example of a time you sent messages about a new film more often than usual to 
other people? Who did you send it to and why those people? How many people did you send it to? 
Why so many/few people?  
 
What prompted you to send messages to other people about the film, more so than a regular film? 
 
What exactly do you include in these messages?  Why do you think you have this type of content over 
others? Could you give me an example?  
 
How do you communicate messages to others? [Email, mobile, websites, blogs, forums, social 
networking, face-to-face] Why do you think you use these mediums over others? Why do you/ don’t 
you use online to communicate these messages? Why do you/ don’t you use face-to-face to 
communicate these messages?  
 
Do other people send you messages about new films? Can you give me an example of messages you 
have received? Do you ever send these messages onto other people, and if so can you explain why? 
 
When do you stop sending out messages, is it a gradual slow down or a complete stop?    
 
D. Emotion in Buzz Behaviour [15-20mins] 
Objective: to explore if emotions are a part of buzz, through determining how people perceive they 
react emotionally to marketing campaigns.  
 
How excited do you become when new films are released?  
 
Could you give me an example of a film you were REALLY excited about seeing?  
 
What were your feelings and expectations going into this film?  
 
What in particular made you so excited about seeing this film?  
 
How did you feel when you first saw the trailer? What do you think caused you to feel this way? 
 
3-4 Film Probe (2 recently seen movies, & 2 want to see movies) 
 
Thinking about how you felt before seeing X, select from the list in front of you what best describes 
how you were feeling at the time.   
 Why did you select these cards?  
 Why didn’t you choose these cards?  
 
Thinking about how you felt after seeing this film, select from the list in front of you what best 
describes how you were feeling at the time.   
 Why did you select these cards?  
 Why didn’t you choose these cards?  
 
 REPEAT FOR SECOND RECENTLY SEEN FILM 
 
Thinking about how you feel in anticipation of seeing X, select from the list in front of you what best 
describes how you were feeling at the time.   
 Why did you select these cards?  
 Why didn’t you choose these cards?  
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 REPEAT FOR SECOND ANTICIPATED FILM 
 
How do your friends or family usually react to seeing new films? Could you give me an example of 
how they usually react? What impact did this have on you? 
 
Do you have any friends, family or colleagues who really get excited about new films? Can you give 
me an example? What impact does their excitement have on you? 
 
When watching trailers in cinemas before a film starts, have you ever noticed how other people react 
around you? Did that affect you? Why/why not do you think that? 
 
E. CONCLUSION 
Would you like to review anything we spoke about earlier? Would you like to add anything else? 
Thanks for your time, and that concludes our interview. 
 
 
Appendix 7 Interview guide - Study 2 
 
PROCESS (ESTIMATED 30-40 MINUTES) includes debrief and questions 
 
OVERALL OBJECTIVE: To investigate the critical success factors of buzz marketing campaigns and 
the marketing strategies and tactics used by motion picture studios. 
 
A. Participation & Explanation of the In-Depth Interview, and Participant Demographic 
Information  
Firstly I would like to thank you for participating in this interview today to discuss your opinions and 
experiences with marketing and distributing films. The discussion is confidential and nothing that you 
say will be attributed to you personally. This interview is part of the research that I am undertaking for 
my PhD. I may write conference papers or articles for academic journals at a later point based on the 
overall findings from my research. I’d like to ask your permission to record this interview so that I can 
refer back to the transcript for my analysis. Your name and personal information will not be kept by 
QUT (Queensland University of Technology), and reports using this information will not personally 
identify you in any way. 
 
B. Buzz Marketing Strategy and Tactics  
Objective: to explore the relative influence of marketing strategies and tactics in creating buzz 
amongst consumers.  
 
Can we start with a definition ... what does “buzz” mean to movie marketers? What is it exactly? 
 
Why is it important? [OR - In your experience, how critical is buzz to marketing a movie?]  
 
Is it possible to create buzz on any film or is it only achievable for certain types of films? If so, what 
types? Do you mean particular genres? Or is it more complex than that? 
 
What types of strategy and tactics do you think have the greatest influence in creating buzz? Can you 
provide some examples? Why do you think these strategies/tactics greatly influence the successful 
creation of buzz? 
 
On mega blockbusters like ‘The Dark Knight’ and ‘Avatar’ – what is it the movie themselves and the 
marketing of those movies that separates them as potential candidates for creating massive buzz from 
all of the other movie with large P&A spends? 
 
Can you think of an example of a much smaller movie you have marketed for which you were able to 
create some real buzz? What was it about that movie and the marketing strategy and tactics you used 
that created the buzz? Why was it different from many other movies you have marketed that didn’t 
achieve that? 
 
B. Critical Success Factors of Buzz Marketing Strategies  
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Objective: to explore what critical success factors buzz marketing strategies need to achieve in order 
to successfully create buzz amongst consumers.  
 
In your opinion, what do you think is critical to do, for movie marketers to successfully create buzz 
amongst target audiences? [I.e. the critical success factors]  
 
How important is it to engage an audience in the marketing campaign in order to create buzz? Can 
you give me some examples of campaigns that have successfully engaged audiences? 
 
Why do you think some movies are able to successfully create buzz and other films fail to create buzz 
with very similar marketing strategies? Can you give me some examples? 
 
C. Conclusion  
Would you like to review anything we spoke about earlier, or add anything else, Thanks for your time, 
and that concludes our interview.  
 
 
 
Appendix 8 Interview tool - Emotions list 
Angry Scared Depressed Embarrassed Contended Optimistic Sexy Pride 
Frustrated Afraid Sad Ashamed Fulfilled Encouraged Romantic  
Irritated Panicky Miserable Humiliated Peaceful Hopeful Passionate  
Unfulfilled Nervous Helpless   Happy Loving   
Discontented Worried Nostalgic   Pleased Sentimental  
Envious Tense Guilty   Joyful Warm-
hearted 
 
Jealous     Relieved   
     Thrilled   
     Enthusiastic    
 
